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Preface t o the Second Edition

The debate set offby this book was quite astonishing
to me. Despite attacks early on when my paper was published in the
Journal ofLegal Studies, I was still rather unprepared for the publicitygener
ated by the book in 1998. This expanded edition not only discusses the
ensuing political debate and responds to the various criticisms, but also
extends the data set to cover additional years. Replicating the results over
additional years is important, so as to verify the original research. The
new extended and broadened data set has also allowed me to study new
gun laws, ranging from safe-storage provisions to one-gun-a-month pur
chase rules. It has also allowed me to extend my study of the Brady law
and its impact to its first three years. Other extensions of the data set
include entirely new city-level statistics, which made it possible to ac
count more fully for policing policies.

Since I finished writing the first edition of this book in 1997, I have
continued working on many related gun and crime issues. A new section
of the book draws on continued research that I am conducting with nu
merous talented coauthors: William Landes on multiple-victim public
shootings, John Whitley on safe-storage gun laws, and Kevin Cremin on
police policies. Other work was published in the May 1998 American Eco
nomic Review under the title "Criminal Deterrence, Geographic Spillovers,
and the Right to Carry Concealed Handguns," coauthored with Stephen
Bronars. Also, an article of mine, "The Concealed Handgun Debate,"was
published in the January 1998 issue of the Journal ofLegal Studies.

I am grateful for the many opportunities to present my new research
in a variety of academic forums and for the many useful comments that
I have received. The research on guns and crime has been presented at
(a partial listing) Arizona State University, Auburn University, the Uni
versity of Chicago, Claremont Graduate School, the University of Hous
ton, the University of Illinois, the University of Kansas, the University of
Miami,New York University, the University of Oklahoma, the University
of Southern California, RiceUniversity, the University of Texasat Austin,
the University of Texas at Dallas, the University of Virginia, the College
of William and Mary, and Yeshiva UniversitySchool of Law, as well as at
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the "Economics ofLaw Enforcement" Conference at Harvard Law School,

the Association of American Law Schools meetings, the American Eco
nomic Association meetings, the American Society of Criminology meet
ings, the Midwestern Economic Association meetings, the National Law
yers Conference, the Southern Economic Association meetings, and the
Western Economic Association meetings. Other presentations have been
madeat suchplaces asthe Chicago Crime Commission, the Kansas Koch
Crime Commission, the American Enterprise Institute, and the Heri
tage Foundation.

Finally, I must thank the Yale Law School, where I am a senior re
searchscholar, for providing me with the opportunity to write the new
material that has been added to the book. I must also especially thank
George Priest, who madethisopportunity possible. Theinput ofmy wife
andsonshasbeenextremelyimportant,andits importancehasonly been
exceeded by their tolerance in putting up with the long working hours
required to finish this revision.



p r g f n c g t o the First Edition

Does allowing people to own or carry guns deter vi
olent crime? Or does it simply cause more citizens to harm each other?
Using the most comprehensive data set on crime yet assembled, this
book examines the relationship between gun laws, arrest and convic
tion rates, the socioeconomic and demographiccompositions of counties
and states, and different rates of violent crime and property crime. The
efficacy of the Brady Law, concealed-handgun laws, waiting periods,
and background checks is evaluated for the first time using nationwide,
county-level data.

The book begins with a description of the arguments for and against
gun control and of how the claims should be tested. A large portion of
the existing research is critically reviewed. Several chapters then empiri
callyexamine what facts influence the crime rate and answer the ques
tions posed above. Finally, I respond to the politicaland academic attacks
leveled against the original version of my work, which was published in
the January 1997 issue of the Journal ofLegal Studies.

I would like to thank my wife, Gertrud Fremling, for patiently reading
and commenting on many earlydraftsof this book,and my four children
for sitting through more dinnertime conversations on the topicscovered
here than anyone should be forced to endure. DavidMustard also assisted
me in collecting the data for the originalarticle,which servesas the basis
for some of the discussions in chapters 4 and 5. Ongoing research with
Steve Bronars and William Landes has contributed to this book. Maxim

Lott provided valuable research assistance with the polling data.
For their comments on different portions of the work included in this

book, I would like to thank Gary Becker,Steve Bronars, Clayton Cramer,
Ed Glaeser, Hide Ichimura, Jon Karpoff, C. B. Kates, Gary Kleck, David
Kopel, William Landes, Wally Mullin, Derek Neal, Dan Polsby, Robert
Reed, Tom Smith, seminar participants at the University of Chicago (the
Economics and Legal Organization, the Rational Choice, and Divinity
School workshops), Harvard University, Yale University, Stanford Univer
sity, Northwestern University, Emory University, Fordham University,
Valparaiso University, the American Law and Economics Association
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Meetings, the American Society of Criminology, the Western Economic
Association Meetings, and the Cato Institute. I also benefited from pre
sentations at the annual conventions of the Illinois Police Association and

the National Association ofTreasury Agents. Further, I would like to ex
press my appreciation to the John M. Olin Law and Economics Program
at the University ofChicago Law School for its generous funding (a topic
dealt with at length in chapter7).



Onp. Introduction

American culture is a gun culture—not merely in
the sense that 75 to 86 million people own a total of about 200 to 240
million guns,1 but in the broader sense that guns pervade our debates on
crime and are constantly present in movies and the news. How many
times have we read about shootings, or how many times have we heard
about tragic accidentalgun deaths—bad guysshooting innocent victims,
bad guys shooting each other in drug wars, shots fired in self-defense,
police shootings of criminals, let alone shooting in wars? We are inun
dated by images through the television and the press. Our kids are fasci
nated by computer war games and toy guns.

Sowe're obsessed with guns. But the bigquestion is:What do we really
know? How many times have most of us actually used a gun or seen a
gun being used? How many of us have ever seen somebody in real life
threatening somebody else with a gun, witnessed a shooting, or seen
people defend themselves by displaying or firing guns?

The truth is that most of us have very little firsthand experience with
using guns as weapons. Even the vast majority of police officers have
never exchanged shots with a suspect.2 Most of us receive our images of
guns and their use through television, film, and newspapers.

Unfortunately, the images from the screen and the newspapers are
often unrepresentative or biased because of the sensationalismand exag
geration typically employed to sell news and entertainment. A couple of
instances of news reporting are especially instructive in illustrating this
bias. In a highly publicized incident, a Dallas man recently became the
first Texas resident charged with using a permitted concealedweapon in
a fatal shooting.3Only long after the initial wave of publicity did the press
report that the person had been savagely beaten and in fear for his life
before firing the gun. In another case a Japanese student was shot on
his way to a Halloween party in Louisianain 1992. It made international
headlines and showed how defensive gun use can go tragically wrong.4
However, this incident wasa rare event: in the entire United States during
a year, only about 30people are accidentally killed by private citizens who
mistakenly believe the victim to be an intruder.5 By comparison, police
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accidentally kill asmany as330 innocent individuals annually.6 In neither
the Louisiana case nor the Texas casedid the courts find the shooting to
be criminal.

While news stories sometimes chronicle the defensive uses of guns,
such discussionsare rare compared to those depicting violent crime com
mitted with guns. Since in many defensive cases a handgun is simply
brandished, and no one is harmed, many defensive uses are never even
reported to the police. I believe that this underreportingofdefensive gun
use is large, and this beliefhas been confirmed by the many stories I re
ceived from people across the country after the publicity broke on my
original study. On the roughly one hundred radio talk shows on which I
discussed that study,many people calledin to saythat they believed hav
ing a gun to defend themselves with had saved their lives. For instance,
on a Philadelphia radio station, a NewJersey woman told how two men
simultaneously had tried to open both front doors of the car she wasin.
When she brandished her gun and yelled, the men backed away and fled.
Given the stringent gun-control laws in NewJersey, the woman saidshe
never thought seriously of reporting the attempted attack to the police.

Similarly, while I was on a trip to testify before the Nebraska Senate,
John Haxby—a television newsman for the CBS affiliate in Omaha—
privately revealed to me a frightening experience that he had faced in
the summer of 1995 while visiting in Arizona. At about 10 a.m., while
riding in a car with hisbrother at the wheel, they stoppedfor a red light.
A man appeared wielding a "butcher's knife" and opened the passen
ger door, but just as he was lunging towards John, the attacker suddenly
turned and ran away. As John turned to his brother, he saw that his
brother was holding a handgun. His brother was one of many who had
recently acquired permits under the concealed-handgun law passed in
Arizona the previous year.

Philip Van Cleave, a former reserve deputy sheriffin Texas, wrote me,
"Are criminals afraid of a law-abiding citizen with a gun? You bet. Most
cases of a criminal beingscared offby an armed citizen are probablynot
reported. But I have seen a criminal who wasso frightened of an armed,
seventy-year-old woman that in hispanic to get away, he turned and ran
right into a wall! (He was busy trying to kick down her door, when she
opened a curtain and pointed a gun at him.)"

Such stories are not limited to the United States. On February 3, 1996,
outside a bar in Texcoco, Mexico (a city thirty mileseast of Mexico City),
a woman used a gun to stop a man from raping her. When the man
lunged at the woman, "ripping her clothes and trying to rape her," she
pulled a .22-caliber pistol from her purse and shot her attacker once in
the chest, killing him.7 The case generated much attention in Mexico
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when a judge initially refused to dismiss murder charges against the
woman because she was viewed as being responsible for the attempted
rape, having "enticed" the attacker "by having a drink with him at the
bar."8

If a national survey that I conducted is correct, 98 percent of the time
that peopleuse guns defensively, they merely have to brandish aweapon
to break off an attack. Such storiesarenot hard to find: pizza deliverymen
defend themselves against robbers, carjackings are thwarted, robberies at
automatic teller machines areprevented, and numerous armed robberies
on the streets and in stores are foiled,9 though these do not receive the
national coverage of other gun crimes.10 Yet the cases covered by the
news media are hardly typical; most of the encounters reported involve
a shooting that ends in a fatality.11

A typical dramatic news story involved an Atlanta woman who pre
vented a carjacking and the kidnapping of her child; she was forced to
shoot her assailant:

A CollegePark woman shot and killed an armed man she says was trying
to carjack her van with her and her 1-year-old daughter inside, police
said Monday....

Jackson told policethat the gunman accosted her asshe drove into the
parkinglot of an apartment complex on Camp Creek Parkway. She had
planned to watch a broadcast of the Evander Holyfield—Mike Tyson fight
with friends at the complex.

She fired after the man pointed a revolver at her and ordered her to
"move over," she told police. She offered to take her daughter and give
up the van, but the man refused, police said.

"She was pleadingwith the guy to let her take the baby and leave the
van, but he blocked the door," said College Park Detective Reed Pollard.
"She was protecting herself and the baby."

Jackson, who told police she bought the .44-caliber handgun in Sep
tember after her home wasburglarized, said she fired several shots from
the gun, which she kept concealed in a canvas bag beside her car seat.
"She didn't try to remove it," Pollard said. "She just fired."12

Although the mother saved herself and her baby by her quick actions,
it was a risky situation that might have ended differently. Even though
there was no police officer to help protect her or her child, defending
herself was not necessarily the only alternative. She could have behaved
passively, and the criminal might have changed his mind and simply
taken the van, letting the mother and child go. Even if he had taken
the child, he might later have let the baby go unharmed. Indeed, some
conventional wisdom claims that the best approach is not to resist an
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attack. According to a recent Los Angeles Times article, '"active compliance'
is the surest way to survivea robbery. Victims who engagein active resis
tance ... have the best odds of hanging on to their property. Unfortu
nately, they also have much better odds of winding up dead."13

Yet the evidence suggests that the CollegePark woman probably en
gaged in the correct action. While resistance is generally associated with
higher probabilities of serious injury to the victim, not all types of resis
tance are equally risky. Byexamining the data provided from 1979 to 1987
by the Department of Justice's National Crime Victimization Survey,14
Lawrence Southwick, confirming earlier estimates by Gary Kleck, found
that the probability of serious injury from an attack is 2.5 times greater
for women offering no resistance than for women resisting with a gun.
In contrast, the probabilityof women being seriouslyinjured was almost
4 times greater when resisting without a gun than when resisting with a
gun. In other words, the best advice is to resist with a gun, but if no gun
is available, it is better to offer no resistance than to fight.15

Men also fare better with guns, but the benefits are significantly
smaller. Behaving passively is 1.4 times more likely to result in serious
injury than resistingwith a gun. Malevictims, like females, also run the
greatest risk when they resist without a gun, yet the difference is again
much smaller: resistance without a gun is only 1.5 times as likely to re
sult in serious injury than resistance with a gun. The much smaller
difference for men reflects the fact that a gun produces a smaller change
in a man's ability to defend himself than it does for a woman.

Although usually skewed toward the dramatic, news stories do shed
light on how criminals think. Anecdotes about criminals who choose
victims whom they perceive as weak are the most typical. While "weak"
victims are frequently women and the elderly, this is not always the case.
For example, in a taped conversation with police investigators reported
in the Cincinnati Enquirer (October 9, 1996, p. B2), Darnell "Bubba" Lowery
described how he and Walter "Fatman" Raglin robbed and murdered mu
sician Michael Bany on December 29, 1995:

Mr. Lowery said on the tape that he and Walter "Fatman" Raglin, who is
also charged with aggravated robbery and aggravated murder and is on
trial in another courtroom, had planned to rob a cab driver or a "dope
boy."

He saidhe gavehis gun and bullets to Mr. Raglin. They decidedagainst
robbing a cab driver or drug dealer because both sometimes carried guns,
he said.

Instead, they saw a man walkingacrossthe parking lot with some kind
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of musical instrument. He said as he looked out for police, Mr. Raglin
approached the man and asked for money.

After getting the money, Mr. Raglin asked if the man's car was a stick
or an automatic shift. Then Mr. Raglin shot the man.

Criminals are motivated by self-preservation, and handguns can
therefore be a deterrent. The potential defensivenature of guns is further
evidenced by the different rates of so-called "hot burglaries,"where a resi
dent is at home when a criminal strikes.16 In Canada and Britain, both

with tough gun-control laws, almost half of all burglaries are "hot bur
glaries." In contrast, the United States, with fewer restrictions, has a "hot
burglary" rate of only 13 percent. Criminals are not just behaving dif
ferently by accident. Convicted American felons reveal in surveys that
they are much more worried about armed victims than about running
into the police.17 The fear of potentially armed victims causes American
burglars to spend more time than their foreign counterparts "casing" a
house to ensure that nobody is home. Felons frequently comment in
these interviews that they avoid late-night burglaries because "that's the
way to get shot."18

To an economist such as myself, the notion of deterrence—which
causes criminals to avoid cab drivers, "dope boys," or homes where the
residents are in—is not too surprising. We see the same basic relation
ships in all other areas of life: when the price of apples rises relative to
that of oranges, people buy fewer apples and more oranges. To the non-
economist, it may appear cold to make this comparison, but just as gro
cery shoppers switch to cheaper types of produce, criminals switch to
attacking more vulnerable prey. Economists call this, appropriately
enough, "the substitution effect."

Deterrence matters not only to those who actively take defensive ac
tions. People who defend themselves may indirectly benefit other citi
zens. In the Cincinnati murder case just described, cab drivers and drug
dealers who carry guns produce a benefit for cabdrivers and drug dealers
without guns. In the example involving "hot burglaries," homeowners
who defend themselves make burglars generally wary of breaking into
homes. These spillover effects are frequently referred to as "third-party
effects" or "external benefits." In both cases criminals cannot know in

advance who is armed.

The case for allowing concealed handguns—as opposed to openly
carried handguns—relies on this argument. When guns are concealed,
criminals are unable to tell whether the victim is armed before striking,
which raises the risk to criminals of committing many types of crimes.
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On the other hand, with "open-carry" handgun laws,a potential victim's
defensive ability is readily identified, which makes it easier for criminals
to choose the more vulnerable prey. In interviews with felony prisoners
in ten state correctional systems, 56percent claimed that they would not
attack a potential victim who was known to be armed. Indeed, the crimi
nals in states with high civilian gun ownership were the most worried
about encountering armed victims.19

Other examples suggest that more than just common crimes may be
prevented by law-abiding citizens carrying concealed handguns. Refer
ring to the July, 1984, massacre at a San Ysidro, California, McDonald's
restaurant, IsraelicriminologistAbraham Tennenbaum described

what occurred at a [crowded venue in] Jerusalem some weeks before the
California McDonald's massacre: three terrorists who attempted to ma
chine-gun the throng managed to kill only one victim before being shot
down by handgun-carrying Israelis. Presented to the press the next day,
the surviving terrorist complained that his group had not realized that
Israelicivilians were armed. The terrorists had planned to machine-gun a
succession of crowd spots, thinking that they would be able to escape
before the policeor army could arrive to dealwith them.20

More recently, on March 13,1997, sevenyoung seventh- and eighth-grade
Israeli girls were shot to death by a Jordanian soldier while visiting Jor
dan'sso-calledIsland of Peace. Reportedly, the Israelis had "complied with
Jordanian requests to leave their weaponsbehind when they entered the
border enclave. Otherwise, they might have been able to stop the shoot
ing, several parents said."21

Obviously, arming citizens has not stopped terrorism in Israel; how
ever, terrorists have responded to the relatively greater cost of shooting
in public places by resorting to more bombings. This is exactly what the
substitution effect discussed above would predict. Is Israel better off with
bombings instead of mass publicshootings? That is not completely clear,
although one might point out that if the terrorists previously chose
shooting attacks rather than bombings but now can only be effective by
usingbombs,their actionsare limitedin a way that should make terrorist
attacks less effective (even if only slightly).22

Substitutability means that the most obvious explanations may not
always be correct. For example, when the February 23, 1997, shooting
at the Empire State Building left one person dead and six injured, it was
not New York's gun laws but Florida's—where the gun was sold—that
came under attack. New York City Mayor Rudolph W Giuliani immedi
ately calledfor national gun-licensing laws.23 While it ispossible that even
stricter gun-sale regulations in Florida might have prevented this and
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other shootings, we might ask, Why did the gunman travel to New York
and not simply remain in Florida to do the shooting? It is important to
study whether states that adopt concealed-handgun lawssimilar to those
in Israel experience the same virtual elimination of mass public shoot
ings.Such states may also run the risk that would-be attackers will substi
tute bombings for shootings, though there is the same potential down
side to successfully banning guns. The question still boils down to an
empirical one: Which policy will save the largest number of lives?

The Numbers Debate and Crime

Unfortunately, the debate over crime involvesmany commonly accepted
"facts" that simply are not true. For example, take the claim that individ
uals are frequently killed by people they know.24 As shown in table 1.1,
according to the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports, 58 percent of the country's
murders were committed either by family members (18 percent) or by

Table 1.1 Murderers and victims: relationship and characteristics

Percent of

cases involving
the relationship

Percent of

victims

Percent of

offenders

Relationship
Family
Acquaintance

(nonfriend and friend)
Stranger
Unknown

18%

40

13

30

Total 101

Race

Black 38% 33%

White 54 42

Hispanic
Other

2

5

2

4

Unknown 1 19

Total 100 100

Sex

Female 29 9

Male 71 72

Unknown 0 19

Total 100 100

Source: U.S. Dept. of Justice, FBI staff, Uniform Crime Reports, (Washington, DC:U.S. Govt. Printing
Office, 1992

Note: Nonfriendacquaintances includedrug pushersand buyers, gang members,prostitutes and
their clients, bar customers, gamblers, cabdrivers killed by their customers, neighbors, other non
friend acquaintances, and friends. The total equalsmore than 100 percent becauseof rounding. The
averageage of victims was33;that of offenderswas30.
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those who "knew" the victims (40 percent). Although the victims' rela
tionship to their attackers could not be determined in 30 percent of the
cases, 13 percent of all murders were committed by complete strangers.25

Surely the impression created by these numbers has been that most
victims are murdered by close acquaintances. Yet this is far from the
truth. In interpreting the numbers, one must understand how these clas
sifications are made. In this case, "murderers who know their victims" is

a very broad category. A huge but not clearly determined portion of this
category includes rival gang members who know each other.26 In larger
urban areas, where most murders occur, the majority of murders are due
to gang-related turf wars over drugs.

The Chicago Police Department, which keeps unusually detailed
numbers on these crimes, finds that just 5 percent of all murders in the
city from 1990 to 1995 were committed by nonfamily friends, neighbors,
or roommates.27 This is clearly important in understanding crime. The
list of nonfriend acquaintance murderers is filledwith casesin which the
relationships would not be regarded by most people as particularly close:
for example, relationshipsbetween drug pushers and buyers, gang mem
bers, prostitutes and their clients, bar customers, gamblers, and cabdriv-
ers killed by their customers.

While I do not wish to downplay domestic violence, most people do
not envision gang members or drug buyers and pushers killing each
other when they hear that 58percent of murder victimswere either rela
tives or acquaintances of their murderers.28 If family members are in
cluded, 17 percent of all murders in Chicago for 1990-95 involved family
members, friends, neighbors, or roommates.29 While the total number of
murders in Chicago grew from 395 in 1965 to 814 in 1995, the number
involving family members, friends, neighbors, or roommates remained
virtually unchanged. What has grown is the number of murders by non
friend acquaintances, strangers, identified gangs, and persons unknown.30

Fewmurderers could be classified aspreviouslylaw-abiding citizens.In
the largest seventy-five counties in the United States in 1988, over 89per
cent ofadult murderers had criminal records as adults.31 Evidence for Bos

ton, the one city where reliabledata havebeen collected, shows that, from
1990 to 1994,76 percent of juvenile murder victims and 77percent of juve
niles who murdered other juveniles had prior criminal arraignments.32

Claims of the large number of murders committed against acquain
tances also create a misleading fear of those we know. To put it bluntly,
criminals are not typical citizens. As is well known, young males from
their mid-teens to mid-thirties commit a disproportionate share of
crime,33 but even this categorization can be substantially narrowed. We
know that criminals tend to have low IQs as well as atypical personalities.
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For example, delinquents generally tend to be more "assertive, unafraid,
aggressive, unconventional, extroverted, and poorly socialized," while
nondeliquents are "self-controlled, concerned about their relations with
others, willing to be guided by social standards, and rich in internal feel
ings like insecurity, helplessness, love (or its lack), and anxiety."34 Other
evidence indicates that criminals tend to be more impulsive and put rela
tively little weight on future events.35 Finally, we cannot ignore the un
fortunate fact that crime (particularly violent crime, and especially mur
der) is disproportionately committed against blacksby blacks.36

The news media also play an important role in shaping what we per
ceive as the greatest threats to our safety. Because we live in such a na
tional news market, we learn very quickly about tragedies in other parts
of the country.37 As a result, some events appear to be much more com
mon than they actually are. For instance, children are much less likely
to be accidentally killed by guns (particularly handguns) than most
people think. Considerthe following numbers: In 1996 there were a total
of 1,134 accidental firearm deaths in the entire country. A relatively small
portion of these involved children under ageten: 17 deaths involved chil
dren up to four years of age and 25 more deaths involved five- to nine-
year-olds.38 In comparison, 1,915 children died in motor-vehicle crashes
and another 489 died when they were struck by motor vehicles, 805 lost
their lives from drowning, and 738 were killed by fire and burns. Almost
twiceas many children even drown in bathtubs each year than die from
all types of firearm accidents.

Of course, any child's death is tragic, and it offers little consolation to
point out that common fixtures in life from pools to heaters result in
even more deaths. Yet the very rules that seek to save lives can result in
more deaths. For example, banning swimming pools would help prevent
drowning, and banning bicycles would eliminate bicycling accidents, but
if fewer people exercise, life spans will be shortened. Heaters may start
fires, but they also keep people from getting sick and from freezing to
death. So whether we want to allow pools or space heaters depends not
only on whether some people may be harmed by them, but also on
whether more people are helped than hurt.

Similar trade-offs exist for gun-control issues, such as gun locks. As
President Clinton has argued many times, "We protect aspirin bottles in
this country better than we protect guns from accidents by children."39
Yet gun locks require that guns be unloaded, and a locked, unloaded gun
does not offer ready protection from intruders.40 The debate is not simply
over whether one wants to save lives or not; it involves the question of
how many of these two hundred accidentalgun deaths would have been
avoided under different rules versus the extent to which such rules

would reduce people's ability to defend themselves. Without looking at
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data, one can only guess the net effects.41 Unfortunately, despite the best
intentions, evidence indicates that child-resistant bottle caps actually
have resulted in "3,500 additionalpoisonings of children under age 5 an
nually from [aspirin-related drugs] ... [as] consumers have been lulled
into a less-safety-conscious mode of behavior by the existence of safety
caps."42 If President Clinton were aware of such research, he surely
wouldn't refer to aspirinbottles when telling us how to deal with guns.43

Another common argument made in favor of banning guns involves
the number of people who die from guns each year: there were 17,790
homicides and 18,169 suicides in 1992 alone.44 Yet just because a law is
passed to ban guns, it does not automatically follow that the total num
ber of deaths will decline. Given the large stock of guns in the country,
and given the difficulties the government faces in preventing other illegal
items, such as drugs, from entering the country, it is not clear how suc
cessful the government would be in eliminating most guns. This raises
the important question of whether the law would primarily reduce the
number of guns held by law-abiding citizens.How would such a law alter
the relative balance of power between criminalsand law-abiding citizens?

Suppose it were possible to remove all guns. Other questions would
still arise. Would successfully removing guns discourage murders and
other crimes becausecriminalswould findknivesand clubspoor alterna
tives? Wouldit be easierfor criminals to prey on the weakest citizens,who
would find it more difficult to defend themselves? Suicide raises other

questions. It is simply not sufficient to point to the number of people
who kill themselves with guns. The debate must be over what substitute
methods are available and whether they appearsufficiently lessattractive.
Even evidence about the "success rate" of different methods of suicide is

not enough, because questions arise over why people choose the method
that they do. Ifpeople who were more intent than others on successfully
killing themselves previously chose guns, forcing them to use other
methods might raisethe reported "success rate" for these other methods.
Broader concerns for the general public also arise. For example, even if
we banned many of the obviouswaysof committing suicide, many meth
ods exist that we could never really control. These substitute methods
might endanger others in ways that shootings do not—for example, de
liberately crashing one's car, throwing oneselfin front of a train, or jump
ing off a building.

This book attempts to measure the same type of trade-off for guns.
Our primary questions are the following: Will allowing citizens to carry
concealed handguns mean that otherwise law-abidingpeople will harm
each other? Will the threat of self-defense by citizens armed with guns
primarily deter criminals?Without a doubt, both "bad" and "good" uses
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of guns occur. The question isn't really whether both occur; it is, rather,
Whichismore important? In general, do concealedhandguns saveor cost
lives? Even a devoted believer in deterrence cannot answer this question
without examining the data, because these two different effects clearly
exist, and they work in opposite directions.

To some, however, the logic is fairly straightforward. Philip Cook ar
gues that "if you introduce a gun into a violent encounter, it increases
the chance that someone will die."45 A large number of murders may
arise from unintentional fitsof rage that are quickly regretted, and simply
keeping guns out of people's reach would prevent deaths.46 Others point
to the horrible public shootings that occur not just in the United States
but around the world, from Tasmania, Australia, to Dunblane, Scotland.

The survey evidence of defensive gun use weighs importantly in this
debate. At the lowest end of these estimates, again according to Philip
Cook, the U.S. Department of Justice's National Crime Victimization Sur
vey reports that each year there are "only" 110,000 defensive uses of guns
during assaults, robberies, and household burglaries.47 Other national
polls weight regions by population and thus have the advantage, unlike
the National Crime Victimization Survey, of not relying too heavily on
data from urban areas.48 These national polls should also produce more
honest answers, since a law-enforcement agency is not asking the ques
tions.49 They imply much higher defensive use rates. Fifteen national
polls, including those by organizations such as the Los Angeles Times, Gal
lup, and Peter Hart Research Associates, imply that there are 760,000 de
fensive handgun uses to 3.6million defensive uses of any type of gun per
year.50 Yet even if these estimates are wrong by a very large factor, they
still suggest that defensivegun use is extremely common.

Some evidence on whether concealed-handgun laws will lead to in
creased crimes is readily available. Between October 1, 1987, when Flori
da's "concealed-carry" law took effect, and the end of 1996, over 380,000
licenses had been issued,and only 72had been revoked becauseof crimes
committed by licenseholders (most of which did not involve the permit
ted gun).51 A statewide breakdown on the nature of those crimes is not
available, but Dade County records indicate that four crimes involving a
permitted handgun took place there between September 1987 and Au
gust 1992, and none of those cases resulted in injury.52 Similarly, Multno
mah County, Oregon, issued 11,140 permits over the period from January
1990 to October 1994; only five permit holders were involved in shootings,
three of which were considered justified by grand juries. Of the other
two cases, one involved a shooting in a domestic dispute, and the other
involved an accident that occurred while a gun was being unloaded; nei
ther resulted in a fatality.53
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In Virginia, "Not a single Virginia permit-holder has been involved in
violent crime."54 In the first year following the enactment of concealed-
carry legislation in Texas, more than 114,000 licenses were issued, and
only 17 have so far been revoked by the Department of Public Safety
(reasons not specified).55 After Nevada's first year, "Law enforcement
officials throughout the state could not document one case of a fatality
that resulted from irresponsiblegun use by someone who obtained a per
mit under the new law."56 Speaking for the Kentucky Chiefs of Police
Association, Lt. Col. Bill Dorsey, Covington assistant police chief, con
cluded that after the law had been in effect for nine months, "We haven't

seen any cases where a [concealed-carry] permit holder has committed
an offense with a firearm,"57 In North Carolina, "Permit-holding gun
owners have not had a single permit revoked as a result of use of a gun
in a crime."58 Similarly, for South Carolina, "Only one person who has
received a pistol permit since 1989 has been indicted on a felony charge,
a comparison of permit and circuit court recordsshows. That charge,...
for allegedly transferringstolen property last year, wasdropped by prose
cutors after evidencefailed to support the charge."59

During state legislative hearingson concealed-handgun laws, the most
commonly raised concerns involved fears that armed citizens would at
tack each other in the heat of the moment following car accidents or
accidentallyshoot a policeofficer. The evidence shows that such fears are
unfounded: although thirty-one states have so-called nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws, some of them decades old, there exists only
one recorded incident of a permitted, concealed handgun being used in
a shooting following a traffic accident, and that involved self-defense.60
No permit holder has ever shot a policeofficer, and there have been cases
where permit holders have used their guns to save officers' lives.

Let us return to the fundamental issue of self-protection. For many
people, the ultimate concern boils down to protection from violence.
Unfortunately, our legalsystem cannot provide people with all the pro
tection that they desire, and yet individuals are often prevented from
defending themselves. A particularly tragic event occurred recently in
Baltimore:

Less than a year ago, James Edward Scott shot and wounded an intruder
in the back yard of his West Baltimorehome, and accordingto neighbors,
authorities took awayhis gun.

Tuesday night, someone apparently broke into his three-story row
house again. But this time the 83-year-old Scott didn't have his .22-caliber
rifle, and police said he wasstrangled when he confronted the burglar.

"If he would have had the gun, he would be OK," said one neighbor
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who declined to givehis name, fearingretribution from the attacker, who
had not been arrested as of yesterday....

Neighbors said burglars repeatedly broke into Scott's home. Ruses [a
neighbor] saidScott often talkedabout "the peoplewho would harasshim
because he worked out back by himself."61

Others find themselves in a position in which either they no longer
report attacks to the police when they have used a gun to defend them
selves, or they no longer carry guns for self-defense. Josie Cash learned
this lesson the hard way, though charges against her were ultimately
dropped. "The Rockford [Illinois] woman used her gun to scareoffmug
gers who tried to take her pizzadelivery money. But when she reported
the incident to police, they filed felony charges against her for carryinga
concealed weapon."62

A well-known story involved Alan Berg, a liberal Denver talk-show
host who took great delight in provokingand insulting those with whom
he disagreed. Berg attempted to obtain a permit after receiving death
threats from white supremacists, but the police first attempted to talk
him out of applying and then ultimately rejected his request. Shortly
after he was denied, Berg was murdered by members of the Aryan Na
tions.63

Asa Chicago cabdriver recently told me, "Whatgood is a policeofficer
going to do me if you pulled a knife or a gun on me right now?"64 Nor
are rural, low-crime areas immune from these concerns. Illinois State

Representative Terry Deering (Democrat) noted that "we live in areas
where if we have a state trooper on duty at any given time in a whole
county, we feel very fortunate. Some counties in downstate rural Illinois
don't even have 24-hour police protection."65 The police cannot feasibly
protect everybody all the time, and perhapsbecause of this, policeofficers
are typically sympathetic to law-abiding citizens who own guns.66

Mail-in surveys are seldom accurate, because only those who feel in
tensely about an issue are likely to respond, but they provide the best
information that we have on police officers' views. A 1996 mail surveyof
fifteen thousand chiefs of police and sheriffs conducted by the National
Association of Chiefs of Police found that 93 percent believed that law-
abiding citizens should continue to be able to purchase guns for self-
defense.67 The Southern StatesPolice Benevolent Association surveyed its
eleven thousand members during June of 1993 (36 percent responded)
and reported similar findings: 96 percent of those who responded agreed
with the statement, "People should have the right to own a gun for self-
protection," and 71 percent did not believe that stricter handgun laws
would reduce the number of violent crimes.68 A national reader survey
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conducted in 1991 by Law Enforcement Technology magazinefound that 76per
cent of street officers and 59 percent of managerial officers agreed that
all trained, responsible adults should be able to obtain handgun-carry
permits.69 Bysimilarlyoverwhelmingpercentages, these officers and po
lice chiefs rejected claimsthat the Bradylaw would lower the crime rate.

The passage of concealed-handgun lawshas also caused former oppo
nents in law enforcement to change their positions. Recently in Texas,
"vocal opponent" Harris County District Attorney John Holmes admit
ted, "I'm eating a lot of crowon this issue. It'snot something I necessarily
like to do, but I'm doing it on this."70 Soon after the implementation of
the Florida law, the president and the executive director of the Florida
Chiefs ofPolice and the head of the Florida Sheriff's Association all admit

ted that they had changed their views on the subject.They also admitted
that despitetheir best efforts to document problemsarising from the law,
they have been unable to do so.71 The experience in Kentucky has been
similar; as Campbell County SheriffJohn Dunn says, "I have changed my
opinion of this [program]. Frankly, I anticipated a certain type of people
applying to carry firearms, people I would be uncomfortable with being
able to carry a concealed weapon. That has not been the case. These are
all just everyday citizens who feel they need some protection."72

If anything, the support among rank-and-file police officers for the
right ofindividuals to carryguns forself-protection iseven higher than it
is among the general population. A recent national poll by the Lawrence
Research group (September 21—28, 1996) found that by a margin of 69 to
28 percent, registered voters favor "a law allowing law-abiding citizens
to be issued a permit to carry a firearm for personal protection outside
their home."73 Other recent national polling by the National Opinion Re
search Center (March 1997) appears even more supportive of at least al
lowing some law-abiding citizens to carry concealed handguns. They
found that 53.5 percent supported "concealed carry only for those with
special needs," while 45 percent agreed that permits should be issued to
"any adult who has passed a criminalbackground check and a gun safety
course."74 Perhaps just as telling, only 16 percent favored a ban on
handguns.75

The National Opinion Research Center poll also provides some in
sightsinto who supports tighter restrictions on gun ownership; it claims
that "the less educated and those who haven't been threatened with a

gun are most supportiveof gun control."76 If this is true, it appears that
those most supportive of restrictions also tend to be those least directly
threatened by crime.77

State legislators also acknowledge the inability of the police to be al
ways available, even in the most public places, by voting to allow them-
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selves unusually broad rights to carry concealed handguns. During the
1996 legislative session, for example,Georgia "state legislators quietly gave
themselves and a few top officials the right to carry concealed guns to
places most residents can't: schools, churches, political rallies, and even
the Capitol."78 Even local prosecutors in California strenuously objected
to restrictions on their rights to carry concealed handguns.79

Although people with concealed handgun permits must generally
view the police as offering insufficient protection, it is difficult to dis
cern any pattern of political orientation among celebrities who have
concealed-handgun permits: Bill Cosby, Cybill Shepherd, U.S. Senator
Dianne Feinstein (D—California), HowardStern, Donald Trump, William
F. Buckley, Arthur O. Sulzberger (chairman of the New York Times), union
bosses, Laurence Rockefeller, Tom Selleck, Robert De Niro, and Erika

Schwarz (the first runner-up in the 1997 Miss AmericaPageant). The rea
sons these people gaveon their applications for permits were quite simi
lar. Laurence Rockefeller's reason was that he carries "large sums of
money"; Arthur Sulzberger wrote that he carries "largesums of money,
securities,etc.";and William Buckley listed "protection of personal prop
erty when traveling in and about the city" as his reason.80 Some made
their decision to carry a gun after being victims of crime. Erika Schwarz
said that after a carjackingshe had been afraid to drive at night.81

And when the Denver Post asked Sen. Ben Nighthorse Campbell (R—
Colo.) "how it looks for a senator to be packing heat," he responded,
"You'd be surprised how many senators have guns." Campbell said that
"he needed the gun backin the days when he exhibitedhisNativeAmeri
can jewelry and traveled long distances between craft shows."82

Emotion, Rationality, and Deterrence

In 1995 two children, ten and eleven years old, dropped a five-year-old
boy from the fourteenth floor of a vacant Chicago Housing Authority
apartment.83 The reason? The five-year-old refused to steal candy for
them. Or considerthe case ofVincent Drost,a promisingmusicianin the
process of composing a symphony, who was stabbed to death immedi
ately after making a call from a pay telephone to his girlfriend. The rea
son? According to the newspapers, "His five teenage attackers told police
they wanted to have some fun and simply wanted 'to do' somebody."84
It is not difficult to find crimes such as "the fatal beating of a school
teacher" described as "extremely wicked, shockingly evil." The defense
attorney in this crime described the act as one of "insane jealousy."85

The notion of "irrational" crime is enshrined by forty-seven states that
recognizeinsanity defenses.86 Criminal law recognizes that emotions can
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overwhelm our normal judgments in other ways.87 For example, under
the Model Penal Code, intentional homicide results in the penalty for
manslaughter when it "is committed under the influence of extreme
mental or emotional disturbance for which there is reasonable explana
tion or excuse."88 These mitigatingfactors are often discussed in terms of
the "heat ofpassion" or "coolingtime," the latter phrase referring to "the
interval in which 'blood' can be expected 'to cool'" or the time required
for "reason to reassert itself."89 Another related distinction is drawn be

tween first- and second-degree murder: "The deliberatekiller is guilty of
first-degree murder; the impulsive killer is not."90 In practice, the true
distinction between these two gradesappearsto be not premeditation but
whether the act was done without emotion or "in cold blood," "as is the

case [when] someone who kills for money ... displays calculation and
greed."91

Some academics go beyond these cases or laws to make more general
claims about the motives behind crime. Thomas Carroll, an associate

professor of sociology at the University of Missouri at Kansas City, states
that "murder is an irrational act, [and] we don't have explanations for
irrational behavior."92 From this he draws the conclusion that "there's

really no statistical explanation" for what causes murder rates to fluctu
ate. Do criminals respond to disincentives? Or are emotions and attitudes
the determining factors in crime? Ifviolent acts occur merely because of
random emotions, stronger penalties would only reduce crime to the
extent that the people least able to control such violent feelings can be
imprisoned.

There are obvious difficulties with taking this argument against deter
rence to its extreme. For example, as long as "even a handful" of crimi
nals respond to deterrence,increasing penaltieswillreduce crime.Higher
probabilities of arrest or conviction aswell as longer prison terms might
then possibly "pay" for themselves. As the cases in the previous section
have illustrated, criminal decisions—from when to break into a resi
dence, whom to attack, or whether to attack people by using guns or
bombs—appear difficult to explain without reference to deterrence.
Someresearchers try to drawa distinction betweencrimesthat they view
as "more rational," like robberyand burglary, and others, such as murder.
If such a distinction is valid, one might argue that deterrence would then
at least be effective for the more "rational" crimes.

Yet even if we assume that most criminals are largelyirrational, deter
rence issues raise some tough questions about human nature, questions
that are at the heart of very different views of crime and how to combat
it. Still it is important to draw a distinctionbetween "irrational" behavior
and the notion that deterrence doesn't matter. One doesn't necessarily
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imply the other. For instance, some people may hold strange, unfathom
able objectives, but this does not mean that they cannot be discouraged
from doing things that bring increasingly undesirable consequences.
While we may not solve the deeper mysteries of how the human mind
works, I hope that the following uncontroversial example can help show
how deterrence works.

Suppose that a hypothetical Mr. Smith is passed over for promotion.
He keepsa stiffupper lip at work,but after he gets home, he kickshis dog.
Now this might appear entirely irrational: the dog did not misbehave.
Obviously, Mr. Smith got angry at his boss, but he took it out on his
poor dog instead. Could we conclude that he is an emotional, irrational
individual not responding to incentives? Hardly. The reason that he did
not respond forcefully to his boss is probably that he feared the conse
quences. Expressing hisangerat the boss might haveresulted in hisbeing
fired or passed up for future promotions. An alternative way to vent his
frustration would have been to kick his co-workers or throw things
around the office. But again, Mr. Smith chose not to engage in such be
havior because of the likely consequences for his job. In economic terms,
the costs are too high. He manages to bottle up his anger until he gets
home and kicks his dog. The dog is a "low-cost" victim.

Here liesthe perplexity: the wholeact maybe viewed as highlyirratio
nal—after all, Mr. Smith doesn't truly accomplish anything. But still he
tries to minimize the bad consequences of venting his anger. Perhaps we
could label Mr. Smith's behavior as "semirational," a mixture of seem

ingly senseless emotion and rational behavior at the same time.
What about changing the set of punishments in the example above?

What if Mr. Smith had a "killer dog," that bit anyone who abused it
(equivalent to arming potential victims)? Or what if Mr. Smith were
likely to be arrested and convicted for animal abuse? Severalscenarios are
plausible. First, he might have found another victim, perhaps a family
member, to hit or kick. Or he might have modified hisoutwardlyaggres
siveacts by merely yellingat family and neighbors or demolishing some
thing. Or he might have repressed his anger—either by bottling up his
frustration or finding some nonviolent substitute, such as watching a
video, to help him forget the day's events.

Evidence of responding to disincentives is not limited to "rational" hu
mans. Economists have produced a large number of studies that inves
tigate whether animals take the costs of doing things into account.93
Animal subjects haveincludedboth rats and pigeons, and the typicalex
periment measures the amount of some desired treat or standard labora
tory food or fluid that is consumed in relation to the number of times
the animal must push a lever to get the item. Other experiments alter
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the amount of the item received for a given number of lever pushes.
These experiments have been tried in many different contexts. For ex
ample, does an animal's willingness to work for special treats like root
beer or cherry cola depend upon the existence of unlimited supplies of
water or standard laboratory food? The results from these experiments
consistently show that as the "cost" of obtaining the food increases, the
animal obtains less food. In economic terms, "Demand curves are down

ward sloping."
As for human beings, a large economics literature exists that over

whelmingly demonstrates that people commit fewer crimes if criminal
penaltiesaremore severe or more certain. Whetherweconsider the num
ber of airliners hijacked in the 1970s,94 evasion of the military draft,95 or
international data on violent and property crimes,96 stiffer penalties or
higher probabilities of conviction result in fewer violations of the law.
Sociologists are more cautious, but the National Research Council of the
U.S. National Academy of Sciences established the Panel on Research on
Deterrent and Incapacitative Effects in 1978 to evaluate the many aca
demic studies of deterrence. The panel concluded as follows: "Taken as a
whole, the evidence consistently finds a negative association between
crime rates and the risks of apprehension, conviction or imprisonment.
... the evidence certainly favors a proposition supporting deterrence
more than it favors one asserting that deterrence is absent."97

This debate on incentives and how people respond to them arises re
peatedly in many different contexts. Take gun-buyback programs. Surely
the intention of such programsis good, but why should we believe that
they will greatly influence the number of guns on the street? True, the
guns purchased are removed from circulation, and these programs may
help to stigmatize gun ownership. Yet if they continue, one effect ofsuch
programs will be to increase the return to buying a gun. The price that
a person is willing to payfor a gun todayincreases as the price for which
it can be sold rises. In the extreme case, if the price offered in these gun-
buyback programs ever became sufficiently high, people would simply
buy guns in order to sell them through these programs. I am sure this
would hardly distress gun manufacturers, but other than creatingsome
socially useless work, the programs wouldhave a dubiouseffect on crime.
Empirical work on this question reveals no impact on crime from these
programs.98

Introspectioncan go onlyso far. Ultimately, the issueofwhether sanc
tions or other costs deter criminals can be decided only empirically. To
what extent will concealed-handgun lawsor gun-control lawsraise these
costs? To what extent will criminals be deterred by these costs? In chapter
2 we will consider how to test these questions.
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An Overview

The following chapters offera critical review of the existing evidence on
gun control and crime, with the primary focus on the central questions
that concern us all: Does gun ownership save or cost lives, and how do
the various gun laws affect this outcome?

To answer these questions I use a wide array of data. For instance, I
have employed polls that allow us to track how gun ownership has
changed over time in different states, as well as the massive FBI yearly
crime rate data for all 3,054 U.S. counties from 1977 to 1992. I use addi

tional, more recently available data for 1993 and 1994 later to check my
results. Over the last decade, gun ownership has been growingfor virtu
ally all demographic groups, though the fastest growing group of gun
owners is Republican women, thirty to forty-four years of age, who live
in rural areas. National crime rates have been falling at the same time as
gun ownership has been rising. Likewise, states experiencing the greatest
reductions in crime are also the ones with the fastest growing percent
ages of gun ownership.

Overall, my conclusion is that criminals as a group tend to behave
rationally—when crimebecomes more difficult, lesscrimeiscommitted.
Higher arrest and conviction rates dramatically reduce crime. Crimi
nals also move out of jurisdictions in which criminal deterrence increases.
Yet criminals respond to more than just the actions taken by the police
and the courts. Citizens can take private actions that also deter crime.
Allowing citizens to carry concealed handguns reduces violent crimes,
and the reductions coincidevery closely with the number of concealed-
handgun permits issued. Mass shootings in public places are reduced
when law-abiding citizens are allowed to carry concealed handguns.

Not all crime categories showed reductions, however. Allowing con
cealed handguns might cause small increases in larceny and auto theft.
When potential victims are able to arm themselves, some criminals turn
away from crimes like robbery that require direct attacks and turn in
stead to such crimes as auto theft, where the probability of direct contact
with victims is small.

There were other surprises as well. While the support for the strictest
gun-control laws is usually strongest in large cities, the largest drops in
violent crime from legalized concealed handguns occurred in the most
urban counties with the greatest populations and the highest crime rates.
Given the limited resources available to law enforcement and our desire

to spend those resources wisely to reduce crime, the results of my studies
have implications for where police should concentrate their efforts. For
example, I found that increasing arrest rates in the most crime-prone
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areas led to the greatest reductions in crime. Comparisons can also be
made across differentmethods of fightingcrime. Ofall the methods stud
ied so far by economists, the carrying of concealed handguns appears to
be the most cost-effective method for reducing crime. Accident and sui
cide rates were unaltered by the presence of concealed handguns.

Guns also appear to be the great equalizer among the sexes. Murder
rates decline when either more women or more men carry concealed
handguns, but the effectis especially pronounced for women. One addi
tional woman carrying a concealedhandgun reduces the murder rate for
women by about 3—4 times more than one additional man carrying a
concealed handgun reduces the murder rate for men. This occurs be
causeallowing a woman to defendherselfwith a concealed handgun pro
duces a much larger change in her ability to defend herself than the
change created by providing a man with a handgun.

Whilesome evidence indicates that increased penaltiesfor using a gun
in the commission of a crime reduce crime, the effect is small. Further

more, I find no crime-reduction benefits from state-mandated waiting
periods and background checks before people are allowed to purchase
guns. At the federal level, the Bradylaw has proven to be no more effec
tive. Surprisingly, there is also little benefit from training requirements
or age restrictions for concealed-handgun permits.
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Gun Control

The Existing Literature

Despite intense feelings on both sides of the gun de
bate, I believe everyone is at heart motivatedby the same concerns: Will
gun control increase or decrease the number of lives lost? Will these laws
improve or degrade the quality of life when it comes to violent crime?
The common fears we all share with regard to murders, rapes, robberies,
and aggravated assaults motivate this discussion. Even those who debate
the meaning of the Constitution's Second Amendment cannot help but
be influencedby the answers to these questions.1

While anecdotal evidenceis undoubtedly useful in understanding the
issues at hand, it has definite limits in developing public policy. Good
argumentsexiston both sides, andneither side hasa monopolyon stories
of tragedies that might have been avoided if the law had only been
different. While one side presents the details of a loved one senselessly
murdered in a massacre like the December 1993 Colin Ferguson shoot
ing on the Long Island Railroad, the other side points to claims that if
only Texas had allowed concealed handguns, the twenty-two lives lost in
Luby's restaurant in Killeen in October 1991 could have been saved. Less
publicized but equally tragic stories have been just as moving.

Surveys havefilled many important gaps in our knowledge; neverthe
less, they suffer from many inherent problems. For example, how accu
rately can a person judge whether the presence of a gun actually saved
her life or whether it really prevented a criminal from attacking? Might
people'spolicypreferencesinfluencehow they answer the pollster'sques
tions? Other serious concerns arise with survey data. Does a criminal who
is thwarted from committing one particular crime merely substitute an
other victim or another type of crime?Or might this general deterrence
raise the costs of these undesirable activities enough so that some crimi
nals stop committing crimes? Survey data just has not been able to an
swer such questions.

To study these issuesmore effectively, academicshave turned to statis
tics on crime. Depending on what one counts as academic research, there
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are at least two hundred studies on gun control. The existing work falls
into two categories, using either "time-series" or "cross-sectional" data.
Time-series data deal with one particular area (a city, county, or state)
over many years; cross-sectional data look across many different geo
graphic areas within the same year. The vast majority of gun-control
studies that examine time-series data present acomparison of the average
murder rates before and after the change in laws; those that examine
cross-sectional data compare murder rates across places with and with
out certain laws. Unfortunately, these studies make no attempt to relate
fluctuations in crime rates to changing law-enforcement factors like
arrest or conviction rates, prison-sentence lengths, or other obvious
variables.

Both time-series and cross-sectional analyses have their limitations.
Let us first examine the cross-sectional studies. Suppose, as happens to
be true, that areas with the highest crime rates are the ones that most
frequentlyadopt the most stringentgun-control laws. Evenif restrictions
on guns were to lower the crime rates, it might appear otherwise. Sup
pose crime rates were lowered, but not by enough to reach the level of
rates in low-crime areas that didnot adopt the laws. In that case, looking
across areas would make it appear that stricter gun control produced
higher crime. Would thisbeproofthat stricter gun controlcaused higher
crime? Hardly. Ideally, one should examine how the high-crime areas
that adopted the controls changed over time—not only relative to their
past levels but also relative to areas without the controls. Economists re
fer to this as an "endogeneity" problem. The adoption of the policy is a
reaction (that is, "endogenous") to other events, in this case crime.2 To
correctly estimate the impact of a law on crime, one must be able to
distinguish andisolate the influenceof crimeon the adoptionof the law.

For time-series data, other problems arise. For example, while the
ideal study accounts for other factors that may help explain changing
crime rates, a pure time-series study complicates such a task. Many po
tential causes of crime might fluctuate in any one jurisdiction over time,
and it is very difficult to know which one of those changes might be
responsible for the shifting crime rate. If two or more events occur at the
same time in a particular jurisdiction, examining only that jurisdiction
will not help us distinguish which event was responsible for the change
in crime. Evidence is usually much stronger if a law changes in many
different placesat different times, and one can see whether similar crime
patterns exist before and after such changes.

The solution to these problems is to combine both time-series and
cross-sectional evidence and then allow separate variables, so that each
year the national or regional changes in crime ratescan be separated out
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and distinguished from any local deviations.3 For example, crime may
havefallen nationallybetween 1991 and 1992, but what this study is able
to examine is whether there is an additional decline over and above that

national drop in states that have adopted concealed-handgun laws. I also
use a set of measures that control for the average differences in crime
rates across places even after demographic, income, and other factors
have been accounted for. No previous gun-control studies have taken
this approach.

The largest cross-sectional gun-control study examined 170 cities in
1980.4 While this study controlled for many differences across cities, no
variables were used to deal with issues of deterrence (such as arrest or
conviction rates or prison-sentence lengths).It alsosuffered from the bias
discussed above that these cross-sectional studies face in showing a posi
tive relationship between gun control and crime.

The time-series work on gun control that has been most heavily cited
by the mediawas done bythree criminologists at the University ofMary
land who looked at five different counties (one at a time) from three dif
ferent states (three counties from Florida, one county from Mississippi,
and one from Oregon)from 1973 to 1992 (though a different time period
was used for Miami).5 While this study has received a great deal of media
attention, it suffers from seriousproblems.Eventhough these concealed-
handgun laws were state laws, the authors say that they were primarily
interested in studying the effectin urban areas. Yet they do not explain
how they chose the particular counties used in their study. For example,
why examine Tampa but not Fort Lauderdale, or Jacksonville but not
Orlando? Like most previousstudies, their research does not account for
any other variables that might also help explain the crime rates.

Some cross-sectionalstudies have taken a different approach and used
the types of statistical techniques found in medical casestudies. Possibly
the best known paper wasdone by Arthur Kellermann and his many co
authors,6 who purport to show that "keeping a gun in the home was
strongly and independently associated with an increased risk of homi
cide."7 The data for this test consists of a "case sample" (444 homicides
that occurred in the victim's homes in three counties) and a "control"
group (388 "matched" individualswho lived near the deceased and were
the same sex and race as well as the same age range). After information
was obtained from relatives of the homicide victim or the control sub

jects regarding such things as whether they owned a gun or had a drug
or alcohol problem, these authors attempted to see if the probability of
a homicide was correlated with the ownership of a gun.

There are many problems with Kellermann et al.'s paper that under
cut the misleading impression that victims were killed by the gun in the
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home. For example, they fail to report that in only 8 of these 444 homi
cide cases could it be established that the "gun involved had been kept
in the home."8 More important, the questionposed by the authors can
not be tested properly using their chosen methodology because of the
endogeneity problem discussed earlier with respect to cross-sectional
data.

To demonstrate this, suppose that the same statistical method—with
a matching control group—was used to do an analogous study on the
efficacy of hospital care. Assume that we collected data just as these au
thors did; that is, we got a list of all the peoplewho died in a particular
county over the period of a year, and we asked their relatives whether
they had been admitted to a hospital during the previousyear. We would
alsoput together a control samplewith people of similar ages, sex, race,
and neighborhoods, and ask these men and women whether they had
been in a hospital during the past year. My bet is that we would find a
very strong positive relationship between those who spent time in hos
pitals and those who died, quite probably a stronger relationship than
in Kellermann's study on homicides and gun ownership. If so, would we
take that as evidence that hospitals kill people? I would hope not. We
would understand that, although our methods controlled for age, sex,
race, and neighborhood, the peoplewho had visiteda hospital during the
past year and the people in the "control" sample who did not visit a hos
pital were really not the same types of people. The difference is pretty
obvious: those hospitalized were undoubtedly sick, and thus it should
come as no surprise that they would face a higher probability of dying.

The relationship between homicides and gun ownership is no differ
ent. The finding that those who are more likely to own guns suffer a
higher homicide rate makes us ask, Why were they more likely to own
guns? Could it be that they were at greater risk of being attacked? Is it
possible that this difference arosebecauseof a higher rate of illegalactivi
ties among those in the case study group than among those in the con
trol group? Owning a gun could lower the probability of attack but still
leave it higher than the probability faced by those who never felt the
need to buy a gun to begin with. The fact that all or virtually all the
homicide victims were killed by weapons brought into their homes by
intruders makes this all the more plausible.

Unfortunately, the case study method was not designed for studying
these types of social issues. Compare these endogeneity concerns with a
laboratory experiment to test the effectiveness of a new drug. Some pa
tients with the disease are providedwith the drug, while others are given
a placebo. The random assignment of who gets the drug and who re
ceivesthe placebo is extremely important. A comparable approach to the
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link between homicide and guns would have researchers randomly place
guns inside certain households and also randomly determine in which
households guns would be forbidden. Who receives a gun would not be
determined by other factors that might themselves be related to whether
a person faces a high probabilityof being killed.

So how does one solve this causation problem? Think for a moment
about the preceding hospital example. One approach would be to exam
ine a changein something like the cost ofgoing to hospitals. For example,
if the cost of going to hospitals fell, one could see whether some people
who would otherwisenot havegone to the hospitalwould now seek help
there. Aswe observedan increasein the number of people going to hos
pitals, we could then check to see whether this was associated with an
increase or decrease in the number of deaths. By examining changes in
hospital care prices, we could see what happens to people who now
choose to go to the hospital and who were otherwise similar in terms of
characteristics that would determine their probability of living.

Obviously, despite these concerns over previous work, only statistical
evidence can reveal the net effect of gun laws on crimes and acciden
tal deaths. The laws being studied here range from those that allow
concealed-handgun permits to those demanding waitingperiods or set
ting mandatory minimum sentences for using a gun in the commission
of a crime. Instead of just examining how crime changes in a particular
city or state, I analyze the first systematic national evidence for all 3,054
counties in the United Statesover the sixteenyears from 1977 to 1992 and
ask whether these rules saved or cost lives. I attempt to control for a
changein the pricepeopleface in defending themselves by lookingat the
changein the laws regarding the carrying of concealed handguns. I will
also use the data to examine why certain states have adopted concealed-
handgun laws while others have not.

Thisbook is the first to study the questions of deterrence using these
data. While many recent studiesemployproxies for deterrence—such as
policeexpenditures or general levels of imprisonment—I am able to use
arrest rates by type of crime and also, for a subset of the data, convic
tion rates and sentence lengths by type of crime.91 also attempt to ana
lyze a question noted but not empirically addressed in this literature:
the concern over causality related to increases in both handgun use and
crime rates. Do higher crime rates lead to increased handgun ownership
or the reverse? The issueis more complicated than simply whether car
rying concealed firearms reduces murders, because questions ariseabout
whether criminals might substitute one type of crime for another aswell
as the extent to which accidental handgun deaths might increase.
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The Impact of Concealed Handguns on Crime

Manyeconomicstudies havefound evidence broadlyconsistentwith the
deterrent effectof punishment.10 The notion is that the expected penalty
affects the prospective criminal's desire to commit a crime. Expectations
about the penalty include the probabilities of arrest and conviction, and
the length of the prison sentence.It is reasonable to disentanglethe prob
abilityof arrest from the probability of conviction, since accused individ
uals appear to suffer large reputational penalties simply from being ar
rested.11 Likewise, conviction also imposes many different penalties (for
example, lost licenses, lost voting rights, further reductions in earnings,
and so on) even if the criminal is never sentenced to prison.12

While these points are well understood, the net effect of concealed-
handgun laws is ambiguous and awaits testing that controls for other
factors influencing the returns to crime. The first difficulty involves the
availability of detailed county-level data on a variety of crimes in 3,054
counties during the period from 1977 to 1992. Unfortunately, for the time
period we are studying, the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports include arrest-rate
data but not conviction rates or prison sentences. While I make use of
the arrest-rate information, I include a separatevariable for each county
to account for the different average crimerateseachcounty faces,13 which
admittedlyconstitutesa rather imperfectway to control for cross-county
differences such as expected penalties.

Fortunately, however, alternative variables are available to help us
measure changes in legal regimes that affect the crime rate. One such
method is to use another crime category to explain the changes in the
crime rate being studied. Ideally, one would pick a crime rate that moves
with the crime rate beingstudied (presumably because of changesin the
legal system or other social conditions that affect crime), but is unrelated
to changes in laws regulating the right to carryfirearms. Additional mo
tivations for controlling other crime rates includeJames Q. Wilson's and
George Kelling's "brokenwindow" effect, wherelessserious crimesleftun
deterred will lead to more serious ones.14 Finally, after telephoning law-
enforcement officials in all fifty states, I was able to collect time-series,
county-level conviction ratesand mean prison-sentence lengths for three
states (Arizona, Oregon, and Washington).

The FBI crime reports include seven categories of crime: murder and
non-negligent manslaughter, rape, aggravated assault, robbery, auto theft,
burglary, and larceny.15 Two additional summary categories were in
cluded: violent crimes (including murder, rape, aggravated assault, and
robbery) and property crimes (including auto theft, burglary, and lar
ceny). Although they are widely reported measures in the press, these
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broader categories are somewhat problematic in that all crimes are given
the same weight (for example, one murder equals one aggravated as
sault).

The most serious crimes also make up only a very small portion of
this index and account for very little of the variation in.the total number
of violent crimes across counties(see table 2.1). For example, the average
county has about eight murders, and counties differ from this number
by an average of twelve murders.Obviously, the number of murders can
not be less than zero; the average difference is greater than the average
simply becausewhile 46percent of the counties had no murders in 1992,
some counties had a very large number of murders (forty-one counties
had more than a hundred murders, and two counties had over one thou

sand murders). In comparison, the average county experienced 619 vio
lent crimes, and counties differ from this amount by an average of 935.
Not only does the murder rate contribute just a little more than 1 per
cent to the total number of violent crimes, but the average difference in
murders across countiesalso explains just a little more than 1percentof
the differences in violent crimes across counties.

Even the narrower categories are somewhat broad for our purposes.
For example, robbery includes not only street robberies, which seem the
most likely to be affected by concealed-handgun laws, but also bank rob-

Toble 2.1 The most common crimes and the variation in their

prevalence across counties (1992)

Percent of

variation in

general
Average Percent category Number

number of crime due to of

of crimes category Dispersion each crime counties

Violent crime 619.1 934.50 2,853
Murder 7.8 1.356 11.60 1.2% 2,954
Rape 35.4 5.7% 48.96 5.2% 2,853
Robbery 224.8 36.3% 380.70 40.7% 2,954
Aggravated assault 367.5 59.4% 534.80 57.2% 2,954

Property crime 4,078.2 5,672 2,954
Auto theft 533.9 13.1% 868 15.3% 2,954
Burglary 969.1 23.8% 1,331 23.4% 2,954
Larceny 2,575.2 63.1% 3.516 62.0% 2,954

Note:Dispersion providesa measureof variationfor each crime category; it is a measure of the
average difference betweenthe overallaverage and eachcounty's number of crimes. The total of
the percentsfor specific crimesin the violent-crime category doesnot equal 100 percent because
not allcounties reportconsistent measures ofrape. Otherdifferences aredue to rounding errors.
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beries, for which, becauseof the presenceof armed guards, the additional
return to permitting citizens to be armed would appear to be small.16
Likewise, larceny involves crimes of "stealth,"which includes those com
mitted by pickpockets, purse snatchers, shoplifters, and bike thieves, and
crimes like theft from buildings, coin machines, and motor vehicles.
However, while most of these fit the categories in which concealed-
handgun laws are likely to do little to discourage criminals, pickpockets
do come into direct contact with their victims.

This aggregation of crimecategories makesit difficult to isolatecrimes
that might be deterred by increasedhandgun ownership and crimes that
might be increasing as a result of a substitution effect. Generally, the
crimes most likely to be deterred by concealed-handgun laws are those
involving direct contact between the victim and the criminal, especially
when they occur in placeswhere victimsotherwise would not be allowed
to carry firearms. Aggravated assault, murder, robbery, and rape are both
confrontational and likely to occur where guns were not previously al
lowed.

In contrast, crimes like auto theft of unattended cars seem unlikely
to be deterred by gun ownership. While larceny is more debatable, in
general—to the extent that these crimes actually involve "stealth"—the
probability that victims willnotice the crimebeingcommitted seemslow,
and thus the opportunities to use a gun are relatively rare. The effect
on burglaryis ambiguous from a theoretical standpoint. It is true that if
nondiscretionary laws cause more people to own a guns, burglars will
face greater risks when breaking into houses, and this should reduce the
number of burglaries. However, if some of those who alreadyown guns
now obtain right-to-carrypermits, the relative cost of crimes like armed
street robbery and certain other types of robberies (where an armed pa
tron may be present) should rise relative to that for burglaryor residen
tial robbery. This may cause some criminals to engage in burglaries in
stead of armed street robbery. Indeed, a recent Texas poll suggests that
such substitution may be substantial: 97 percent of first-time applicants
for concealed-handgun permits already owned a handgun.17

Previous concealed-handgun studies that rely on state-level data suf
fer from an important potential problem: they ignore the heterogen
eity within states.18 From my telephone conversations with many law-
enforcement officials, it has become very clear that there was a large vari
ation across counties within a state in terms of how freely gun permits
weregranted to residentsprior to the adoptionof nondiscretionary right-
to-carry laws.19 All those I talked to stronglyindicated that the most pop
ulous counties had previously adopted by far the most restrictive prac
ticesin issuing permits.The implication for existing studiesis that simply
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using state-level data rather than county data will bias the results against
finding any impact from passing right-to-carry provisions. Those count
ies that were unaffected by the law must be separated from those count
ies where the change could be quite dramatic. Even cross-sectional city
data will not solve this problem, because without time-series data it is
impossible to determine the impact of a change in the law for a particu
lar city.20

There are two ways of handling this problem. First, for the national
sample, one can see whether the passage of nondiscretionary right-to-
carry laws produces systematicallydifferent effects in the high- and low-
population counties. Second, for three states—Arizona, Oregon, and
Pennsylvania—I acquired time-series data on the number of right-to-
carry permits for each county. The normal difficulty with using data on
the number of permits involves the question of causality: Do more per
mits make crimes more costly, or do higher crime rates lead to more
permits? The change in the number of permits before and after the
change in the state laws allows us to rank the counties on the basis of
how restrictive they had actually been in issuing permits prior to the
change in the law. Of course there is still the question of why the state
concealed-handgun law changed, but since we are dealing with county-
level rather than state-level data, we benefit from the fact that those

counties with the most restrictive policies regarding permits were also
the most likely to have the new laws imposed upon them by the state.

Using county-leveldata also has another important advantage in that
both crime and arrest rates vary widelywithin states. In fact, as indicated
in table 2.2, the variation in both crime rates and arrest rates across states

is almost always smaller than the average within-state variation across
counties. With the exception of the rates for robbery, the variation in
crime rates acrossstates is from 61 to 83percent of their average variation
within states. (The differencein violent-crime rates arisesbecause robber
iesmake up such a largefraction of the total crimesin this category.) For
arrest rates, the numbers are much more dramatic; the variation across

states is assmall as 15 percent of the average of the variation within states.
These results imply that it is no more accurate to view all the counties

in the typical state as a homogenous unit than it is to view all the states
in the United States as a homogenous unit. For example, when a state's
arrest rate rises, it may make a big difference whether that increase is
taking place in the most or least crime-prone counties. Widely differing
estimates of the deterrent effectof increasinga state's average arrest rate
may be made, dependingon which typesof counties are experiencing the
changes in arrest rates and depending on how sensitive the crime rates
are to arrest-rate changesin those particular counties. Aggregating these



Table 2.2 Comparing the variation in crime rates across states and
across counties within states from 1977 to 1992

Percent of variation

across states

relative to the

average variation
within states

Crime rates per 100,000 population
Violent-crime rate 111%

Murder rate 75

Murder rate with guns
1982 to 1991)

Rape rate
Aggravated-assault rate
Robbery rate

(from
61

69

83

166

Property-crime rate
Auto theft rate

66

74

Burglaryrate
Larceny rate

69

61

Arrest rates (number of arrests
Violent crimes

divided by number of offenses)*
21

Murder 21

Rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault

17

21

32

Property crime
Burglary
Larceny
Auto theft

18

23

15

15

Truncating arrest rates to
Violent crime

>be no greater than one

44

Murder 30

Rape
Robbery
Aggravatedassault

34

25

41

Property crimes
Burglary
Larceny
Auto theft

43

33

46

31

Note: The percents arecomputed as the standarddeviation ofstate means divided by the
average within-state standard deviations across counties.
*Because of multiple arrests for a crime and becauseof the lags between the time when
a crime occurs and the time an arrest takes place, the arrest rate for counties and states
can be greater than one. This is much more likely to occur for counties than for states.
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data may thus make it more difficult to discern the true relationship
between deterrence and crime.

Another way of illustrating the differences between state and county
data is simply to compare the counties with the highest and lowest crime
rates to the states with the highest and lowest rates. Tables 2.3 and 2.4
list the ten safest and ten most dangerous states by murder and rape rates,
along with those same crime rates for the safest and most dangerous
counties in each state. (When rates were zero in more than one county,
the number of counties is given.) Two conclusions are clear from these
tables. First, even the states with the highest murder and rape rates have
counties with no murders or rapes, and these counties in the most dan
gerous states are much safer than the safeststates, according to the aver
agestate crime rates for the safeststates. Second, while the counties with
the highest murder rates tend to be well-known placeslike Orleans (New
Orleans, Louisiana), Kings (Brooklyn, N.Y.), Los Angeles, and Baltimore,
there are a few relatively small, rural counties that, for very short periods

Table 2.3 Murder rotes: state and county variation in the states
with the ten highest and ten lowest murder rates (1992)

States ranked by Murder Highest Number of

level of murder rate County with county counties

rate (10 highest; per highest murder rate with zero

10 lowest) 100,000 murder rate per 100,000 murder rate

Louisiana (1) 15.3 Orleans 57 5

New York (2) 13.2 Kings 28 13

Texas (3) 12.7 Delta 64 116

California (4) 12.66 LosAngeles 21 8

Maryland (5) 12.1 Baltimore 46 4

Illinois (6) 11.21 St. Clair 31 67

Arkansas (7) 10.8 Chicot 53 19

Georgia (8) 10.7 Taliaferro 224 62

North Carolina(9) 10.4 Graham 56 16

South Carolina(10) 10.35 Jasper 32 4

Nebraska (41) 3.2 Pierce 13 72

Utah (42) 2.99 Kane 20 15

Massachusetts (43) 2.97 Suffolk 12 2

Montana (44) 2.22 Meager 55 32

North Dakota (45) 1.9 Golden Valley 53 44

Maine (46) 1.7 Washington 5.5 7

New Hampshire (47) 1.5 Carroll 5.5 5

Iowa (48) 1.1 Wayne 14 71

Vermont (49) 0.7 Chittenden 2.2 9

South Dakota (50) 0.6 Bon Homme 14 49
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Table 2.4 Rape rates: state and county variation in the states
with the ten highest and ten lowest rape rates (1992)

Highest Lowest

States ranked by County county County county
level of rape rate Rape with rape rate with rape rate
(10 highest; 10 rate per highest per lowest per

lowest) 100,000 rape rate 100,000 rape rate 100,000

Alaska (1) 98 North Slope 473 Matanuska-

Susitina 14

Delaware (2) 86 Sussex 118 New Castle 74

Michigan (3) 79 Branch 198 Keweenaw 0

Washington (4) 71 Ferry 237 Garfield 0

South Carolina (5) 59 Dillon 97 2 counties 0

Nevada (6) 55 Washoe 82 5 counties 0

Florida (7) 53.7 Putnam 178 3 counties 0

Texas(8) 53.5 Rains 130 70 counties 0

Oregon (9) 53 Multnomah 95 3 counties 0

South Dakota(10) 50 Pennington 136 24 counties 0

Mississippi (41) 29 Harrison 108 11 counties 0

Pennsylvania (42) 27.4 Fulton 85 2 counties 0

Connecticut (43) 26.8 New Haven 38 Windham 1

Wisconsin (44) 26.4 Menominee 98 10 counties 0

North Dakota(45) 25 Morton 81 33 counties 0

Maine(46) 23 Franklin 41 Sagadahoc 0

West Virginia (47) 22 Cabell 99 8 counties 0

Montana (48) 21 Mineral 179 24 counties 0

Iowa(49) 13 Buchanan 62 40 counties 0

Vermont (50) 12 Chittenden 47 Orange 0

of time, garner the top spots in a state. The reverseis not true, however:
counties with the lowest murder rates are always small, rural ones.

The two exceptions to this general situation are the two states with
the highest rape rates: Alaska and Delaware. Alaska, possibly because of
the imbalance of men and women in the population, has high rape rates
over the entire state.21 Even Matanuska-Susitina, which is the Alaskan
borough with the lowest rape rate, has a higher rape rate than either
Iowa or Vermont. Delaware, which has a very narrow range between the
highest and lowest county rape rates, is another exception. However, at
least part of the reason for a nonzero rape rate in New Castle county
(although this doesn't explain the overall high rape rate in the state) is
that Delaware has only three counties,each with a relativelylargepopu
lation, which virtually guarantees that some rapes will take place.

Perhaps the relatively small across-state variation as compared to
within-state variations is not so surprising, given that states tend to aver
age out differences as they encompass both rural and urban areas. Yet
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when coupled with the preceding discussion on the differing effects of
concealed-handgun provisions on different counties in the same state,
these numbers strongly imply that it is risky to assume that states are
homogenous units with respect either to how crimes are punished or
how the laws that affectgun usageare changed. Unfortunately, this em
phasis on state-level data pervades the entire crime literature, which
focuses on state- or city-level data and fails to recognize the differences
between rural and urban counties.

However, using county-level data has some drawbacks. Because of the
low crime rates in many low-population counties, it is quite common to
find huge variations in the arrest and conviction rates from year to year.
These variations arise both because the year in which the offense occurs
frequently differs from the year in which the arrests and/or convictions
occur, and because an offense may involvemore than one offender. Un
fortunately, the FBI data set allows us neither to link the years in which
offenses and arrests occurred nor to link offenders with a particular
crime. In counties where only a couple of murders occur annually, arrests
or convictions can be many times higher than the number of offenses in
a year. This data problem appears especially noticeable for counties with
few people and for crimes that are relatively infrequent, like murder
and rape.

One partial solution is to limit the sample to counties with largepopu
lations. Counties with a large number of crimes have a significantly
smoother flow of arrests and convictions relative to offenses. An alterna

tive solution is to take a moving average of the arrest or conviction rates
over several years, though this reduces the length of the usable sample
period, dependingon how many years are used to compute this average.
Furthermore, the moving-average solution does nothing to alleviate the
effectof multiple suspects being arrested for a single crime.

Another concern is that otherwise law-abiding citizens may have car
ried concealed handguns even beforeit was legal to do so.22 If nondiscre
tionary laws do not alter the total number ofconcealed handguns carried
by otherwise law-abiding citizens, but merely legalize their previous ac
tions, passingthese lawsseemsunlikely to affectcrime rates. The only real
effectfrom making concealedhandguns legalcould arise from people be
ing more willing to use them to defend themselves, though this might
also imply that they would be more likely to make mistakes in using
them.

It is also possible that concealed-firearm laws both make individuals
safer and increase crime rates at the same time. As Sam Peltzman has

pointed out in the context of automobile safety regulations, increasing
safety may lead drivers to offset these gains by takingmore risks as they
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drive.23 Indeed, recent studies indicate that drivers in carsequipped with
air bags drivemore recklessly and get into accidents at sufficientlyhigher
rates to offset the life-saving effect of air bags for the driver and actually
increase the total risk of death for others.24 The same thing is possible
with regard to crime. For example, allowing citizens to carry concealed
firearms may encourage them to riskenteringmore dangerous neighbor
hoods or to begin traveling during times they previously avoided:

Martha Hayden, a Dallas saleswoman, said the right-to-carry law intro
duced in Texas this year has turned her life around.

She was pistol-whipped by a thief outside her home in 1993, suffering
300 stitches to the head, and said she was"terrified" of even taking out the
garbage after the attack.

But now she packs a .357 Smith and Wesson. "It gives me a sense of
security; it allows you to get on with your life," she said.25

Staying inside her house may have reduced Ms. Hayden's probability of
being assaulted again, but since her decision to engage in these riskier
activities is avoluntary one, she at least believes that this is an acceptable
risk. Likewise, society as a whole might be better off even if crime rates
were to rise as a result of concealed-handgun laws.

Finally, we must also address the issues of why certain states adopted
concealed-handgun laws andwhether higheroffenserates result in lower
arrestrates. To the extent that statesadopted the lawsbecausecrime was
rising, econometric estimates that fail to account for this relationship
will underpredict the dropin crimeandperhaps improperly blamesome
of the higher crime rates on the new police who were hired to help solve
the problem. To explain this problem differently, crime rates may have
risen even though concealed-handgun laws were passed, but the rates
might have risen even higherif the laws had not been passed. Likewise,
if the laws were adopted when crime rates were falling, the bias would
be in the opposite direction. None of the previous gun-control studies
deal with this type of potentialbias.26

The basic problem is one of causation. Does the change in the laws
alter the crime rate, or does the change in the crime rate alter the law?
Do highercrimerates lowerthe arrest rate or the reverse? Does the arrest
rate reallydrive the changesin crime rates, or areany errorsin measuring
crime ratesdriving the relationship between crime and arrest rates? For
tunately, we can deal with these potential biases by using well-known
techniques that let us see what relationships, if anystillexist after we try
to explain the arrest rates and the adoption of these laws. For example,
in examining arrest rates, we canseehow they change due to such things
as changes in crime rates and then see to what extent the unexplained
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portion of the arrest rates helps to explain the crime rate. We will find
that accounting for these concernsactuallystrengthens the general find
ings that I will show initially. Mygeneral approach, however, is to exam
ine first how concealed-handgun laws and crime rates, as well as arrest
rates and crime rates, tend to move in comparison to one another before
we try to deal with more complicated relationships.



Three. Gun Ownership, Gun Laws,
and the Data on Crime

Who Owns Guns?

Before studying what determines the crime rate, I
would like to take a look at what types of people own guns and how
this has been changing over time. Information on gun-ownership rates
is difficult to obtain, and the only wayto overcome this problem is to rely
on surveys. The largest, most extensive polls are the exit polls conducted
during the general electionsevery two years. Recent presidential election
polls for 1988 and 1996 contained a question on whether a person owned
a gun, as well as information on the person's age,sex, race, income, place
of residence, and political views. The available 1992 survey data did not
include a question on gun ownership. Using the individual respondent
data in the 1988 CBS News General Election Exit Poll and the 1996 Voter

NewsServiceNational General Election ExitPoll,we can construct a very
detailed description of the types of people who own guns. The Voter
News Service poll collected data for a consortium of national news bu
reaus (CNN, CBS, ABC, NBC, Fox, and AP).

What stands out immediately when these polls are compared is the
large increase in the number of people who identify themselves as gun
owners (see figure 3.1). In 1988, 27.4 percent of voters owned guns.1 By
1996, the number of voters owning guns had risen to 37percent. In gen
eral, the percentages of voters and the general population who appear
to own guns are extremely similar; among the general population, gun
ownership rose from 26 to 39 percent,2 which represented 76 million
adults in 1996. Perhapsin retrospect, givenall the news media discussions
about high crime rates in the last couple of decades, this increase is not
very surprising. Just as spending on private security has grown dramati
cally—reaching $82 billionin 1996, more than twice the amount spent in
1980 (even after taking into account inflation)—more people have been
obtaining guns.3 The large rise in gun sales that took place immediately
before the Brady law went into effectin 1994 accounts for some of the in
crease.4

Three points must be made about these numbers. First, the form of
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/oters Voters General General

1988 1996 population population
1988 1996

Gun ownership among voters and the general population

Figure 3.1. Percentof women and men who owned guns in 1988 and 1996: examining
both voters and the general population

the question changed somewhat between these two years. In 1988 people
were asked, "Are you any of the following? (Check as many as apply),"
and the list included "Gun Owner." In 1996 respondents were asked to
record yes or no to the question, "Are you a gun owner?" This difference
may have accounted for part, though not all, of the change.5 Second,
Tom Smith, director of the General Social Survey, told me he guessed
that voters might own guns "by up to 5 percent more" than nonvoters,
though this was difficult to know for sure becausein polls of the general
population, over 60 percent of respondents claim to have voted, but we
know that only around 50percent did vote.6 Given the size of the error
in the General Social Survey regarding the percentage of those surveyed
who were actual voters, it is nevertheless possible that nonvoters own
guns by a few percentage points more than voters.7

Finally, there is strong reason to believe that women greatly under-
report gun ownership. The most dramatic evidenceof this arises from a
comparison of the ownership rates for married men and married women.
If the issue is whether women have immediate access to a gun in their
house when they are threatened with a crime, it is the presence of a gun
that is relevant. For example, the 1988 poll data show that 20 percent of
married women acknowledged owning a gun, which doesn't come close
to the 47 percent figure reported for married men. Obviously, some
women interpret this poll question literally regarding personal owner
ship as opposed to family ownership. If married women were assumed
to own guns at the same rate as married men, the gun-ownership rate
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in 1988 would increase from 27 to 36 percent.8 Unfortunately, the 1996
data do not allow such a comparison, though presumably a similar effect
is also occurring there. The estimates reported in the figures do not at
tempt to adjust for these three considerations.

The other finding that stands out is that while some types of people
are more likely than others to own guns, significant numbers of people
in all groups own guns. Despiteall the Democrat campaign rhetoric dur
ing 1996, almost one in four voters who identify themselves as Uberals
and almost one in three Democrats own a gun (seefigure 3.2). The most
typicalgun owner may be a rural, white male, middle-agedor older, who
is a conservative Republican earning between $30,000 and $75,000.
Women, however, experienced the greatest growth in gun ownership
during this eight-year period, with an increase of over 70 percent: be
tween the years 1988 and 1996, women went from owning guns at 41
percent of the rate of men to over 53percent.

High-income people are alsomore likely to own guns. In 1996, people
earning over $100,000 per year were 7 percentage points more likely to
own guns than those making less than $15,000. The gap between those
earning $30,000 to $75,000 and those making less than $15,000 was over
10percentage points. These differences in gun ownership between highl
and low-income people changed little between the two polls.

When comparing these poll results with the information shown in
table 1.1 on murder victims' and offenders' race, the poll results imply

Categories of voters:
political views, candidate the respondent voted for, and respondent's party

Figure 3.2. Percent of differentgroups of voterswho owned guns in 1988 and 1996
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that, at least for blacks and whites, gun ownership does not explain the
differential murder rates. For example, while white gun ownership ex
ceeds that for blacks by about 40 percent in 1996 (seefigure 3.3), and the
vast majority of violent crimes are committed against members of the
offender's own racial group, blacks are 4.6 times more likely to be mur
dered and 5.1 times more likely to be offenders than are whites. Blacks
may underreport their gun ownership in these polls, but if the white
gun-ownership rate is anywhere near correct, even a black gun-
ownership rate of 100 percent could not explain by itself the difference
in murder rates.

The polls also indicate that families that included union members
tended to own guns at relatively high and more quickly growing rates
(see figure 3.3). While the income categories bywhich peoplewereclassi
fied in these pollsvaried across the twoyears, it is clear that gun owner
shipincreased across all ranges ofincome. In fact, of the categories exam
ined, only one experienced declines in gun ownership—people living in
urban areas with a population of over 500,000 (see figure 3.4). Not too
surprisingly, while rural areas have the highest gun-ownership rates and
the lowest crime rates, cities with more than 500,000 people have the
lowest gun-ownership ratesand the highest crimerates (for example, in
1993 cities with over 500,000 people had murder rates that were over 60
percent higher than the rates in cities with populations between 50,000
and 500,000).

For a subset of the relatively large states, the polls include enough
respondents to provide a fairly accurate description of gun ownership
even at the state level, as shown in table3.1. The 1988 surveywasexten
sive enough to provide us with over 1,000 respondents for twenty-one

White

General population, 1988

General population, 1996

Black Union

member

in family

Race and union membership

No union

member

in family

Figure 3.3. Percent of people by race andby union membership who own guns
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General population, 1988

General population, 1996

Gun ownership by size of community and by age

Figure 3.4. Percent of peopleliving in different-size communities andin differentage
groupswho owned guns in 1988 and 1996

states, and over 770 respondents for three other states. The 1996 survey
was less extensive, with only fourteen of the states surveyed having at
least 100 respondents. Since these fourteen states were relatively more
urban, they tended to have lower gun-ownership rates than the nation
as a whole.

The polls show that the increase in gun ownership was nationwide
and not limited to any particular group. Of the fourteen states with
enough respondents to make state-level comparisons, thirteen states had
more people owning guns at the end of this period. Six states each had
over a million more people owningguns. Only Massachusetts saw a de
cline in gun ownership.

States differ significantly in the percentage of people who own guns.
On the lower end in 1988, in states like New York, New Jersey, and Con
necticut, only 10 or 11 percent of the population owned guns. Despite
its reputation, Texas no longer ranks first in gun ownership; California
currently takes that title—approximately 10 million of its citizens own
guns. In fact, the percentage of people who own guns in Texas is now
below the national average.

Understanding Different Gun Laws and Crime

Rate Data

While murder rates have exhibited no clear trend over the last twenty
years, they are currently 60 percent higher than in 1965.9 Drivenby sub-



Table 3.1 Gun-ownership rates by state

CBS General Election Exit Poll (November
8, 1988) surveyed34,245 people

Voter News Service General Election

Exit Poll (November 5, 1996) surveyed
3,818 people Change in states over time

Percent of Estimated Percent of Percent of Estimated Change in
voting Percent of number of voting state's number of percent of Change in the
population state's adults adults owning population adults adults owning adults number of

owning a owning a a gun, using owning a owning a a gun, using owning a adults owning
gun1 gun1 column 2 gun2 gun2 column 5 gun a gun

State 0) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (?) (8)

United States 27.4% 26% 47.3 million 37% 38.9% 76.7 million 12.9% 29.4 million

California 23% 21% 6 million 33% 32% 10 million 11% 4 million

Connecticut 14% 10% 337,000 10% 12% 377,000 2% 40,000

Florida 28% 29% 3.6 million 35% 31% 4.4 million 2% 800,000

Illinois 19% 17% 1.9 million 34% 36% 4.3 million 19% 2.4 million

Indiana 29% 32% 1.74 million 32% 31% 1.8 million -1% 60,000

Iowa 29% 31% 847,000 — — — — —

Maryland 23% 22% 1 million — — — — —

Massachusetts 15% 16% 951,000 12% 11% 638,000 -5% -313,000

Michigan 27% 28% 2.5 million 38% 37% 3.5 million 9% 1 million

Minnesota 33% 28% 1.2 million — — — — —

Mississippi 40% 40% 1 million — — — — —

Missouri 37% 31% 1.6 million — — — — —

Nevada 30% 38% 404,000 — — — — —

New Jersey 12% 11% 810,000 14% 13% 1.04 million 2% 230,000

New Mexico 38% 41% 608,000 — — — — —



Toble 3.1 Continued

CBS General Election Exit Poll (November
8, 1988) surveyed 34,245 people

Voter News Service General Election

ExitPoll (November 5, 1996) surveyed
3,818 people Change in states over time

Percent of Estimated Percent of Percent of Estimated Change in
voting Percent of number of voting state's number of percent of Change in the
population state's adults adults owning population adults adults owning adults number of

owning a owning a a gun, using owning a owning a a gun, using owning a adults owning
gun1 gun1 column 2 gun2 gun2 column 5 gun a gun

State (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

New York 13% 11% 2 million 20% 18% 3.3 million 7% 1.3 million

North Carolina 35% 32% 2.1 million 45% 43% 4.8 million 11% 2.7 million

Ohio 25% 28% 2.97 million 32% 32% 3.57 million 4% 600,000

Oregon 40% 36% 996,000 — — — — —

Pennsylvania 24% 19% 2.2 million 30% 29% 3.5 million 10% 1.3 million

Texas 38% 37% 6.1 million 34% 34% 6.4 million -3% 300,000
Vermont 34% 35% 193,000 — — — — —

Washington 33% 31% 1.5 million — — — — —

Wisconsin 29% 29% 1.4 million 43% 45% 2.3 million 16% 900,000

Source: Thepolls used are the General Election Exit Polls fromCBS (1988) andVoter News Service (1996). Theestimated percent of the voting population owning a gun is
obtained byusing the weighting ofresponses supplied bythe pollingorganizations. Theestimated percentof the general population owning a gun usesa weight that I con
structedfrom the census to account for the difference between the percentage ofmales andfemales; whites, blacks, Hispanics and others; and thesegroups byagecatego
ries that are in the votingpopulation relativeto the actual state-levelpopulations recordedby the census.
'State poll numbers basedupon at least770 respondents per state.
2State pollnumbers based uponat least onehundred respondents perstate. Otherstates were surveyed, but the number ofrespondents in each statewas toosmall to pro
vide an accurate measure ofgun ownership. These responses were stilluseful in determining the national ownership rate,even if theywere not sufficient to helpdeter
mine the rate in an individual state.
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stantial increases in rapes, robberies, and aggravated assaults, violent
crime was46percent higher in 1995 than in 1976 and 240 percent higher
than in 1965. As shown in figure 3.5, violent-crime rates peaked in 1991,
but they are still substantially above the rates in previous decades.

Such high violent-crime rates make people quite concerned about
crime, and even the recent declines have not allayed their fears. Stories
of people who have used guns to defend themselves have helped mo
tivate thirty-one states to adopt nondiscretionary (also referred to as
"shall-issue" or "do-issue") concealed-handgun laws, which require law-
enforcement officials or a licensing agency to issue, without subjective
discretion, concealed-weapons permits to all qualified applicants (see
figure 3.6). Thisconstitutes a dramaticincrease from the eight states that
had enacted nondiscretionary concealed-weapons lawsprior to 1985. The
requirements that must be met vary by state, and generally include the
following: lack of a significant criminal record, an agerestriction of either
18 or 21, variousfees, training, and a lackofsignificant mental illness. The
first three requirements, regarding criminal record, age, and payment of
a fee, are the most common. Two states, Vermont and Idaho (with the
exception of Boise), do not requirepermits, though the laws against con
victed felons carrying guns still apply. In contrast, discretionary laws
allowlocal law-enforcement officials or judgesto make case-by-case deci
sions about whether to grant permits, based on the appUcant's ability to
prove a "compelling need."

When the data set used in this book was originally put together,
county-level crime data was available for the period between 1977 and
1992. During that time, ten states—Florida (1987), Georgia (1989), Idaho
(1990), Maine (1985),10 Mississippi (1990), Montana (1991), Oregon (1990),
Pennsylvania (1989), Virginia (1988),11 and West Virginia (1989)—adopted
nondiscretionary right-to-carry firearm laws. Pennsylvania is a special
case because Philadelphia was exempted from the state law during the
sampleperiod, though peoplewith permits from the surrounding Penn
sylvania counties wereallowed to carryconcealed handgunsinto the city.
Eight other states (Alabama, Connecticut, Indiana, New Hampshire,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont, and Washington) have had right-
to-carry laws on the books for decades.12

Keeping in mind all the endogeneity problems discussedearlier, I have
provided in table 3.2 a first and very superficial look at the data for the
most recent available year (1992) by showing how crime rates varied with
the type of concealed-handgun law. According to the data presented in
the table,violent-crimerates were highestin stateswith the most restric
tive rules, next highest in the states that allowed local authorities discre
tion in granting permits, and lowestin states with nondiscretionary rules.
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I IStateswith nondiscretionary rules or no permit requirements
H Stateswith discretionary rules
| Statesforbidding concealed handguns

Figure 3.6. State concealed-handgun lawsasof 1996

Table 3.2 Crime rates in states and the District of Columbia that

do and do not allow the carrying of concealed handguns (1992)

Crimerateper 100,000 population

Percent higher States with

States with

nondiscretion All

crime rate in

states without

discretionary
concealed-

States

forbidding
Type of
crime

aryconcealed-
handgun laws

other

states

nondiscretion

arylaws
handgun
laws

concealed

handguns

Violent crime 378.8 684.5 81% 653.1 715.9

Murder 5.1 9.5 86% 7.3 11.6

Rape 35 43.6 25% 43.3 43.9

Aggravated
assault 229.9 417.4 82% 380.9 451.7

Robbery 108.8 222.6 105% 220.9 224.1

Property
crime

Auto theft

3,786.3

334.2

4,696.8

533.4

24%

60%

4,666.3

564.6

4,725.5

504

Burglary
Larceny

840.3

2,611.8

1,074.7

3,088.7

28%

18%

1,035.8

3,065.9

1,111.3

3,110.1
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The difference is quite striking: violent crimes are 81 percent higher in
states without nondiscretionary laws. For murder, states that ban the
concealed carrying of guns have murder rates 127 percent higher than
states with the most liberal concealed-carry laws. For property crimes,
the difference is much smaller: 24percent. States with nondiscretionary
laws have less crime, but the primary difference appears in terms of vio
lent crimes.

Since the primary data that we will focus on are at the county level,
we are asking whether crime rates changein counties whosestates adopt
nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws. We are also asking whether
the crime rates change relative to other changes in counties located in
stateswithout such laws. Using a reference library(Lexis/Nexis) that con
tains an extensive collection of news stories and state laws, I conducted

a search to determine the exact dates on which these laws took effect. In

the states that adopted the laws during the year, the effects for their
counties were scaled to equal that portion of the year during which the
lawswere in effect. Because of delays in implementing the lawseven after
they went into effect, I denned counties in states with nondiscretionary
laws as being under the these laws beginning with the first full year for
which the law was in effect. While all the tables shown in this book use

the second measure, both measures produced similar results.
The number of arrests and offenses for each type of crime in every

county from 1977 to 1992 was provided by the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports;
in addition, however, I contacted the state department of corrections,
attorney general, secretary of state, and state police offices in every state
in an effort to compile data on conviction rates, sentence lengths, and
concealed-weapons permits by county. The Bureau of Justice Statistics
also released a list of contacts in everystate that might provide state-level
criminal justice data. Unfortunately, county data on the total number of
outstanding concealed-carry pistol permits were available only for Ari
zona, California, Florida, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Washington, and
time-series county data before and after a change in the law were only
available for Arizona (1994-96), Oregon (1990—92), and Pennsylvania
(1986—92). Since the Oregon nondiscretionary law was passed in 1990, I
sought data on the number of permits in 1989 by calling up every county
sheriff in Oregon, and 25 of the 36 counties provided that information.
(The remaining counties stated that records had not been kept.)13 For
Oregon, data on county-level conviction rates and sentence lengths were
also available from 1977 to 1992.

One difficulty with the sentence-length data is that Oregon passed a
sentencing-reform act that took effect in November 1989 and required
criminals to serve 85 percent of their sentences; thus, judges may have
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correspondingly altered their sentencing practices. This change was
phased in over time because the law only applied to crimes committed
after it went into effect in 1989. In addition, the Oregon system did not
keep complete records prior to 1987, and their completeness decreased
as one looked further into the past. One solution to both of these prob
lems is to allow the sentence-length variable to have different effects in
each year.14 Asimilar problemexists for Arizona, whichadopted a truth-
in-sentencing reform in the fall of 1994. We must note, finally, that Ari
zona differs from Oregon and Pennsylvania in that it already allowed
handguns to becarried openly before passing its concealed-handgun law;
thus, one might expect to find a somewhat smaller response to adopting
a concealed-handgun law.

In addition to using separate variables to measure the average crime
rate in each county,151 collected data from the Bureau of the Census to
try to control for other demographic characteristics that might influence
the crime rate. Thesedata included information on the population den
sity per square mile, total county population, and detailed information
on the racial and age breakdown of the county(percent ofpopulationby
each racial group and by sexbetween 10 and 19 years of age, between 20
and 29, between 30 and 39, between 40 and 49, between 50 and 64, and 65
and over).16 While a large literature discusses the likelihood that younger
maleswillengage in crime,17 controlling for these other categories allows
us to account for the groups considered most vulnerable (for example,
females in the case of rape).18 Recent evidence reported by Glaeser and
Sacerdote confirms the higher crime rates experienced in cities and ex
amines the effects on these rates of social and family influences as well
as the changing pecuniarybenefits from crime;19 the present study, how
ever, is the first to explicitly control for population density (seeappendix
3 for a more complete discussion of the data).

An additional set of income data was also used. These included real

per-capita personal income, real per-capita unemployment insurance
payments, real per-capita income-maintenance payments, and real per-
capita retirement payments per person over 65years of age.20 Unemploy
ment insurance and income-maintenance payments from the Commerce
Department's Regional Economic Information System (REIS) data set
were included in an attempt to provide annual, county-level measures of
unemployment and the distribution of income.

Finally, I recognize that other legal changes regarding how guns are
used and when they can be obtained can alter the levels of crime. For
example, penalties involving improper gun use might also have been
changingsimultaneously with changesin the requirements for obtaining
permits to carry concealed handguns. In order to see whether such
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changes might confound my ability to infer the causes of any observed
changes in crime rates, I read through various editions of State Laws and
Published Ordinances—Firearms (published by the Bureau of Alcohol, To
bacco, and Firearms: 1976, 1986, 1989, and 1994). Except for the laws re
gardingmachine guns and sawed-offshotguns, the lawsinvolvingthe use
of guns did not change significantly when the rules regarding concealed-
handgun permits were changed.21 A survey by Marvell and Moody that
addresses the somewhat broader question of sentencing-enhancement
laws for felonies committed with deadly weapons (firearms, explosives,
and knives) from 1970 to 1992 also confirms this general finding: all but
four of the legal changes were clustered from 1970 to 1981.22 Yet Marvell
and Moody's dates still allow us to examine the deterrent effect of crimi
nal penalties specifically targeted at the use of deadly weapons during
this earlier period.23

States also differ in terms of their required waiting periods for hand
gun purchases. Again using the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Fire
arms' State Laws and Published Ordinances—Firearms, I identified states with

waiting periods and conducted a Lexis search on the ordinances to de
termine exactly when those laws went into effect. Thirteen of the nine
teen states with waiting periods instituted them prior to the beginning
of the sample period.24



Vnur Concealed-Handgun Laws

and Crime Rates:

The Empirical Evidence

While our initial comparison of crime rates in states
with and without concealed-handgun laws was suggestive, obviously
many other factors must be accounted for. The next three chapters use
common statistical techniques known as regression analysis to control
for these factors. (For those who are interested, a more complete discus
sion of regressions and statistical significance is provided in appendix 1.)
The following discussion provides information on a wide range of law-
enforcement activities, but the primary focus is on the link between the
private ownership of guns and crime. What gun laws affect crime? Does
increased gun ownership cause an increase or a decrease in murders?
What is the impact of more lenient laws regarding gun ownership on
accidental deaths and suicide?

The analysis begins by examining both county- and state-level crime
data and then turns to evidence on the benefits of gun ownership for
different groups, such as women and minorities. To test whether crime-
rate changes are a result of concealed-handgun laws, it is not enough
simply to see whether these laws lower crime rates; changes in crime
rates must also be linked to the changes in the number of concealed-
handgun permits. We must remember also that the laws are not all the
same: different states adopt different training and age requirements for
obtaininga permit. Thesedifferences allow us to investigate whether the
form of the concealed-handgun lawmatters aswell as to test the impor
tanceofother gun-controllaws. Finally, evidence isprovided on whether
criminals move to other places when concealed-handgun laws are
passed.

The bookis organized to examine the simplest evidence first and then
gradually considers more complicated issues. The first estimates measure
whether the average crime rate falls in counties when they adopt con
cealed-handgun laws. By looking across counties or states at the same
time that we examine them over time, we can test not only whether
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places with the most permits have the greatest reductions in crime, but
also whether those with the greatest increases in permits have the greatest
reductions in crime. Similarly, we can investigate how total gun owner
ship is related to the level of crime. Trackinggun ownership in individual
states over time allows us to investigate how a crime in a state changes
as its gun-ownership rates change.

Using County and State Data for the

United States

The first group of estimates reported in table 4.1 attempts to explain the
crime rates for nine different categories of crime. Each column in the
table presents the changes in the crime rate for the crime described in
the column heading.The numbers in each row represent the impact that
a particular explanatory variable has on each crime rate. Three pieces of
information are provided for most of the explanatory variables: (1) the
percent changein the crime rate attributed to a particular change in the
explanatoryvariable; (2) the percentage of the variation in the crime rate
that can be explained by the variation in the explanatory variable;1 and
(3)one, two, or three asterisks denote whether a particular effectis statis
tically significant at least at the 1, 5, or 10 percent level, where the 1per
cent level represents the most reliable result.2

While I am primarily interested in the impact of nondiscretionary
laws, the estimates also account for many other variables: the arrest rate
for each type of crime; population density and the number of people
living in a county; measuresofincome,unemployment, and poverty; the
percentage of the population that is a certain sex and race by ten-year
age groupings (10 to 19 years of age, 20 to 29 years of age); and the set of
variables described in the previous section to control for other county
and year differences. The results clearly imply that nondiscretionary laws
coincide with fewer murders, aggravated assaults, and rapes.3 On the
other hand, auto theft and larcenyrates rise. Both changesare consistent
with my discussion of the direct and substitution effects produced by
concealed weapons.4

The results are also large, indicating how important the laws can be.
When state concealed-handgun laws went into effect in a county, mur
ders fell by about 8 percent, rapes fell by 5 percent, and aggravated as
saults fell by 7 percent.5 In 1992 the following numbers were reported:
18,469 murders; 79,272 rapes; 538,368 robberies; and 861,103 aggravatedas
saults in counties without nondiscretionary laws. The estimated coeffi
cients suggest that if these counties had been subject to state concealed-



Table 4.1 The effect of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws on crime rates: National, County-Level,
Cross-Sectional, Time-Series Evidence

Percent change in various crime rates for changes in explanatory variables

Change in Violent Aggravated Property Auto

explanatory variable crime Murder Rape assault Robbery crime Burglary Larceny theft

Nondiscretionary law -4.9%* -7.7%* -5.3%* -7.01%* -2.2%*** 2.7%* .05% 3.3%* 7.1%*

adopted (1%) (2%) (1%) (1%) (.3%) (1%) (.02%) (1%) (1%)
Arrest rate for the -0.48%* -1.39%* -0.81%* -0.896%* -0.57%* -0.76%* -2.4%* -0.18%* -0.18%*

crime category(e.g., (9%) (7%) (4%) (9%) (4%) (10%) (11%) (4%) (3%)
violent crime,

murder, etc.)
increasedby 100
percentage points

Population per square 6%* -2% -2% 0.58% 31.6%* 0.48% -7%* 3.7%* 48%*

mile increasedby (5%) (1%) (1%) (.4%) (17%) (1%) (9%) (4%) (36%)
1,000

Real per-capitapersonal 0.79%* 1.63%* -0.59%*** 0.47% 0.47% -1.02%* -1.84%* -1.23%* 1.5%*

income increasedby (1%) (2%) (1%) (1%) (1%) (3%) (4%) (2%) (2%)
$1,000



Real per-capita -2.2%* -4.6%* -4.7%* -1.9%* 0.7% 3.8%* 6.0%* 1.9%* 2.1%*

unemployment Ins.
increased by $100

Real per-capita income

(.07%)

-0.7%

(1%)

2.5%**

(1%)

-1.7%

(.05%)

1.39%

(.01%)

-3.2%*

(2%)

1.9%*

(3%)

3.9%*

(.08%)

0.2%

(.06%)

3.3%*

maintenance

increased by $100
Real per-capita

(.3%)

-0.197%

(1%)

-1.3%

(.7%)

-0.24%

(.7%)

-0.68%

(1%)

-0.55%

(2%)

-0.87%

(4%)

-1.06%

(.1%)

-0.63%

(2%)

-0.93%

retirement payments (.5%) (3%) (.4%) (2%) (1%) (4%) (7%) (2%) (2%)
per person over 65
increasedby $1,000

Population increased by 0.86% -0.34%* -2.94% 0.45%* -0.61%*** -2.18%* -2.14%* -3.10%* -0.04%*

100,000 (1%) (.4%) (3%) (.06%) (.06%) (6%) (5%) (6%) (.05%)

Note:The percentagereported in parentheses is the percent of a standard deviationchange in the endogenousvariablethat can be explainedby one-standard-deviation
changein the exogenousvariable. Year and county dummies are not shown, and the results for demographicvariables are shown in appendix. All regressions use weighted
leastsquares,where the weightingis each county's population. Entire sample used for all counties over the 1977—1992 period.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is statisticallysignificantat the 5 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
***The result is statisticallysignificant at the 10percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
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handgun lawsand had thus been forced to issuehandgun permits, mur
ders in the United States would have declined by about 1,400.

Given the concern raised about increased accidental deaths from con

cealed weapons, it is interesting to note that the entire number of acci
dental handgun deaths in the United Statesin 1988 wasonly 200 (the last
year for which these data are available for the entire United States).6 Of
this total, 22 accidental deaths were in states with concealed-handgun
laws, while 178 occurred in states without these laws. The reduction in

murders is as much as eight times greater than the total number of acci
dental deaths in concealed-handgun states. We will revisit the impact
that concealed-handgun laws have on accidental deaths in chapter 5, but
if these initial results are accurate, the net effect of allowing concealed
handguns is clearly to save lives, even in the implausible case that con
cealed handguns were somehow responsible for all accidental handgun
deaths.7

As with murders, the results indicate that the number of rapes in
states without nondiscretionary lawswould havedeclinedby 4,200, aggra
vated assaults by 60,000, and robberies by 12,000.8

On the other hand, property-crime rates increased after nondiscre
tionary laws were implemented. If states without concealed-handgun
laws had passed such laws, there would have been 247,000 more property
crimes in 1992 (a 2.7 percent increase). The increaseis small compared to
the changes that we observed for murder, rape, and aggravated assault,
though it is about the same size as the change for robbery. Criminals
respond to the threat of being shot while committing such crimes as
robbery by choosing to commit less risky crimes that involve minimal
contact with the victim.9

It is possible to put a rough dollar value on the losses from crime in
the United States and thus on the potential gains from nondiscretionary
laws. A recent National Institute of Justice study estimates the costs to
victims of different types of crime by measuring lost productivity; out-
of-pocket expenses, such as those for medical bills and property losses;
and losses from fear, pain, suffering, and lost quality of life.10 While the
use of jury awards to measure losses such as fear,pain, suffering, and lost
quality of life may be questioned, the estimates provide us with one
method of comparing the reduction in violent crimes with the increase
in property crimes.

By combining the estimated reduction in crime from table 4.1 with
the National Institute of Justice's estimates of what these crimes would
have cost victims had they occurred, table 4.2 reports the gain from
allowingconcealedhandguns to be $5.7 billionin 1992 dollars.The reduc
tion in violent crimes represents a gain of $6.2 billion ($4.2 billion from



Table 4.2 The effect of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws on victims' costs: What if all states had adopted
nondiscretionary laws?

Change in number of crimes if states without Change in victims' costs if states without
nondiscretionary laws in 1992 had

Estimates using

adopted them nondiscretionary laws in 1992 had adopted them

Estimates using
Estimates using county-level Estimates using county-level
county-level data and state Estimates using county-level data and state Estimates using

Crime category data time trends state-level data data time trends state-level data

Murder -1,410 -1,840 -1,590 -$4.2 billion —5.57 billion -$4.8 billion

Rape -4,200 -3,700 -4,800 —$374 million —$334 million —$431 million
Aggravatedassault -60,400 -61,100 -93,900 -$1.4 billion -$1.4 billion -$2.2 billion
Robbery -11,900 -10,990 -62,900 -$98 million -$90 million -$518 million
Burglary 1,100 -112,700 -180,800 $1.5 million —$162 million —$261 million
Larceny 191,700 -93,300 -180,300 $73 million —$35 million —$69 million
Auto theft 89,900 -41,500 -11,100 $343 million —$2 million —$42 million

Total change in
victims' costs -$5.7 billion -$7.6 billion -$8.3 billion

Note:Estimates of the costsof crime arein 1992 dollars, from the NationalInstitute of Justice's study.
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murder, $1.4 billionfrom aggravated assault, $374 millionfrom rape, and
$98 million from robbery), while the increase in property crimes repre
sents a loss of $417 million ($343 million from auto theft, $73 million
from larceny, and $1.5 million from burglary).However, while $5.7 billion
is substantial, to put it into perspective, it equalsonly about 1.23 percent
of the total losses to victimsfrom these crime categories. These estimates
are probablymost sensitiveto the valueof lifeused (in the National Insti
tute of Justice Study this wasset at $1.84 million in 1992 dollars). Higher
estimated values of life would obviously increase the net gains from the
passage of concealed-handgun laws, while lower valueswould reduce the
gains. To the extent that people are taking greater risks regarding crime
becauseof any increasedsenseof safety produced by concealed-handgun
laws,11 the preceding numbers underestimate the total savings from al
lowingconcealed handguns.

The arrest rate produces the most consistent effect on crime. Higher
arrest rates are associated with lower crime rates for all categories of
crime. Variation in the probabilityof arrest accounts for 3 to 11 percent
of the variation in the variouscrime rates.12 Again, the wayto think about
this is that the typical observed change in the arrest rate explains up to
about 11 percent of the typical change in the crime rate. The crime most
responsiveto the arrest rate isburglary(11 percent), followedbyproperty
crimes(10 percent);aggravated assaultand violentcrimesmore generally
(9 percent); murder (7 percent); rape, robbery, and larceny (4 percent);
and auto theft (3 percent).

For property crimes, the variation in the percentage of the population
that is black,male, and between 10 and 19 yearsof ageexplains22percent
of the ups and downs in the property-crime rate.13 For violent crimes,
the same number is 5 percent (see appendix5). Other patterns also show
up in the data. Not surprisingly, a higher percentage of young females is
positively and significantly associated with the occurrence of a greater
number of rapes.14 Population density appears to be most important in
explaining robbery, burglary, and auto theft rates, with the typical varia
tion in population density explaining 36 percent of the typical change
across observations in auto theft.

Perhaps most surprising is the relatively small, even if frequently sig
nificant, effect of a county's per-capita income on crime rates. Changes
in real per-capita income account for no more than 4 percent of the
changes in crime, and in seven of the specifications it explains at most 2
percent of the change. It is not safer to live in a high-income neighbor
hood if other characteristics (for example, demographics) are the same.
Generally, high-income areas experience more violent crimes but fewer
property crimes. The two notable exceptions to this rule are rape and
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auto theft: high-income areas experience fewer rapes and more auto
theft. If the race, sex, and age variables are replaced with separate vari
ables showing the percentage of the population that is black and white,
50 percent of the variation in the murder rate is explained by variations
in the percentage of the population that is black. Yet becauseof the high
rates at which blacks are arrested and incarcerated or are victims of

crimes (for example, 38percent of all murder victimsin 1992 were black;
see table 1.1), this is not unexpected.

One general caveat should be made in evaluating the coefficients in
volving the demographic variables. Given the very small portions of the
total populations that are in some of these narrow categories (this is par
ticularly true for minority populations), the effecton the crime rate from
a one-percentage-point increase in the percentage of the population in
that category greatly overstates the true importance of that age, sex, or
race grouping. The assumption of a one-percentage-point change is arbi
trary and is only provided to give the reader a rough idea of what these
coefficients mean. For a better understanding of the impact of these vari
ables, relatively more weight should be placed on the second number,
which shows how much of the variation in the various crime rates can

be explained by the normal changes in each explanatory variable.15
We can take another look at the sensitivity of the results from table

4.1 and examine the impact of differentsubsets of the followingvariables:
the nondiscretionary law, the nondiscretionary law and the arrest rates,
and the nondiscretionary law and the variables that account for the na
tional changes in crime rates across years. Each specification yields results
that show even more significant effects from the nondiscretionary law,
though when results exclude variables that measure how crime rates
differ across counties, they are likely to tell us more about which states
adopt these laws than about the impact of these laws on crime.16 The
low-crime states are the most likely to pass these laws, and their crime
rates become even lower after their passage. I will attempt to account for
this fact later in chapter 6.

In further attempts to test the sensitivity of the results to the various
control variablesused, I reestimated the specifications in table 4.1 without
usingeither the percentages of the populations that fallinto the different
sex, race, and age categories or the measures of income; this tended to
produce similar though somewhat more significant results with respect
to concealed-handgunlaws. The estimatedgains from passing concealed-
handgun laws were also larger.

While these regressionsaccount for nationwide changes in crime rates
on average over time, one concern is that individual states are likely to
have their own unique time trends. The question here is whether the
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states adopting nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws experienced
falling crime rates over the entire time period. This cannot be true for
all states as a whole, because as figure 3.5 shows, violent crimes have
definitely not been diminishingduring the entire period. However, if this
downward trend existed for the states that adopted nondiscretionary
laws, the variables shown in table 4.1 could indicate that the average
crime rate was lower after the laws were passed, even though the drop
in the average level was due merely to a continuation of a downward
trend that began before the law took effect. To address this issue, I
reestimated the specifications shown in table 4.1 by including state
dummy variables that were each interacted with a time-trend variable.17
This makes it possible to account not only for the national changes in
crime rateswith the individual year variables but also for any differences
in state-specific trends.

When these individual state time trends were included, all results in

dicated that the concealed-handgun lawslowered crime, though the co
efficients were not statistically significant for aggravated assault and lar
ceny.Under this specification, the passage of nondiscretionaryconcealed-
handgun laws in states that did not have them in 1992 would have
reduced murders in that year by 1,839; rapes by 3,727; aggravated assaults
by 10,990; robberies by 61,064; burglaries by 112,665; larcenies by 93,274;
and auto thefts by 41,512. The total value of this reduction in crime in
1992 dollars would have been $7.6 billion.With the exceptions of aggra
vated assault and burglary, violent-crime rates still experienced larger
drops from the adoption of concealed-handgun laws than did property
crimes.

Despite the concerns over the aggregation issues discussed earlier,
economists have relied on state-level data in analyzing crime primarily
because of the difficultyandextratime required to assemble county-level
data. As shown in tables 2.2r-2.4, the large within-state heterogeneity
raises significant concernsabout relying too heavilyon state-leveldata.

To provide a comparison with other crime studies relying on state-
level data, table 4.3 reestimates the specifications reported in table 4.1
using state-level rather than county-level data. While the results in these
two tables are generally similar, two differences immediately manifest
themselves: (1) the specifications now imply that nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws lower all types of crime, and (2) concealed-
handgun laws explain much more of the variation in crime rates, while
arrestrates(with the exception of robbery) explain much lessof the vari
ation.18 While concealed-handgun laws lowerboth violent- and property-
crime rates, the rates for violent crimes are still much more sensitive to



Toble4.3Aggregatingthedata:state-level,cross-sectional,time-seriesevidence

Percentchangeinvariouscrimeratesfor<changesinexplanatoryvariables

Changein
explanatoryvariable

Violent

crimeMurderRape
Aggravated
assaultRobbery

Property
crimeBurglaryLarceny

Auto

theft

Nondiscretionarylaw
adopted

Arrestrateforthe

crimecategory
increasedby100
percentagepoints

-10.1%

(5.8%)

-8.02%*

(1.5%)

-8.62%**

(5%)

-7.3%*

(5.3%)

-6.07%**

(4.7%)

-2.05%***

(.69%)

-10.9%*

(6.5%)

-15.3%*

(3.9%)

-14.21%*

(5.7%)

-10.5%*

(14.4%)

-4.19%**

(4.8%)

-59.9%

(8.1%)

-0.88%

(.43%)

-14.556*

(6.5%)

-8.25%*

(7.6%)

-71.5%*

(7.6%)

-3.14%

(3.8%)

-65.7%*

(10.4%)

Note:Exceptfortheuseofstatedummiesinplaceofcountydummies,thecontrolvariablesarethesameasthoseusedintable4.1includingyeardummies,thoughthey
arenotallreported.Thepercentreportedinparenthesesisthepercentofastandarddeviationchangeintheendogenousvariablethatcanbeexplainedbyaone-standard-
deviationchangeintheexogenousvariable.Allregressionsuseweightedleastsquares,wheretheweightingisaccordingtoeachstate'spopulation.Entiresampleusedover
the1977to1992period.
*Theresultisstatisticallysignificantatthe1percentlevelforatwo-tailedt-test.
**Theresultisstatisticallysignificantatthe5percentlevelforatwo-tailedt-test.
***Theresultisstatisticallysignificantatthe10percentlevelforatwo-tailedt-test.
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the introduction of concealed handguns, falling two-and-one-half times
more than those for property crimes.

Supposewe rely on the state-levelresults rather than the county-level
estimates. We would then conclude that if all states had adopted nondis
cretionary concealed-handgun laws in 1992, about 1,600 fewer murders
and 4,800 fewer rapes would have been committed.19 Overall, table 4.3
allows us to calculate that the estimated monetary gain from reductions
in crime produced by nondiscretionaryconcealed-handgun lawswas$8.3
billion in 1992 dollars (again, see table 4.2 for the precise breakdown).
Yet, at least in the case of property crimes, the concealed-handgun law
coefficients are sensitive to whether the regressions are run at the state
or county level. This suggests that aggregating observations into units as
large as states is a bad idea.20

Differential Effects across Counties, between

Men and Women, and by Race and Income

Let us now return to other issues concerning the county-level data.
Criminal deterrence is unlikely to have the same impact acrossall count
ies. For instance, increasing the number of arrests can have different
effects on crime in different areas, depending on the stigma attached to
arrest. In areas where crime is rampant, the stigma of being arrested may
be small, so that the impact of a change in arrest rates is correspondingly
small.21 To test this, the specifications shown in table 4.1 were reestimated
by breaking down the sample into two groups: (1) counties with above-
median crime rates and (2)countieswith below-median crime rates.Each
set of data was reexamined separately.

Astable 4.4shows,concealed-handgun lawsdo indeed affecthigh- and
low-crime counties similarly. The coefficient signs are consistently the
same for both low- and high-crime counties, though for two of the crime
categories—rape and aggravated assault—concealed-handgun laws have
statistically significant effects only in the relatively high-crime counties.
For most violent crimes—such as murder, rape, and aggravated as
sault—concealed-weapons laws have much greater deterrent effects in
high-crime counties. In contrast, for robbery, property crimes, auto theft,
burglary, and larceny, the effect appears to be greatest in low-crime
counties.

Table 4.4also shows that the deterrent effect of arrests is significantly
different, at least at the 5 percent level, between high- and low-crime
counties for eight of the nine crime categories (the one exception being
violent crimes). The results further reject the hypothesis that arrests
would be associated with greater stigma in low-crime areas. Additional



Table 4.4 Aggregating the data: Do law-enforcement and nondiscretionary laws have the same effects in high- and
low-crime areas?

Change in Violent
explanatory variable crime

Nondiscretionary law
adopted

Arrest rate for the

crime category
increased by 100
percentage points

-6.0%*

-52%*

Percentchange in various crime rates for changes in explanatory variables

Aggravated Property Auto
Murder Rape assault Robbery crime Burglary Larceny theft

Sample where county crime rates are above the median

-9.9%* -1.2%* -4.5%* -3.4%* 1.6%* 0.4%

-12.3%* -3.3%* -6.3%* -29.4%* -53.5%* -56.5%*

Sample where county crime rates are below the median

3.0%*

-59.6%*

5.2%*

-13.3%*

Nondiscretionary law
adopted

Arrest rate for the

crime category
increasedby 100
percentage points

-3.7%** -4.4%** -3.0% -0.3%

-5.2%* -4.9%* -6.6%* -6.8%*

-7.9%* 8.8%* 3%** 8.7%*

-3.7%* -13.5%* -27.1%* -10%*

7.2%*

Note:The controlvariables arethe same asthose used in table4.1, includingyearand county dummies, though they arenot reported. All regressions use weightedleast
squares, where the weightingis each county's population.Entiresample used over the 1977 to 1992 period.
*The result is statistically significantat the 1 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 5 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
***The result is statistically significantat the 10percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
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arrests in low- and high-crime counties generate extremely similar
changes in the aggregate category of violent crime, but the arrest-rate
coefficient for murder is almost three times greater in high-crime count
ies than in low-crime counties. If these results suggest any conclusion, it
is that for most crimes, tougher measures have more of an impact in
high-crime areas.

The effect of gun ownership by women deserves a special comment.
Despite the relatively small number of women who obtain concealed-
handgun permits, the concealed-handgun coefficient for explainingrapes
in the first three sets of results is consistently similar in size to the effect
that this variable has on other violent crime. January 1996 data for Wash
ington and Oregon reveal that women constituted 18.6 and 22.9 percent,
respectively, of those with concealed-handgun permits.22 The set of
women who were the most likely targets of rape probably chose to carry
concealed handguns at much higher rates than women in general. The
preceding results show that rapistsare particularly deterred by handguns.
As mentioned earlier, the National Crime Victimization Survey data
show that providing a woman with a gun has a much greater effect on
her ability to defend herself against a crime than providing a gun to a
man. Thus even if few women carry handguns, the change in the "cost"
of attacking women could still be as great as the change in the "cost" of
attacking men, despite the much higher number of men who are becom
ing armed. To phrase this differently, if one more woman carriesa hand
gun, the extra protection for women in general is greater than the extra
protection for men if one more man carriesa handgun.23

These results raise a possible concern as to whether women have the
right incentiveto carry concealed handguns. Despitethe fact that women
who carry concealed handguns make other women so much safer, it is
possible that women might decide not to carry them because they see
their own personal gain as much smaller than the total benefit to all
women that carrying a concealed handgun produces. While the problem
is particularlypronounced for women,peoplein general often take into
account only the benefits that they individually receive from carrying a
gun and not the crime-reduction benefits that they are generating for
others.24

As mentioned in chapter 2, an important concern is that passing a
nondiscretionary concealed-handgun law should not affect all counties
equally. In particular, when states had discretionary laws, counties with
the highest populations were also those that most severely restricted
people's ability to carry concealed weapons. Adopting nondiscretionary
laws therefore produced the greatest change in the number of permits in
the more populous counties. Thus, a significant advantage of using this
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county data is that it allows us to take advantage of county-levelvariation
in the impact of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws. To test this
variation across counties, figures 4.1 and 4.2 repeat all the specifications
in table 4.1 but examine instead whether the effect of the nondiscretion

ary law varies with county population or population density. (The sim
plest way to do this is to multiply the nondiscretionary-law variable by
either the county population or population density.) While all the other
coefficients remain virtually unchanged, this new interaction implies the
same crime-reducing effects from the nondiscretionary law as reported
earlier.In all but one case the coefficients are more significantand larger.

The coefficients are consistent with the hypothesis that the new laws
induce the greatest changes in the largest counties, which have a much
greater responsein both directions to changesin the laws. Violent crimes
fall more and property crimes rise more in the largest counties. The fig
ures indicate how these effects vary for counties of different sizes. For
example, when counties with almost 600,000 people (two standard devia
tions above the mean population) pass a concealed-handgun law, the
murder rate fallsby 12 percent. That is7.4times more than it was reduced
for the average county (75,773 people).

Although the law-enforcement officials that I talked to continually
mentioned population as being the key variable, I also reexamined
whether the laws had different effects in more densely populated count
ies. Given the close relationship between county population and popula
tion density, it is not too surprising to find that the impact of concealed
handguns in more densely populated areas is similar to their impact in
more populous counties. The most densely populated areas are the ones
most helped by concealed-handgun laws. Passing a concealed-handgun
law lowers the murder rate in counties with about 3,000 people per square
mile (the levelsfound in Fairfax, Virginia; Orleans, Louisiana, which con
tains New Orleans; and Ramsey, Minnesota, which contains St. Paul) by
8.5percent, 12 times more than it lowers murders in the average county.
The only real difference between the results for population and popula
tion density occur for the burglary rate, where concealed-handgun laws
are associated with a small reduction in burglaries for the most densely
populated areas.

Figures 4.3and 4.4provide a similar breakdown by income and by the
percentage of the population that is black. Higher-income areas and
counties with relatively more blacks both have particularly large drops
in crime associated with concealed-handgun laws. Counties with a 37
percent black population experienced 11 percent declines in both murder
and aggravated assaults. The differenceswith respect to income were not
as large.25
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Figure 4.1. Do larger changes in crime rates from nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws occur in more populous counties?
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Figure 4.2. Do larger changes in crimerates from nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws occur in more densely populated counties?
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Figure 4.3. Howdoes the change in crime fromnondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws vary with county per-capita income?
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Figure 4.4. How does the changein crime from nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws vary with the percent of a county's population that is black?
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With the extremely high ratesofmurder and other crimes committed
against blacks, it is understandable why so many blacks are concerned
about gun control. University of Florida criminologist Gary Kleck says,
"Blacks aremore likely to have been victims of crime or to live in neigh
borhoods where there'salot of crimeinvolving guns. So, generally, blacks
are more pro-control than whites are." Nationally, polls indicate that 83
percent of blacks support police permits for all gun purchases.26 While
many blacks want to make guns harder to get, the irony is that blacks
benefit more than other groups from concealed-handgun laws. Allowing
potential victims a means for self-defense is more important in crime-
prone neighborhoods. Even more strikingly, the history of gun control
in the United States hasoften been aseries of attempts to disarmblacks.27
In explaining the urgencyof adopting the U.S. Constitution's Fourteenth
Amendment, Duke University Law Professor William Van Alstyne writes,

It was, after all, the defenselessness of the Negroes (denied legal rights to
keep and bear arms by state law) from attack by night riders—even to
protect their own lives, their own families, and their own homes—that
made it imperativethat they, ascitizens, could no longerbe kept defense
lessby a regimeof state lawdenyingthem the common right to keep and
bear arms.28

Indeed, even in the 1960s much of the increased regulation of firearms
stemmed from the fear generated by Black Panthers who openly carried
guns.

Alexis Herman, the current Secretary of Labor, experienced firsthand
the physical risks of growing up blackin Alabama. Describing her difficult
confirmation hearings, an Associated Press story included the following
story:

Anyone who thought the frustrations of waiting for confirmationwould
discourage her knew nothing aboutthe lessons Herman learned from her
father. They forgot that he sued to integrate the Democratic Party in Ala
bama, and later became the state's first black ward leader. They never
heard about the night he put a pistol in his young daughter's hands and
stepped out of the carto confront the Ku Klux Klan.

"He taught me that you haveto face adversity. He taught me to stand
by my principles," Herman said in the interview. "He also taught me how
to work within the system for change."

Herman said her father never raised his voice, but he always kept a
small silver pistol under the driver's seat of his DeSoto as he drove from
community meeting to community meeting around Mobile. She always
sat close by his side, unless the pistol was out. "The only way that I ever
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knew trouble was around was that the gun would come out from under
the driver'sseat and he'd put it by his side," she said.

As they left the home of a minister one Christmas Eve, the pistol was
on the car seat. She was 5. "It was a dark road, a dirt road to get back to
the main highway," she recalled. "We were driven off the road by another
car, and they were Klansmen."

She hid on the floor and her father pressed the pistol's white handle
into her palm. "He told me, 'If anybody opens this door, I want you to
pull this trigger.'" He locked the door behind him and walked ahead to
keep them away from the car. She crouched in the dark, listening until
the shouts and scufflingdied down.

Eventually, the minister came to the car to drive Herman home. Her
father, who had been beaten, rode in another car.29

Recently, after testifyingbefore the Illinois state House of Representa
tives on whether to pass a concealed-handgun bill, I was approached by
a black representative from Chicago who supported the bill.30 He told me
that, at least for Illinois, he was not surprised by my finding that areas
with largeminority populations gainedthe most from these laws. Noting
the high rate at which young, black males are stopped by police and the
fact that it is currently a felony to possess a concealed handgun, he said
that an honest, law-abiding, young, black male would be "nuts" to carry
a concealed handgun in Illinois. He mentioned a case that had occurred
just a week earlier:*Alonzo Spellman—a black professional football
player for the Chicago Bears—had been arrested in Chicago after a rou
tine traffic violation revealed that he had a handgun in his car.31 Noting
the inability of the police to protect people in heavily black areas when
"bad guys" already had illegal guns, the representative said he believed
that the current power imbalance between law-abidingpeople and crimi
nals was greatest in black areas.

Perhaps it is not too surprising that blacks and those living in urban
areas gain the most from being able to defend themselves with concealed
handguns, since the absence of police appears most acute in black,
central-city neighborhoods. Until 1983, the American Housing Survey
annually asked sixty thousand households whether their neighborhoods
had adequate police protection. Black, central-city residents were about
twice as likely as whites generally to report that they did not have ade
quate protection, and six times more likely to say that they had consid
ered moving because of an insufficientpolice presence in their neighbor
hoods.32

These results should at least givepause to the recent rush in California
to pass city ordinances and state laws banning low-cost, "Saturday night
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specials." Indeed, the results have implications for many gun-control
rules that raise gun prices. Law-abiding minorities in the most crime-
prone areas produced the greatest crime reductions from being able to
defend themselves. Unfortunately, however unintentionally, California's
new laws risk disarming precisely these poor minorities.

Using Other Crime Rates to Explain the Changes

in the Crime Rates Being Studied

Other questions still exist regarding the specifications employed here.
Admittedly, although arrest rates and average differences in individual
countiesare controlledfor, more can be done to account for the chang
ing environments that determine the level of crime. One method is to
use changes in other crime rates to help us understand why the crime
rates that we are studying are changing over time. Table 4.5 reruns the
specifications used to generate figure 4.1A but includes either the bur
glaryor robbery ratesasproxies for other changes in the criminal justice
system. Robbery and burglary are the violent- and property-crime cate
gories that are the least related to changes in concealed-handgun laws,
but theystill tend to move up anddowntogetherwithall the other types
of crimes.33

Some evidence that burglary or robbery rates will measure other
changes in the criminal justice system or other omitted factors that ex
plain changing crime rates can be seen in their correlations with other
crime categories. Indeed, the robbery and burglary rates are very highly
correlated with the other crime rates.34 The two sets of specifications re
ported in table 4.5closelybound the earlier estimates, and the estimates
continue to imply that the introduction ofconcealed-handgunlawscoin
cided with similarly large drops in violent crimes and increases in prop
erty crimes. These results differ from the preceding results in that the
nondiscretionary laws are not significant related to robberies. The esti
mates on the other control variables also remain essentially unchanged.35

Crime: Changes in Levels Versus Changes in Trends

The preceding results in this chapter examined whether the average
crime rate fell after the nondiscretionary lawswent into effect. If changes
in the law affect behavior with a lag, changes in the trend are probably
more relevant; therefore, a more important question is, How has the
crime trend changed with the changein laws? Examining whether there
is a change in levels or a change in whether the crime rate is rising or
falling could yield very different results. For example, if the crime rate



Table 4.5 Using crime rates that are relatively unrelated to changes in nondiscretionary laws as a method of
controlling for other changes in the legal environment: controlling for robbery and burglary rates

Percent change in various crime rates for changesin explanatory variables

Change in the
explanatory variable

Violent

crime Murder Rape
Aggravated Property
assault Robbery crime Burglary Larceny

Auto

theft

Controlling for robbery rates

Nondiscretionary law
adopted multiplied
by county
population
(evaluated at mean
county population)

-2.6%*

1%

-4.3%*

1.1%

-1.9%*

0.4%

-2.6%* — 1.4%*

0.4% 0.5%

0.08%

0.04%

1.3%*

0.4%

3.7%*

0.5%

Arrest rate for the -0.038* -0.13* -0.07* -0.08* — -0.06* -0.20* -0.015* -0.014*

crime category 7% 7% 4% 8% 8% 9% 3% 2%

increasedby 100
percentage points



Table 4.5 Continued

Change in the
explanatory variable

Nondiscretionary law
adopted multiplied
by *county
population
(evaluated at mean
county population)

Arrest rate for the

crime category
increased by 100
percentage points

Percent changein variouscrime rates for changesin explanatory variables

Violent Aggravated
crime Murder Rape assault

-2.4%*

1%

-0.026*

5%

-4.3%*

1.1%

-0.13*

6%

-2.0%*

0.4%

-0.05*

3%

Robbery
Property
crime

Controlling for burglaryrates

-2.6%*

0.4%

-0.05*

5%

0.4%

0.04%

1.8%*

0.7%

-0.043* -0.05*

3% 6%

Burglary Larceny

1.4%*

0.4%

-0.01*

2%

Auto

theft

3.6%*

0.5%

-0.01*

2%

Note:While not all the coefficient estimates are reported,all the control variables are the same as those used in table4.1,including yearand county dummies. All regres
sions useweightedleastsquares, where the weightingis eachcounty'spopulation. Net violent and property-crime rates arerespectively net of robbery andburglary rates
to avoid producing any artificial collinearity. Likewise, the arrest rates for those values omit the portionof the corresponding arrest rates due to arrests for robbery and
burglary. While not reported, the coefficients for the robbery andburglary rates wereextremely statistically significant and positive. Entire sampleused over the 1977 to
1992 period.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
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was rising right up until the law was adopted but falling thereafter, some
values that appeared while crime rate was rising could equal some that
appeared as it was falling. In other words, deceptively similar levels can
represent dramatically different trends over time.

I used several methods to examine changes in the trends exhibited
over time in crime rates. First, I reestimated the regressions in table 4.1,
using year-to-year changes on all explanatory variables (see table 4.6).
These regressions were run using both a variable that equals 1 when a
nondiscretionary law is in effect as well as the change in that variable
(called "differencing" the variable) to see if the initial passage of the law
had an impact. The results consistently indicate that the law lowered the
rates of violent crime, rape, and aggravated assault. Nondiscretionary
lawsdiscourage murder in both specifications, but the effectis only statis
tically significantwhen the nondiscretionary variable is also differenced.
The property-crime results are in line with those of earlier tables, show
ing that nondiscretionary lawsproduce increasesin property crime. Vio
lent crimes decreasedby an average of about 2 percent annually, whereas
property crimes increased by an average of about 5 percent.

As one might expect, the nondiscretionary laws affected crime imme
diately, with an additional change spread out over time^Why would the
entire effectnot be immediate? An obvious explanation is that not every
one who would eventuallyobtain a permit to carry a concealed handgun
did so right away. For instance, as shown by the data in table 4.7, the
number of permits granted in Florida, Oregon, and Pennsylvaniawas still
increasing substantially long after the nondiscretionary law was put into
effect. Florida's law was passed in 1987, Oregon's in 1990, and Pennsylva
nia's in 1989.

Reestimating the regression results from table 4.1 to account for
different time trends in the crime rates before and after the passage of
the law provides consistent strong evidence that the deterrent impact of
concealed handguns increases with time. For most violent crimes, the
time trend prior to the passage of the law indicates that crime was rising.
The results using the simple time trends for these violent-crime catego
ries are reported in table 4.8. Figures 4.5 through 4.9 illustrate how the
violent-crime rate varies before and after the implementation of nondis
cretionary concealed-handgun laws when both the linear and squared
time trends are employed. Comparing the slopes of the crime trends be
fore and after the enactment of the laws shows that the trends become

more negative to a degree that is statistically significant after the laws
were passed.36

These results answer another possible objection:whether the findings
are simply a result of so-called crime cycles. Crime rates rise or fall over



Table 4.6 Results of rerunning the regressions on differences

Endogenous variables in terms of first differences of the natural logarithm of the crime rate

Exogenous
variables

Aln(violent-
crime rate)

Aln(Murder
rate)

Aln(Rape Aln(Aggravated- Aln(robbery Aln(property-
rate) assault rate) rate) crime rate)

Aln(Burglary
rate)

Aln(Larceny
rate)

Aln(Auto-
theft rate)

All variables except for the nondiscretionary dummy differenced

Nondiscretionary -22%*** -2.6% -5.2%* -4.6%* -3.3%**** 5.2%* 3.5%* 5.2%* 12.8%*

law adopted

First differences in -0.05%* -0.15%* -0.09%* -0.09%* -0.06%* -0.08%* -0.24%* -0.02%* -0.02%*

the arrest rate for

the crime

category

All variables differenced

First differences in -2.7%* -3.6%*** -3.9%* -5.4%* -0.7% 4.8%* 0.7% 6.2%* 24.2%*

the dummy for
nondiscretionary
law adopted

First differences in -0.05%* -0.15%* -0.09%* -0.09%* -0.06%* -0.08%* -.24%* -0.02%* -0.02%*

the arrest rate for

the crime

category

Note: The variables for income; population; race,sex, and age of the population; and density are all in terms of first differences. Whilenot all the coefficientestimates are reported, all the control
variables used in Table4.1 are used here, includingyear and county dummies. All regressions use weighted least squares,where the weighting is each county's population. Entire sample used over
the 1977 to 1992 period.
*The result is statisticallysignificant at the 1percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
***The result is statisticallysignificantat the 10percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
****The result is statisticallysignificantat the 11 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
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Table 4.7 Permits granted by state: Florida, Oregon,
and Pennsylvania

Year Florida Oregon Pennsylvania

1987 17,000a N.A. N.A.

1988 33,451 N.A. 267,335c

1989 51,335 N.A. 314,925

1990 65,636 N.A. 360,649

1991 67,043 N.A. 399,428

1992 75,578 22,197b 360,919

1993 95,187 32,049 426,011

1994 134,008 43,216 492,421

1995 163,757 65,394 571,208

1996 192,016 78,258 N.A.

"Estimate of the number of concealed-handgunpermits issuedimmediatelybeforeFlorida's law
went into effect from DavidMcDowall,Colin Loftin,and Brian Wiersema,"EasingConcealed
Firearms Laws: Effects on Homicide in Three States," Journal ofCriminal Law and Criminobgy, 86(Fall
1995): 194.
bDecember 31,1991.
'Number of permits issued under discretionary law.

time. If concealed-handgun laws were adopted at the peaks of these
cycles (say, because concern over crime is great), the ensuing decline in
crime might have occurred anyway without any help from the new laws.
To deal with this, I controlled not only for national crime patterns but
also for individual county patterns by employing burglary or robbery
rates to explain the movement in the other crime rates. I even tried to
control for individual state trends. Yet the simplest way of conciselyillus
trating that my results are not merely a product of the "normal" ups and
downs in crime rates is to look againat the graphs in figures4.5—4.9. With
the exception of aggravatedassault, the drops not only begin right when
the lawspassbut also take the crime rates well belowwhat they had been
before the passage of the laws. It is difficult to believethat, on the average,
state legislatures could have timed the passage of these lawsso accurately
as to coincide with the peaks of crime waves; nor can the resulting de
clines be explained simply as reversions to normal levels.

Was the Impact of Nondiscretionary Concealed-

Handgun Laws the Same Everywhere?

Just as we found that the impact of nondiscretionary laws changed over
time, we expect to find differences across states. The reason is the same
in both cases: deterrence increases with the number of permits. While
the information obtained from state government officials only pertained
to why permits were issued at different rates across counties within a



Table 4.8 Change in time trends for crime rates before and after the adoption of nondiscretionary laws

Percentchange in various crime rates for change in explanatory variable

Violent Aggravated
crime Murder Rape assault

Property
Robbery crime Auto theft Burglary Larceny

Change in the crime rate
from the difference in

the annual change in
crime rates in the

yearsbefore and after
the change in the law
(annual rate after the
law — annual rate

before the law)

-0.9%* -356* -IA%* -0.5%* -2.1%* -0.6%* -0.3%* -1.5%* -0.1%

Note:The control variables arethe same as those used in table4.1, including yearand county dummies, though they arenot reported,becausethe coefficientestimates are
very similar to those reportedearlier. All regressions use weighted leastsquares, where the weightingis eachcounty's population.Entiresampleused over the 1977 to 1992
period.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 5 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
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Figure 4.9. The effect of concealed-handgun lawson aggravated assaults

given state, the rate at which new permits are issued at the state level
may also vary based upon population and population density. If this is
true, then it should be possible to explain the differentialeffect that non
discretionary laws have on crime in each of the states that passed such
laws in the same way that we examined differences across counties.

Table4.9reexamines my earlier regressions, where I took into account
that concealed-handgun laws have different effects across counties, de
pending upon how lenient officials had been in issuing permits under a
previously discretionary system. The one change from earlier tables is
that a different coefficient is used for the counties in each of the ten states

that changed their lawsduring the 1977 to 1992 period. At least for violent
crimes, the results indicate a very consistent effect of nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws acrossstates. Nine of the ten states experienced
declines in violent-crime rates as a result of these laws, and eight of the
ten states experienced declines in murder rates; in the states where vio
lent crimes, murders, or robberies rose, the increases were very small. In
fact, the largest increases were smaller than the smallest declines in the
states where those crime rates fell.

Generally, the states with the largest decreases in any one category
tended to have relatively large decreasesacrossall the violent-crime cate
gories, although the "leader" in each category varied across all the



Table 4.9 State-specific impact of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws

Violent Aggravated Property
crime Murder Rape assault Robbery crime Auto theft Burglary Larceny

Florida -4% -10% -8% -4% 0.3% \% 2% 0.3% 2%

Georgia 0.2 -2 0.5 -0.2 0 1 1 1 1

Idaho -3 -1 0.1 -3 -7 -1 -3 -3 -1

Maine -17 -5 1 -24 -8 1 -4 -2 2

Mississippi -3 0.6 3 -8 0 -0.2 3 2 -1

Montana -10 -5 -10 -12 -6 -4 -5 5 -4

Oregon -3 -1 -1 -3 -4 -2 3 -4 -2

Pennsylvania -1 -3 -1 1 -2 1 3 -1 3

Virginia -2 1 -1 -2 -2 -1 -2 -2 -1

West Virginia -1 -11 -5 -1 1 3 0 4 2

Summary of the
coefficients'signs

Negative 9 8 6 9 6 5 4 5 5

Positive 1 2 4 1 4 5 6 5 5

Note:The tableuses arrestratesadjusted for counties wherein the adoption of nondiscretionaryconcealed-handgun lawswas most likely to represent a realchange from
pastpractice by multiplying the nondiscretionary-law variables by the populationin eachcounty.The percentsareevaluated at the mean county population.
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violent-crime categories.37 Likewise, the states with relativelysmall crime
decreases (for example, Georgia, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Virginia)
tended to exhibit little change acrossall the categories.

Property crimes, on the other hand, exhibited no clear pattern. Prop
erty crimes fell in five states and increased in five states, and the size of
any decrease or increase was quite small and unsystematic.

Ideally, any comparison across states would be based on changes in
the number of permits issued rather than simply the enactment of the
nondiscretionary law. States with the largest increases in permits should
show the largestdecreases in crime rates. Unfortunately, only a fewstates
have recorded time-series data on the number of permits issued. I will
use such data in chapter 5. For the moment, it is still useful to see
whether the patterns in crime-rate changes found earlier across counties
are also found acrossstates. In particular, we would like to know whether
the largest declines occurred in states with the largest or most dense pop
ulations, which we believed had the greatest increase in permits. The jus
tification for the county-level differences was very strong because it was
based on conversations with individual state officials, but those officials

were not asked to make judgments across states (nor was it likely that
they could do so). Further, there is much more heterogeneity across
counties, and a greater number of observations.The relationship posited
earlier for county populations also seems particularly tenuous when
dealingwith state-leveldata becausea state with a largepopulation could
be made up of a large number of counties with small populations.

With this list of reservations in mind, let us look at the results we get
by using state-level density data. Table4.10 provides the results with re
spect to population density,and we find that, just as in the case of count
ies, larger declines in crime were recorded in the most densely populated
states. The differences are quite large: the most densely populated states
experienced decreases in violent crimes that were about three times
greater than the decreases in states with the average density. The results
were similar when state populations were taken into account.

Other Gun-Control Laws and Different Types of

Concealed-Handgun Laws

Two common restrictions on handguns arise from (1) increased sentenc
ing penalties for crimes involving the use of a gun and (2) waiting periods
required before a citizen can obtain a permit for a gun. How did these
two types of laws affect crime rates? Could it be that these laws—rather
than concealed-handgun laws—explain the deterrent effects? To answer
this question, I reestimated the regressions in tables 4.1 and 4.3 by



Table4.10Effectsofconcealed-handgunlawsacrossstatesrelatedtodifferencesinstatepopulationdensity

Statepopulation
density

Violent

crimesMurderRape
Aggravated
assaultRobbery

Property
crimes

Auto

theftBurglaryLarceny

1/2Mean-21%-3.2%-5%-1%-1%-\%3%-5%1%

179persquaremile
Mean-5.4-6.3-10-2-14-16-102

358persquaremile
Plus1standarddeviation-11.8-13.7-21-4-29-312-224

778persquaremile
Plus2standarddeviations-18.2-21.1-32-6-45-519-337

1,197persquaremile

Note:Theregressionsusedforthistablemultipliedthevariableforwhetherthelawwasenactedbythatstate'spopulationdensity.Thecontrolvariablesusedtogenerate
theseestimatesarethesameasthoseusedintable4.1,includingyearandcountydummies,thoughtheyarenotreported,becausethecoefficientestimatesareverysimi
lartothosereportedearlier.Allregressionsuseweightedleastsquares,wheretheweightingiseachstate'spopulation.
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(1) adding a variable to control for state laws that increase sentencing
penalties when crimes involve guns and (2) adding variables to measure
the impact of waiting periods.38 It is not clear whether adding an extra
day to a waiting period had much of an effect; therefore, I included a
variable for when the waiting period went into effect along with variables
for the length of the waitingperiod in daysand the length in dayssquared
to pick up any differential impact from longer lengths. In both sets of
regressions, the variable for nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws
remains generally consistent with the earlier results.39 While the coeffi
cients for arrest rates are not reported here, they also remain very similar
to those shown previously.

So what about these other gun laws? The pattern that emerges from
table 4.11 is much more ambiguous. The results for county-level data
suggest that harsher sentences for the use of deadly weapons reduce vio
lent crimes, especially crimes of aggravated assault and robbery. While
the same county-level data frequently imply an impact on murder, rape,
aggravated assault, and robbery, the effects are quite inconsistent. For ex
ample, simply requiring the waiting period appears to raise murder and
rape rates but lower the rates for aggravated assault and robbery. The
lengths of waiting periods also result in inconsistent patterns: longer peri
ods at first lower and then raise the murder and rape rates, with the
reverse occurring for aggravated assault. Using state- level data fails to
confirm any statistically significant effects for the violent-crime catego
ries. First, it reveals no statistically significantor economically consistent
relationship between either the presence of waiting periods or their
length and violent-crime rates. The directions of the effects also differ
from those found using county data. Taken together, the results make it
very difficult to argue that waiting periods (particularly long ones) have
an overall beneficial effecton crime rates. In addition, one other finding
is clear: laws involving sentence length and waiting periods do not alter
my earlier findingswith respect to nondiscretionary laws; that is, the ear
lier results for nondiscretionary lawscannot merely be reflecting the im
pact of other gun laws.

The Importance of the Types of Concealed-

Handgun Laws Adopted: Training and

Age Requirements

Finally, we need to consider how concealed-handgun laws vary across
states and whether the exact rules matter much. Several obvious differ

ences exist:whether a training period is required, and if so, how long that
period is; whether any minimum age limits are imposed; the number of



Table 4.11 Controlling for other gun laws

Violent Aggravated Property Auto

Exogenous variables crime Murder Rape assault Robbery crime Burglary Larceny theft

County--level Regressions

Nondiscretionary law -4.2%* -8.7%* -6%* -5.5%* -2% 3.6%* 1% 4.5%* 8.2%*

adopted
Enhanced sentencing -4% -0.3% 1.1% -1.5%*** -2.9%*** -0.001% -2% 1.2%*** -1.8%**

law adopted
Waiting law adopted 2.3% 23%* 25%* -9.4%** -9%*** 2% 2% -0.3% -8%**

Percentchange in crime -0.08% -9.4%* -13.6%* 6.5%* -11%* -1.5%*** -4.5%* 1.2% -1%

by increasingthe
waiting period by one
day:linear effect

Percentchange in crime -0.08% 0.55%* 0.8%* -0.5%* 0.73%* 0.019% 0.23%* -0.17%* 0.099%

by increasingthe
waiting period by one
day:squaredeffect



State-level regressions

Nondiscretionary law
adopted

Enhancedsentencing
law adopted

Waitinglaw adopted
Percentchange in crime

by increasingthe
waiting period by one
day: linear effect

Percentchange in crime 0.12% -0.13% 0.59%* -0.041% 0.59%** -0.021% 0.05% -0.06% -0.25%
by increasingthe
wating period by one
day:squaredeffect

Note: The controlvariables arethe same asthose used in table4.1, includingyearand county dummies, though they arenot reported, because the coefficient estimatesare
very similar to those reported earlier. All regressions use weightedleastsquares, where the weightingis eachcounty'spopulation.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 5 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
***The result is statistically significant at the 10percent level for a two-tailed t-test.

-10.1%* -8.1%** -5.7%*** -10.2%* -13.3%* -3.4% -7.6%* -2.2% -1%

3.5% 3% 3% -2.8% 1% 3%*** 0.5% 3.7%** 2%

10% 6.8% 22%* 2.6% 15% 3.3% 6.5% 2.3% -3.1%

-3% -3% -10%* -0.65% -10%** -0.95% -2.2% -0.53% -2.4%
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years for which the permit isvalid; where people are allowed to carry the
gun (for example, whether schools, bars, and government buildings are
excluded); residency requirements; and how much the permit costs. Six
of these characteristics are reported in table 4.12 for the thirty-one states
with nondiscretionary laws.

A major issue in legislative debates on concealed-handgun laws is
whether citizens will receive sufficient training to cope with situations
that can require difficult, split-second decisions. Steve Grabowski, presi
dent of the Nebraskastate chapter of the Fraternal Order of Police, notes
that "police training is much more extensive than that required for
concealed-handgun permits. The few hours of firearms instruction won't
prepare a citizen to use the gun efficiently in a stress situation, which is
a challenge even for professionals."40 Others respond that significantly
more training is required to use a gun offensively, as a police officer may
be called on to do, than defensively. Law-abiding citizens appear reticent
to use their guns and, as noted earlier, in the majority of cases simply
brandishing the gun is sufficient to deter an attack.

Reestimating the earlier regressions, I included measures for whether
a training period was required, for the length of the training period, and
for the agelimit.41 The presence or length of the training periods typically
show no effecton crime, and although the effects are significant for rob
bery, the size of the effect is very small. On the other hand, age limits
display quite different and statistically significant coefficients for different
crimes. The 21-year-old age limit appears to lower murder rates, but it
tends to reduce the decline in rape and overall violent-crime rates that
is normally associated with nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws.
Because of these different effects, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions

regarding the effect of age limits.

Recent Data on Crime Rates

After I originally put the data together for this study, and indeed after I
had written virtually all of this book, additional county-level data be
came available for 1993 and 1994 from the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports. These
data allow us to evaluate the impact of the Brady law, which went into
effectin 1994. Four additonal states (Alaska, Arizona, Tennessee, and Wy
oming) also had right-to-carry laws in effect for at least part of the year.
The new information allows us to double-check whether the results

shown earlier were mere aberrations.

Table 4.13 reexamines the results from tables 4.1, 4.8, and 4.11 with

these new data, and the findings are generally very similar to those al
ready reported. The results in section A that correspond to table 4.1 im
ply an even larger drop in murder rates related to the passage of con
cealed-handgun laws (10 percent versus 7.7 percent previously), though



Table 4.12 Current characteristics of different nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws

State with Last Permit Training Age
nondiscretionary significant duration length require Initial Renewal Issuing
law modification (years) (hours) ment fee fee agency

Alabama 1936 1 None 21 $15-25 $6 Sheriff

Alaska 1994 5 12 21 $123 $57 Dept. of Public
Safety

Arizona 1995 4 16 21 $50 } Dept. of Public
Safety

Arkansas 1995 4 5 21 $100 •> State Police

Connecticut 1986 5 5 21 $35 $35 State Police

Florida 1995 3 5 21 $85 $70 Dept. of State
Georgia 1996 5 None 21 $32 Judgeof

Probate Court

Idaho 1996 4 7 21 $56 $24 Sheriff

Indiana 1980 4 None 18 $25 $15 Chief of Police

or Sheriff

Kentucky 1996 3 8hrs

Classroom

+ firing-
range

training

21 $60 $60 Sheriff

Louisiana 1996 21 $100 Dept. of Public
Safety



Table 4.12 Continued

State with Last Permit Training Age
nondiscretionary significant duration length require Initial Renewal Issuing
law modification (years) (hours) ment fee fee agency

Maine 1985 4 5 21 $35 $20 Chief of Police

or Sheriff

Mississippi 1990 4 None 21 $100 $50 Dept. of Public
Safety

Montana 1991 4 None 18 $50 $25 Sheriff

Nevada 1995 5 21 $60 $25 Sheriff

New Hampshire 1923 2 None 21 $4 Chief of Police

North Carolina 1995 4 5 21 $90 $80 Sheriff

North Dakota 1985 3 None 21 $25 Bureau of

Criminal

Investigation
Oklahoma 1995 4 8 23 $125 $125 State Bureau of

Criminal

Investigation
Oregon 1993 4 5 21 $65 $50 Sheriff

Pennsylvania 1995 5 None 21 $17.50 $17.50 Chief of Police

or Sheriff

South Carolina 1996 4 21 $50 $50 State Law

Enforcement

Division



South Dakota 1986 4 None 18 $6 Chief of Police

or Sheriff

Tennessee 1996 4 21 $100 Dept. of Public
Safety

Texas 1995 4 10-15 21 $140b Set by
department

Dept. of Public
Safety

Utah 1995 2 21 $64 $5 Dept. of Public
Safety

Vermont None None None None None None None

(unregulated)
Virginia 1995 2 5 21 <$50 <$50 Clerk of

Circuit Court

Washington 1995 5 None 21 $36+

$24

FBI fee

$33 Judge; Chief of
Police, or

Sheriff

West Virginia 1996 5 5 18 $50 $50 Sheriff

Wyoming 1994 5 -5 21 $50 $50 Attorney
General

•This trainingperiodis waived for those who receivea permit directly from their local sheriff.
bThe fee is reduced to $70 for those who are over 60 yearsof age.
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Table 4.13 Earlier results reexamined using additional data for
1993 and 1994.

Percent change in various crime rates for
changesin explanatory variables

Change in explanatory
variable

Section A:

Nondiscretionary law
adopted

Section B: The difference

in the annual change
in crime rates in the

yearsbefore and after
the change in the law
(annual rate after the
law minus annual rate

before the law)

Section C: Brady law
adopted

Violent

crime Murder Rape
Aggravated
assault Robbery

-4.4%* -10.0%* -3.0%* -5.7%* 0.6%

-0.5%* -2.9%* -1.7%* -0.3%* -2.2%*

-2.3% 3.9%** 3.7%* -3.9%

Note: This table uses county-level, violent-crime data from the Uniform Crime Report that were
not available until the rest of the book was written. Here I was not able to control for all the

variables used in table4.1. All regressions use weighted leastsquares, where the weighting is each
county's population. Section C alsocontrols for the other variables that were included in Table4.11
to account for changesin other gun laws.Section A corresponds to the regressions in table4.1,
section B to those in table4.8,and section C to those in table4.11, except that a dummy variable
for the Bradylawwas added for those statesthat did not previouslyhave at leasta five-day
waitingperiod.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1percentlevel for a two-tailedt-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 10percentlevel for a two-tailedt-test.

the declines in the rates for overall violent crime as well as rape and
aggravated assault are smaller. Robbery is alsono longer statistically sig
nificant, and the point estimate is even positive. As noted earlier, given
the invertedV shapeofcrime-rate trendsover time,comparing the aver
age crime rates before and after the passage of these laws is not enough,
since crime rates that are rising before the law and falling afterward can
produce similar averagecrime rates in the two periods. To deal with this,
section B of table 4.13 corresponds to the results reported earlier in table
4.8. The estimates are again quite similar to those reported earlier. The
effect on rape is larger than those previously reported, while the effects
for aggravated assault and robbery are somewhat smaller. All the results
indicate that concealed-handgun laws reduce crime, and all the findings
are statistically significant.

Finally, section C of table 4.13 provides some very interesting estimates
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of the Bradylaw's impact by using a variable that equals 1 only for those
states that did not previously have at least a five-day waiting period. The
claims about the criminals who have been denied access to guns as a
result of this law are not necessarily evidence that the Brady law lowers
crime rates. Unfortunately, these claims tell us nothing about whether
criminals are ultimately able to obtain guns illegally. In addition, to the
extent that law-abiding citizens find it more difficult to obtain guns, they
may be less able to defend themselves. For example, a woman who is
being stalked may no longer be able to obtain a gun quickly to scare
off an attacker. Numerous newspaper accounts tell of women who were
attempting to buy guns because of threats by former lovers and were
murdered or raped during the required waiting period.42

The evidence from 1994 indicates that the Brady law has been associ
ated with significant increases in rapes and aggravated assaults, and the
declines in murder and robbery have been statistically insignificant. All
the other gun-control laws examined in table 4.11 were also controlled
for here, but because their estimated impacts were essentially un
changed, they are not reported.

What Happens to Neighboring Counties in

Adjacent States When Nondiscretionary
Handgun Laws are Adopted?

If you put more resources in one place, it will displace
some of the crime.

Al L'Ecuyer, WestBoylston
(Massachusetts)PoliceChief3

Up to this point we have asked what happens to
crime rates in places that have adopted nondiscretionary laws. If these
laws do discourage criminals, however, they may react in several ways.
We alreadyhave discussed two: criminals could stop committing crimes,
or they could commit other, less dangerous crimes like those involving
property, where the probability of contact with armed victims is low. Yet
as the epigraph for this section notes, a third possibility is that criminals
may commit crimes in other areas where potential victims are not
armed. A fourth outcome is also possible: eliminating crime in one area
can help eliminate crime in other areas as well. This last outcome may
occur if criminals had been using the county that adopted the law as a
staging area. Crime-prone, poverty-stricken areas of cities may find that
some of their crime spills over to adjacent areas.

This section seeks to test what effect concealed-handgun laws and
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higher arrest rates have on crime rates in adjacent counties in neigh
boring states. Since concealed-handgun laws are almostalways passed at
the state level, comparing adjacent counties in neighboring states allows
us to examine the differential effect ofconcealed-handgun laws. Evidence
that changes in a state's laws coincide with changes in crime rates in
neighboring states will support the claim that the laws affect criminals.
If these laws do not affect criminals, neighboring statesshould experience
no changes in their crime rates.

Althoughanyfindings that nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws
cause criminals to leave the jurisdictions that adopt these laws would
provide additional evidence ofdeterrence, suchfindings would also imply
that simply looking at the direct effect of concealed-handgun laws on
crime overestimates the total gain to society from these laws. In the ex
treme,if the entirereduction in crime from concealed-handgun laws was
simply transferred to other areas, society as a whole would be no better
off with these laws, even if individual jurisdictions benefited. While the
evidence would confirm the importance of deterrence, adopting such a
law in a single state might have a greater deterrent impact than if the
entire nation adopted the law. The deterrent effect ofadoptingnondiscre
tionary concealed-handgun laws in additional states could alsodeclineas
more states adopted the laws.

To investigate these issues, I reran the regressions reported in table
4.1, using only those counties that werewithin fifty miles of countiesin
neighboring states. In addition to the variable that examines whether
your own state has a nondiscretionary concealed-handgun law, I added
three new variables. One variable averages the dummy variables for
whether adjacentcountiesin neighboring countieshavesuch laws. Asec
ond variable examines what happens whenyour countyandyour neigh
boringcounty adopt these laws. Finally, the neighboring counties' arrest
rates are added, though I do not bother reportingthem, because the evi
dence indicates that only the arrest rates in your own county, not your
neighboring counties, matter in determining your crime rate.

The results reported in table 4.14 confirm that deterrent effects do
spill over into neighboring areas. For all the violent-crime categories,
adopting a concealed-handgun law reduces the number of violent crimes
in your county, but these results also show that criminals who commit
murder, rape, and robbery apparently move to adjacent states without
the laws. The one violent-crime category that does not fit this pattern is
aggravated assault: adopting a nondiscretionary concealed-handgun law
lowers the number of aggravated assaults in neighboring counties. With
respect to the benefits of all counties adopting the laws, the last column
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Table 4.14 Estimates of the impact of nondiscretionary concealed-
handgun laws on neighboring counties

Percent change in own crime rate

Type
of crime

Own county has
nondiscretionary
law

Average neighbor
has nondiscretionary
law

Average neighbor
and own county
have nondis

cretionary law

Violent crime -5.5% 0 -5.7%

Murder -7.6% 3.5% -4.1%

Rape
Robbery

Aggravated assault

-6.2%

-4%

-7.4%

6%

2.8%

-3.3%

0

-1.1%

-10.7%

Property crime
Auto theft

1%

-1.3%

1%

2%

2%

3.4%

Burglary
Larceny

1%

9%

4.7%

-2%

-1%

10.8%

shows that all categories of violent crime are reduced the most when all
countiesadoptsuch laws. The results imply that murder rates decline by
over 8 percent and aggravated assaults by around 21 percent when a
county andits neighbors adopt concealed-handgun laws.

As a final test, I generated the figures showing crime trendsbeforeand
aftera neighbor's adoption of the lawby the method previously used, in
addition to the time trends forbeforeand afterone'sown adoption of the
concealed-handgun laws. The use of an additional squared term allows
us to see if the effect on crime is not linear. Figures 4.10—4.13 provide a
graphic display of the findings for the different violent-crime categories,
though the results for the individual violent-crime categories are equally
dramatic. In all violent-crime categories, the adoption of concealed-
handgun laws produces animmediateandlarge increase in violent-crime
rates in neighboring counties, andin all the categories except aggravated
assaults the spillover increases over time just as the counties with the
nondiscretionary law see their own crime rates continue to fall. The
symmetry and timing between the reduction in counties with non
discretionary laws andincreases in neighboring countieswithout the laws
is striking.

Overall, these results provide strong additionalevidence for the deter
rent effect ofnondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws.They imply that
the earlier estimate of the total social benefit from these laws may have
overestimated the initial benefits, but underestimated the long-term
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Years before and after the neighbor's adoption of the law

Figure 4.10. Impact on murder rate from a neigh
bor'sadoption of nondiscretionaryconcealed-
handgun law

i i i i
-2-101234
Years before and after the neighbor's adoption of the law

Figure 4.12. Impacton rape rate from a neighbor's
adoption of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
law

i i I i i
-2-101234
Years before and after the neighbor's adoption of the law

Figure 4.13. Impact on aggravated assault rate from
a neighbor's adoption of nondiscretionary concealed-
handgun law

benefits as more states adopt these laws. In the long run, the negative
spillover effect subsides, andthe adoptionof these laws in allneighboring
states has the greatest deterrent effect on crime.

Conclusions

The empirical work provides strong evidence that concealed-handgun
laws reduce violent crime and that higher arrest rates deter all types of
crime. The results confirm what law-enforcement officials have said—

that nondiscretionary laws cause a greatest change in the number of per
mits issued for concealed handguns in the most populous, urbanized
counties.This provides additional support for the claim that the greatest
declines in crime rates are related to the greatest increases in concealed-
handgun permits. The impact of concealed-handgun laws varies with a

-2-10 1 2 3 T
Years before and after the neighbor's adoption of the law

Figure 4.11. Impact on robberyrate from a neigh
bor'sadoption of nondiscretionaryconcealed-
handgun law
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county's level of crime, its population and population density, its per-
capitaincome, and the percentage of the population that isblack. Despite
the opposition to these laws in large, urban, densely populated areas,
those are the areas that benefit the most from the laws. Minorities and

women tend to be the ones with the most to gain from being allowed to
protect themselves.

Some of the broader issues concerningcriminal deterrence discussed
in chapter 1 were evaluated, and the hypotheses used produced infor
mation about the locations where increased police efforts had the most
significant deterrent effects on crime. Splitting the data set into high-
and low-crime counties shows that arrest rates do not affect crime rates

equally in all counties: the greatest return to increasing arrest rates is in
the most crime-prone areas.

The results also confirm some of the potential aggregation problems
with state-level data. The county-level data explain about six times more
variation in violent-crime rates and eight times more variation in pro
perty-crime rates than do state-level data. Generally, the effect of
concealed-handgun laws on crime appeared much greater when state-
level regressions were estimated. However, one conclusion is clear: the
very differentresults for state- and county-leveldata should make us very
cautiousin aggregating crime data.The differences in county characteris
tics show that dramatically greater differences exist among counties
within any state than among different states. Whether increased arrest
rates are concentrated in the highest-crime counties in a state or spread
out equally across all counties makes a big difference in their impact on
crime. Likewise, it is a mistake to think that concealed-handgun laws
change crime rates in all counties in a state equally. The data should
definitely remain as disaggregated as possible.

The three sets of estimates that rely on county-level data, state-level
data, or county-level data that accounts for how the law affecteddifferent
counties have their own strengths and weaknesses. While using county-
level data avoids the aggregation problems present with state-level data,
the initial county-level regressions rely heavily on variation in state laws
and thus are limited to comparing the variation in these fifty jurisdic
tions. If weight is thus given to any of the results, it would appear that
the greatest weight should be given to the county-level regressions that
interact the nondiscretionary-law variablewith measures of how liberally
different counties issued permits under the preexisting discretionary sys
tems. These regressions not only avoid the aggregation problems but also
take fullest advantage of the relationship between county-level variations
in crime rates and the impact of nondiscretionary laws. They provide the
strongest evidence that concealed-handgun laws reduce all types of
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crime. Despite these different approaches, one result is clear: the results
areremarkably consistentwith respect to the deterrent effect of nondis
cretionary concealed-handgunlawson violent crime. Two of these three
sets of estimatesimply that concealed-handgun laws also result in lower
property-crime rates, although these rates decline less than the rates for
violent crimes.

This study represents a significant change in the general approach to
crime studies.This is the first study to use cross-sectional time-series evi
dence at both the county andstate levels. Instead of simply usingeither
cross-sectional state- or city-level data, this study has made use of the
much larger variations in arrest rates and crime rates between rural and
urban areas, and it has been possible to control for whether the lower
crime rates resulted from the gun laws themselves or from other differ
ences in theseareas (forexample, lowcrime rates) that lead to the adop
tion of these laws.



Pivp. The Victims and the Benefits

from Protection

Concealed-Handgun Laws, the

Method of Murder, and the

Choice of Murder Victims

Dolawsallowing individuals to carry concealedhand
guns cause criminals to change the methods they use to commit mur
ders? For example, the number of murders perpetrated with guns may
rise after such lawsare passed, even though the total number of murders
falls. While concealed-handgun laws raise the risk of committing mur
ders with guns, murderers may alsofind it relatively more dangerous to
kill using other methods once people start carrying concealed handguns,
and they may therefore choose to use guns to put themselves on a more
even basis with their potential prey. Using data on the methods of mur
der from the Mortality Detail Records provided by the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, I reran the murder-rate regression from
table 4.1 on counties with populations over 100,000 during the period
from 1982 to 1991.1 then separated murders committed with guns from
all other murders. Table 5.1 shows that carrying concealed handguns ap
pears to have been associated with approximately equal drops in both
categories of murders. Carrying concealed handguns appears to make all
types of murders relativelylessattractive.

We may alsowonder whether concealed-handgun laws have any effect
on the types of people who are likely to be murdered. The Supplementary
Homicide Reports of the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports contain annual, state-level
data from 1977 to 1992 on the percent of victims by sex, race, and age, as
well as information on the whether the victims and the offenders knew

each other (whether they were members of the same family, knew each
other but were not members of the same family, were strangers, or no
relationshipwasknown).1 Table 5.2, whichusesthe samesetup asin table
4.1, is intended to explain these characteristics of the victims. The re
gressions indicate no statistically significant relationship between the
concealed-handgun law and a victim's sex, race, relationships with of
fenders, or age (the last is not shown). However, while they are not quite
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Table 5.1 Do concealed-handgun laws influence whether murders
are committed with or without guns? Murder methods for counties
with more than 100,000 people from 1982 to 1991

Exogenous ln(Total ln(Murder ln(murders by
variables murders) with guns) nongun methods)

Nondiscretionary law -9.1%* -9.0%** -8.9%**
adopted

Arrest rate for murder -0.15%* -0.10%* -0.14%*

increasedby 100
percentage points

Note:While not all the coefficientestimatesarereported,all the control variables are the same as
those usedin table4.1, including the year andcounty dummies. All regressions use weightedleast
squares, where the weightingis eachcounty's population.The first column uses the UCR numbers
forcountieswith more than 100,000 people. The second column usesthe numberson total gun
deaths available from the Mortality DetailRecords, and the third column takes the difference
between the UCR numbers for total murdersandMortality Detail Records of gun deaths.
Endogenous variables arein murders per 100,000 population.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1percentlevel for a two-tailedt-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 10 percentlevel fora two-tailed t-test.

statistically significant, two of the estimates appear important and imply
that in stateswith concealed-handgun laws victims know their nonfam-
ily offenders 2.6 percentage pointsmore frequently than not, andthat the
number of victims for whom it was not possible to determine whether a
relationship existed declined by 2.9 percentage points.

This raises the question of whether the possible presence of concealed
handguns causes criminals to prefer committing crimes against people
they know, since presumably they would be more likely to know if an
acquaintance carried aconcealed handgun.The principal relationship be
tween age and concealed handguns is that the concealed weapon deters
crime against adults more than against young people—because only
adults can legally carry concealed handguns—but the effect is statisti
cally insignificant.2 Some of the benefits from allowing adults to carry
concealed handguns may be conferred on younger people whom these
adults protect. In addition, when criminalswho attack adults leave states
that pass concealed-handgun laws, there might also be fewer criminals
left to attack the children. The earlier evidence from figures 4.10—4.13
indicates that concealed-handgun laws actually drive criminals away,
leaving fewer criminals to attack either adults or those under eighteen.
Younger people may also benefit from concealed-carry laws simply be
cause criminals cannot always easily determine who is eligible to carry a
concealed handgun. Attackers may find seventeen-year-olds difficult to
distinguish from eighteen-year-olds.



Table 5.2 Changes in characteristics of murder victims: annual, state-level data from the Uniform Crime Reports,
Supplementary Homicide Reports, from 1977 to 1992

Percent changein various endogenous variables forchanges in explanatoryvariables

Changein
explanatory
variable

By victim's sex By victim's race By victim's relationshipto offender

Percent of

victims

where the Percent of

offender is victims Percent of Percent

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of known to where the victims victims

Percent of Percent of victims, victims victims victims
Male Female sex that are that are that are

Victims Victims unknown white black Hispanic

victim but offender is where the where the

is not in in the offender is relationship
family family astranger isunknown

Nondiscretionary
law adopted

Arrest rate for

murder

increased by
100 percentage
points

0.39

0.068

-0.44

-0.14

0.05 0.01

0.07 -2.02*

0.70 -0.87 2.58 -0.25 0.54 -2.8

1.32* 0.33 1.74* -1.45* 0.79

To interpret this table, the first coefficient (0.39) implies that the percent of malevictimsincreases by 0.39 percentage pointsif astateadopts anondiscretionary concealed-
handgun law. While not allthe coefficient estimates are reported, allthe control variables are the sameasthoseusedin table 2.3, including the year andstate dummies. All
regressions use weighted leastsquares, where the weightingis each state's population.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 5 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
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The arrest rates for murder produce more interesting results. The
percent of white victims and the percent of victims killed by family
members both declined when arrest rateswere increased, while the per
cent of black victims and the percent killed by non—family members
whom they knew both increased. The results imply that higher arrest
rates have a much greater deterrent effect on murders involving whites
and familymembers. One explanation is that whiteswith higherincomes
face a greater increase in expected penalties for any givenincrease in the
probability of arrest.

Mass Public Shootings

Chapter 1noted the understandable fear that people have of masspublic
shootings like the one on the Long Island Railroad or at the top of the
Empire State Building. To record the number of mass public shootings
by state from 1977 to 1992, a search was done of news-article databases
(Nexis) for the same period examined in the rest of this study. A mass
public shooting is defined as one that occurred in a public place andin
volved two or more people either killed or injured by the shooting.The
crimes excludedinvolved gang activity; drug dealing; a holdup or a rob
bery; drive-by shootings that explicitly or implicitly involved gang activ
ity, organized crime, or professional hits; and serial killings, or killings
that took place over the span of more than one day. The places where
public shootings occurred included such sites as schools, churches, busi
nesses, bars, streets, governmentbuildings, public transit facilities, places
of employment, parks, health care facilities, malls, and restaurants.

Unlike my earlier data, these data are available only at the state level.
Table 5.3 shows the mean rateatwhich such killingsoccurredboth before
and after the adoption of the nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws
in the ten states that changed their laws during the 1977 to 1992 period
and, more broadly, for allstates that either did or did not havesuch laws
during the period. In each case the before-and-after means are quite
statistically significantly different at least at the 1 percent level,3 with
the rates being dramatically lower when nondiscretionary concealed-
handgunlaws were in effect. For those states from which data are avail
able beforeand afterthe passage of such laws, the mean per-capita death
rate from mass shootings in those states plummets by 69 percent.4

To make sure that these differences were not due to some other factor,

I reestimated the specifications used earlier to explain murder rates for
the state-level regressions with time trendsbefore and afterthe adoption
of the nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws. The variable being ex-



Table 5.3 Mass shooting deaths and injuries

Number of mass shooting deaths and injuries
for the ten states that changed their laws
during the 1977-1992 period

Mass shooting deaths and injuries per 100,000
population for the ten states that changed
their lawsduring the 1977—1992 period

Number of mass shooting deaths and injuries
Mass shooting deaths and injuries per 100,000

population

Mean death and injury rate per year
for yearsin which the states do not
have nondiscretionary concealed-
handgun laws

(0

Mean death and injury rate per year
for yearsin which the states do
have nondiscretionary concealed-
handgun laws

(2)

A. Comparing the before-and-aftermean mass shooting deaths and injuries for
states that changed their concealed-handgun laws during the 1977—1992 period1

1.63 1.19

0.039 0.012

B. Comparing the mean mass shooting deaths and injuries for all states with
nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws and those without such laws2

2.09

0.041

0.89

0.037

'Column 1 for section A has 128 observations; column 2 has 32 observations.

HZolumn 1 for section B has 656 observations; column 2 has 160 observations.
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Years before and after the adoption of
concealed-handgun laws

Figure 5.1. Probability that the ten statesthat adoptedconcealed-handgun lawsduring
the 1977—1992 period experienced deaths or injuries from a shooting spree in a
public place

plained is now the total number of deaths or injuries due to mass public
shootings in a state.5

Figure5.1 showsthat although the total number of deaths and injuries
from mass public shootings actually rises slightly immediately after a
nondiscretionary concealed-handgun lawis implemented, it quickly falls
after that, with the rate reaching zero five years after the lawis enacted.6
Why there is an initial increase is not immediately obvious, though dur
ing this early period relatively few people have concealed-handgun per
mits. Perhaps those planning such shootings do them sooner than they
otherwise would have,before too many citizensacquire concealed-hand
gun permits. One additional qualification should also be made. While
nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws reduced deaths and injuries
from masspublic shootings to zero after five years in the ten states that
changed their laws during the 1977 to 1992 period, a look at the mean
death and injury rates from masspublic shootings in the eight states that
passed such laws before 1977 shows that these rates were quite low but
definitely not zero. This tempers the conclusion here and implies that
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while deaths and injuries from mass public shootings fall dramatically
after nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws are passed, it is unlikely
that the true rate will drop to zero for the average state that adopts
these laws.

County Data for Arizona, Pennsylvania, and

Oregon, and State Data for Florida

One problem with the preceding results was the use of county popula
tion as a proxy for how restrictive counties were in allowing concealed-
handgun permits before the passage of nondiscretionary laws. Since I am
still going to control county-specific levels of crime with county dum
mies, a better measure would have been to use the actual change in the
number of gun permits before and after the adoption of a concealed-
handgun law. The per-capita number of permits provides a more direct
measure of the expected costs that criminals face in attacking people.
Knowing the number of permits also allows us to calculate the benefit
from issuing an additional permit.

Fortunately, the information on the number of permits issued by
county is available for three states: Arizona, Oregon, and Pennsylvania.
Florida also provides yearly permit data at the state level. Arizona and
Oregon also provided additional information on the conviction rate and
the mean prison-sentence length. However, for Oregon, because the
sentence-length variableis not directly comparable over time, it is inter
acted with all the individual year variables, so that we can still retain any
cross-sectional information in the data. One difficulty with the Arizona
sentence-length and conviction data is that they are available only from
1990 to 1995, and since the nondiscretionary concealed-handgun law did
not take effect until July 1994, we cannot control for all the other vari
ables that we control for in the other regressions.

Unlike Oregon and Pennsylvania, Arizonadid not allowprivate citizens
to carryconcealed handgunsprior to July1994 (andpermits werenot actu
ally issued until the end of the year), so the value of concealed-handgun
permits equals zero for this earlier period. Unfortunately, however, be
cause Arizona changed its lawso recently, I cannot control for all the vari
ables that I controlled for in the other regressions. Florida's data are even
more limited, but they allow the study of the simple relationship between
crime and permits at the state level for a relatively long period of time.

The results in table 5.4 for Pennsylvania and table 5.5 for Oregon pro
vide a couple of consistent patterns.7The most economically and statisti
cally important relationship involves the arrest rate: higher arrest rates
consistently imply lower crime rates, and in twelve of the sixteen regres-



Table 5.4 Crime and county data on conceoled-hondgun permits: Pennsylvania counties with populations greater
than 200,000

Crimes per 100,000 population

Percentchange in the Violent
crime rate crime Murder Rape

Aggravated
assault Robbery

Property
crime

Due to a 1 percent change -5.3%** -26.7%* -5.7%** -4.8%** 1.2% -0.12%
in the number of right-
to-carry pistol permits/
population over 21
between 1988 and each

year since the law was
implemented

Due to a 1 percent change -0.79%* -0.37%* -0.08% -0.76%* -0.84%* -0.41%*
in the arrest rate for

the crime category

Note: While not allthe coefficient estimates arereported, allthe control variables are the sameasthoseusedin table 4.1, including year andcountydummies. All regres
sionsuseweightedleastsquares, wherethe weightingis eachcounty's population. The nondiscretionary-law-times-county-population variable that wasusedin the earlier
regressions instead of the variable for change in right-to-carry permitswas triedhereandproduced very similar results. I also triedcontrolling foreitherthe robbery or
burglaryrates, but I obtainedvery similarresults.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 10percent level for a two-tailed t-test.

Auto

theft Burglary Larceny

1.5% -1.4% 0.1%

-0.065% -1.1%* 0.13%



Table 5.5 Crime and county data on concealed-handgun permits: Oregon data

Crimes per 100,000 population

Percent change in the
crime rate Murder Rape

Aggravated
assault

Due to a 1 percentchange -37%**** -6.7% -4.8%
in the number of right-
to-carry pistol permits/
population over 21
between 1988 and each

year since the law was
implemented

Due to a 1 percent change -0.34%* -1%* -0.4%*
in the arrest rate for

the crime category

Due to a 1 percent change -0.2%* -0.09%* -1.5%*
in the conviction rate

for the crime category

Robbery

-4.7%

-0.4%*

-0.19%*

Auto

theft

12%

-.04%

-0.37%*

Burglary Larceny

2.7% -9%**

-0.7%* -0.9%*

-0.27%* -0.86%*

Note:While not all the coefficient estimates arereported,all the control variables arethe same asthose used in table4.1, includingyearand county dummies. I also
controlled forsentence length,but the differentreporting practices used by Oregon over this period make its use somewhatproblematic. To dealwith this problem, the
sentence-length variable wasinteracted with year-dummyvariables. Thus, while the variable is not consistentover time, it is still valuable in distinguishing penalties across
countiesat a particular point in time. The categories forviolent and propertycrimesareeliminated because the mean sentence-length datasupplied by Oregon did not
allowus to use these two categories. All regressions use weighted leastsquares, where the weightingis each county's population.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 5 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
***The result is statistically significant at the 10percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
****The result is statistically significant at the 11 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
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sions the effect is statistically significant. Five cases for Pennsylvania (vio
lent crime, murder, aggravated assault, robbery, and burglary) show that
arrest rates explain more than 15 percent of the change in crime rates.8
Automobile theft is the only crime for which the arrest rate is insignifi
cant in both tables.

For Pennsylvania, murder and rape arethe only crimes for which per-
capita concealed-handgun permits explain a greater percentage of the
variation in crime rates than does the arrest rate. However, increased

concealed-handgun licensing explains more than 10 percent of the var
iation in murder, rape, aggravated assault, and burglary rates. Violent
crimes, with the exception of robbery, show that greater numbers of
concealed-handgun permits lower violent crime rates, while property
crimes exhibit very little relationship. The portion of the variation for
property crimes that is explained by concealed-handgun licensing is only
about one-tenth as large as the variation for violent crimes that is ex
plained by such licensing, which is not too surprising, given the much
more direct impact that concealed handguns haveon violent crime.9 The
regressions for Oregon weakly imply a similar relationship between
concealed-handgun use and crime, but the effect is only strongly statisti
cally significant for larceny; it is weakly significant for murder.

The Oregon data also show that higher conviction rates consistently
result in significantly lower crime rates. The change in conviction rates
explains 4 to 20 percentof the change in the corresponding crime rates;10
however, for five of the seven crime categories, increases in conviction
ratesappear to produce a smallerdeterrent effect than increases in arrest
rates.11 The greatest differences between the deterrent effects of arrest
and conviction rates produce an interesting pattern. For rape, increasing
the arrest rate by 1 percent produces more than ten times the deterrent
effect of increasing the conviction rate for those who have been arrested
by 1 percent. For auto theft, arrest seems more important than convic
tion: a 1 percent increase in the arrest rate reduces crime by about ten
times more than the same increase in convictions. These results are con

sistent with the assumption that arrests produce large penalties in terms
of shame or negative reputation.12 In fact, the existing evidence shows
that the reputational penalties from arrest and conviction can dwarf the
legally imposed penalties.13 This is some of the first evidence that the
reputational penalties from arrests alone provide significant deterrence
for some crimes.

One possible explanation for these results is that Oregon simultane
ously passed both the nondiscretionary concealed-handgun law and a
waiting period. The statistics in table 4.11 suggest that the long waiting
period imposed by the Oregon law (fifteen days) increased murder by 5
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percent, rape by 2 percent, and robbery by 6 percent. At least in the case
of murder, which is weakly statistically significant in any case, the esti
mates from tables 4.11 and 5.5 together indicate that if Oregon had not
adopted its waiting period, the drop in murder resulting from the
concealed-handgun law would have been statisticallysignificant at the 5
percent level.

The results for sentence length are not shown, but the t-statistics are
frequently near zero, and the coefficients indicate no clear pattern. One
possible explanation for this result is that all the changes in sentencing
rules produced a great deal of noise in this variable, not only over time
but also across counties. For example, after 1989, whether a crime was
prosecuted under the pre- or post-1989 rules depended on when the
crime took place. If the average time between when the offenseoccurred
and when the prosecution took place differed across counties, the re
corded sentence length could vary even if the actual time served was
the same.

Florida's state-level data showing the changes in crime rates and
changes in the number of concealed-handgun permits are quite sugges
tive (see figure 5.2). Cuba'sMariel Boat Lift created a sudden upsurge in
Florida's murder rate from 1980 through 1982. By 1983 the murder rate
had return to its pre-Mariel level, and it remained relatively constant or
exhibited a slight upward trend until the state adopted its nondiscretion
ary concealed-handgun law in 1987. Murder-rate data are not available
for 1988 because of changes in the reporting process, but the available
evidence indicates that the murder rate began to drop when the law was
adopted, and the size of the drop corresponded with the number of
concealed-handgun permits outstanding. Ironically, the first post-1987
upward movement in murder rates occurred in 1992, when Floridabegan
to require a waiting period and background check before issuingpermits.

Finally, a very limited data set for Arizonaproduces no significant rela
tionship between the change in concealed-handgun permits and the vari
ous measures of crime rates. In fact, the coefficient signs themselves indi
cate no consistent pattern; the fourteen coefficients are equally divided
between negative and positive signs, though six of the specifications im
ply that the variation in the number of concealed-handgun permits ex
plains at least 8 percent of the variation in the corresponding crime
rates.14 This is likely to occur for several reasons. The sample is extremely
small (only 64—89 observations, depending on which specification), and
we have only a year and a half over which to observe the effect of the
law. In addition, if Arizona holds true to the pattern observed in other
states, the impact of these laws is smallest right after the law passes.

The results involving either the mean sentence length for those sen-
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Figure 5.2A. Cumulative percent change in Florida's murder rate

Figure 5.2B. Concealed-handgun permits after implementation of the lawin Florida
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tenced in a particular year or the actual time served for those ending
their sentences also imply no consistent relationship between sentence
length and crime rates. While the coefficients are negative in eleven of
the fourteen specifications, they provide weak evidence of the deterrent
effectof longer prison terms: only two coefficients are negative and statis
tically significant.

The Brady law also went into effect during this period.15 Using the
Arizona data to investigate the impact of the Bradylaw indicates that its
only discernible effect was in the category of aggravated assault, where
the statisticsimply that it increasedthe number of aggravated assaults by
24 percent and the number of rapes by 3 percent. Yet it is important to
remember that the data for Arizona covered only a very short period of
time when this law was in effect, and other factors influencing crime
could not be taken into account. While I do not believe that the Brady
law was responsible for this large increase in assaults, I at least take this
as evidence that the law did not reduce aggravated assaults and as con
firmation of the belief that relying on this small sample for Arizona is
problematic.

Overall, Pennsylvania's results provide more evidence that concealed-
handgun ownership reduces violent crime, murder, rape, aggravated as
sault, and burglary. For Oregon, the evidence implies that murder and
larceny decrease. While the Oregon data imply that the effect of handgun
permits on murder is only marginally statistically significant, the point
estimate is extremely large economically, implying that a doubling of per
mits reduces murder rates by 37percent. The other coefficients for Penn
sylvania and Oregon imply no significant relationship between the
change in concealed-handgun ownership and crime rates. The evidence
from the small sample for Arizonaimpliesno relationship between crime
and concealed-handgun ownership. All the results alsosupport the claim
that higher arrest and conviction rates deter crime, although—perhaps
partly because of the relatively poor quality of the data—no systematic
effect appears to arise from longer prison sentences.

Putting Dollar Values on the Crime-Reduction

Benefits and Private Costs of Additional

Concealed-Handgun Permits

Bycombining evidence that additional concealed handguns reduce crime
with the monetary estimates of victim losses from crime produced by
the National Institute of Justice,it ispossible to attach a monetary value to
the benefits of additional concealed-handgun permits. While the results
for Arizona imply no real savings from reduced crime, the estimates for
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Pennsylvania indicate that potential costs to victimsare reduced by $5,079
for each additional concealed-handgun permit, and for Oregon, the sav
ings are $3,439 per permit. As noted in the discussion of table 4.2, the
results are largely driven by the effect of concealed handguns in lowering
murder rates (with savings of $4,986 for Pennsylvania and $3,202 for
Oregon).16

These estimatedgains appear to far exceed the private costsof owning
a concealed handgun. The purchase price of handguns ranges from $100
or less for the least-expensive .25-caliber pistols to over $700 for the new
est, ultracompact, 9-millimetermodels.17 The permit-filingfees can range
from $19 every five years in Pennsylvania to a first-time, $65 fee with
subsequent five-year renewalsat $50 in Oregon, which also requires sev
eral hours of supervisedsafetytraining.Assuminga 5percent real interest
rate and the ability to amortize payments over ten years, purchasing a
$300 handgun and paying the licensingfees every five yearsin Pennsylva
nia implies a yearly cost of only $43, excluding the time costs incurred.
The estimated expenses are higher for Oregon,becauseof the higher fees
and the costs in time and money of obtaining certifiedsafetyinstruction.
Evenif these annual costs double, however, they are still quite small com
pared to the social benefits. While ammunition purchases and additional
annual training would increase annualized costs, the long life span of
guns and their resale value work to reduce the above estimates.

The results imply that handgun permits are being issued at much
lower than optimal rates, perhaps because of the important externalities
not directly captured by the handgun owners themselves. While the
crime-reducing benefits of concealed handguns are shared by all those
who are spared being attacked, the costs of providing this protection are
borne exclusivelyby permit holders.

Accidental Deaths and Suicides

Even if nondiscretionary handgun permits reduce murder rates, we are
still left with the question of what happens to the rates for accidental
death. As more people carry handguns, accidents may be more likely.
Earlier, we saw that the number of murders prevented exceeded the en
tire number of accidental deaths. In the case of suicide, the nondiscre

tionary lawsincrease the probability that a gun will be available when an
individual feels particularly depressed; thus, they could conceivablylead
to an increase in the number of suicides. While only a small portion of
accidental deaths are attributable to guns (see appendix 4), the question
remains whether concealed-handgun laws affect the total number of
deaths through their effect on accidental deaths.
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Toget a more precise answerto this question,I used county-leveldata
from 1982 to 1991 in table 5.6 to test whether allowing concealed hand
guns increased accidental deaths. Data are available from the Mortality
Detail Records (provided by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services) for all counties from 1982 to 1988 and for counties with popula
tions over 100,000 from 1989 to 1991. The specifications are identical to
those shown in all the previous tables, with the exceptions that they no
longer include variables related to arrest or conviction rates and that the
variables to be explained are either measures of the number of accidental
deaths from handguns or measures of accidental deaths from all other
nonhandgun sources.

While there is some evidence that the racial composition of the popu
lation and the level of welfarepayments affectaccident rates, the impact
of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws is consistently both quite
small economically and insignificant statistically. The first estimate in
column 1 implies that accidental deaths from handguns rose by about
0.5 percent when concealed-handgun laws were passed. With only 200
accidental handgun deaths nationwide during 1988 (22 accidental hand
gun deaths occurred in states with nondiscretionary laws), the implica
tion is that enacting concealed-handgun laws in states that currently do
not have them would increase the number of deaths by less than one
(.851 deaths). Redoing these tests byadding together accidental handgun
deaths and deaths from "unknown" types of guns produces similar
results.

With 186 million people living in states without concealed-handgun
lawsin 1992,18 the third specification implies that implementing such laws
across those remaining states would have resulted in about nine more
accidental handgun deaths.19 Combining this finding with earlier esti
mates from table 4.1, we find that if the rest of the country had adopted
concealed-handgun lawsin 1992, the net reduction in total deaths would
have been approximately 1,405 to 1,583.

One caveat should be added to these numbers, however: both col

umns 2 and 4 indicate that accidental deaths from nonhandgun sources
increased by more than accidental deaths from handguns after the non
discretionary concealed-handgun laws were implemented. To the extent
that the former category increased because of uncontrolled factors that
also increase accidental deaths from handguns, the results presented here
are biased toward finding that concealed-handgun laws have increased
accidental deaths from handguns.

Finally, I examined similar specifications using data on suicide rates.
The possibility exists that if a person becomesdepressed while awayfrom
home, the presence of a concealedhandgun might encourage that person



Table 5.6 Did nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws increase the number of accidental deaths? (1982-91
county-level data)

Deaths per 100,000 population

Change in explanatory variable

Nondiscretionary law adopted

Percent changein crime (for Tobit
number of deaths per 100,000)
for an increasein population of
one person per squaremile

Percent changein crime (for Tobit
number of deaths per 100,000)
for an increase in $1,000 of real

per-capitapersonal income

Ordinary least squares, natural logarithm
of endogenous variable

Accidental deaths

from handguns

0.48%

-0.07%*

2.67%

Accidental deaths

from nonhandgun

9.9%**

0.09%*

-5.7%*

Tobit

Accidental deaths

from handguns

0.574 more deaths

-0.004%

4.4%

Accidental deaths

from nonhandgun
sources

1.331 more deaths

-0.016%

-9%*

Note:While not all the coefficientestimates are reported, all the control variables are the same as those used in table4.1,including yearand county dummies. Absolute
t-statistics arein parentheses. All regressions weight the databy each county's population.
*The result is statistically significant at the 1 percent level for a two-tailedt-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 10percent level for a two-tailedt-test.
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to act impulsively, whereas an enforced delay might ultimately prevent
a suicide. If anything, the results implied a statistically insignificant and
small increase in suicides (less than one-tenth of 1 percent). Hence it is
reasonable to conclude that no relationship exists between concealed-
handgun laws and suicide rates.

Total Gun Ownership and Crime

Traditionally, people have tried to use cross-county comparisons of gun
ownership and crime rates to determine whether gun ownership en
hances or detracts from safety.20 Worldwide, there is no relationship be
tween gun ownership and crime rates. Many countries, such as Switzer
land, Finland, New Zealand, and Israel, have high gun-ownership rates
and low crime rates, while many other countries have both low gun-
ownership rates and either high or low crime rates. For example, in 1995
Switzerland's murder rate was 40 percent lower than Germany's despite
having a three-times higher gun-ownership rate. Yet, making a reliable
comparison acrosscountries isan arduous tasksimplybecauseit isdifficult
to obtain gun-ownership data both over time and acrosscountries, and to
control for all the other differences across the legal systems and cultures
across countries. International comparisons are also risky because polls
underreport ownership in countries where gun ownership is illegal, and
they are conducted bydifferentpollingorganizationsthat askquestions in
widelydiffering ways. Howcrime ismeasured alsovariesacrosscountries.

Fortunately, more consistent data are available to investigate the rela
tionship between total gun ownership in the United States and crime. In
chapter 3 I presented poll data from general-election surveys that offer
consistent polling across states, showing how gun ownership varied
acrossstates for 1988 and 1996. There is broad variation in gun ownership
across states, and the crime rates also vary across states and over time.
Even with rather few observations, however, these data suggest that we
may be able to answer an obvious question: Is the crime rate higher in
states with more guns?

To test the relationship between gun ownership and crime, I at
tempted to examine the relationship between the percentage of the adult
population owning guns and the crime rate after accounting for the ar
rest rate, real personal income, population per square mile, regional
dummy variables (for the Northeast, Midwest, and South), the percent
age of blacksamong each state's population, and a variable to pick up the
average change in crime rates between 1988 and 1995. This last variable
was also intended to help pick up any differences in the results that arise
from the slightly different poll methods in the two years. Ideally, one
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Table 5.7 The relationship between state crime rates and the
general election poll data on the percent of the state's adult
population owning guns

Percent change in the
crime rate from a 1 Estimated change in victim
percentage point costs from a 1 percent
increase in a state's increase in the number of

Crime rates gun-ownership rate guns nationwide

Violent crime -4.1*

Murder -3.3* $2.7 billion

Rape 0

Aggravated assault -4.3* $44 million

Robbery -4.3* $200 million

Property crime -1.5**

Burglary -1.6* $54 million

Larceny -1.3 $38 million

Auto theft -3.2* $17 million

Total savings $3.1 billion

Note:Whilethe other coefficient valuesare not reported here, these regression results control for
the arrestrate, realpersonal income, population per square mile, regional dummyvariables (for
the Northeast,Midwest, South, and the interceptpicking up the West), the percent of the state's
population that is black, and a year-dummy variable for 1996 to pickup the average changein
crime rate between the years. All regressions use weightedleastsquares, where the regressions are
weighted by the state populations.
*The result is statisticallysignificant at the 1percent levelfor a two-tailedt-test.
**The result isstatistically significant at the 5 percentlevelfor a two-tailed t-test.

would want to construct the same type of cross-sectional, time-series
data set over many years and states that was used in the earlier discus
sions; unfortunately, however, such extensive poll data on gun owner
ship are not available. Because we lack the most recent data for the
above-named variables, all the variables except for the percentage of the
state's adult population that owns guns is for 1995.

As table 5.7 shows, a strong negative relationship exists between gun
ownership and all of the crime ratesexcept for rape, and the results are
statistically significant for seven of the nine categories. Indeed, the effect
of gun ownership on crime is quite large: a 1 percent increase in gun
ownership reducesviolent crime by 4.1 percent. The estimates from the
National Institute of Justice of the costs to victims of crime imply that
increasing gun ownership nationwide by 1 percent would reduce victim
costsby $3.1 billion, though we must bearin mind that these conclusions
are based on a relatively small sample. Similar estimates for accidental
gun deaths or suicides reveal no significant relationships.
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Conclusion

Nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws have equal deterrent effects
on murders committed both with and without guns. Despite differences
in the rates at which women and men carry guns, no difference exists
in the total benefit they derive in terms of reduced murder rates. The
evidence strongly rejects claims that criminals will be more likely to
use firearms when their potential victims are armed. Furthermore,
the increased presence of concealed handguns under nondiscretionary
laws does not raise the number of accidental deaths or suicides from

handguns.
Asin other countries, people who engagein mass public shootings are

deterred by the possibilitythat law-abiding citizensmay be carrying guns.
Such people may be deranged, but they still appear to care whether they
will themselves be shot as they attempt to kill others. The results pre
sented here are dramatic: states that adopted nondiscretionary laws dur
ing the 1977—1992 period virtually eliminated mass public shootings after
four or five years. These results raiseserious concerns over state and fed
eral laws banning all guns from schools and the surrounding area. At
least permitting school employees access to guns would seem to make
schools less vulnerable to mass shootings.

One prominent concern about leniency in permitting people to carry
concealed handguns is that the number of accidental deaths might rise,
but I can find no statistically significant evidence that this occurs. Even
the largest estimate of nine more accidental deaths per year is extremely
small in comparison to the number of lives saved from fewer murders.

The evidence for Pennsylvaniaand Oregon also provides the first esti
mates of the annual socialbenefits that accrue from private expenditures
on crime reduction. Each additional concealed-handgun permit reduces
total losses to victims by between three and five thousand dollars. The
results imply that handgun permits are being obtained at much lower
than optimal rates in two of the three states for which I had the relevant
data, perhaps because the individual owners bear all the costs of owning
their handguns but receiveonly a small fraction of the total benefits. The
evidence implies that concealed handguns are the most cost-effective
method of reducing crime that has been analyzed by economists; they
provide a higher return than increased law enforcement or incarceration,
other private security devices, or social programs like early educational
intervention.21

The general-election exit-poll data may also be used to calculate the
change in total costs to crime victims when more people own guns.
These preliminary estimates are quite dramatic, indicating that, nation-
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wide, each 1 percent increase in the number of people owning guns re
duces victim costs by over 3 billion dollars.

The data continue to supplystrongevidence supporting the economic
notion of deterrence. Higher arrest and convictionrates consistently and
dramatically reduce the crime rate. Consistent with other recent work,22
the results imply that increasing the arrest rate, independentof the prob
ability ofeventual conviction, imposes a significant penaltyon criminals.
Perhaps the most surprising result is that the deterrent effect of a 1per
cent increasein arrest rates is much larger than the same increase in the
probability of conviction. It was alsosurprising that while longer prison
terms usually implied lower crime rates, the results were normally not
statisticallysignificant.



Six What Determines Arrest

Rotes and the Passage of

Concealed-Handgun Laws?

The regressions used in previous chapters took both
the arrest rate and the passage of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws as given. This chapter deals with the unavoidably complicated issue
ofdetermining whether the variables I am using to explain the crime rate
arein themselves determined by other variables. Essentially, the findings
here confirm the deterrence effect of concealed-handgun laws and ar
rest rates.

Following the work of Isaac Ehrlich, I now let the arrest rate depend
on crime rates as well as on population measures and the resources in
vested in police.1 The following crime and police measures were used:
the lagged crime rates; measures of police employment and payroll per
capita, per violent crime, and per property crime at the state level (these
three measures of employment are also broken down by whether police
officers have the power to make arrests). The population measures were
as follows: income; unemployment insurance payments; the percentages
of county population by age, sex,andrace (already used in table4.1); and
county and year dummy variables.2 In an attempt to account for political
influences, I further included the percentage of a state's population be
longing to the National RifleAssociation, along with the percentage vot
ing for the Republican presidential candidate.3

Because presidential candidates and political issues vary from election
to election, the variables for the percentage voting Republican are not
perfectly comparable across years. To account for these differences across
elections, I used the variable for the percentage voting Republican in a
presidential election for the years closest to that election. Thus, the per
cent of the vote obtained in 1980 was multiplied by the individual year
variables for the years from 1979 to 1982, the percent of the vote obtained
in 1984 was multiplied by the individual year variables for the years from
1983 to 1986, and so on through the 1992 election. A second set of regres
sions explaining the arrest rate also includes the change in the log of the
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crime rates as a proxy for the difficulties that police forces may face in
adjusting to changing circumstances.4 The time period studied in all
these regressions, however, is more limited than in the previous tables
because the state-level data on police employment and payroll available
from the U.S. Department of Justices' Expenditure and Employment data
set for the criminal justice system covered only the years from 1982 to
1992.

Aside from the concern over what determines the arrest rate, we want

to answeranother question: Whydid somestatesadopt nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws while others did not? As noted earlier, if states
adopted such laws because crime rates were either rising or expected to
rise, our preceding regression estimates (using ordinary least-squares)
willunderestimate the drop in crime.Similarly, ifsuch lawswere adopted
because crime rates were falling, the bias is in the opposite direction—
the regression will overestimate the drop in crime.Thus, in order to ex
plain whether a county was likely to be in a state that had adopted
concealed-handgun laws, I used the rates for both violent crime and
property crime, alongwith the change in those crime rates.5 To control
for generalpolitical differences that might affect the chances for the pas
sage of these laws, I also included the percentage of a state's population
that belonged to the National Rifle Association; the Republican presiden
tial candidate's percentage of the statewide vote; the percentage of blacks
and whites in a state's population; the total population in the state; re
gionaldummy variables for whether the state is in the South, Northeast,
or Midwest; and year dummy variables.

The regressions reported herearedifferent from thosereportedearlier
because they allow us to let the crime rate depend on the variables for
the concealed-handgun lawand the arrest rate, aswell asother variables,
but the variables for the concealed-handgun law and the arrest rate are
in turn dependent on other variables.6 While these estimatesuse the same
setofcontrolvariables employed in the preceding tables, the resultsdiffer
from all my previous estimates in one important respect: nondiscretion
ary concealed-handgun laws are associated with large, significant declines
in all nine crime categories. I tried estimating a specification that mim
icked the regressions in Ehrlich's study. Five of the nine crime categories
implied that a change ofonestandard deviation in the predicted value of
the nondiscretionary-law variable explains at least 10 percent of a change
of one standard deviation in the corresponding crime rates. Nondiscre
tionary concealed-handgun laws explain 11 percent of the variation in
violent crime, 7.5 percent of the variation in murder, 6 percent for rape,
10 percent for aggravated assault, and 5 percent for robbery. In fact,
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concealed-handgun laws explain a greater percentage of the change
in murder rates than do arrest rates.

A secondapproach examinedwhat happened to the results when the
arrest rate was determined not only by past crime rates but also by the
change in the crime rate in the previous year. The concern here is that
rapid changes in crime rates make it more difficult for police agencies to
maintain the arrest rates they had in the past. With the exception of
robbery, the new set of estimates using the change in crime rates to ex
plain arrest rates indicated that the effect of concealed-handgunlaws was
usually more statistically significant but economically smaller. For ex
ample, in the new set of estimates, concealed-handgun laws explained
3.9percent of the variation in murder rates compared to 7.5percent for
the preceding estimates. While these results imply that even crimes in
volving relatively little contact between victims and criminals experi
enced declines, nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws reduced vio
lent crimes by more than they reduced property crimes.

Both sets of estimates provide strong evidencethat higher arrest rates
reduce crime rates. Among violent crimes, rape consistently appears to
be the most sensitive to higher arrest rates. Among property crimes, lar
ceny is the most sensitive to higher arrest rates.

The estimates explaining which states adopt concealed-handgun laws
show that the states adopting these laws are relatively Republican with
large National Rifle Association memberships and low but rising rates of
violent crime and property crime. The set of regressions used to explain
the arrest rate shows that arrest rates are lower in high-income, sparsely
populated, Republican areas where crime rates are increasing. This evi
dence calls into question claims that police forces are not catching crimi
nals in high-crime, densely populated areas.

I reestimated the state-level data using similar specifications. The co
efficients on the variables for both arrest rates and concealed-handgun
lawsremained consistently negativeand statisticallysignificant.The state-
level data again implied a much stronger effect from the passage of con
cealed-handgun lawsand a much weaker effectfrom higher arrest rates.
In order to use the longer data seriesavailable for the nonpolice employ
ment and payroll variables, I even reestimated the regressions without
those variables. This produced similar results.7

Finally, using the predicted values for the arrest rates allows us to in
vestigate the significanceof another weakness of the data. The arrest-rate
data suffers not only from some missingobservations but also from some
instances where it is undefined when the crime rate in a county equals
zero. This last issue is problematic only for murders and rapes in low-
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population counties. In these cases, both the numerator and denomina
tor in the arrest rate equal zero, and it is not clear whether I should count
this as an arrest rate equal to 100 or 0 percent, neither of which is correct,
as it is truly undefined. The previously reported evidence arising from
regressions that were run only on the larger counties (population over
10,000) sheds some light on this question,since these counties have fewer
observations with undefined arrest rates. In addition, if the earlier re

ported evidence that adopting nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws
changed the number of permits the least in the lower-population count
ies, one would expect relatively little change in counties with missing ob
servations.

The analysispresented in this section allowed us to try another, more
appropriate approach to deal with this issue.81 created predicted arrest
rates for these observations using the regressions that explain the arrest
rate, and then I reestimated the regressions with the new, larger samples.
While the coefficient for murder declined, implying a 5 percent drop
when nondiscretionary laws are adopted, the coefficient for rape in
creased, implying a drop of more than 10 percent. Only very small
changes appeared in the other estimates.All coefficients were statistically
significant. The effect of arrest rates also remained negative and statisti
cally significant. As one final test to deal with the problems that arise
from using the arrest rates, I reestimated the regressions using only the
predicted values for the nondiscretionary-law variable. In this case the
coefficients were always negativeand statistically significant, and they in
dicate that these laws produce an even larger negative effect on crime
than the effect shown in the results already reported.

Conclusion

Explicitly accounting for the factors that influence a state's decision to
adopt a nondiscretionary concealed-handgun lawand that determine the
arrest rate only serves to strengthen the earlier results: with this ap
proach, both concealed-handgun laws and arrest rates explain much
largerpercentages of the changes in the crime rate than they did earlier.
Several other facts are clear. Nondiscretionary laws have so far been
adopted by relatively low-crime states in which the crime rate is rising.
These states have also tended to vote Republican and to have high per
centages of their populations enrolled in the National Rifle Association.

For studies that use the number of police officers as a proxy for the
level of law enforcement, these results suggest some caution. Property-
crime rates appear to have no systematic relationship to the number of
police officers either with or without the power to make arrests. For vio-
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lent crime, the presence of more police officers with arrest powers lowers
the arrest rate, whilea greater number ofpoliceofficers without arrest pow
ers raises the arrest rate.

Neither of these results alone is particularly troubling, because in
creasing the number of police officers could reduce the crime rate
enough so that the arrest rate could fall evenif the officers did not slack
off. Theoretically, the relationship betweenthe number of policeofficers
and the arrest rate could go either way. Yet in the caseof violent crimes,
the drop in arrest rates associated with more police officers is too large
to be explained bya drop in the crimerate. In fact, the direct relationship
between the number ofpoliceofficers and violent crime impliesa positive
relationship. There are many possible explanations for this. Quite plausi
bly, the presence of more police officers encourages people to come for
ward to report crime. Another possibility is that relatively large police
forces tend to be unionized and have managed to require lesswork from
their officers. The bottom line is that using the number of police officers
directlyasa proxyfor the level of lawenforcementisat best a risky prop
osition. We must control for many other factors before we know exactly
what we are measuring.



Seven The Political and

Academic Debate

The Political Process

When my original study was released, many com
mentators were ready to attack it. Anyone who had shown any interest
in looking at the article was given a copy while I was in the process of
revising it for the Journal ofLegal Studies, although I quickly learned that
it was not common practice to circulate studies to groups on both sides
of the gun debate. Few comments were offered privately, but once the
paper began to receive national press coverage, the attacks came very
quickly.

Before the presscoverage started, it was extremelydifficult to get even
a proponent of gun control to provide critical comments on the paper
when I presented it at the Cato Institute in early August 1996. I ap
proached twenty-two pro-control people beforeJensLudwig, a young as
sistant professorat Georgetown University, acceptedmy request to com
ment on the paper.

One of the more interesting experiencesoccurred when I asked Susan
Glick, of the Violence Policy Center, to participate.1 Glick, whom I called
during June 1996, was one of the last people that I approached. She was
unwilling to comment on my talk at Cato because she didn't want to
"help give any publicity to the paper." Glick said that her appearance
might help bring media attention to the paper that it wouldn't otherwise
have gotten. When I pointed out that C-SPAN was likely to cover
the event, she said she didn't care because "we can get good media when
ever we want." When I asked her if I could at least send her a copy of the
paper because I would appreciate any comments that she might have,
she said, "Forget it, there is no way that I am going to look at it. Don't
send it."2

However,when the publicity broke on the story with an article in USA
Today on August 2, she was among the many people who left telephone
messages immediately asking for a copy of the paper. In her case, the
media were calling, and she "need[ed] [my] paper to be able to criticize
it." Because of all the commotion that day, I was unable to get back to
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her right away. ABC National Television News was doing a story on my
study for that day, and when at around 3:00 p.m. the ABC reporter doing
the story, Barry Serafin, called saying that certain objections had been
raised about my paper, he mentioned that one of those who had criti
cized it was Ms. Glick. After talking to Mr. Serafin, I gave Glick a call to
ask her if she still wanted a copy of my paper. She said that she wanted
it sent to her right away and wondered if I could fax it to her. I then
noted that her request seemed strange because I had just gotten off the
telephone with Mr. Serafin at ABC News, who had told me that she had
been very critical of the study, saying that it was "flawed." I asked how
she could have said that there were flaws in the paper without even hav
ing looked at it yet. At that point Ms. Glick hung up the telephone.3

Many of the attacks from groups like Handgun Control, Inc. and the
Violence Policy Center focused on claims that my study had been paid
for by gun manufacturers or that the Journal ofLegal Studies was not a peer-
reviewed journal and that I had chosen to publish the study in a "stu
dent-edited journal" to avoid the closescrutiny that such a reviewwould
provide.4 These attacks were completely false, and I believe that those
making the charges knew them to be false. At least they had been told
by all the relevant parties here at the University of Chicago and at the
Olin Foundation that the funding issues were false, and the questions
about publishingin a "student-edited journal" or one that wasnot peer-
reviewed were well known to be false because of the prominence of the
journal. Some statements involved claims that my work was inferior to
an earlier study by three criminologists at the University of Maryland
who had examined five counties.

Other statements, like those in the Los Angeles Times, tried to discredit
the scholarliness of the study by claiming that "in academic circles,
meanwhile, scholars found it curiousthat he wouldpublicize his findings
before they were subjected to peer review."5 In fact, the paper was re
viewed and accepted months before media storiesstarted discussing it in
August 1996.

The attacks claiming that this work had been paid for by gun manu
facturers have been unrelenting. Congressman Charles Schumer (D—
N.Y.) wrote as follows in the Wall StreetJournal: "I'd like to point out one
other 'association.' The Associated Press reports that Prof. Lott's fellow
ship at the University of Chicago is funded by the Olin Foundation,
whichis 'associated with the OlinCorporation,' one of the nation's largest
gun manufacturers. Maybe that's a coincidence, too. But it's also a fact."6
Others were even more direct. In a letter that the Violence Policy Center
mass-mailed to newspapers around the country, M. Kristen Rand, the
Center's federal policy director, wrote,
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Lott'swork was,in essence, funded by the firearmsindustry—the primary
beneficiary of increased handgun sales. Lott is the John M. Olin fellow
at the University of Chicago law school, a position founded by the Olin
Foundation. The foundation was established by John Olin of the Olin
Corp., manufacturer of Winchester ammunition and maker of the infa
mous "BlackTalon" bullet. Lott'sstudy of concealed handgun laws is the
product of gun-industry funding.... (See, as one of many examples,
"Gun Industry Paid," Omaha World Herald, March 10, 1997, p. 8.)7

Dan Kotowski, executive director of the Illinois Council Against Hand
gun Violence, said that "the study was biased because it was funded by
the parent company of Winchester, Inc., a firearms manufacturer."8 Ko
towskiis also quoted as saying that the claimed link between Winchester
and my study's conclusions was "enough to call into question the study's
legitimacy. It's more than a coincidence."9 Similarclaims have been made
by employees of Handgun Control, Inc. and other gun-control organiza
tions.

Indeed, gun-control groups that were unwilling to comment publicly
on my study at the Cato Institute forum had time to arrange press con
ferences that were held exactly at the time that I was presenting my pa
per in Washington. Their claims were widely reported by the press in the
initial news reports on my findings. A typical story stated that "Lott's
academicposition is funded by a grant from the Olin Foundation, which
is associatedwith the Olin Corp. Olin's Winchester divisionmanufactures
rifles and bullets,"10 and it was covered in newspapers from the Chicago
Tribune to the Houston Chronicle and the Des Moines Register, aswell as in "high
brow" publications like The NationalJournal. The Associated Press released a
partial correction stating that the Olin Foundation and Olin Corporation
are separate organizationsand that the Winchestersubsidiaryof the Olin
Corporation makes ammunition, not guns, but a Nexis search of news
stories revealed that only one newspaper in the entire country that had
published the original report carried the Associated Press correction.11

Congressman Schumer's letter did produce a strong response from
William Simon, the Olin Foundation's president and former U.S. Secre
tary of the Treasury, in the Wall StreetJournal for September6, 1996:

An Insult to Our Foundation

Aspresident of the John M. Olin Foundation, I take great umbrage at Rep.
Charles Schumer's scurrilous charge (Letters to the Editor, Sept. 4) that
our foundation underwrites bogus research to advance the interests of
companies that manufacture guns and ammunition. He asserts (falsely)
that the John M. Olin Foundation is "associated"with the Olin Corp. and
(falsely again) that the Olin Corp. is one of the nation'slargestgun manu-
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facturers. Mr. Schumer then suggests on the basis of these premises that
Prof. JohnLott's article on gun-control legislation (editorial page, Aug. 28)
must have been fabricated because his research fellowship at the Univer
sity of Chicagowas funded by the John M. Olin Foundation.

This is an outrageous slander against our foundation, the Olin Corp.,
and the scholarly integrity of Prof. Lott. Mr. Schumer would have known
that his charges were false if he had taken a little time to check his facts
before rushing into print. Others have taken the trouble to do so. For
example, Stephen Chapman of the Chicago Tribune looked into the charges
surrounding Mr. Lott's study, and published an informative story in the
Aug. 15 issue of that paper, which concluded that, in conducting his re
search, Prof. Lott was not influenced either by the John M. Olin Founda
tion or by the Olin Corp. Anyone wishing to comment on this controversy
ought first to consult Mr. Chapman's article and, more importantly,
should follow his example ofsifting the facts before reachinga conclusion.
For readers of the Journal, here are the key facts.

The John M. Olin Foundation, of which I have been president for
nearly 20years, is an independent foundation whose purpose is to support
individualsand institutions working to strengthen the free enterprise sys
tem. We support academic programs at the finest institutions in the na
tion, including the Universityof Chicago, Harvard, Yale, Stanford,Colum
bia, the University of Virginia, and many others. We do not tell scholars
what to write or what to say.

The foundation was created by the personal fortune of the late John
M. Olin, and is not associated with the Olin Corp. The Olin Corp. has
never sought to influence our deliberations. Our trustees have never
taken into account the corporate interests of the Olin Corp. or any other
company when reviewing grant proposals. We are as independent of the
Olin Corp. as the Ford Foundation is of the Ford Motor Co.

The John M. Olin Foundationhassupported for many years a program
in law and economics at the University of Chicago LawSchool. This pro
gram is administered and directed by a committee of faculty members in
the law school. This committee, after reviewing many applications in a
very competitive process, awarded a research fellowship to Mr. Lott. We
at the foundation had no knowledge ofwho applied for these fellowships,
nor did we ever suggest that Mr. Lott should be awarded one of them. We
did not commission his study, nor, indeed, did we even know of it until
last month, when Mr. Lott presented his findings at a conference spon
sored by aWashington think tank.

As a general rule, criticism of researchstudies should be based on fac
tual grounds rather than on careless and irresponsible charges about the
motives of the researcher. Mr. Lott's study should be evaluated on its own
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merits without imputing motives to him that do not exist. I urge Mr.
Schumer to check his facts more carefully in the future.

Finally, it wasincorrectlyreported in theJournal (Sept. 5) that the John
M. Olin Foundation is 'headed by members of the family that founded
the Olin Corp.'Thisis untrue. The trustees and officers of the foundation
have been selected by virtue of their devotion to John Olin's principles,
not by virtue of family connections. Of our seven board members, only
one is a member of the Olin family. None of our officers is a member of
the Olin family—neither myselfaspresident,nor our secretary-treasurer,
nor our executive director.

This letter, I think, clarifies the funding issue, and I would only like to
add that while the faculty at the Law School chose to award me this
fellowship, even they did not inquire into the specific researchI planned
to undertake.12 The judgment was made solely on the quality and quan
tity of my past research, and while much of my work has dealt with
crime, this wasmy firstprojectinvolving gun control. No one other than
myselfhad any ideawhat research I was planning to do. However, even
if one somehow believed that Olin were trying to buy research, it must
begettinga verypoor return on its money. Given the hundreds ofpeople
at the different universities who have received the same type of fellow
ship, I have been the only one to work on the issue of gun control.

Unfortunately, as the quote from Ms. Rand's letter and statements by
many other gun-control advocates—made long after Simon's explana
tion—indicates, the facts about funding did little to curtail the com
ments of those spreading the false rumors.13

After these attacks on my funding, the gun-control organizations
brought up new issues. For example, during the spring of 1997 the Vio
lence Policy Center sent out a press release entitled "Who IsJohn Lott?"
that claimed, amongother things, "Lottbelieves that some crimeisgood
for society, that wealthy criminals shouldnot be punished as harshly as
poor convicts." I had in fact been arguing that "individuals guilty of the
same crime should face the same expected level of punishment" and that
with limited resources to fight crime, it is not possible to eliminate all of
it.141 would have thought that most people would recognize these silly
assertions for what they were, but they were picked up and republished
by publications such as the New Republic.15

The aversion to honest public debate has been demonstrated to me
over and over again since my study first received attention. Recently, for
example, Randy Roth, a visiting colleague at the University of Chicago
Law School, asked me to appear on a radio program that he does from
the University of Hawaii on a public radio station. I had almost com-
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pletely stopped doing radio interviews a few months beforebecause they
were too much of an interruption to my work, but Randy, whom I have
known only very briefly from lunch-table conversation, seemed Uke a
very interesting person, and I thought that it would be fun to do the
show with him. I can only trust that he doesn't normally have as much
trouble as he had this time in getting an opposingviewpoint for his pro
gram. In a note that Randy shared with me, he described a conversation
that he had with Brandon Stone, of the Honolulu Police Department,
whom he had been trying for a while to get to participate. Randy wrote
as follows on March 3, 1997:

Brandoncalled to say he had not changed his mind—he will not partici
pate in any gun-control radio show involving John Lott. Furthermore, he
said he had discussed this with all the others who are active in this area

(the Hawaii Firearms Coalition, I think he called it), and that they have
"banded together"—none will participate in such a show.

He said he didn'twant to "impugn" John's character ... [and] then he
went on to talk about all the money involved in this issue, the fact that
[the] Olin Corp. is in the firearm business and financing John's chair, etc.
He said John's study had been given to the mediabefore experts firstcould
discredit it, implying that this "tactic" was used because the study could
not withstand the scrutiny of objectivescholars.

He said the ideaspromoted by John's study are "fringe ideas" and that
they are "dangerous." When I pointed out that such ideas not only have
been publicly debated in other states,but that some of those states actu
ally have enacted legislation, he basically just said that Hawaii is a special
place and other states have sometimes been adversely affected by unfair
tacticsby the pro-gun lobby.

I kept coming back to my belief that public debateis good and that my
show would give him an opportunity to point out anything about John's
study that he believes to be incorrect, irrelevant, distorted, or whatever.
He kept sayingthat public debatedoesmore harm than good when others
misuse the forum. When he specifically mentions the firearm industry
("follow the money" was his suggestion, to understand what John's study
is all about), I reminded him of John's association with the University of
Chicago and his outstanding reputation, both for scholarship and integ
rity. He then said he realized John was "my friend," as though I couldn't
be expected to be objective. He also said that John was "out of his field"
in this area.

My hunch is that it's going to be extremely difficult finding a studio
guest with the credentials and ability to do a good job on the pro-gun-
control side.
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After talkingwith Randy and in an attempt to create a balanced pro
gram, I also telephoned Mr. Stone. While we did not get into the detail
that he went into with Randy, I did try to address his concerns over my
funding and my own background in criminal justice as chief economist
at the U.S. Sentencing Commission during the late 1980s. Stone also ex
pressed his concerns to me that Hawaiians would not be best served by
our debating the issue and that Hawaiians had already made up their
minds on this topic. I said that he seemed like an articulate person and
that it would be good to have a livery discussion on the subject, but he
said that the program "could only do more harm than good" and that
any pro—gun-control participation would only lend "credibility" to
the discussion.16

Before I did my original study, I would never have expected it to re
ceive the attention that it did. None of the refereed journal articles that
I have produced has received so much attention. Many people have told
me that it was poHtically naive. That may be, but this much is clear: I
never would have guessed how much people fear discussion of these is
sues. I never would have known how much effort goes into deliberately
ignoring certain findings in order to deny them news coverage. Nor
would I haveseen, after news coverage did occur, how much energy goes
into attacking the integrity of those who present such findings, with such
slight reference—or no reference at all—to the actual merits of the re
search. I was also surprised by the absolute confidence shown by gun-
control advocates that they could garner extensivenews coveragewhen
ever they wanted.

Criticisms of the Original Study

A second line of attack came from academic, quasi-academic, and gun-
control advocacy groups concerning the competence with which the
study was conducted. Many of these objections were dealt with some
where in the original study, which admittedly is very long. Yet it should
have been easy enough for critics—especially academics—to check.

The attacks have been fairly harsh, especially by the standards of aca
demic discourse. For example,

"They highlight things that support their hypothesis while they ignore
things contrary to their hypothesis," saidDaniel Webster, an assistantpro
fessor at Johns Hopkins University Center for Gun Policy and Research.

"We think the study falls far short of any reasonablestandard of good
social science research in making [their] case," said economist Daniel
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Nagin of Carnegie-Mellon University, who has analyzed Lott's data with
colleagueDan Black.17

I have made the data I used available to all academicswho have requested
them, and so far professors at twenty-four universities havetaken advan
tageof that. Of those who have made the effort to use the extensive data
set, Dan Black and Daniel Nagin have been the only ones to publicly
criticize the study.

The response from some academics, particularly those at the Johns
Hopkins Center for Gun Policy and Research, has been highly unusual
in many ways. For instance, who has ever heard of academics mounting
an attack on a scholarly study by engaging in a systematic letter-writing
campaign to local newspapers around the country?18 One letter from a
citizen to the Springfield (Illinois) State Journal-Register noted, "Dear Editor:
Golly, I'm impressed that the staffat Johns HopkinsUniversity readsour
local StateJournal-Register. I wonder if they subscribe to it."19

The rest of this chapter briefly reviews the critiques and then provides
my responses to their concerns. I discuss a number of issues below that
represent criticisms raised in a variety of published or unpublished re
search papers as well as in the popular press:

1 Is the scale ofthe effect realistic.^

Large reductions in violence are quite unlikelybecausethey would be out
of proportion to the small scale of the change in carrying firearms that
the legislation produced. (Franklin Zimring and Gordon Hawkins,
"Concealed-Handgun Permits: The Case of the Counterfeit Deterrent,"
The Responsive Community [Spring 1997]: 59, cited hereafter as Zimring and
Hawkins, "Counterfeit Deterrent")

In some states, like Pennsylvania, almost 5 percent of the population has
concealed-handgun permits. In others, like Florida, the portion is about
2 percent and growing quickly. The question here is whether these per
centagesof the population are sufficient to generate 8 percent reductions
in murders or 5 percent reductions in rapes. One important point to take
into account is that applicants for permits do not constitute a random
sample of the population. Applicants are likely to be those most at risk.
The relevant comparison is not between the percentage of the population
being attacked and the percentage of the entire population holding per
mits, but between the percentage of the population most vulnerable to
attack and the percentage of that population holding permits.

Let us consider some numbers from the sample to see how believable
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these results are. The yearly murder rate for the average county is 5.65
murders per 100,000 people, that is, .00565 percent of the people in the
averagecounty are murdered each year.An 8 percent change in this mur
der rate amounts to a reduction of 0.0005 percent. Obviously, even if only
2 percent of the population have handgun permits, that 2 percent is a
huge number relative to the 0.0005 percent reduction in the murder rate.
Even the largest category of violent crimes, aggravated assault, involves
180 cases per 100,000 people in the average county per year (that is, 0.18
percent of the people are victims of this crime in the typical year). A 7
percent change in this number implies that the assault rate declinesfrom
0.18 percent of the population to 0.167 percent of the population. Again,
this 0.013 percent change in the assault rate is quite small compared to
the observed changes in the number of concealed-handgun permits.

Evenif those who carry concealedhandguns faceexactly the same risk
of being attacked as everyone else, a 2 percent increase in the portion of
the population carrying concealed handguns seems comparable to the
percentage-point reductions in crime. Bearing in mind that those car
rying guns are most likely to be at risk, the drop in crime rates correlated
with the presence of these guns even begins to seem relatively small.
Assuming that just 2 percent of the population carries concealed hand
guns, the drop in the murder rate only requires that 0.025 percent of
those with concealed-handgun permits successfully ward off a life-
threatening attack to achieve the 0.0005 percent reduction in the murder
rate. The analogous percentage for aggravated assaults is only 0.65 per
cent. In other words, if less than seven-tenths of one percent of those
with concealed handguns successfully ward off an assault, that would
account for the observed drop in the assault rate.

2 The importance of"crime cycles"

Crime rates tend to be cyclical with somewhat predictabledeclinesfollow
ing severalyears of increases.... Shall-issue laws, as well as a number of
other measures intended to reduce crime, tend to be enacted during peri
ods of rising crime. Therefore, the reductions in violent crime ... attrib
ute^] to the implementationofshall-issue laws may be due to the variety
of other crime-fighting measures, or to a commonly observed downward
drift in crime levels towardssome long-term average. (Daniel W. Webster,
"The ClaimsThat Right-to-Carry Laws Reduce Violent Crime Are Unsub
stantiated," The Johns Hopkins Center for Gun Policyand Research, copy
obtained March 6, 1997, p. 1;cited hereafter as Webster, "Claims")

Despite claims to the contrary, the regressions do control for national
and state crime trends in several different ways. At the national level, I
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use a separate variable for each year, a technique that allows me to ac
count for the changes in average national crime rates from one year to
another. Any national cycles in crime rates should be accounted for by
this method. At the state level, some of the estimates use a separate time
trend for each state, and the results with this method generally yielded
even larger drops in violent-crime rates associatedwith nondiscretionary
(shall-issue) laws.

To illustrate that the results are not merely due to the "normal" ups
and downs for crime, we can look again at the diagrams in chapter 4
showing crime patterns before and after the adoption of the nondiscre
tionary laws. The declines not only begin right when the concealed-
handgun laws pass, but the crime rates end up well below their levels
prior to the law. Even if laws to combat crime are passed when crime is
rising, why would one believe that they happened to be passed right at
the peak of any crime cycle?

As to the concern that other changes in law enforcement may have
been occurring at the same time, the estimates account for changes in
other gun-control laws and changes in law enforcement as measured by
arrest and conviction rates as well as by prison terms. No previous study
of crime has attempted to control for as many different factors that
might explain changes in the crime rate.

3 Did I assume that there was an immediate and constant effectfrom these laws and
that the effect should be the same everywhere?

The "statistical models assumed: (1) an immediate and constant effect of
shall-issue laws,and (2) similar effectsacrossdifferent states and counties."
(Webster, "Claims," p. 2;seealsoDan Black and DanielNagin, "Do 'Right-
to-Carry' Laws Deter ViolentCrime?" Journal ojLegal Studies 27[January 1998],
p. 213.)

One of the central arguments both in the original paper and in this book
is that the sizeof the deterrent effect is related to the number of permits
issued, and it takes many yearsbeforestates reach their long-run level of
permits. Again, the figures in chapter 4 illustrate this quite clearly.

I did not expect the number ofpermits to changeequallyacross either
counties or states. A major reason for the larger effect on crime in the
more urban counties was that in rural areas, permit requests already
were being approved; hence it was in urban areas that the number of
permitted concealed handguns increased the most.

A week later, in response to a column that I published in the Omaha
World-Herald,20 Mr. Webster modified this claim somewhat:
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Lott claims that his analysis did not assume an immediate and constant
effect, but that is contraryto his published article, in which the vast major
ity of the statistical models assume such an effect. (Daniel W. Webster,
"Concealed-Gun Research Flawed," Omaha World-Herald, March 12, 1997;

emphasis added.)

When one does research, it is most appropriate to take the simplest
specifications first and then gradually make things more complicated.
The simplest way ofdoing this is to examine the mean crime rates before
and after the changein a law. Then one would examine the trends that
existed before and after the law. This is the pattern that I followed in my
earlier work, and I have followed the same pattern here. The bottom line
should be, How did the different ways of examining the data affect the
results? What occurs here is that (1) the average crime rate falls after the
nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws areadopted; (2) violent-crime
rates were risinguntil these laws were adopted,and they fell dramatically
after that; and (3) the magnitude of the drops, both across counties and
states and over time, corresponds to the number of permits issued.

4 When were these concealed-handgun laws adopted in different states?

Lott and Mustard also use incorrect dates of shall-issue law implementa
tion in their analyses. For example, they claim that Virginia adopted its
shall-issue law in 1988 Some populous counties in Virginia continued
to issue very few permits until 1995 (after the study period), when the
state eliminated this discretion. Lott and Mustard identify 1985 as the year
in which Maine liberalized its concealed-carry policy. It is unclear why
they chose 1985 as the year of policy intervention, because the state
changed its concealed-carry law in 1981, 1983, 1985, 1989, and 1991. (Web
ster, "Claims," p. 3; see also Daniel W. Webster, "Concealed-Gun Research
Flawed," Omaha World-Herald, March 12, 1997; cited hereafter as Webster,

"Flawed.")

I do think that Virginia's 1988 law clearly attempted to take away local
discretion in issuing permits, and, indeed, all but three counties clearly
complied with the intent of the law. However, to satisfy any skeptics, I
examined whether reclassifying Virginia affected the results: it did not.
The 1988 law read as follows:

The court, after consulting the law-enforcement authorities of the county
orcity andreceiving areport fromthe CentralCriminalRecords Exchange,
shall issue such permit if the applicant isof good character, hasdemonstrated
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a need to carrysuch concealed weapon, whichneedmayincludebut isnot
limitedto lawfuldefenseandsecurity, isphysically andmentally competent
to carry such weapon, and is not prohibitedby law from receiving, pos
sessing, or transportingsuchweapon [emphasis added].21

As with Virginia, I relied on a study byClaytonCramer and David Kopel
to determine when Maine changed its law to a nondiscretionary law.
Maineenacted a series of changes in its law in 1981, 1983, 1985, and 1991.
The 1985 lawdid not completelyeliminatediscretion, but it provided the
foundation for what they then considered to be a switch to a de facto
shall-issue regime, which was upheld in a number of important state
court decisions.22 The bottom line, however (again, as with Virginia), is
that reclassifying Maine (or even eliminating it from the data set) does
not change the results much.

5 Should robbery be the crime most affected by the adoption ofthe nondiscretionary
law?

Shall-issuelaws were adopted principally to deter predatory street crime,
the most common example of which is robbery by a stranger. But [the]
results indicate that shall-issue laws had little or no effect on robbery
rates. Instead the strongest deterrent effects estimated were for rape, ag
gravated assault, and murder. (Webster, "Claims," p. 3)

Is it credible that laws that allow citizens to carry guns in public appear
to have almost no effect on robberies, most of which occur in public
spaces, yet do reduce the number of rapes, most of which occur outside
of publicspaces within someone's home. (Jens Ludwig, speaking on Morn
ing Edition, NationalPublic Radio, 10:00 a.m. ETDecember10, 1996.)

I have two responses. First, as anyone who has carefully read this book
will know, it is simply not true that the results show "little or no effect
on robbery rates." Whether the effect was greater for robbery or other
violent crimes depends on whether one simply compares the mean crime
rates before and after the laws(in which case the effect is relatively small
for robbery) or compares the slopes before and after the law (in which
case the effect for robbery is the largest).

Second, it is not clear that robbery should exhibit the largest impacts,
primarily because the term robbery encompassesmany crimes that are not
street robberies. For instance, we do not expect bank or residential rob
beries to decrease; in fact, they could even rise. Allowing law-abiding citi
zens to carry concealed handguns makes street robberies more difficult,
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and thus may make other crimes Uke residential robbery relatively more
attractive. Yet not only is it possible that these two different components
of robbery could move in opposite directions, but to rank some of these
different crimes, one requires information on how sensitive different
types of criminals are to the increased threat.

Making claims about what will happen to different types of violent
crimes is much more difficult than predicting the relative differences be
tween, say, crimes that involve no contact with victims and crimes that
do. Even here, however, some of these questionscannot be settled apriori.
For example, when violent crimes decline, more people may feel free to
walk around in neighborhoods, which implies that they are more Ukely
to observe the illegal actions of strangers.23 Criminals who commit vio
lent crimes are also likelyto commit some property crimes, and anything
that can make an area unattractive to them will reduce both types of
crime.

6 Do concealed-handgun laws cause criminals to substitute property crimesfor rape?

Lott and Mustard argue that criminals, in response to shall-issue laws,
substitute property crimes unlikely to involve contact with victims. But
their theory and findings do not comportwith anycredible criminological
theory because theft is the motivefor only a small fraction of the violent
crimes for which Lott and Mustard find shall-issue effects. It is difficult to

rationalize whya criminal would, for example, steala car because he felt
deterred from raping or assaulting someone. (Webster, "Claims," p. 4. See
also Jens Ludwig, "Do Permissive Concealed-Carry Laws Reduce Violent
Crime?" Georgetown University working paper, October 8, 1996, p. 19,
hereaftercited as Ludwig, "Permissive Concealed-Carry Laws.")

No one believes that hard-core rapistswho are committing their crimes
only for sexual gratification will turn into auto thieves, though some
thefts do also involve aggravated assault, rape, or murder.24 Indeed, 16
percentofmurders in Chicago from 1990 to 1995 occurred in the process
of a robbery.25 What is most likely to happen, however, is that robbers
will try to obtain money by other means such as auto theft or larceny.
Although it is not unusual for rape victims to be robbed, the decUne in
rape most likely reflects the would-be rapist's fear of beingshot.

I am also not completelyclear on what Webster means when he says
that "theft is the motive for only a small fraction of violent crimes," since
robbery accounted for as much as 34percent of all violent crimes com
mitted during the sample between 1977 and 1992 (and this excludes rob
beries that were committed when other more serious crimes like murder

or rape occurred in connection with the robbery).
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7 Comparing crime ratesfor two to three years before nondiscretionary laws go into
effect with crime ratesfor two to three years after the passage ofsuch laws

If right-to-carry lawshave an immediate, substantial impact on the crime
rates, the coefficients on the right-to-carry lawsimmediately after the en
actment of the law should be substantially different from those immedi
ately preceding the law's enactment. To test formally for the impact of
right-to-carry laws, we see if the sum of the coefficients for two to three
yearsprior to adoption is significantly different from the sum for two and
three years following adoption.... Only in the murder equation do our
findings agree with Lott and Mustard. In contrast to Lott and Mustard, we
find evidence that robberies and larcenies are reduced when right-to-carry
laws are passed and no evidenceof an impact on rape and aggravated as
saults. (Dan Blackand Daniel Nagin, "Do 'Right-to-Carry' Laws Deter Vi
olent Crime?" Carnegie-Mellon University working paper, October 16,
1996, p. 7)

Instead of the approach used earlier in this book (a simple time trend and
time trend squared for the number of years before and after the
concealed-handgun laws) Black and Nagin use ten different variables to
examine these trends. Separate variables were used for the first year after
the law, the second year after the law, the third year after the law, the
fourth year after the law, and five or more years after the law. Similarly,
five different variables were used to measure the effects for the five years
leading up to the adoption of the law. They then compare the average
coefficient values for the variables measuring the effects two to three
years before the law with the average effect for the variables two to three
years after the law.

A quick glance at figures 7.1 to 7.5, which plot their results, will ex
plain their findings. Generally, the pattern is very similar to what we re
ported earlier. In addition, as crime is rising right up until the law is
adopted and falling thereafter, it is not surprising that some values when
the crime rate is going down are equal to those when it was going up. It
is the slopesof the lines and not simply their levels that matter. But more
generally, why choose to compare only two to three years before and
after to look for changes created by the law. Why not use all the data
available?

Examining the entire period before the law versus the entire period
after produces the significant results that I reported earlier in the book.
Alternatively, one could have chosen to analyze the differencesin crime
rates between the year before the law went into effect and the year after,
but one would hope that if deviations are made from any simple rule,
some rationale for doing so would be given.
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Figure 7.1. Average year-dummy effects for violent crimes, using Black's and Nagin's
"full sample"
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Figure 7.2. The effect of concealed-handgun laws on murder, using Black's and Nagin's
"full sample"
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Years before and after the adoption of the law

Figure 7.3. The effect of concealed-handgun laws on rapes, using Black's andNagin's
"full sample"
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Figure 7.4. The effectof concealed-handgun laws on robbery, usingBlack's and Nagin's
"full sample"

They claim that their results differfrom ours because they find a sta
tistically significant decline. ThisispuzzUng; it isdifficult to seewhy their
results would be viewed as inconsistent with my argument. I had indeed
also found some evidence that larcenies were reduced by nondiscretion
ary laws (for example, see the results using the state-level data or the
results using two-stage least squares), but I chose to emphasize those re
sults implying the smallest possible positive benefits from concealed-
handgun laws.
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Years before and after the adoption of the law
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Figure 7.5. The effectof concealed-handgun laws on aggravated assaults, usingBlack's
and Nagin's "full sample"

The bottom line—even usingtheir choice of the dates that they deem
most appropriate—is that murderandrobbery rates fall afterthe passage
of the laws and that none of the other violent-crime categories experi
enced an increase. Looking further at whether violent-crime rates were
rising or falUng before and after these laws, one finds that violent-crime
rates werealmostalways rising prior to the passage of the lawandalways
falUng after it.

8 The impact ofincluding Florida in the sample

Our concern is particularly severe for the state of Florida. With the Mariel
boat lift of 1980 and the thrivingdrug trade, Florida's crime ratesarequite
volatile. Moreover, four years afterthe passage of the right-to-carry lawin
1987, Florida passed several gun-related measures, including background
checks of handgun buyers and a waiting period for handgun purchases.
To test the sensitivity of the results to the inclusion of Florida, we reestim
ated the model... without Florida. Only in the robberyequation can we
reject the hypothesis that the crime rate two and three years after adop
tions is different than the crime ratetwo andthree years priorto adoption.
(Dan Black and Daniel Nagin, "Do 'Right-to-Carry' Laws Deter Violent
Crime?" Carnegie-Mellon University workingpaper, October 16,1996, p.9)
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In fact, Nagin and Black said they found that virtually all of the claimed
benefits of carry laws wereattributable to changes in the crime rate in just
one state: Florida. (Richard Morin, "Unconventional Wisdom: New facts
and Hot Stats from the Social Sciences," Washington Post, March 23, 1997,
p. C5)

This particular suggestion—that we should throw out the data for Flor
ida because the drop in violent crimes is so large that it affects the re
sults—is very ironic. Handgun Control, Inc. and other gun-control
groups continue, as of this writing, to cite the 1995 University of Mary
landstudy, whichclaimed that ifevidence existed ofa detrimentalimpact
of concealed handguns, it was for Florida.26 If the Maryland study is to
be believed, the inclusion of Florida must have biased my results in the
opposite direction.27

More important, aswe shall seebelow, the reasons givenby Black and
Nagin for dropping Florida from the sample are simply not valid. Fur
thermore, the impact of excluding Florida is different from what they
claim. Figure 7.6 shows the murder rate in Florida from the early 1980s
until 1992. The Mariel boat lift did dramatically raise violent-crime rates
Uke murder, but these rates had returned to their pre-Mariel levels by
1982. For murder, the rate was extremelystable until the nondiscretion
ary concealed-handgun law passed there in 1987, when it began to drop
dramatically.

The claim that Florida should be removed from the data because a

Years before and after implementation of the law

Figure 7.6. Florida's murder rates
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waiting period and a background check went into effect in 1992 is even
weaker. If this were a valid reason for exclusion, why not exclude other
states with these lawsaswell? Whyonly remove Florida? Seventeen other
stateshad waiting periods in 1992. A more valid response would be to try
to account for the impact of these other laws—as I did in chapter 4.
Indeed, accountingfor these other laws slightly strengthens the evidence
that concealed handguns deter crime.

The graph for Florida in figure 7.6 produces other interesting results.
The murder rate decUned in each consecutive year following the imple
mentation of the concealed-handgun law until 1992, the first year that
these other, much-touted, gun-control laws went into effect. I am not
claiming that these laws caused murder ratesto rise, but thisgraphsurely
makes it more difficult to argue that laws restricting the ability of law-
abidingcitizens to obtain guns would reduce crime.

While Black's and Nagin's explanations for dropping Florida from the
data set are invalid, there is some justification for concern that results
are beingdriven by a fewunusual observations. Figure 7.7 showsthe rela
tionship between violent-crime rates and concealed-handgun laws when
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Florida isexcluded. A carefulcomparison of this graph with that of figure
4.5, which includes Florida, reveals only a fewvery small differences.

As a more systematic response to this concern,I excluded Florida and
reestimated all the regressions shown in this book. Indeed, there were
eight regressions out of the more than one thousand discussed in which
the exclusion of Florida did cause the coefficientfor the nondiscretionary
variable to lose its statistical significance, although it remained negative.
The rest of the regression estimates either remained unchanged or (espe
cially for aggravated assaultand robbery) became largerand more statisti
cally significant.

Black and Nagin seem to feel that their role in this debate is to see if
they can find some specification usingany combination of the data that
weakens the results.28 But traditional statistical tests of significance are
based on the assumption that the researcher is not deliberately choosing
which results to present. Even if a result is statistically significant at the
1 percent level, one would expect that one out of every one hundred
regressions would not yield a statistically significant result; in other
words, out of one thousand regressions, one would expect to find at least
ten for which the impact of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws
was not statistically significant.

Lott's claims that Florida's concealed-carry law was responsible for lower
murder rates in that state is questionable. Floridadid not experience re
ductions in murders and rapes until four or five years after the law was
Uberalized. Lott attributes this "delayed effect" to the cumulative influ
ence of increases in carrying permits. Other research attributes Florida's
declines in murders in the 1990s to laws requiring background checks and
waiting periods for handgun purchases that were implemented several
years after gun-carrying laws wereliberalized. (Webster, "Flawed")

Much of Webster's comment echoes the issues raised previously by
Black and Nagin—indeed, I assume that he is referring to their piece
when he mentions "other research." However, while I have tested

whether other gun-control laws might explain these declines in crime
(see table 4.11), Black and Nagin did not do so, but merely appealed to
"other research" to support their affirmation. The preceding quotation
seems to imply that my argument involvedsome sort of "tipping" point:
as the number of permits rose, the murder rate eventually declined. As
figure 7.6 illustrates, however, Florida's decline in murder rates corres
ponded closely with the rise in concealed-handgun permits: no lag ap
pears in the decline; rather, the decline begins as soon as the law goes
into effect.
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9 The impact ofincluding Maine in the sample

Oneshould also bewary of the impact thatMaine has on Lott's graphs
When Maine was removed from the analyses, the suggested delayed
[effects of the law] on robberies and aggravated assaults vanished. (Web
ster, "Flawed")

This comment is curious not only because Mr. Webster does not cite a
study to justify this claim but also because he has never asked for the
data to examine these questions himself. Thus it is difficult to know how
he arrived at this conclusion. A moredirect response, however, is simply
to show how the graphs change when Maine is excluded from the
sample. As figures 7.8 and 7.9 show, the exclusion of Maine has verylittle
effect.

10 How much does the impact ofthese laws vary across states?

[Dan Black and Dan Nagin] found the annual murder rate did godownin
six of the ten states—but it went up in the other four, including a 100
percent increase in West Virginia. Rape dropped in five states—but in
creased in the other five. And the robbery ratewent down in six states—
but went up in four. "That's curious," Black said. If concealed weapons
laws were really so beneficial, their impact should not be so "wildly"
different from state to state. (Richard Morin, "Unconventional Wisdom:
New Facts and Hot Stats from the Social Sciences," Washington Post, March
23, 1997, p. C5)

Unfortunately, Black's and Nagin's evidence was not based on statewide
crimerates but on the crimerates for counties with over 100,000 people.
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Figure 7.9. The effect of concealed-handgun laws on aggravated assaults,
excluding Maine

This fact is important, for instance, in West Virginia, where it means that
only one single county—Kanawha—was examined. The other fifty-four
counties in West Virginia, which include 89 percent of the state's popula
tion, were excluded from their estimates.They used only one county for
three of the ten states, and only three counties for another state. In fact,
Black and Nagin managed to eliminate 85 percent of all counties in the
nation in their analysis.

As shown in table4.9 (seechapter4),my estimates using all the count
ies certainly did not yield "wildly" different estimates across states.
Violent-crime rates fell in nine of the ten states enacting new nondiscre
tionary concealed-handgun lawsbetween 1977 and 1992. The differences
that did exist across states can be explained by differences in the rates at
which concealed-handgun permits were issued. Table 4.10 also provides
evidence that the states that issued more permits experienced greater
reductions in crime.

11 Do the coefficient estimates for the demographic variables make sense?

Perhaps even more surprising are the coefficient estimates for measures
of a county's population that is black, female, and between the agesof 40
and 49 or over the age of 65. [Lott and Mustard find] evidence to suggest
that these variables have astatisticallysignificant, positive correlation with
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murder rates ... and that black females ages 40 to 49 have a statistically
significant positive correlation with the aggravated assault rate There
remain twocompeting explanations for [these] findings. First, middle-aged
and elderly African-American women could be actively [engaged] in the
commission of car thefts, assaults, and murders across the United States.

The more likely explanation is that [their results] are misspecified and,
as a result, their coefficient estimates are biased. (Ludwig, "Permissive
Concealed-Carry Laws," pp. 20-21. See also Albert W. Alschuler, "Two
Guns, Four Guns, Six Guns, More: Does Arming the Pubic Reduce
Crime?" Valparaiso University Law Review 31 (Spring 1997): 367.)

No, black females ages 40 to 49 are not responsible for a crime wave.
Other results in the regressions that were not mentionedin this quota
tion indicate that the greater the percentage of women between the ages
of 10 and 29, the greater the rape rate—butthese estimates do not imply
that young women are going out and committing rapes. To show that
crime rates are higher where greater percentages of the population are
of a certain demographic age group does not imply that the people in
that group are committing the crimes. The positive relationship mayex
ist because these people are relatively easy or attractive victims.

If such anobjection were valid, it should also apply to my finding that
in areas where personal incomes are high, auto-theft rates are also high.
Should we infer from this that high-income individuals are more likely
to steal cars? Presumably not. What ismost Ukely is that wealthyindivid
ualsown cars that are attractive targets for auto thieves.

It is also important to note that the different demographic variables
are veryhighlycorrelated with each other. The percentage of the popula
tion that is male and within a particular race and age grouping is very
similar to the percentage that is female within that race and age group.
Similar high correlations exist within racial groups across age groups.
With thirty-six different demographic categories, determining whether
an effect is specifically related to an individual category or simply arises
because that category iscorrelated (whether negatively orpositively)with
another demographic group is difficult and not the object of this book.
What I havetried to do is "overcontrol" for allpossible demographic fac
tors to make sure that anyeffects attributed to the right-to-carry law are
not arising becauseI have accidentally left out some other factor.

12 Can we compare counties with discretionary and nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws?

Many counties with very permissive permit systems can be found in states
with no shall-issue laws, such as Louisiana andCalifornia. For example,in
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ElDorado county in California, 1,289 concealed-carry permits were issued
in 1995. With a population of 148,600, this implies that 0.87 percent of this
county's population received concealed-carry permits in one year alone.
In contrast, a total of 186,000 people in Floridahad concealed-carry per
mits in 1996 out of a total state population of 13,958,000; that is, 1.33 per
cent of the population was licensed to carry concealed [guns]. Yet under
[the] classification scheme used in mostof their results, ElDorado county
would not be classified asshall-issue, whileeverycounty in Florida would
be so classified. (Jens Ludwig, "Permissive Concealed-Carry Laws," pp.
20-21.)

The simplestquestion that we are asking is, What happens to the crime
rate when nondiscretionary laws are passed allowing law-abiding citizens
to carry concealed handguns? The key here is the change in the leniency
of the laws. The regressions have individual variables for eachcounty that
allow us to accountfor differences in the mean crimerate. The purpose
of all the other variables is to explain why crime rates differ from this
average. Under discretionary laws some countiesare extremely liberalin
granting permits—essentially behaving as if they had nondiscretionary
laws. In the regressions, differences between counties with discretionary
laws (including differences in how liberally they issued concealed-
handgun permits) are already being partly "picked up" by these individ
ual countyvariables. Formy test to work, it is only necessary for nondis
cretionary laws on average to increase the number of concealed-handgun
permits.

True, the amount ofchange in the numberofpermitsdoes varyacross
counties. As this book has documented, law officials in discretionary
states across the country have said that the more rural counties with
relatively low populations were much more liberal in granting permits
under discretionary laws. Since no usable statistics are available regarding
how easily permits are granted, I tested whether nondiscretionary laws
changed the crimerates the most in counties with the largest or densest
populations. The results confirmed that thiswas the case (see figure 4.1).

We also tried another approach to dealwith this question. A few states
did keep good records on the number of concealed-handgun permits is
sued at either the county or the state level. We reported earlierthe results
forPennsylvania andOregon (see tables 5.4 and5.5 in chapter 5). Despite
the small samples, we accounted for all the variablescontrolled for in the
larger regressions, and the results confirmed that murder rates decline as
the number of a permits issued in a county rises.
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13 Should changes in the arrest rate be accountedfor when explaining changes in the
crime rate?

The use of arrest rates as an explanatoryvariable is itself quite problem
atic Since the arrest rate is calculated as the number of arrests for a

particular crimedivided by the number of crimes committed, unobserved
determinants of the crime rate will by construction also influence the
arrest rate. When the arrest rate is included as an explanatory variable
in a regression equation, this leads to the statistical problem known as
"endogeneity," or "simultaneity bias." (Jens Ludwig, "Permissive Con
cealed-Carry Laws," pp. 7—8)

True, there is an endogeneity "problem." However, on theoretical
grounds, the inclusion of the arrest rate is highly desirable. There is
strong reason to believe that crime rates depend on the probability of
punishment. In addition, to exclude variables that obviously should be
includedin the analysis would create even more important potentialbias
problems. Furthermore, the endogeneity problemwas dealt with in the
original paper: it was precisely our awareness of that problemthat led us
to use two-stage least squares to estimate the set of regressions, which is
the recognized method of dealing with such a problem. As reported in
chapter 6, the two-stage least-squares estimate provided even stronger
evidence that concealed handguns deter crime.

The simplestpoint to make, however, is that excluding the arrest rate
does not alter the findings regarding concealed handguns. Reestimating
the regressions in tables 4.1 and 4.3 for the same samples and control
variables produces virtually identical results. Ironically, two of my strong
est critics, Dan Blackand DanNagin, also tried excluding the arrestrates,
and they admittedin early drafts of their paper that their results agreed
with ours: "The inclusion of the arrest-rate variable hasvery little impact
on the coefficient estimatesof the right-to-carry laws."29

14 Are the graphs in this book misleading?

Lott rebuts many of the criticisms of his study by pointing to his simple
but misleading graphs. The graphs are visually compelling yet very decep
tive. What is not obvious to the casual observerof the graphs is that each
data point represents an aggregate average for states that liberalized their
gun-carrying laws, but the states that make up the average are not the
same each year. Lott examined 10 states he claims adopted "shall-issue"
concealed-gun-carrying laws during his sample period. For many of the
statesstudied, datawere available foronly one to three years after the laws
were implemented. (Webster, "Flawed")
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The graphs presented in the paper do indeed represent the average
changesin crime rates beforeand after the implementation of these laws.
The graphs consistently show that violent-crime rates are rising be
fore these laws go into effect and falling afterward. Since some states
only adopted nondiscretionary, "shall-issue" laws toward the end of the
sample period, it was not possible to examine all the states for the same
number of years after the laws were implemented. I disagree that this is
"misleading" or "deceptive." The results were by no means generated by
the aggregation itself, and anybody doubting the meaning of the graph
can examine the regression results. Since the regressions already control
for eachcounty's average crimerate,anychanges refer to deviations from
that county's average crime rate.30

Ian Ayres and Steven Levitt use similargraphs and find similar results
when they look at the deterrent effect of Lojack antitheft devices on cars
(these are radio tracking devices that can be activated by police when a
car is stolen).31 In many ways, the theoretical deterrent effect of these
devices is the same as that of concealed handguns: because the device is
small and easy to hide, a criminal cannot easily know whether a car has
the tracking device until the police arrive.

Future studies willbe able to track these changes in crime over longer
periods of time because more stateswill have had right-to-carry lawsfor
longer periodsof time. Such studieswill ultimately help to test my find
ings. I have used all the data that was available at the time that David
Mustard and I put this data set together. With 54,000 observations and
hundreds of variables available over the 1977 to 1994 period, it is also by
far the largest data set that has ever been put together for any study of
crime, let alone for the study of gun control.321 find it ironic that my
study is attacked for not havingenough data when these same research
ers have praisedpreviousstudies that relied on much shorter time peri
ods for a single state or a few counties. For example, Mr. Webster ex
presses no such criticism when referring to a study conducted by the
Universityof Maryland. Yet that study analyzedmerely five counties and
covered a shorter period of time after the law was enacted.33

15 Should concealed-handgun laws have differential effects on the murder rates ofyouths
and adults?

Ludwig points out that in many states only adults may carry concealed
weapons. So, according to Lott'sdeterrence theory, adults should be safer
than young people. But this hasn't happened, Ludwig says. (Kathleen
Schalch describing Jens Ludwig's arguments on Morning Edition, National
Public Radio, 10:00 a.m. ET Tuesday, December 10, 1996.)
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Asnoted in chapter 4,1 tested the hypothesis that murder rates would be
lower for adults than for adolescents under nondiscretionary concealed-
handgun laws, and reported the results in the original paper. However,
the results did not bear out this possibility. Concealed-handgun laws re
duce murder rates for both adults and for adolescents. One explanation
may simply be that young people also benefited from the carrying of
concealed handguns by adults. Several plausible scenarios may explain
this. First, criminals may well tend to leave an area where law-abiding
adults carry concealed handguns, and since all age groups live in the
same neighborhood, this lowers crime rates for all population groups.
Second, when gun-carrying adults are physically present, they may able
to protect some youngsters in threatening situations.

Could some other factor be lowering the juvenile murder rate—
something that is unrelated to concealed handguns? Perhaps, despite all
the factors accounted for, the results of any research may be affectedby
unknown factors.But it iswrong to conclude,asLudwig does, that "these
findings are not consistent with the hypothesis that shall-issue laws de
crease crime through a deterrence effect."34

16 Are changes in the characteristics ofvictims consistent with the theory?

Lott and Mustard offer data on the character ofvictims in homicide cases.

They report (astonishingly) that the proportion of stranger killings
increases following the enactment of right-to-carry laws, while the pro
portion of intrafamily killings declines. That right-to-carry laws deter in-
trafamily homicides more than they deter stranger homicides is incon
ceivable. (Albert W. Alschuler, "Two Guns, Four Guns, Six Guns, More:
Does Arming the Public Reduce Crime?" Valparaiso University Law Review 31
(1997): 369)

Josh Sugarmann of the Violence PreventionCenter noted that most mur
ders are committed bypeoplewho know each other. "Concealed-weapons
lawsare not passed to protect people from people they know," Sugarmann
said. (Doug Finke, "Sides Stick to Their Guns, Concealed-Carry Bill Set
for Showdown in General Assembly," Springfield State Journal-Register, March
31, 1997, p. 1)

As noted in the first chapter, the category of acquaintance murder is ex
tremely broad (encompassing shootings of cab drivers, gang members,
drug dealers or buyers, and prostitutes or their clients). For the Chicago
data that we discussed, the number of acquaintance murders involving
friends was actually only a small percentage of the total number of ac
quaintance murders. If the breakdown found for Chicago provides even
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the remotest proxy for the national data, it is not particularlysurprising
that the relative share of acquaintance murders involving friends should
rise, because we expect that many of the murders in this category are
unlikely to be affected by law-abiding citizens carrying concealed hand
guns. Family members may also find that concealed handguns protect
them from other estranged family members. A wife seeking a divorce
may find that aconcealed handgun provides her protection against ahus
band who is unwilling to let go of the relationship, and attacks by such
peopledo not always take place in ahome. Surelythere are many cases of
spousal abuse where women fear for their lives and find that a handgun
provides them with a significant degree of protection.

A recent case involving a woman who used a handgun to protect her
self from an abusive husband created an important new legal precedent
in California: for the first time, women are now allowed to use self-

defensebefore they suffer serious blows. The San Francisco Examiner reported
as follows:

[Fay] Johnson, a 47-year-old mother of four, said that on July 2, 1995, she
feared her 62-year-old husband, Clarence, would beat her ashe always did
after aweekend of drinking and hangingout with his motorcycle buddies.

She had overspent her budget on supplies for aFourth of Julybarbecue
and didn't have dinner ready, and the house was not clean—so when she
heard her husband's motorcycle pull into the driveway, she decided to
take matters into her own hands.

Johnson said she grabbed a loaded gun ... [and fired, ]hitting her hus
band five times. He survived and testifiedagainst her. She was arrestedand
spent 21 months in prison until her acquittal.

"I regret being in jail, but I just wouldn't tolerate it anymore," said
Johnson, a friendly, articulatewoman who is celebrating her freedom with
her children and six grandchildren. "It would have been suicide."

Johnson said she had endured nearly 25 years of mental and physical
abuse at the hands of her husband, whose usual form of punishment was
slamming her head into awall. The beatings got so bad,she said, that she
had to be hospitalized twice and tried getting counseling until he found
out and forced her to stop. She said the pressure of the abuse had culmi
nated that fateful day.33

Pointing to women who use handguns to protect themselves from abu
sive husbands or boyfriends in no way proves that the primary effects of
concealed-handgun laws will involve such uses of guns, but these cases
should keep us from concluding that significant benefits for these
women are "inconceivable."

With reference to Alschuler'sdiscussion, however, two points must be
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made clear. First, the diverse breakdown of these groupings makes it
difficult to predict on theoretical grounds how the number of murders
among family members, acquaintances, strangers, or unknown cases
should necessarily change relative to each other. Second, as Alschuler
himself has noted, these estimates are suggestive; they are not statisti
cally significant, in that we cannot say with much certainty how
concealed-handgun laws have affected the proportions of victims across
the categories mentioned above.

An additional response should be made to Sugarmann's claims. Even
if one accepts the claim that nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws
do not reduce the number of murders against people who know each
other (and I do not concede this), what about other types of murders,
such asthose arising from street robbery? For Chicago during the period
from 1990 to 1995, 16 percent of all murders involved nonacquaintance
robbery. Moreover, one must askaboutnonfriend acquaintance murders
(excluding prostitution, gang, and drug cases), murders by complete
strangers, and at least some of those murders still classified as mysteries
(an additional 22 to 46 percent of allmurders). Since permitted handguns
arevirtually never used in crimesagainst others and they do not produce
accidentaldeaths, should not the reduction of these other types of mur
ders still be deemed important?36

17 Do nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws only affect crimes that occur in public
places?

Handguns were freely available for home andbusiness usein allthe "shall-
issue" jurisdictions prior to the new laws. The new carrying privilege
would thus not affect home or business self-defense but should have most

of its preventive impact on street crime and offenses occurring in other
public places. But the study contains no qualitative analysis of different
patterns within crimecategories to corroborate the right-to-carry preven
tion hypothesis. (Zimring and Hawkins, "Counterfeit Deterrent," p. 54)

Contrary to the claim of Zimring and Hawkins, concealed handguns may
very well affect crimein homes andbusinesses in several ways. First, be
ing allowed to carry a concealed gun outside is likely to increase the
number of guns owned by law-abiding citizens. Since these guns will be
kept at least part of the time in the home, this should have a deterrent
effect on crimes committed at home and also at one's business. Second,

as some of the evidence suggests, nondiscretionary laws could even in
crease the number of crimes that occur in the home as criminals turn

away from other crimes, like streetrobbery, for which the risks that crim-
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inals face have gone up. These two effects would thus work in opposite
directions. Finally, to the extent that nondiscretionary handgun laws
drive criminals out of a certain geographical area, rates for all types of
crimes could fall.

Aggregation of the crime categories makes it difficult to separate all
the different substitution effects. Still, the results presented here are very
consistent with the two primary dimensions that we focused on: whether
there is contact between the criminal and the victim, and whether the

crime occurs where law-abiding citizens could already legally carry a
gun.

18 Isitreasonable to make comparisons across states?

The sort of state that passesa "shall-issue" lawin the 1980s is apt to be the
same kind of place where ordinary citizens carrying concealed firearms
might not be regarded as a major problem even before the law
changed.... Idaho is not the same sort of place that New York is, and
there seem to be systematic differences between states that change stan
dards for concealed weapons and those that do not. (Zimring and
Hawkins, "Counterfeit Deterrent," pp. 50—51)

The observed drop in crime rates in states that have enacted nondiscre
tionary concealed-handgun laws does not by itself imply that we will
observethe same effectin other states that adopt such laws later. Several
different issues arise here. First, the regressions used in this book have
attempted to control for many differences that can explain the level of
crime (for example, income, poverty, unemployment, population and
population density, demographic characteristics, law enforcement, other
gun laws). Admittedly, even my long list of variables does not pick up all
the differences between states, which is the reason that a variable is added

for each county or state to pick up the average differences in crime rates
across places. Individual time trends are also allowed for each state.

Yetdespite all these attempts to control for variables, some caution is
still in order—especially when dealing with areas that are particularly
extreme along dimensions that do not haveobviouscounterparts in areas
with nondiscretionary laws. One obvious example would be New York
City. While the regression results show that areas with the largest and
most dense populations gain the most from nondiscretionary laws, there
is always the possibility that the relationship changes for values of popu
lation and density that are different from those in places where we have
been able to study the effects of these laws. To date, the fourth and fifth
largest cities in the country have passednondiscretionary laws (Houston
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and Philadelphia), and additional experience with large cities may help
determine whether these lawswould be equallyuseful in a city like New
York. Ifone were skeptical about the effects in largecities, the lawsshould
first be changed in Los Angeles and Chicago.

A second issue is whether there is something unique about states that
have adopted nondiscretionary laws, and whether that characteristic
caused them not only to adopt the laws but also reduced the potential
problems resulting from adoption. For example, if local legislators in a
few states had special information confirming that the citizens in their
state were uniquely trustworthy with regard to concealedhandguns, that
might have led these fewstates to pass the lawsand have little difficulty
with them. It could then "falsely" appear that nondiscretionary laws are
generally successful. Such an argument may have been plausible at one
time, but its force has declined now that such large and varied areas are
covered by these laws.Equallyimportant is the fact that not all jurisdic
tions have willingly adopted these laws. Many urban areas, such as At
lanta and Philadelphia, fought strongly against them, but lost out to co
alitions of rural and suburban representatives. Philadelphia's opposition
was so strong that when Pennsylvania's nondiscretionary law was first
passed, Philadelphia was partially exempted.

19 Does my discussion provide a "theory" linking concealed-handgun ownership to
reductions in crime? Do the data allow me to link the passage ofthese laws with the
reduction in crime?

Twoidiosyncraticaspectsof the Lott and Mustard analysis deserve special
mention In the first place, there is very little in the way of explicit
theory advanced to explain where and when right-to-carry laws should
operate as deterrents to the types of crime that can be frustrated by citi
zens carrying concealed handguns They have no data to measure the
critical intermediate steps between passing the legislation and reductions
in crime rates. This is the second important failing ... that is not a recur
rent feature in econometric studies. (Zimring and Hawkins, "Counterfeit
Deterrent," pp. 52,54)

This set of complaints is difficult to understand. The theory is obvious: A
would-be criminal act is deterred by the risk of being shot. Many different
tests described in this book support this theory. Not only does the drop
in crime begin when nondiscretionary laws are adopted, but the extent
of the decline is related to the number of permits issued in a state. Non
discretionary laws reduce crime the most in areas with the greatest in
creases in the number of permits. Asexpected, crimes that involve crimi
nals and victims in direct contact and crimes occurring in places where
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the victim waspreviously unable to carry a gun are the ones that consis
tently decrease the most.

20 What can we infer about causality?

Anyone who has taken a course in logical thinking has been exposed to
the fallacy of arguing that because A happened (in this case, passage of a
concealed-weapon law) and then B happened (the slowing of the rate of
violent crime), A must surely have caused B. You can speculate that the
passage of concealed-gun legislation caused a subsequent slowing of the
rate of violent crime in various states, but you certainly can't prove it,
despite the repeated claims that a University of Chicago law professor's
"study" hasoffered"definitive scholarlyproof." (HaroldW. Andersen,"Gun
Study Akin to Numbers Game," Omaha World Herald, April3, 1997, p. 15)

An obvious danger arises in inferring causality because two events may
coincide in time simply by chance, or some unknown factor may be the
cause of both events. Random chance is a frequent concern with pure
time-series data when there is just one change in a law. It is not hard to
believethat when one is examining a singlestate, unrelated events A and
B just happened to occur at the same time. Yet the data examined here
involve many different states that changed their laws in many different
years. The odds that one might falsely attribute the changes in the crime
rate to changes in the concealed-handgun laws decline as one examines
more experiences. The measures of statistical significance are in fact de
signed to tell us the likelihood that two events may have occurred ran
domly together.

The more serious possibilityis that some other factor may have caused
both the reduction in crime rates and the passage of the law to occur at
the same time. For example, concern over crime might result in the pas
sage of both concealed-handgun laws and tougher law-enforcement
measures. Thus, if the arrest rate rose at the same time that the

concealed-handgun law passed, not accounting for changes in the arrest
rate might result in falsely attributing some of the reduction in crime
rates to the concealed-handgun law. For a critic to attack the paper, the
correct approach would have been to state what variables were not in
cluded in the analysis. Indeed, it is possible that the regressions do not
control for some important factor. However, this study uses the most
comprehensive set of control variables yet used in a study of crime, let
alone any previous study on gun control. As noted in the introduction,
the vast majority of gun-control studies do not take any other factors
that may influence crime into account, and no previous study has in
cluded such variablesas the arrest or conviction rate or sentence length.
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Other pieces of evidence also help to tie together cause and effect. For
example, the adoption of nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws has
not produced equal effects in all counties in a state. Since counties with
easily identifiable characteristics (such as rural location andsmallpopula
tion) tended to be much more liberal in granting permits prior to the
change in the law, we would expect them to experience the smallest
changes in crime rates, and this is in fact what we observe. States that
were expected to issue the greatest number of new permits and did so
afterpassing nondiscretionary laws observed the largest declines in crime.
We know that the number of concealed-handgun permits in a state rises
over time, sowe expect to seeagreater reductionin crime afteranondis
cretionary law has been in effect for several years than right after it has
passed. Again, this is what we observe. Finally, where data on the actual
number of permits at the county level are available, we find that the
number of murders declines as the number of permits increases.

The notion of statistical significance andthe number of differentspeci
fications examined in this book arealso important. Even if a relationship
is false, it might be possible to find a few specifications out of a hundred
that show a statistically significant relationship. Here we have presented
over a thousand specifications that together provide an extremely consis
tent and statistically significant pattern about the relationship between
nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws and crime.

21 Concerns about the arrest rates due to missing observations

To control for variation in the probability of apprehension, the [Lott and
Mustard] model specification includes the arrest ratio, which is the num
ber of arrests per reported crime. Our replication analysis shows that the
inclusionof this variable materiallyaffects the sizeand composition of the
estimation data set. Specifically, division by zero forces all counties with
no reported crimes of a particular type in a given year to be dropped
from the sample for that year. [Lott's and Mustard's] sample contains all
counties, regardless of size, and this problem of dropping counties with
no reported crimes is particularly severe in small counties with few
crimes. The frequencies of missing data are 46.6% for homicide, 30.5% for
rape, 12.2% for aggravated assault, and 29.5% for robbery. Thus, the [Lott
andMustard] model excludes observations based on the realization of the
dependent variable, potentially creating a substantial selection bias. Our
strategy for finessing the missing data problem is to analyze only counties
maintaining populations of at least 100,000 during the period 1977 to
1992 Compared to the sample [comprising] all counties, the missing
data ratein the large-county sample is low: 3.82% for homicide, 1.08% for
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rape, 1.18% for assault, and 1.09% for robberies. (Dan Black and Daniel
Nagin,"Do 'Right-to-Carry' Laws Deter ViolentCrime?"Journal ofLegal Stud
ies 27[January1998], forthcoming)

The arguments made by Black and Nagin have changed over time, and
some of their statements are not consistent.37 In part because of the pub
lic nature of their attacks, I have tried to deal with all of the different

attacks, so that those who have heard them may hear my responses. The
problem described immediately above by Black and Nagin is indeed
something one should be concerned about, but I had already dealt with
the problem of missing observations in the original paper, and I discuss
it again here at the end of chapter 6. My original paper and chapter 4 also
reported the results when the arrest rate was removed entirely from the
regressions. The discussion by Black and Naginexaggerates the extent of
the problem and, depending on the crime categorybeing examined, quite
amazingly proposes to solve the missing data problem by throwing out
data for between 77 and 87percent of the counties.

Black and Nagin present a very misleading picture of the trade-offs
involvedwith the solution that examined the more populous counties.38
The relevant comparison is between weighted numbers of missing obser
vations, not the total number of missing observations, since the regres
sions are weighted by county population and the missing observations
tend to be from relatively small counties, which are given a smaller
weight.39 When this is done, the benefits obtainedby excludingall count
ieswith fewer than 100,000 people become much more questionable. The
most extreme caseis for aggravated assault,where Blackand Nagin elimi
nate 86 percent of the sample (a 29 percent drop in the weighted fre
quency) in order to reduce weighted missing values from 2.8 to 1.5 per
cent. Even for murder, 77 percent of the sample is dropped, so that the
weighted missing data declines from 11.7 to 1.9 percent. The rape and
robbery categories liebetween these two cases, both in terms of the num
ber of countieswith fewer than 100,000 peopleand in terms of the change
in the amount of weighted missing data.40

Why they choose to emphasize the cut-off that they did is neither
explained nor obvious. The current cost-benefit ratio is rather lopsided.
For example, eliminating counties with fewer than 20,000 people would
have removed 70percent of the missing arrest ratios for murder and lost
only 20percent of the observations (the weighted frequencies are 23 and
6 percent respectively). There is nothing wrong with seeingwhether the
estimates provide the same results over counties of various sizes, but if
that is their true motivation for excluding portions of the data, it should
be clearly stated.
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Despite ignoring all these observations, it is only when they also re
move the data for Florida that they weaken my results for murder and
rape (though the results for aggravated assault and robbery are even
larger and more statistically significant). Only eighty-six counties with
more than 100,000 people adopted nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws between 1977 and 1992, and twenty of these counties are in Florida.
Yet after all this exclusion of data, Black and Nagin still find no evidence
that allowing law-abidingcitizens to carry concealed handguns increases
crime, and two violent-crime categories show a statistically significant
drop in crime. The difference between their approach and mine is rather
stark: I did not select which observations to include; I used all the data

for all the counties over the entire period for which observations were
available.

22 What can we learn about the deterrent effect ofconcealed handgunsfrom this study?

The regression study [that Lott and Mustard] report is an all-or-nothing
proposition as far as knowledgeof legalimpact is concerned. If the model
is wrong, if their bottom-line estimates of impact cannot withstand scru
tiny, there is no intermediate knowledge of the law's effects on behavior
that can help us sort out the manifold effects of such legislation. Assoon
as we find flaws in the major conclusions, the regression analyses tell us
nothing. What we know from this study about the effects of "shall-carry"
lawsis, therefore, nothing at all. (Zimring and Hawkins, "Counterfeit De
terrent," p. 59)

Academics can reasonably differabout what factors account for changes
in crime. Sociologists and criminologists, for example, have examined
gun control without trying to control for changes in arrest or conviction
rates. Others might be particularlyconcerned about the impact of drugs
on crime. Economists such as myself try to include measures of deter
rence, though I am alsosympathetic to other concerns. In this book and
my other research, my approach has not been to say that only one set of
variablesor even one specification can explain the crime rate. My attitude
has been that if someone believes that a variable is important and has any
plausible reason for including it, I have made an effort to include it. This
book reports many different approaches and specifications—all of which
support the conclusion that allowing law-abiding citizens to carry con
cealed handguns reduces crime. I believe that no other study on crime
has used as extensive a data set as was used here, and no previous study
has attempted to control for as many different specifications.
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23 Summarizing the concerns about the evidence that concealed-handgun laws
deter crime

The gun lobby claims to have a new weapon in its arsenal this year—a
study by economist John Lott. But the Lott study shoots blanks. In re
viewing Lott's research and methodology, Carnegie-Mellon University
Profs. DanielNaginand Dan Black, andGeorgetownUniversity's Prof. Jens
Ludwig corrected for the many fatal flaws in Lott's original analysis and
found no evidence of his claim that easing restrictions on carrying con
cealed handguns leads to a decrease in violent crime. Nagin, Black, and
Ludwig recently concluded in a televised debate with Lott that "there is
absolutely no credible evidence to support the idea that permissive
concealed-carry laws reduce violent crime," and that "it would be a mis
take to formulate policy based on the findings from Dr. Lott's study."
(James Brady, "Concealed Handguns; Putting More Guns on Streets Won't
Make America Safer," Minneapolis Star Tribune, March 21, 1997, p. 21A)

Unlike the authors of past papers on gun control such as Arthur Kel
lermann and the authors of the 1995 University of Maryland study, I im
mediately made my data available to all academics who requested it.41 To
date, my data have been supplied to academics at twenty-four universi
ties, including Harvard, Stanford, the University of Pennsylvania, Emory,
Vanderbilt, Louisiana State, Michigan State, Florida State, the University
ofTexas, the University of Houston, the University of Maryland, George
town, and the College of William and Mary.

James Brady's op-ed pieceignoresthe fact that some of these academ
ics from Vanderbilt, Emory, and Texas paid their own way to attend the
December 9,1996, debate sponsoredby his organization—Handgun Con
trol. While Handgun Control insisted on rules that did not allow these
academics to participate, I am sure that they would have spoken out to
support the integrity of my original study.

Those who have attempted to replicate the findings in the original
Journal ofLegal Studies paper have been able to do so, and many have gone
beyond this to provide additional support for the basic findings. For ex
ample, economists at Vanderbilt University have estimated over 10,000
regressions attempting to see whether the deterrent effects of nondiscre
tionary laws areat all sensitive to all possible combinations of the various
data sets on demographics, income, population, arrest rates, and so on.
Their results are quite consistent with those reported in this book.42

I have tried in this chapter to examine the critiques leveled againstmy
work. In many cases, the concerns they describe were addressed in the
original paper. In others, I believe that relatively simple responses exist
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to the complaints. However, even takingthese critics at their worst, I still
beheve that a comment that I made at the December 9 discussion spon
soredby Handgun Control still holds:

Six months ago, who would have thought that Handgun Control would
be rushing out studies to argue that allowing law-abiding citizens to carry
concealed handguns would have no effect, or might have a delayed im
pact, in terms of dropping crimes? (Morning Edition, National Public Radio,
10:00 a.m. ET, December 10, 1996.
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As more than 30diners sat in Sam'sSt. John'sSea
food [inJacksonville, Florida] about 7:20 p.m., a
masked man entered the eatery and ordered every
one to the floor, saidco-owner Sam Bajalia. The
man grabbed waitress Amy Norton from where she
and another waitress were huddled on the floor
and tried to get her to open the cash register.

At that point, [Oscar] Moore stood up and shot
him. Another diner ... pulled out a .22-caliber der
ringer and fired at the man as he ran out of the
restaurant. At least one shot hit the fleeing robber.

[The robber was later arrested when he sought
medicalcare for his wound.]...

"I'm glad they were here because if that girl
couldn't open the register, and he didn't get [any]
money, he might havestarted shooting," Bajalia
said.1

[Itwas] 1:30 a.m. when Angehc Nichole Hite, 26, the
night manager, and Victoria Elizabeth Shaver, 20,
the assistant manager at the Pizza Hut at 4450
Creedmoor Road,were leaving the restaurant with
Marty Lee Hite, 39, the manager's husband. He had
come to pick her up after work.

They sawa man wearing a ski mask, dark
clothes, gloves, and holding a pistol walking toward
them, and the Hites ran back inside the restaurant.
Shaver apparently had reached her car already....
The couple couldn't close the door behind them be
cause the robber ran up and wedged the barrel of
his handgun in the opening. As they struggled to
get the door closed,... the masked man twice said
he would kill them if they didn't open it.

Marty Hite, who carried a .38-caliber handgun,
pulled out his weapon and fired three times
through the opening, striking the robber in the ab
domen and upper chest. The would-be bandit
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staggered away, and the Hites locked the door and
called police.

The Wake County district attorney will review
the shooting, but Raleigh policedid not file charges
against the manager's husband. Police said it ap
peared the couple retreated as far as they could and
feared for their lives,which would make it a justi
fied shooting.2

Many factors influence crime, with arrest and con
viction rates being the most important. However, nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws arealso important, and they are the most cost-
effectivemeans ofreducingcrime.The cost of hiringmore policein order
to change arrest andconviction rates is much higher, and the net benefits
per dollar spent are only at most a quarter as large as the benefits from
concealed-handgun laws.3 Even private, medium-security prisons cost
state governments about $34 a day per prisoner ($12,267 per year).4 For
concealed handguns, the permit fees are usually the largest costs borne
by private citizens. The durabilityof guns allows owners to recoup their
investments over many years. Using my yearly cost estimate of $43 per
concealed handgun for Pennsylvanians, concealed handguns pay for
themselves if they haveonly ]iss of the deterrentimpact of an additional
year in prison. This calculation even ignores the other costs of the legal
system, such as prosecution and defense costs—criminals will expend
greater effort to fight longer prisonsentencesin court. No other govern
ment policy appears to have anywhere near the same cost-benefit ratio
as concealed-handgun laws.

Allowing citizens without criminal records or histories of significant
mental illness to carryconcealed handguns detersviolent crimes and ap
pears to produce an extremely small and statistically insignificant change
in accidental deaths. If the rest of the country had adopted right-to-carry
concealed-handgun provisions in 1992, about 1,500 murders and 4,000
rapes would have been avoided. On the other hand, consistent with the
notion that criminals respond to incentives, county-level data provide
some evidence that concealed-handgun lawsareassociated with increases
in property crimes involving stealth and in crimes that involve minimal
probability of contact between the criminaland the victim. Even though
both the state-level data and the estimates that attempt to explain why
the law and the arrest rates change indicate that crime in all the catego
ries declines, the deterrent effect of nondiscretionary handgun laws is
largest for violent crimes. Counties with the largest populations, where
the deterrence of violent crimes is the greatest, are also the counties
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where the substitution ofproperty crimes for violentcrimesby criminals
is the highest. The estimated annualgainin 1992 from allowing concealed
handguns was over $5.74 billion.

Many commonly accepted notions are challenged by these findings.
Urban areastend to havethe most restrictive gun-control rules and have
fought the hardestagainst nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws, yet
they are the very places that benefit the most from nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws. Not only do urban areas tend to gain in their
fight against crime, but reductionsin crime rates are greatestprecisely in
those urban areas that have the highest crime rates, largest and most
dense populations, and greatest concentrations of minorities. To some
this might not be too surprising. After all, law-abiding citizens in these
areas must depend on themselves to a great extent for protection. Even
if self-protection were accepted, concerns would still arise over whether
these law-abiding citizens would use guns properly. This study provides
a very strong answer: a few people do and will use permitted concealed
handguns improperly, but the gains completely overwhelm these con
cerns.

Another surprise involves women and blacks. Both tend to be the
strongest supporters of gun control, yet both obtain the largest benefits
from nondiscretionaryconcealed-handgunlawsin terms of reduced rates
of murder and other crimes. Concealed handguns also appear to be the
great equalizer among the sexes.Murder rates decline when either more
women or more men carry concealed handguns, but the effect is espe
cially pronounced for women. An additional woman carrying a con
cealed handgun reduces the murder rate for women by about three to
four times more than an additional man carrying a concealed handgun
reduces the murder rate for men. Providing a woman with a concealed
handgun represents a much largerchangein her abihty to defend herself
than it does for a man.

The benefits of concealed handguns are not limited to those who use
them in self-defense. Because the guns may be concealed, criminals are
unable to tell whether potential victims are carrying guns until they at
tack, thus making it less attractive for criminals to commit crimes that
involve direct contact with victims. Citizens who have no intention of

ever carrying concealed handguns in a sense get a "free ride" from the
crime-fighting efforts of their fellow citizens. However, the "halo" effect
created by these laws is apparently not limited to people who share the
characteristics of those who carry the guns. The most obvious example
is the drop in murders of children following the adoption of nondiscre
tionary laws. Arming older people not only may provide direct protec
tion to these children, but also causes criminals to leave the area.
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Nor is the "halo" effectlimited to those who livein areaswhere people
are allowed to carry guns. The violent-crime reduction from one's own
state's adopting the law is in fact greatest when neighboring states also
allow law-abiding citizens to carry concealed handguns. The evidence
also indicates that the states with the most guns have the lowest crime
rates. Urban areas may experience the most violent crime, but they also
have the smallest number of guns. Blacks may be the racial group most
vulnerable to violent crime, but they are also much less likely than
whites to own guns.

These estimates make one wonder about all the attention given to
other types ofgun legislation. Myestimates indicate that waiting periods
and background checks appear to produce little if any crime deterrence.
YetPresident Clinton credits the Bradylaw with lowering crime because
it has, according to him, been "taking guns out of the hands of crimi
nals."5 During the 1996 Democratic National Convention, Sarah Brady,
after whose husband the billwasnamed, boasted that it "has helped keep
more than 100,000 felons and other prohibited purchasers from buying
handguns."6 From 1994 until the SupremeCourt'sdecision in 1997, back
ers of the Brady law focused almost exclusively on the value of back
ground checks, the one part of the law that the Supreme Court specifi
cally struck down.7

Actually, the downward crime trend started in 1991, well before the
Brady law becameeffective in March 1994. With a national law that goes
into effect only once, it is difficult to prove empirically that the law was
what altered crime rates, becauseso many other events are likely to have
occurred at that same time. One of the major advantages of the large
data set examined in this book is that it includesdata from many different
states that have adopted nondiscretionary lawsin many different years.

Others estimate a much smaller effectof the Brady law on gun sales.
In 1996 the General Accounting Office reported that initial rejections
based on background checks numbered about 60,000, of which over half
were for purely technical reasons, mostly paperwork errors that were
eventually corrected.8 A much smaller number of rejections, 3,000, was
due to convictions for violent crimes, and undoubtedly many of the
people rejected proceeded to buy guns on the street. By the time the
background-check provision was found unconstitutional, in June 1997,
only four people had gone to jail for violations.

Presumably, no one wouldarguethat rejected permits are meaningful
by themselves. They merely proxyfor what might happen to crime rates,
provided that the law really stops criminals from getting guns. Do crimi
nals simplyget them from other sources? Or do the restrictionsprimarily
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inconvenience law-abiding citizens who want guns for self-defense? The
results presented in this book are the first systematic national look at
such gun laws, and if the national Uniform Crime Report data through
1994 or state waiting periods and background checks are any indication,
the empirical evidence does not bodewell for the Brady law. No statisti
cally significant evidence has appeared that the Brady law has reduced
crime, and there is some statistically significant evidence that rates for
rape andaggravated assault have actually risen byabout4percentrelative
to what they would havebeen without the law.

Yet research does not convince everybody. Perhaps the Supreme
Court's June 1997 decision on the constitutionalityof the Brady law's na
tional background checks willshed light on how effective the Brady law
was. The point of making the scope of the background check national was
that without it, criminalswould buy guns from jurisdictions without the
checks and use them to commit crimes in the rest of the country. As
these national standards are eliminated, and states and local jurisdictions
discontinue their background checks,9 will crime rates rise as quickly
without this provision of the lawasgun-control advocates claimed they
fell because of it? My bet is no, they will not. If President Clinton and
gun-control advocates are correct, a new crime wave should be evident
by the time this book is published.

Since 1994, aside from requiredwaiting periods, many new rules mak
ing gun ownership by law-abiding citizens more difficult havecome into
existence. There were 279,401 active, federal gun-dealer licenses in the
nation when the new licensing regulations went fully into effect in April
1994. By the beginning of 1997 there were 124,286, a decline of 56 percent,
and their number continues to fall.10 This has undoubtedly made pur
chasing guns less convenient. Besides increasing licensing fees from $30
to $200 for first-time licenses and imposing renewal fees of $90, the 1994
Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act imposed significant
new regulatory requirements that were probably much more important
in reducing the number of licensees.11

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) supports this
decrease largely because it believes that it affects federal license holders
who are illegallyselling guns. The BATF's own (undoubtedly high) esti
mate is that about 1 percent of federal license holders illegally sell guns,
and that this percentage has remained constant with the decline in li
censed dealers.12 If so, 155,115 licensees have lost their licenses in order to
eliminate 1,551 illegal traffickers. Whether this lopsided trade-off justifies
stifferfederal regulation is unclear, but other than simply pointing to the
fact that crime continued on its downward course nationally during this
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period, no evidence has been offered. No attempt has been made to iso
late this effect from many other changes that occurred over the same
period of time.13

Changes in the law will also continue to have an impact. Proposals are
being made by the U.S. Department of Justice to "require owners of fire
arms 'arsenals' to provide notice to law enforcement," where the defini
tion of what constitutes an "arsenal" seemsto be fairly subjective, and to
"require gun owners to record the make, model, and serial number of
their firearms asacondition of obtaining gun insurance." Other proposals
would essentially make it impossible for private individuals to transfer
firearms among themselves.

It is too earlyto concludewhat overallimpact these federal rules have
had on gun ownership. Surely the adoption of the Brady law dramati
cally increased gun ownership as people rushed out to buy guns before
the law went into effect,14 and the evidence discussed in chapter 3 also
indicates that gun ownership increased dramatically between 1988 and
1996. But without annual gun-ownership data, we cannot separate all the
different factors that have altered the costs and benefits of gun own
ership.

Other changes arein store during the next couple of years that could
affect some of the discussion in this book. The Clinton administration

has been encouraging the development of devices for determining at a
distance what items a personis carrying.15 Such devices will enablepolice
to see whether individuals arecarrying guns and can help disarm crimi
nals,16 but criminalswho managed to acquire them could also use them
to determine whether a potential victim would offer armed resistance.
The abihty to target unarmed citizens would lower the risks of commit
ting crime and reduce the external benefits produced by concealedhand
guns. Since both police and criminals might use them, the net effect on
crime ratesof their use is not immediately clear.

Yet governmental use of these detection devices is not a foregone con
clusion. Before granting the government the right to use such long-range
devices, we must answer some novel questions regarding constitutional
rights. For example, would the abihty to take a picture of all the objects
that a person is carrying amount to an invasionof privacy? Would it con
stitute an illegal search?17

What implications does this study have for banning guns altogether?
This book has not examined evidence on what the crime rate would be

if all guns could be eliminated from society—no data were present in
the data set for areas where guns were completely absent for any period
of time, but the findings do suggest how costly the transition to that
gun-free goal would be. If outlawing guns would primarily affect their
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ownership by law-abiding citizens, this research indicates that at least in
the short run, we would expect crime rates to rise.The discussionis very
similar to the debate over nuclear disarmament. A world without nuclear

weapons might be better off, but unilateraldisarmament may not be the
best way to accomplish that goal. The large stock of guns in the United
States,aswell as the easewith which illegal items such as drugs find their
way across borders implies that not only might the transition to a gun-
free world be costly (ifnot impossible), but the transition might also take
a long time.

Further, not everyone will benefitequally from the abolition of guns.
For example, criminals will still maintain a largestrength advantageover
many of their victims (such as women and the elderly). To the extent
that guns are an equalizer, their elimination will strengthen criminals
relative to physically weakvictims. As we haveseen in discussing interna
tional crime data, eliminating guns alters criminals' behavior in other
ways, such as reducing their fear of breaking into homes while the resi
dents are there.

All these discussions, of course, ignore the issuesthat led the founding
fathers to put the Second Amendment in the Constitution in the first
place—important issues that are beyond the scope of this book.18 They
believed that an armed citizenry is the ultimate bulwark against tyranni
calgovernment. Possibly our trust in government has risen so much that
we no longer fearwhat future governments might do. Having just fought
a war for their independence againsta government that had tried to con
fiscate their guns, the founding fathers felt very strongly about this issue.

What Can We Conclude?

How much confidence do I have in these results? The largest previous
study on gun control produced findings similar to those reported here
but examined only 170 citieswithin a singleyear.This book has examined
over 54,000 observations (across 3,000 counties for eighteen years)and has
controlled for a range of other factors never accounted for in previous
crime studies. I have attempted to answer numerous questions. For ex
ample, do higher arrest or conviction rates reduce crime? What about
changes in other handgun laws,such aspenalizing the use of a gun in the
commission of a crime, or the well-known waiting periods? Do income,
poverty, unemployment, drug prices, or demographic changes matter?
All these factors were found to influence crime rates, but no previous
gun study had accounted for changing criminal penalties, and this study
is the first to look at more than a few of any of these other considerations.

Preventing law-abiding citizens from carrying handguns does not end
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violence; it merely makes victims more vulnerable to attack. While
people have strong views on either side of this debate, and one study is
unlikely to end this discussion, the size and strength of my deterrence
results and the lack of evidence that holders of permits for concealed
handguns commit crimes should at least givepause to those who oppose
concealed handguns. In the final analysis, one concern unites us all: Will
allowing law-abidingcitizens to carry concealed handguns savelives? The
answer is yes, it will.



Ninp Epilogue

The Fear of Guns

A real fear about guns exists these days. Recently, I
was picked up by a taxicab driver who told me that his wife had taken
his gun and destroyed it. He had owned the gun for over twenty-five
years and had served in the military, but his wife hadn't talked to him
beforeshe destroyed it. With allthe newscoverage on the shootings, acci
dental gun deaths, and murders committed with guns, his wife was
simply terrified about keeping the gun in the home anylonger. He hadn't
tried to replace it, simply because his wife's opposition was so "emo
tional" and "strong" that it simply didn't make any sense to argue with
her. Having served in the military, the cab driver had no problem with
guns, but his wife had always refused to touch the weapon. In fact, he
wasn't even sure how it had been possible for her to touch the gun long
enough to get it removed from the house. The driver was concerned
about crime and had kept the gun around the home for self-protection,
and he had made that argument to her. But he described how his wife
was fearful that there would be an accident with the gun.

His story reminded me of my own wife's feelings aboutguns. Before I
had started this research, my home had been a "gun-free zone." More
than banning real guns, however, my wife had insistedthat our children
not even playwith toy gunsbecause shedidn't want her childrengrowing
up to be comfortable even around toy guns. I had never felt strongly
enough about the issue to argue with her; indeed, it had never occurred
to me even to bother arguing with her. I understood the cab driver's
reaction to his wife's throwing out his gun—you pick your fights in a
relationship; you simply don'tbother arguing about something that you
don't really care a lot about when your partner feels so intensely about
the issue. However, since my research into this area we have indeed pur
chased a gun.

Unfortunately, the cab driver's experience is not that unusual. A re
searcher at the University of Chicago Medical School called me about
the harassment that her husband—a policeofficer and federally licensed
firearms dealer—was facing from the city council in Muncie, Indiana.
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Her husband sold only about ten to twelve guns a year to other police
officers, and she said that with the high licensing fees, he was losing
money doing this. He simply did it as a service for the other police offi
cers. In any case, the city council wasclaiming that he had not filled out
the proper forms notifying them that he wasa dealer. He denies this and
faces fines and a possible loss of his license. The city council was appar
ently concerned about accidental gun deaths that might arise from the
guns that he sold.

The wifeof a fellow economist recently went to a doctor's office at the
Universityof Chicagohospital,where she wasasked to fill out the typical
forms about past medical history. One question askedwhether she owned
a gun. When the doctor saw that she had answered yes, the doctor
warned her about the dangers of having a gun in the home and said that
she hoped that she had it locked up. The wife countered: "Wouldn't that
defeat the whole point of having a gun?" The doctor then said, "Yes I
guess it would, but I'm required to tell you that."

Sharon Stone, the movie actress, made headlines by publicly an
nouncing her decision to giveup her guns "even though she once saved
her Life by pointing a loaded shotgun at a crazed stalker" after three tele
phone calls to 911 failed to get the police to arrive.She decided that with
all the recent violence and accidents involvingguns she was afraidof hav
ing guns in her home.1 Another reaction is the suspension from school
of sixth-graders for accidentally havinga squirt gun in their backpacks.2

PresidentClinton puts forward a program to spend $15 million to buy
guns from people livingin cities. Andrew Cuomo, the secretary of hous
ing and urban development, warns that "reducing guns reduces crime.
We know that. Reducing guns also reduces the number of accidents that
occur.... It reduces the number of suicides through guns."3

Newsweek recently devoted a specialissue to guns and violence.4 Despite
thirty-four pages on the topic, the notion of defensive gun use was not
mentioned even once. ABC's Nightline has had guests advising people not
to use firearmsfor self-defense and insteadsuggesting, "We would recom
mend and possibly assist with a review of the security of the building and
if necessary recommend further security to attend the house if they re
quire it."5 Yet we are not indoors all the time, and even being inside does
not guarantee protection.

With all the news coverage of only the bad things that happen with
guns and the constant drumbeat of claimsfrom the Clinton administra
tion, I can understand the public's reaction to guns.6

The news is also filled with brutal crimes againstwomen, but none of
the mainstream media mention the possibilityof women getting guns to
defend themselves. The assumption that the police will always be avail-
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able to protect us collides directly with the horrible event that is being
covered on the news. What should people do when the police are not
able to be there? By contrast, when bad events happen with guns the
question that is normally asked is: Are more gun controls needed? No
one asks: Did banning guns from certain areasmake the law-abiding citi
zens more vulnerable?

The followingsections will examine new data on concealed-handgun
laws and ask whether many of the new proposed reforms ranging from
safe-storage laws to one-gun-a-month rules will savelives. I then respond
to the criticisms made after my book waspublished.

Updating the Basic Results

I started this research several years ago with data from 1977 to 1992, all
the county data that were available at that time. When the book was first
published, I had updated the data through 1994. It is now possible to
expand the data even further, through 1996. This is quite important, since
so many states very recently have passed right-to-carry laws. During 1994,
Alaska, Arizona, Tennessee, and Wyoming enacted new right-to-carry
laws, and during 1995, Arkansas, Nevada, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Texas, and Utah followed suit.7 Between 1977 and 1996 a total of twenty
states had changed their laws and had them in effect for at least one
full year.8

Some commentators complained that even though my study was by
far the largest statistical crime study ever, there was simply not enough
data to properly evaluate the impact of the laws. Others suspected that
the findings were simply a result of studying relatively unusual states.9
Another criticism was that poverty was not properly accounted for.10

While the methods I used in the book were by far the most compre
hensive that I know of, I have continued to look into other methods. By
putting together an entirely new data set—using city-level informa
tion—it is possible to go beyond my previous efforts to control for
pohcing-pohcy variables such as arrest and conviction rates, number of
police per-capita, expenditures on police per capita, and a proxy for the
so-called broken-windows policing policy. The city-level data that I have
now compiled include direct information on whether a city has adopted
community policing, problem-oriented policing, and/or the broken-
windows approach.

One of the commentators on my book suggested that in addition to
year-to-year changes in the national crime rate as well as state and
county crime trends, another way to account for crime cyclesis by mea
suring whether the crime rates are falhng faster in right-to-carry states
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than in other states in their region rather than compared to just the
nation as a whole. While it is impossible to use a separate variable for
each year for each individual state, because that would falsely appear to
explain all the year-to-year changes in average crime ratesin a state, it is
possible to group states together. This new set of estimates would ac
count not only for whether the crime rates in concealed-handgun states
are falhng relative to the national crime rate but now also for whether
they are falhng relativeto the crime rates in their region. To do this, the
country is divided into five regions (Northeast, South, Midwest, Rocky
Mountains, and Pacific) and variables are added to measure the year-to-
year changes in crime by region. n All county- and city-level regressions
will employ these additional control variables.

Some have criticizedmy earlier work for not doing enough to account
for poverty rates. As a response, I haveincorporated in this section of the
book state-level measures of poverty and unemployment rates in addi
tion to all the county-level variables that accounted for these factors ear
lier in this book. The execution rates for murders in each state are now

included in estimates to explain the murder rate. Finally, new data on
the number of permits granted in different states make it easier to hnk
crime rates to the number of permits granted.

Reviewing the Basic Results

The central question is, How did crime rates changebefore and after the
right-to-carry laws went into effect? The test used earlier in this book
examined the difference in the time trends before and after the laws were

enacted.12 With the extended data and the additional variables for the

year-to-year changes in crime by region (so-called regional fixed year
effects), state poverty, unemployment, and death-penalty execution
rates, table 9.1 shows that this pattern closely resembles the pattern
found earlier in the book: violent-crime rates were risingconsistently be
fore the right-to-carry laws and falhng thereafter.13 The change in these
before-and-after trends was always extremely significant—at least at the
0.1 percentlevel.Compared to the results for tables 4.8 or 4.13, the effects
were larger for overall violent crimes, rape, robbery, and aggravated as
saultsand smaller formurder. For eachadditional yearthat the lawswere
in effect, murders fell by an additional 1.5 percent, while rape, robbery,
andaggravated assaults all fell by about by 3 percent each year. The other
variables continued to produce results similar to those that were found
earlier.14

While no previous crime study accounts for year-to-year changes in
regional crime rates, it is possible to go even beyond that and combine



Table 9.1 Reexamining the change in time trends before and after the adoption of nondiscretionary laws, using
additional data for 1995 and 1996

Change in the crime rate from
the difference in the annual

change in crime rates in the
yearsbefore and after the
adoption of the right-to-
carry law (annual rate of
change after the law —
annual rate of change before
the law)

Percent change in various crime rates for changes in explanatory variables

Violent Aggravated Property
crime Murder Rape Robbery assault crime Burglary Larceny

-2.3%* -1.5%* -3.2%* -3.0%* -1.6%* -2.5%* -0.9%*

Auto

theft

-2.1%*

Note: This tableusescounty-level violent and property-crime data from the Uniform Crime Report that were not available when I originally wrote the book. All regres
sions useweighted leastsquares, where the weighting is eachcounty'spopulation. The regressions correspond to those in tables 4.8and4.13. The one difference from the
earlier estimatesis that these regressions now alsoallow the regional fixedeffects to vary by year.
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different approaches. Including not only the factors accounted for in
table 9.1 but also individual state time trends produces similar results.
The annual dechnes in crime from right-to-carry laws are greater for
murder (2.2 percent), rape (3.9 percent), and robbery rates (4.9 percent),
while the impact on aggravated assaults (0.8 percent) and the property
crime rates (0.9 percent) is smaller.

Figures 9.1-9.5 illustrate how the violent-crime rates vary before and
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Years before and after the adoption of concealed-handgun laws

Figure 9.1. The effectof concealed-handgun laws on violentcrimes
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Figure 9.2. The effectof concealed-handgun laws on murders
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Figure 9.3. The effect of concealed-handgun lawson rapes
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Figure 9.4. The effect of concealed-handgun lawson robberies

after the implementation of right-to-carrylaws when both the hnear and
squared time trends are employed. Despite expanding the data through
1996 so that the legal changesin ten additional states could be examined,
the results are similar to those previously shown in figures 4.5—4.9.15 As
in the earlier results, the longer the laws are in effect, the larger the de
cline in violent crime. The most dramatic results are again for rape and
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Figure 9.5. The effect of concealed-handgun laws on aggravated assaults

robbery rates,whichwere rising before the right-to-carry lawwas passed
and falhng thereafter. Robbery rates continue rising during the first full
year that the lawis in effect, but the rate of increase slows and begins to
fallby the secondyear. It is this continuedincrease in robbery rateswhich
keeps the violent crimes as a whole from immediately dechning. While
aggravated assaults were falhng on average before the right-to-carry law
was adopted, figure 9.5 shows that the rate of decline accelerated after
the law went into effect.

What Determines the Number of Permits Issued

and What Is the Net Benefit from Issuing

Another Permit?

The Number of Permits

The relationship between the percentage of the population with permits
and the changes in crime rates is central to much of the debate over the
right to carry. My previous work was based on the number of permits
issued for counties in Oregon and Pennsylvania as well as on discussions
with various government officials on what types of counties issued the
most permits. The comparison across states assumed that what created
the difference in permit rates across counties also applied across states.
Some more state-level data have now become available on permit rates,
but such data are still relatively scarce. In addition to Florida, Oregon,
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and Pennsylvania, I have also acquired some annual permit-rate data up
to 1996 for Alaska, Arizona, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, and

Wyoming, though these states had these rules in effect for no more than
a few years.

While these data are limited, they allow us to examine what factors
determine permitting rates,which in turn lets us link the permitting rate
to changes in crime. Permit prices, the amount of training required to
get a permit, the length of time that permitting rules have been in effect,
and the crime rate are all important factors in determining how many
people will get permits. Permitting fees and prices charged for training
courses are expected to reduce the number of permits issued,but another
important cost of getting a permit is the time spent meeting the require
ments. This is not to say that there are not also benefits from training
(that is a separate issue), but in the narrow issue of how many permits
will be issued, there is no doubt that longer training requirements dis
courage some people from getting permits.

What permitting rules are in place largely depends upon when the
laws were first enacted. States that adopted right-to-carry laws more re
cently tend to have more restrictivelicensingrequirements. For example,
the three states (Alaska, Arizona, and Texas) requiring at least ten hours
of training adopted their rules during the last few years of the sample,
and Arizona is the only right-to-carry state that requires additional train
ing when permits are renewed. Six of the eight states with permitting
fees of at least $100 have also enacted the law during the last few years.
This raises the concern that the drops in crime from the passage of right-
to-carry laws may be smaller in the states that have most recently
adopted these laws simply because they have issued fewer permits.

Based on state-level data, table 9.2 shows the impact of permit fees,
training requirements, and how long (in years) the law has been in effect.
Because the evidence indicates that the number of new permits is likely
to trail offover time, the estimates include both the number of years the
law has been in effectand the number of yearssquared.Fees and training
requirements were first investigated without square terms. Notice that
only a small fraction of the population gets permits, ranging from less
than 1 percent to 6 percent. With that in mind, the regression results
show that for each $10 increasein fees, the population getting permits is
reduced by about one half of a percentagepoint. And requiring five hours
of training (rather than none) reduces the number of permits by about
two-thirds of a percentage point. In a typical state without any fees or
training requirements, the percentage of the population with permits
would grow from about 3 percent to a little less than 6 percent after a
decade.
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Table 9.2 What determines the rate at which people obtain
permits?

5 yearsafter 10years
the law has after the law

passed, has passed,
5-hour assuming no assuming no

$10 increase increase in fee or fee or

in permit training training training
fee requirement requirement requirement

Percentage of the -.5%* -.6%* 4.8%* 6A%*

state population
with permits

*The result is significantat the 1 percent level for a two-tailedt-test.

I also ran more complicatedspecifications includingsquared terms for
fees and training requirements. They give similar results: fees discourage
people from obtainingpermits over almost the entire range (until fees go
over $130, which is near the highest fee in the sample—$140 for Texas).
Anecdotal evidencefrom newspapers indicates that yet another factor is
important: the fear of an attack. Thus, crime and multiple-victim public
shootings increase gun sales and concealed-handgun permits.16 Other
variables, such as violent-crime rates, murder rates, the number of

multiple-victim public shootings, or the death rate from those attacks,
are also important for determining how many people get permits, but
they do not alter the impact of the previously mentioned variables. Each
additional multiple-victim public shooting increases a state's number of
permits by about two-tenths of a percentage point, and each additional
person who is killed in such a shooting (per 1 milhon people hving in a
state) increases handgun permits by one-tenth of a percentage point.

The Crime Rate and the EstimatedNumber of Concealed Handguns

The above estimates allow us to revisit the impact of permits and crime
rates. While the time-series data on permits issued in different states are
relativelyshort, we do havedetailedinformation on the factors that help
determine the number of permits (the fees, training requirements,
and how long the law has been in effect). The results from the specifica
tion shown in table 9.2 were used to construct "predicted values." Con
structing a predicted percentage of a state's population with permits
allows us to do more than relying on how crime rates change over time
or on the anecdotal evidence I obtained from surveying different state
permitting agencies.
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These new results using state-level data, shown in table 9.3, indicate
that violent-crime rates fell acrossthe board as more permits were issued,
with the largest drop occurring for robberies. These results correspond
closely to the diagrams reported in figures 4.6—4.9 and 7.1—7.4, which in
dicate that robberies and rapes are most dramatically affected by the
number of years that right-to-carry laws are in effect. The coefficients
imply that for every 1,000 additional people with permits, there are 0.3
fewer murders, 2.4fewer rapes, 21 fewer robberies, and 14.1 fewer aggra
vated assaults.17 On the other hand, with the exception of burglary,prop
erty crime remained statistically unchanged as more people obtained
permits.

Would society benefit from more people getting permits? As already
noted, obtaining a permit costs money and takes time. Carrying around
a gun is also inconvenient, and many states impose penalties if the gun
does not remain concealed.18 On the positive side, permit holders benefit
from having the gun for protection and might also come to the rescue
of others. But perhaps just as important are the benefits to general crime
deterrence produced by concealed-carry laws, for they also help protect
others indirectly, as criminals do not know which people can defend
themselves until they attack. This raises the real risk that too few people
will get permits, as permit holders personally bear all these costs but
produce large benefits for others.

Whether too few permits are being issued depends on how the crime
rate changes as more and more permits are issued and whether it is the
permit holder or the general publicwho primarily reaps the benefit from
more concealed carry.

The impact of increasing the number of permits on crime is shown in
table 9.3, column 1. However, the impact does not need to be constant
as more people get permits. Indeed, there may well exist what econo
mists call "diminishing returns"—that is, the crime-reducing benefits
from another person getting a permit falls as more people get permits.
The reason behind this is twofold: first, those most at risk could be the

first to get permits; second, once one adult in a public setting (e.g., a
store) has a concealed handgun, the additional benefit from a second or
third person being armed should be relatively smaller.

But it is also conceivablethat the probability that a victim can defend
herself must rise above a certain threshold before it does much to dis

courage criminals. For instance, if only a few women brandish guns, a
would-be rapist may beheve that a defensive use is simply an exception
and go after another woman. Perhaps if a large enough percentage of
women defend themselves, the would-be rapist would decide that the
risk to himself is too high.



Table 9.3 Using the predicted percent of the population with permits to explain the changes in different crime
rates for state data

Violent crime

One-percentage-point change
in the share of the state

population with permits

(i)

-1%*

Murder -A%***

Rape -1%*

Robbery -13.6%*

Pattern when a quadratic term
is added for the percent of the
population with permits

(2)

Drop reaches its maximum when
23% of the population has
permits
Drop reaches its maximum when
8% of the population has permits
Drop is increasing at an
increasingrate as more people
get permits
Drop tapers off, but so slowly
that it is still fallingwhen 100
percent of the population has
permits

Number by which total crimes are reduced when
an additional 1 percent of the population obtains
permits in 1996, using the estimates from
column 1 for states that had a right-to-carry law
in effect by that year
(3)

432 lives saved

3,862 fewer rapes

35,014 fewer robberies



Aggravated
assault

-5%**

Property -2.6%'

cnme

Burglary -10%*

Larceny
Auto theft

-.6%

-3%

Drop reaches its maximum when
6 percent of the population has
permits
Drop continues at a constant rate

Drop is increasing at an
increasingrate as more people
get permits
No significant pattern
Drop reaches its maximum when
3 percent of the population has
permits

28,562 fewer aggravated assaults

144,227 fewer burglaries

27,922 fewer larcenies
21,254 fewer auto thefts

Note: Using the National Institute of Justice estimates of whatcrimecosts victimsto estimate the net savings from 1percent moreof the population obtaining permits (or
of eachadditional permit) in 1998 dollars, the cost is reduced by $3.45 billion ($2,516 per permit).
*The result is significantat the 1percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is significantat the 5 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
***The result is significantat the 15percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
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One can test for diminishing returns from more permits by using a
squared term for the percentageof the population with permits. The re
sults (shown in column 2) indicate that right-to-carry states experience
additional drops in all the violent-crime categories when more permits
are issued. For murder, rape, and robbery, all states experience further
reductions in crime from issuing more permits, though diminishing re
turns appear for murder and aggravated assault. (Only one state—Penn
sylvania—approaches the number of permits beyondwhich there would
be httle further reduction in aggravated assaults from issuing more per
mits.) An important word of caution is in order here. These particular
estimates of the percentage of the population that minimizes crime are
rather speculative, because they represent predictions outside the range
for which observedpermit levels are available. (We thus cannot use these
results to predict with confidence what would happen if a state got up
to, say, 8 percent having permits.) Still, there is httle doubt that issuing
additional permits beyondwhat we have today lowers crime.

Chapter 5 employed county-levelpermit data from Oregon and Penn
sylvania and used the estimated victimization costs from the National
Institute of Justice to determine the net benefit to society from issuing
an additional permit. Similar estimates can be made for the thirty-one
states issuing permits in 1996: each one-percentage-point increase in the
population obtaining permits is associated with a $3.45 bilhon annual net
saving to crime victims (in 1998 dollars). Each additionalpermit produces
a total societal benefit of $2,500 per year. While this estimate is smaller
than my earlier figures for Oregon and Pennsylvania, the total benefits
greatly exceed the total costs of getting a permit. In other words, the
numbers suggest that not enough permits are being issued.

The results also indicate that permitting fees are highly detrimental.
For each $10increase in fees, the percentage of the population with per
mits falls by one half of one percentage point. For the thirty-one states
with right-to-carry laws, this increases victimizationcosts by $1.7 billion.
The large effect from higher permitting fees might be due to the poorest
and most vulnerable being especially discouraged from obtaining a per
mit. Blacks living in higher-crime urban areas benefit disproportionately
from concealed-handgun permits. High feesare more likely to deter indi
viduals from carrying guns when those individuals are poor. When fees
are high, there may be a smaller crime-reduction benefit from right-to-
carry laws even if the same percentage of the population were to obtain
permits.

To test this, I reestimated the relationship between predicted permits
and crime by also including the direct impact of permit fees on the crime
rate.19 The regressions for violent crime, murder, robbery, and aggravated
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assault all indicate that, holding constant the percentage of the popula
tion with permits, higher fees greatly reduce the benefit from right-to-
carry laws. For example, the drop in robberies from one percent of the
population havingpermits is about two percentage points smaller when
the fee is raised from $10 to $50.

Updating the Evidence on Who Benefits

from Permits

While the preceding results rehed on state-leveldata, we know from pre
vious work (already presented in this book) that different parts of states
obtained greatly varying benefits from issuing permits. This finding is
confirmed with the new, updated data. But I will here discussa somewhat
different specification, linking the changes in crime more closely to the
issuing of more permits. The percentage of the population with permits
is interacted with the percentage of the adult population in a county that
is over sixty-four years of age, the population density per square mile,
the percentage that is black, the percentage that is female, and per-capita
personal income. The earlier interactions in chapter 4, reported with
county population, are skipped over here because they again produce
results that are extremely similar to the regressions with an interaction
for population density.20

The results reported in figures 9.6—9.9 are all quite statistically signifi
cant and imply the same pattern reported earlier when using the data
through 1992. The benefits of right-to-carry laws are not uniform across
counties. Counties with a high portion of elderly people, blacks, and fe
males—the most vulnerable victims—all benefit disproportionately
more from concealed-handgun laws. So do those living in counties that
are densely populated.

Certain crime patterns do emerge. For example, in counties with
many elderly people (23 percent of the population over age sixty-four)
right-to-carry laws have a large deterrent effect against aggravated as
saults and robberies but seem to have a relatively small effect on rapes.
In contrast, counties with few elderly individuals (7 percent of their pop
ulation over sixty-four years of age) have only about a third of the drop
in violent crime that counties with many elderly people have. Heavily
black areas benefit the most through reductions in robberies and rapes,
while areas where women make up a larger share of the population and
those living in the wealthiest areas obtain the largest benefits from drops
in aggravated assaults and rapes. The benefit for blacks is very large. In
creasing the percentage of the black population in a county from half the
mean (4.4 percent) to two standard deviations above the mean (37 per-
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Violent _ _ .. •„*crime Murder Rape Robbery assa[i]t

11/2 Mean population that is over
64 years old (0.071535)

i Mean population that is over 64]yearsolcT(0.14307)

]Mean population that is over 64
years old plus one standard
deviation (0.1842)

IMeanpopulation that is over64
jyears old plus two standard
deviations (0.2254)

Violent-crime categories

Figure 9.6. Howdoes the change in crimefrom nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
lawsoccur in counties with relatively more people over agesixty-four?
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11/2 Mean population density per
square mile (82)

jMean population density per
Isquare mile(163.9)

, Mean population density per
square mile plus one standard

deviation (703)
]Meanpopulation densityper
jsquare mile plus two standard
deviations (1242)

Figure 9.7. Howdoes the change in crimefrom nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws occur in the most densely populated counties?

cent) increases the reduction in violent crime from right-to-carry laws
from about one percentage point to over seven percentage points.

Unlike the earlier data presented in chapter 4, which represented
crime through 1992, not all the statesadoptingright-to-carrylaws during
1993-1996 moved from a discretionary to a nondiscretionary law. Some
states had previously prohibited the carrying of concealed handguns.
Thisis important because one of the reasons that I examined the interac
tions of population or population density with right-to-carry laws was
that state government officials had told me that under a discretionary
system lower-population counties had already tended to be more liberal
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1/2 Mean population that is black
(4.4)
Mean population that is black
(8.8)

Mean population that is black plus
one standard deviation (23)

Mean population that is black plus
two standard deviations (37.2)

Violent-crime categories

Figure 9.8. How does the change in crime from nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
lawsvary with the percentage of a county's population that is black?

Violent ... _ _ .. Aggravated
crime Murder **pe Robbery assault

11/2 Mean per-capita income
($5,605)

BMean per-capita income
($11,210)

DMean per-capita income plus one
standard deviation ($13,787)

BMean per-capita income plus two
standard deviations ($16,364)

Violent-crime categories

Figure 9.9. How does the changein crime from nondiscretionary concealed-handgun
laws vary with county per-capita income?

in granting permits. Higher-population counties were thus expected to
experience the largest increase in issuing permits and thus the largest
drops in violent crime after a nondiscretionary system was adopted. In
fact, I find that the more populous counties in states changing from dis
cretionary to nondiscretionary lawshad a statisticallybigger relative drop
in violent-crime rates than states that changed from banning concealed
handguns to nondiscretionary laws.

These updated results confirm my earlier findings that those who are
relatively weaker physically (women and the elderly) and those who are
most likely to be crime victims (blacks and those living in urban areas)
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tend to benefit the most from the passage of right-to-carry laws. Taken
together, these results indicate that legislators should be sensitive not
only to the costs of running the permitting program, but also to how
the rules affect the number and types of people who get permits. Focus
ing only on setting fees to recoup the costs of the permitting system will
end up being financially short sighted.

How Sensitive Are the Results to

Different Specifications?

While I have tried to control for all sorts of factors that might explain
changes in crime over time, it is indeed possible to get overzealous and
account for too many variables. Including variables that do not really
affect crime can actuallycreateproblemssimilar to excludingfactors that
should be included. Take a simple example of explaining how the stock
market, say the Dow Jones industrials, changes over time. Obvious vari
ablesto include would be the interest rate and the expectedgrowth in the
economy, but many other variables—many of dubious importance—
could possibly also be included. The problem arises when such variables
are correlated to changes in stock prices merely by chance. An extreme
case would be including the prices of various grocery store products. A
store might sell thousands of items, and one—say, the price of peanut
butter—might happen to be highly correlatedwith the stock prices over
the particular period examined.We know that peanut butter has little to
do with explainingoverallstock prices, but if it just accidentally happens
to move up and down with the movements in the stock market, other
variables (like the interest rate) may no longer prove to bestatisticallysig
nificant.

There are ways to protect against this "dubious variable" problem.
One is to expand the sample period. If no true causal relationship exists
between the two variables, the probability that this coincidence will con
tinue to occur during future years is low. And this is exactlywhat I have
done as more data have become available: first by looking at data through
1992, then extending them to 1994, and now up until 1996. Another ap
proach guarding against the "dubious variable" problem is to replicate
the same test in many differentplaces. Again, this is exactlywhat I have
done here: I have studied the impact of right-to-carry laws in different
states at different times. As charged by many a critic,it is still conceivable
that some other factor just happened to occur also when an individual
state passed the law, but the probability of mere coincidence falls as the
experiences of more and more statesare examined. It is alsopossible that
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adding variables that don't belong can cause you to get a more significant
result for other factors than is warranted.

Generally, excluding variables that should be included is a more sig
nificant problem than including variables that should not be included,
and in general I have tried to err on the side of including whatever pos
sible factors can be included. Indeed, a strong case can be made that one
must be careful not to include too many variables like state time trends,
which can be endlessly added on and have little theoretical justification.
Still, I do not consider any of these variables to be similar to the price of
peanut butter at the local grocery store in the previous discussion, but
obviouslysome researchers might believe that some variablesshould not
be included. One way to investigate this issue is to include only those
variables that different investigators view as relevant. In the early stages
of my research, when I presented my original research as a working paper
at seminars, I asked participants for other factors that should be included,
and some of their comments were very helpful. I also tried in vain to ask
pro-gun-control researchers what variables they wanted me to include in
the regressions, but (as discussed in chapter 7) they did not make any
suggestionswhen my initial researchwascirculated for comments. What
comments they made after the publicity broke claimed that I had not
controlled for factors that I had indeed accounted for.

Since the original research immediately received a lot of attention, I
have let my critics decide for themselves what variables should be in
cluded by simply giving them complete access to the data. I know from
personal communication that some critics(such as Black and Nagin)did
indeed examine numerous different specifications.21

A more systematic, if time-consuming, approach is to try all possible
combinations of these so-calledcontrol variables—factorswhich may be
interesting but are included so that we can be sure of the importance of
some other "focus" variables.22 In my regressions to explain crime rates
there are at least nine groups of control variables—population density,
waiting periods and background checks, penalties for using guns in the
commission of a crime, per-capita income, per-capita unemployment in
surance payments, per-capita income maintenance payments, retirement
payments per person for those over sixty-five, state poverty rate, and
state unemployment rate.23 To run all possible combinations of these
nine groups of control variables requires 512 regressions. The regressions
for murder rates also require a tenth control variable for the death-
penalty execution rate and thus results in 1,024 combinations of control
variables. Given the nine different crime categories, this amounts to
5,120 regressions.
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Thisapproachisdecidedly biased toward not finding a consistenteffect
of the right-to-carrylaws, because it includes many combinations ofcon
trol variables that no researcher thinks are correct specifications. Indeed,
even the strongest, best-accepted empirical relationships usuallyfail this
test.24 Sincedifferent people will have differentpreferences for what vari
ables should be included, this massive set of results makes sense only if
one knows what variables produce what results. If a range of conflicting
estimates are then produced, people can judge for themselveswhat they
think the "true" range of the estimates is.

Two sets of variables have been primarily used to test the impact of
right-to-carry laws: crime trends before and after the adoption of right-
to-carry laws and the percentage of peoplewith permits. Yet another di
vision is possible by focusing on counties with a large number of people
to avoid the difficulty that low-population counties frequently have zero
murder or rape rates and thus have "undefined" arrest rates.25 Eliminat
ing counties with fewer than 20,000 people removes about 70percent of
the missing arrest ratios for murder while sacrificing 20 percent of the
observations (the population-weighted frequencies are 23and 6 percent,
respectively). Droppingout more populous counties reduces the sample
size but has virtually no impact on further reducing the frequency of
missing arrest rates. Even if I limit the estimates to the full sample and
counties with more than 20,000 people, combining that with the two
other types of specifications now results in 20,480 regressions. Because of
all the concerns over possible crime trends, all estimates include variables
to account for the average differences across counties and yearsaswell as
by year within region aswell as the thirty-six demographic variables.26

Figures 9.10-9.13 present the range of estimates associated with these
different combinations of variables and specifications, both in terms of
their extreme bounds and their median value. What immediately stands
out when one examines all these estimates is how extremely consistent
the violent-crime results are. For example, take figure 9.10. A one-
percentage-point change in people with permits lowers violent-crime
rates by 4.5—7.2 percent. Indeed, all the estimates (over two thousand of
them) for overall violent crime, murder, rape, robbery, and aggravated
assault indicate that increases in permits reduce crime. All the combi
nations of the other ten sets of control variables imply that a one-
percentage-point increase in the population holding permits reduces
murder ratesby2—3.9 percent annually. Compared to the state-level data,
the benefits from right-to-carry laws are much smaller for robbery and
much larger for aggravated assaults.

Figure 9.11 uses the simplebefore-and-after trends to examine the im
pact of the right-to-carry laws, and the results for the violent-crimerates
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Figure 9.10. Sensitivity of the relationship between the percentage of the population
with permits and annual changes in crime rates: data for all counties
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Figure 9.11. Sensitivity of the relationshipbetween right-to-carry laws and annual
changes in crime rates: data for all counties

are generally consistent with those shown in figure 9.10. Again, all the
violent-crime-rate regressions show the same direction of impact from
the concealed-handgun law. The median estimated declines in violent-
crime rates are quite similar to those initially reported in table 9. 1. For
each additional year that the right-to-carry laws are in effect, violent
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crimes decline by 2.4 percent, murders by 1.6 percent, rapes and aggra
vated assaults by over 3 percent, and robberies by 2.7 percent.

With the notable exception of burglaries, which consistently decline,
figures 9.10 and 9.11 provide mixed evidence for whether right-to-carry
laws increase or decrease other property crimes. Even when one focuses
on estimates of one type, such as those using the percentage of the popu
lation with permits, the county- and state-level data yield inconsistent
results. Yet while the net effectof right-to-carry lawson larceny and auto
theft is not clear, one conclusion can be drawn: the passage of right-to-
carry laws has a consistently larger deterrent effect against violent crimes
than property crimes and may even be associated with increases in prop
erty crimes.

Figures 9.12 and 9.13 limit the sample to the more populous counties
and continue reaching very similar results. For counties with more than
20,000 people, the estimate ranges are always of the same sign and have
magnitudes similar to those results which examined all the counties.
Both figures also looked at the sensitivity of the overall violent-crime
rate for counties over 100,000. The range of estimates wasagainvery simi
lar, though they implied a slightly larger benefit than for the more popu
lous counties. For example, figure 9.12 shows that in counties with more
than 20,000 people violent crime declinesby between 5.4and 7.4percent
age points for each additional 1 percent of the population with permits,
while the analogous drop for counties with more than 100,000 people is
between 5.8 and 8.7percentage points.

A total of 13,312 regressions for the various violent-crime categories
are reported in this section. The evidence clearlyindicates that right-to-
carry laws are always associated with reductions in violent crime, and 89
percent of the results are statistically significant at least at the 1 percent
level. The results are not sensitive to including particular control vari
ables and always show that the benefits from these laws increase over
time as more people obtain permits. The 8,192 regressions for property
crime imply a less consistent relationship between right-to-carry laws
and property crime, but even when drops in property crime are observed,
the declines are smaller than the decrease in violent crime.

While limiting the sample size to only larger-population counties pro
videsone possible method of dealingwith "undefined" arrest rates, it has
a serious drawback—information is lost by throwing out those counties
with fewer than 20,000 people. Another approach is to control for either
the violent- or property-crime arrest rate depending upon whether the
crime rate being studied is that of violent or property crime. Even if a
county has zero murders or rapes in a particular year, virtually all count
ies have at least some violent or property crime, thus eliminating the
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"undefined" arrest rate problem and still allowing us to account for
county-level changes over time in the effectiveness of law enforcement.
This approach also helps mitigate any spurious relationship between
crime and arrest rates that might arise because the arrest rate is a func
tion of the crime rate. Reestimating the 4,096 regressions in figure 9.10
for murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, auto theft, burglary, and
larceny with this new measure of arrest rates again produces very simi
lar results.

City Crime Data

County data, rather than city data, allow the entire country to be exam
ined. This is important, since,obviously, not everyone lives in cities.Such
data further allow us to deal with differences in how permits are issued,
such as the discretion states grant to local law enforcement. Relying on
county data allows a detailed analysis of many important factors, such as
arrest and conviction rates, the number of police, expenditures on police,
(sometimes) prison sentences, and proxies for policing policies like the
so-called broken-windows strategy (according to which police focus on
lessseriousproperty crimes asa means of reducing overallviolent crime).
Yet a drawbackwith county data is that policingpolicies cannot be dealt
with well, for such policy decisions are made at the level of individual
police departments—not at the county level.27 With a few exceptions
such as San Francisco, Philadelphia, and New York, where county and
city boundaries coincide, only city-level data can be used to study these
issues.

The focus of my research is guns and crime, but I had to make sure
that I accounted for whatever policing policies are being employed.28
Three policing strategies dominate the discussion: community-oriented
policing, problem-orientedpolicing, and the broken-windows approach.
While community-oriented policing is said to involve local community
organizationsdirectly in the policingeffort, problem-oriented policing is
sometimes viewed as a less intrusive version of the broken-windows pol
icy. Problem-oriented policingbegan as directing patrols on the basis of
identified crime patterns but nowadays involves the police in everything
from cleaning housing projects and surveying their tenants to helping
citizensdesign parking garages to reduce auto theft.29 An extensiveWest-
law database search was conducted to categorize which cities adopted
which policing strategies aswell as their adoption and rescission dates.30

Other recent research of mine demonstrates the importance of racial
and gender hiring decrees on the effectiveness of police departments.31
When hiring rules are changedso as to create equal pass rates on hiring
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exams across different racial groups—typically by replacing intelligence
tests with what some claim are arbitrary psychological tests—the evi
dence indicates that the quality of new hires falls across the board. And
the longer these new hiring policies are in place, the more detrimental
the effect on police departments. As with the right-to-carrylaws, simple
before-and-after trends were included to measure the changing impact
of these rules over time.

Let us return to the main focus, guns and crime. To examine the im
pact of right-to-carry laws, the following list of variables has been ac
counted for: citypopulation, arrest rate by type of crime, unemployment
rate, percentage of families headed by females, family poverty rate, me
dian family income,per-capita income, percentage of the population liv
ing belowpoverty, percentage of the population that is white, percentage
that is black, percentage that is Hispanic, percentage that is female, per
centage that is less than five years of age, percentage that is between five
and seventeen, percentage that is between eighteen and twenty-five, per
centagethat isbetween twenty-six andsixty-four, percentagethat issixty-
five and older,median population age, percentage of the population over
age twenty-five with a high school diploma, percentage of the popula
tion over age twenty-five with a college degree, and other types of gun-
control laws (waiting periods, background checks, and additional penal
ties for using guns in the commission of a crime). As with the earlier
county- and state-level data,variables are included to measure the length
of state waitingperiods,aswell as the change in average crime rates from
state waitingperiods,background checks, penalties for using a gun in the
commission of crime, and whether the federal Bradylaw altered existing
state rules. Again, all estimates include variables to account for the aver
age differences across countiesand years aswell as by yearwithin region.

Table 9.4 provides strong evidence that even when detailed infor
mation on policing policies is taken into account, passing concealed-
handgun lawsdeters violent crime. The benefit in terms of reduced mur
der rates is particularly large, with a drop of 2.7 percent each additional
year that the right-to-carry law is in effect. The drop experienced for
rapes is 1.5percent per year. The one violent crime for which the decline
is not statistically significant is aggravated assault. On the other hand,
property crimes increase after the adoption of right-to-carry laws, con
firming some of the earlier findings.

Consent decrees—which mandate police hiring rules that ensure
equal pass rates by race and sex—significantly and adversely affect all
crime categories but rape. For each additional year that the consent de
cree is in effect, overall violent crimes rise by 2.4 percent and property
crimes rise by 1.9percent.



Table 9.4 Accounting for policing policies using city-level data

Percent change in various crime rates for changes in explanatory variables

Violent

crime Murder

Changein the crime rate from —\.2%** —2.1%*
the difference in the annual

change in crime rates in the
yearsbefore and after the
adoption of a right-to-carry
law (annual rate of change
after the law — annual rate

of changebefore the law)
Changein the crime rate after 2.4%* 0.4%*

imposition of a consent
decree regarding the hiring
of police officers

Change in the average crime —3.3%a 2.2%
rate after implementation of
community policing

Aggravated Property Auto
Rape Robbery assault crime Burglary Larceny theft

-1.5%** -1.0%* -0.6 0.92%** 1.0%* 0.7%** 1.2%*

-0.27% 3.5%* 1.4 1.9%* 2.4%* 2.0%* 0.5%*

-4.9%a -1.7%b -2.5%b 1.656* -1.2%c 2.5%a 7.7%a



Change in the average crime 2.4% -4.1% -4.5% 3.6% 2.6% 1.8% -1.8% ~2.7%c 24.9%a
rate after implementation of
problem-orientated policing

Changein the average crime -0.8% 6.7%c ~10.1%a -3.8% 2.3% -6.4%a -5.6%a -12.3%a 18.2%a
rate after implementation of
broken-window policing

Averagecrime rate after 9.3% 14.7%d 6.8% 7.9%d 15.8%c -0.6% 2.7% -4.9% 11%
adoption of one-gun-a-
month purchase rule

Change in the average crime 9.6%a 18.4%a 11.9% 4.1% 17.2%a 13%a 10.6%b 14.3%c 11%C
rate in a state after a

neighboring state adopts a
one-gun-a-month rule

•The result is significantat the 1 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
bTheresult is significant at the 5 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
cThe result is significantat the 10percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
dTheresult is significant at the 12 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
*The F-testis significantat the 1 percent level.
**TheF-test is significantat the 5 percent level.
***The F-testis significant at the 10percent level.
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The evidence for the before-and-after average crime rates for the
different types of policing policies is more mixed, and my research does
not attempt to deal with issues of why the different rules were adopted
to begin with.32 In ten cases, the policing policies produce significant re
ductions in crime,but in sixcases there are significant increases in crime.
Including cases that are not statistically significant still produces no con
sistent pattern: the policingpolicies are associated with declines in crime
in fifteen cases and increases in twelve cases. A possible explanation for
such results might be that adopting new policing policies reallocates re
sources within the police department, causing some crime rates to go
down while others go up. Indeed, each of the three policing policies is
associated with increases in some categories of crime and decreases in
others. It is difficult to pick out many patterns, but community policing
reduces violent crimes at the expenseof increasedproperty crimes.

Revisiting Multiple-Victim Public Shootings

Student eyewitnesses and shooting victims of the Pearl
HighSchool(Mississippi) rampage used phrases like
"unreal" and "like a horror movie" as they testified
Wednesday about seeingLukeWoodham methodically
point his deer rifleat them and pull the trigger at least
six times The day's most vivid testimony came from
a gutsy hero of the day. Assistant principal JoelMyrick
heard the initial shot and watched Woodham choosing
his victims. When Woodham appeared headed for a sci
ence wing where early classes were already under way,
Myrick ran for his pickup and grabbed his .45-caliber pis
tol. He rounded the school building in time to see
Woodham leavingthe school and getting into his moth
er's white Chevy Corsica. He watched its back tires
smoke from Woodham's failure to remove the parking
brake. Then he ordered him to stop. "I had my pistol's
sights on him. I could see the whites of his knuckles" on
the steering wheel, Myricksaid.He reached into the car
and opened the driver-side door, then ordered Woodham
to lie on the ground. "I put my foot on his back area and
pointed my pistol at him," Myrick testified.33

Multiple-victim public shootings were not a central
issue in the gun debate when I originally finished writing this book in
the spring of 1997. My results on multiple-victim public shootings, pre
sented in chapter 5, were obtained long before the first public school at
tacks occurred in October 1997. Since that time, two of the eight public
school shootings (Pearl, Mississippi, and Edinboro, Pennsylvania) were
stopped only when citizens with guns interceded.34 In the Pearl, Missis-
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sippi, case, Myrick stopped the killer from proceeding to the nearby ju
nior high school and continuing his attack there. These two cases also
involved the fewest people harmed in any of the attacks. The armed citi
zens managed to stop the attackers well before the police even had ar
rived at the scene—Ax/i minutes before in the Pearl, Mississippi, case and
11 minutes before in Edinboro.

In a third instance, at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado,
an armed guard was able to delay the attackers and allow many students
to escape the building, even though he was assigned to the school be
cause he had failed to passhis shooting proficiency test. The use of home
made grenades, however, prevented the guard from fighting longer.
There is some irony in Dylan Klebold, one of the two killers, strongly
opposing the proposed right-to-carry law that was being considered in
Colorado at the time of the massacre.35 In the attack on the Jewishcom
munity center in Los Angeles in which five people were wounded, the
attacker had apparently "scouted three of the West Coast's most promi
nent Jewish institutions—the Museum of Tolerance, the Skirball Cul
tural Center and the University of Judaism—but found security too
tight."36

It is remarkable how little public discussion there has been on the
topicof allowing peopleto defend themselves. It hasonly been since 1995
that we havehad a federal lawbanningguns bypeopleother than police
within one thousand feet of a school.37

Together with my colleague William Landes, I compiled data on all
the multiple-victim publicshootings occurringin the United Statesfrom
1977 to 1995, during which time fourteen states adopted right-to-carry
laws. As with earlier numbers reported in this book, the incidents we
considered were cases with at least twopeoplekilled or injured in a pub
lic place. We excluded gang wars or shootings that were by-products of
another crime, such as robbery. The United States averaged twenty-one
such shootings annually, with an average of 1.8 people killed and 2.7
wounded in each incident.

What can stop these attacks? We examined a range of different gun
laws, including waiting periods, aswellthe frequency and level ofpunish
ment. However, while arrest and conviction rates, prison sentences, and
the death penalty reduce murders generally, they have no significant
effect on public shootings. There is a simple reason for this: Those who
commit these crimes usually die in the attack. They are killed in the
attack or, as in the Colorado shooting, they commit suicide. The normal
penalties simply do not apply.

In the deranged mindsof the attackers, their goal is to kill and injure
as many peopleaspossible. Someappear to do it for the publicity, which
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Years before and after adoption of right-to-carrylaw

Figure 9.14. Murders from multiple-victim public shootings per 100,000 people: data
from 1977 to 1995

is related to the harm inflicted. Some may do it only because they value
harming others. The best way to prevent these attacks might therefore
be to limit the carnagethey can causeif they do attack. We find only one
policy that effectively accomplishes this: the passage of right-to-carry
laws.

When different states passed right-to-carry laws during the nineteen
years we studied, the number of multiple-victim public shootings de
clined by a whopping84percent. Deaths from all these shootings plum
meted by 90percent, and injuries by82percent. Figure9.14 demonstrates
how the raw number of attacks changes before and after the passage of
right-to-carry laws. The extensive research that we have done indicates
that these results hold up very well when the long list of factors dis
cussed in this book is taken into account. The very few attacks that still
occur in states after enactment of right-to-carry laws tend to occur in
particular places where concealed handguns are forbidden, such as
schools.

The reason why the deterrent effect on multiple-victim public attacks
is greater than on attacks on individual victims is fairly straightforward.
Say the probability that a victim has a permitted concealed handgun is 5
percent. That will raise the expected costs to the criminal and produce
some deterrence. Yetif one hundred adults are present on a train or in a
restaurant, even if the probability that any one of them will be able to
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offer a defense is only 5 percent, the probability that at least someone
there has a permitted concealed handgun is near 100 percent.38 The re
sults for multiple-victim publicshootings are consistentwith the central
findings of this book: as the probability that victims are going to be able
to defend themselves increases, the level of deterrence increases.

Concealed-handgun lawsalso have an important advantageover uni
formed police, for would-be attackers can aim their initial assault at a
single officer, or alternatively wait until he leaves the area. With con
cealed carryingby ordinary citizens, it is not known who is armed until
the criminal actually attacks. Concealed-handgun laws might therefore
also require fewer people carrying weapons. Some school systems (such
as Baltimore) have recognizedthis problem and made nonuniformed po
lice officers "part of the faculty at each school."39

Despite all the debate about criminals behaving irrationally, reducing
their ability to accomplish their warped goals reduces their willingness
to attack. Yet even if mass murder is the only goal, the possibility of a
law-abiding citizen carrying a concealedhandgun in a restaurant or on a
train is apparently enough to convince many would-be killers that they
will not be successful. Unfortunately, without concealed carry, ordinary
citizens are sitting ducks, waiting to be victimized.

Other Gun-Control Laws

"Gun control?It's the best thing you can do for crooks
and gangsters," Gravanosaid. "I want you to have noth
ing. If I'm a bad guy,I'm always gonna have a gun. Safety
locks? Youwill pull the trigger with a lock on, and I'll
pull the trigger.We'llsee who wins."40

Sammy "the Bull" Gravano, the Mafia turncoat,
when asked about gun control

The last year has seen a big push for new gun-
control laws. Unfortunately, the discussion focuses on only the possible
benefits and ignores any costs. Waiting periodsmay allowfor a "cooling-
offperiod,"but they may also make it difficultfor people to obtain a gun
quickly for self-defense. Gun locks may prevent accidental gun deaths
involving young children, but they may also make it difficult for people
to use a gun quickly for self-defense.41 The exaggeratedstories about acci
dental gun deaths, particularly those involving young children, might
scarepeople into not owningguns for protection, even though guns offer
by far the most effective means of defendingoneself and one's family.

Some laws, such as the Brady law, may prevent some criminals from
buying guns through legal channels, such as regular gun stores. Never-
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theless, such laws arenot going to prevent criminals fromobtaining guns
through other means, including theft. Just as the government has had
difficulty in stopping gangs from getting drugs to sell, it is dubious that
the government would succeed in stopping criminals from acquiring
guns to defend their drug turf.

Similar points can be made about one-gun-a-month rules. The cost
that they impose upon the law abiding may be small. Yet there is still a
security issue here: someone being threatened might immediately want
to store guns at several places so that one is always easily within reach.
The one-gun-a-month rule makes that impossible. Besides this issue, the
rule isprimarily an inconvenience for thosewho buy guns asgifts or who
want to take their families hunting.

The enactment dates for the safe-storage laws and one-gun-a-month
rules are shown in table 9.5.42 For the implementation dates of safe-
storage laws, I relied primarily on an article pubhshed in the Journal of
the American Medical Association, though this contained only laws passed up

Table 9.5 Enactment dates of other gun control laws

State Date law went into effect*

Safe-storage laws:8
Florida 10/1/89
Iowa 4/5/90
Connecticut 10/1/90
Nevada 10/1/91
California 1/1/92
New Jersey 1/17/92
Wisconsin 4/16/92
Hawaii 6/29/92
Virginia 7/1/92
Maryland 10/1/92
Minnesota 8/1/93
North Carolina 12/1/93
Delaware 10/1/94
Rhode Island 9/15/95
Texas 1/1/96

One-gun-a-month laws:b
South Carolina 1976

Virginia 7/93
Maryland 10/1/96

"Sourcefor the dates of enactment of safe-storage laws through the end of 1993 is Peter Cummings,
DavidC. Grossman, FrederickP.Rivara,and Thomas D. Koepsell, "State Gun SafeStorage Laws
and Child Mortality Due to Firearms," Journal ofthe American Medical Association, 278 (October 1, 1997):
1084—86. The other dates were obtained from the Handgun Control Website at http://www.hand-
guncontrol.org/caplaws.htm.
bDatawere obtained through a Nexis/Lexis search.LynnWaltz, "Virginia Law Cuts Gun Pipelineto
Capital'sCriminals, Norfolk Virginian-Pilot, September 8, 1996, p. A7.
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through the end of 1993.43 Handgun Control'sWeb siteprovidedinforma
tion on the three states that passed laws after this date. The laws share
certain common features, such as making it a crime to store firearms in
a way that a reasonable person would know allows a child to gain use
of a weapon. The primary differences involve exactly what penalties are
imposed and the age at which a child's access becomes allowed. While
Connecticut, California, and Florida classify such violations as felonies,
other states classify them as misdemeanors. The age at which children's
access is permitted also varies across states, ranging from twelve in Vir
ginia to eighteen in North Carolina and Delaware. Most state rules pro
tect owners from liability if firearms are stored in a locked box, secured
with a trigger lock, or obtained through unlawful entry.

The state-level estimates are shown in table 9.6. Only the right-to-
carry laws are associated with significant reductions in crime rates.
Among the violent-crime categories, the Brady law is only significantly
related to rape, which increased by 3.6 percent after the law passed.
(While the coefficients indicate that the law resulted in more murders
and robberies but fewer aggravated assaults and as a consequence fewer
overall violent crimes, none of those effects are even close to being statis
ticallysignificant.) Only the impact of the Bradylaw on rape rates is con
sistent with the earlier results that we found for the data up through
1994.

Safe-storage rules also seem to cause some real problems. Passage of
these laws is significantlyrelated to almost 9 percent more rapes and rob
beries and 5.6 percent more burglaries. In terms of total crime in 1996,
the presence of the law in just these fifteen states was associated with
3,600 more rapes, 22,500 more robberies, and 64,000 more burglaries.
These increases might reflect the increased difficulty victims have in
reaching a gun to protect themselves. However, a contributing factor
might be the horror stories that often accompany the passage of these
laws, reducing people's desire to own a gun in the firstplace.The increase
in burglaries is particularly notable. Burglars appeared to be less afraidof
entering homes after these lawswere passed.Additional state data would
be required to answer the question of whether "hot burglaries"—bur
glaries occurring while the residents are in the dwelling—increased and
whether burglars spent less time casing dwellings after these laws were
passed. Evidence of these other changes would help confirm that these
laws have emboldened criminals.

On the other side of this question is the number of accidental gun
deaths that will be prevented. The General Accounting Office reported
in 1991 that mechanical safetylocks are unreliable in preventing children
over six years of age from using a gun,44 but there is still the question of



Table 9.6 Evaluating other gun-control laws using state-level data

Percent changein various crime rates for changes in explanatory variables

Change in the crime rate from
the difference in the annual

change in crime rates in the
years before and after the
adoption of the right-to-
carrylaw (annual rate of
change after the law —
annual rate of change before
the law)

Change in the average crime
rate after the adoption of
Bradylaw

Change in the average crime
rate after the adoption of
safe-storage rules

Violent

crime

-2.0%*

-2.4%

0.04%

Murder Rape Robbery

-3.2%* -1.4%* -3.8%*

3.6% 3.6%a 0.02%

1.3% 8.9%a 8.9%a

Aggravated
assault

-2.3%*

-4.2%

-4.4%

Property
crime Burglary Larceny

Auto

theft

-1.3%* -2.9 -0.8%*** 0.06%

-0.6% 0.7% -0.6% 2.5%

2.5% 5.6 2.0% -0.6%
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how many of these children's lives might have been saved, and even if
locks are unreliable for older children, some deaths may be prevented.
Evenif one believes that the high-end estimated benefitsare correct, that
as many as 31 of the 136 children under age fifteen who had died from
accidental gunshots in 1996 would have been saved by nationwide safe-
storage laws, table 9.6 implies some caution.45 The effect for murders was
not statisticallysignificant, but it still provides the best estimate that we
have and the size of the effect is still instructive. It indicates that in just
these fifteen states, 109 lives would be lost from this law. If the entire

country had these safe-storage laws, the total lost lives would have risen
to 255.

Yet other research that I have done with John Whitley indicates that
this is the most optimistic possible outcome from safe-storage laws. We
find no support for the theory that safe-storage laws reduce either juve
nile accidental gun deaths or suicides. Instead, these storage require
ments appear to impair people's ability to use guns defensively. Because
accidental shooters also tend to be the ones most likely to violate the
new law, safe-storage laws increase violent and property crimes against
low-risk citizens with no observable offsettingbenefit in terms of reduced
accidents or suicides. Just as important, we found that examining the
simple before-and-after average effectsof the law underestimates the in
creasesin crime that result from safe-storage laws.When the before-and-
after trends are accounted for, the group of fifteen states that adopted
these laws faced an annual average increase of over 300 more murders,
3,860 more rapes, 24,650 more robberies, and over 25,000 more aggravated
assaults during the first five full years after the passage of the safe-storage
laws.Using the National Institute of Justiceestimates of victim costs from
crime indicates that the average annual costs borne by victims averaged
over $2.6 billion.

The one-gun-a-month rule seems to have negative consequences, too.
But only three states passed these laws during the twenty years studied,
so there is always the issue of whether enough data exist and whether
other factors might haveplayeda role. Nevertheless, the passage of these
lawswasassociated with more murders, more robberies, and more aggra
vated assaults, and the effects appear to be quite large.

One possible suspicion, however, is that the large effectof one-gun-a-
month rules merely reflects some regional crime increases, increases that
just happen to coincide with the adoption of these laws. To counter this
potential problem, I again allowed year-to-year average differences to
vary by region, as I had done for the county- and city-level data. The
results for right-to-carry laws were essentially unchanged, and the pat
tern for other gun-control laws remained very similar, though some of
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the statistical significance declined. The Brady law was still associated
with a statistically significant increase in rapes. Using the simple before-
and-after averages, safe-storage laws were still associated with statistically
significant increases in rape, robbery, and burglary. Indeed, not only did
the coefficients remain significant at the 1 percent level, but the results
actually implied slightly larger increases in these crime categories, with
the effect from state storage laws on rape now increasing to 9 percent, on
robbery to 9.9 percent, and on burglary to 6.8 percent.

The Political and Academic Debate Continued

Attacking the Messenger

David Yassky [member of the board of directors of Handgun Control,
Inc.]: The peoplewho fund your studies are gun manufacturers.

Lott: That is a lie.

Yassky: That is not a he. That is not a lie.
Lott: That is a lie.

Yassky: It is paid for by gun manufacturers who manufacture firearms.

From DebatesIDebates, a nationallysyndicated programon public
television that was broadcast during the week of April 22, 1999

Michael Beard [president of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence]: Yes, and
you're unbiased.You work for, what, the Olin Foundation,which man
ufactures firearms ...

Lott: No I don't. I work for the University of Chicago.
Beard: Who pays your salary?
Lott: The University of Chicago paysmy salary.
Beard: Through the Olin Foundation.
Lott: No, that's not true.

From CNN Today, June 18, 1999; 1:29 P.M. Eastern Time

Gun-control advocates all too frequently use these types of arguments
in debates. Often callers on radio shows make similar claims. Even if the

claim merely diverts the discussion away from whether guns save more
lives than they cost, my guess is that the gun-control organizationsview
the personal attack as a success.46 Unfortunately, no matter how many
times I deny the charge or explain that no, I did not apply for money
from the Olin Foundation; no, I was paid by the University of Chicago;
no, the Olin Foundation and the Olin Corporation are separate entities;
and no, it was the faculty at the University of Chicago who decided on
my appointment and they asked no questions about my future research
topics, many people still tune out after these charges are raised.
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During 1999, numerous newspaper columns alsomade similar claims,
for instance: "John R. Lott Jr., the latest darling of gun advocates every
where. He's the Ohn Fellow of Law and Economics at the University of
Chicago School of Law. (That's 'Olin' as in Olin-Winchester, one of the
world's leading manufacturers of ammunition)."47 Or "They fail to men
tion that Lott is a John M. Olin fellow. This Olin Foundation is funded
through the Olin Corp., the parent company of Winchester Ammuni
tion. Winchester makes more money as the sale of handguns goes up."48
Letter writers to newspapers have also chimed in: "It was particularly
helpful that he exposed Professor John R. Lott Jr. as an intellectually dis
honest toady of the bullet manufacturing industry."49 Even after being
given facts to the contrary, some state legislators have continued making
claims like "The Lott study's been thrown out.. .. It's a joke... . Professor
Lott is funded by the Olin Corporation which is funded by Winchester."50
And, of course, Internet news-group discussions are filled with such as
sertions.51 Others bring up the topic only to point out that while others
believe it to be important, they do not personally believe that it is rel
evant.52

Gun-control groups have repeatedly attacked me rather than my
findings and distorted the research I have done in other areas. State legis
lators in Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, and Maryland have begun calling
me up to ask whether it is true that I don't think that police departments
should hire black or female police officers. Handgun Control and the
Violence Policy Center spread claims such as "Lott has argued that the
hiring of more women and minorities in law enforcement has actually
increased crime rates."53 They have made this claim on their Web sites, in
debates, and on radio programs.54 In fact, I had stated that this would be
the wrong conclusion to reach. The paper argued: "But it would be a
serious mistake not to realize that this simple relationship is masking
that the new rules reduce the quality of new hires from other groups."55
The affirmative action rules which changedthe testing standards lowered
the quality of new police hires across the board, and that was showing
itself in the simple relationshipbetween minority hires and crime.56

On the upside, many have come to my defense. One academic review
of my book noted, "The personal (and, to those who know him, com
pletely unfounded) attacks on John Lott's integrity were made with such
ferocity and in so many media outlets nationwide that one can only con
clude that Lott was, with apologies to our graciousFirst Lady, the target of
a vast left-wingconspiracy to discredithispoliticallyincorrect findings."57
Another academic review wrote: "the easewith which gun-control advo
cates could get misleading and even false claims published by the press
raises important public choice questions. Many of these claims were
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highly personal and vicious, includingoutright liesabout allegedfunding
of Lott's research by the firearms industry ... , about the outlet for his
then forthcoming work ... , about Lott's fringe ideas ... , and about his
lack of qualifications.... Most academics probably would have with
drawn back into the sheltered halls of their universities rather than ex

pose themselves to the vicious public attacks that John Lott faced."58
Other academics have written that "gun control groups attempted to
discredit his work by smearing him with accusations that they had to
know were patently false"59 and about the "vicious campaign of lies and
distortions."60 Publications for police officer associations have also been
very supportive.61

Once in a while, I have come to feel that there is a well-organized
campaign to impugn my findings, especially on days when I have done
radio talk shows for stations based in different parts of the country and
callers state word for word the exact same charge that I have been paid
to do my research by gun makers. Originally, I had thought that these
personal attacks would fade away after a year or so, but they have now
continued for three years, so unfortunately they will probably continue.
The most disconcerting aspectof this, especially for my family, has been
the numerous physical threats, including an instance of a note on our
apartment door.62

Yet the gun-control organizations still realized that they had to do
more to counter my work. In December 1996, Handgun Control had or
ganized a debate that was broadcast on C-SPAN between myselfand three
critics: Dan Black, Dan Nagin, and Jens Ludwig. However, none of the
researchers that they invited were able to claim that concealed-handgun
lawsincreased crime. I can only imagine that this put Handgun Control
in a bind. It is hard to opposelegislation or a referendum by arguing that
concealed-handgun laws do no harm. Not being able to find support
from the researchers that they work closely with, Handgun Control fi
nally came out with its own numbers in a press release on January 18,
1999, arguing that between 1992 and 1997 violent-crime rateswerefalling
more quickly in the states that most restricted concealed handguns than
in the states with more liberal rules.

Their claimwas widely and uncritically reported in publications from
Newsweek to USA Today, aswell asduring the spring 1999 campaign to passa
concealed-handgun lawin Missouri.63 Press coverage and Handgun Con
trol itselfusually referred to this contention ascoming from the FBI.64

Handgun Controlexamined the change in violent crimebetween only
two years, 1992 and 1997, and strangely enough they chose to classify
statesaccording to what their laws werein 1997, at the end of the period.
This odd classification makes a considerable difference, for some states'
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right-to-carry laws did not even go into effect until late 1996, with few
permits issued until 1997. It makes no sense to attribute the increase in
crime to a law for the five years before the law goes into effect. A third
of the states with right-to-carry laws did not enact them until after late
1995. Of course, the way any trained researcher would approach the ques
tion is to separate the change in crime ratesbefore and after the different
states changed their laws. That is only common sense. Only changes in
crime after the law goes into effect can be attributed to the passage of
the law.

Given the evidence in this book, I would also argue that since one is
examining the change in crime ratesit is important to separate out those
states that have had changesin permits and those that have not. If a state
has had its right-to-carry lawin place for decades, it is extremely unlikely
that it will be experiencing any additional growth in permits and thus it
should not be expecting any additional changes in its crime rates from this
law. Handgun Control alsodidnot account forany other factors that could
haveinfluenced crime. Nor did they even classify statesconsistently across
their own press releases issued within months of each other.65

During the Missouri campaign, many reporters calledme up to com
ment about the "FBI numbers" on crime rates.66 When I would point
out that the claimwas actually based on a report producedby Handgun
Control, they said that they didn't know what to do with the conflicting
claims. Editorials and news stories in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and the Kan
sas City Star normally just accepted the Handgun Control assertion ases
tablished truth.

After repeatedly encountering this response from reporters, I started
suggestingto reporters that they ask some local academic (a statistician,
criminologist, or economist) to evaluate the two conflicting claims. One
reporter with the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Kim Bell, expressed the concern
that they might run into a professor with a preconceived bias and that
would make the test unfair. I told her that I was willing to take that
risk, but that if she wereconcerned aboutthat problem,she could always
approach a few different academics. Others who refused to take me up
on this challenge included BillFreivogel, deputy editor at the Post-Dispatch,
and Rich Hood, an editor at the Kansas City Star. Rather, their newspapers
simply presented Handgun Control's claimsas fact.

Criticisms of the Book

Some reviewers clearly have not even bothered to read my book, or at
leastit didn't matter to them whether they read it. A reviewin the British
Journal ofCriminology claimed that "there is nothing in Lott's study to con-
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nect this more general information to the specific county-based data on
the issuingof concealed-carrypermits," "Lott is dealingwith a time frame
entirely prior to the introduction of the non-discretionary concealed-
carry laws in most of the states which now have them," and "he has pre
occupied himselfexclusively with 'good guns' owned by 'good people.'"67
Another book review, in the New EnglandJournal ofMedicine, starts off by
falselyclaiming that I "approvingly"quote Archie Bunker's suggestion to
stop airplane hijackingby arming "all the passengers."68

As of this writing (September 1999), Handgun Control's Web site still
continues to assert the same "major criticisms" of my research—"where
are the robbery effects?" "auto theft as a substitute for rape," "Lott fails
to account for other initiatives—including other gun control laws,"
"Lott fails to account for cyclical changes in crime rates"—and the same
claimsabout misclassifying state laws.69 Ironically, they also continue cit
ing the McDowall et. al. (1995) study that we discussed in chapter 2,
which examined a total of only five counties picked from three states,
attempted to account for no other factors that might be changing over
the same period of time, and examined only murders with guns.70

Time magazine reported that "Other critics raise questions about
whether Lott massaged the numbers. One arcane quarrel: for statistical
purposes, Lott dropped from his study sample any counties that had no
reported murders or assaults for a given year."71 It also saidthat "the book
does not account for fluctuating factors hke poverty levels and policing
techniques." After the story on my book ran, I called up the reporter,
Romesh Ratnesar, and said that I knew that he had read the book care
fully, so I was surprised that he wouldwrite these claims as if they were
true. I, aswell as critics like Black and Nagin, had looked at the evidence
once arrest rates were excluded so as to include those counties with zero

arrest rates.What wasparticularlydisappointing wasthat I had spent the
time to obtain all the data that were available. The county-level data were
used for all the years and for all the counties for which they were avail
able, both when I did the originalpaper and when I wrote the book. As
to the other claim, I had measures of poverty and policing techniques
hke the broken-window strategy included.

While I appreciated that the Time magazine piece was published, claims
that "the book does not account" for these factors are clearly wrong.
Ratnesar agreed that these issues were dealt with in the book, but that
his role was not to serve as a "referee" between the two sides. His job was
to report what the claims were.72

I keep on beingamazedat the absolute faith that so many newsmedia
people place in the gun-control organizations and the "facts" issued by
them. Take another example: Molly Ivins, a syndicated columnist, as-
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serted that "[Lott] himselfadmits, he didn't look at any other causative
factors—no other variables, as they say."73 She also argued that "Lott's
study supposedlyshowed that when 10 Western states passed 'right-to-
carry' laws between 1985 and 1992, they had less violent crime" and that
"according to the author's research, getting rid of black women older
than 40 would do more to stop murder than anythingelsewe could try."
Syndicated columnist Tom Teepen wrote a very similar column a year
earher in which he also claimed that this book "failed to consider other

anti-crime variables in making its cause-and-effect claims, a fundamen
tal gaffe."74

I did get a chance to talk with Mr. Teepen, and he told me that he
wrote his review without even reading the book.He apparently relied on
conversations that he had with people at Handgun Control and the Vio
lence Policy Center. When I talked to Cynthia Tucker, an editor at the
AtlantaJournal-Constitution, where Mr. Teepen is based, about having a letter
responding to the chargesMr. Teepenmade, she found it "unbelievable"
that he would have written the review without first looking at the book.
Shegrudgingly said that if it weretrue, they wouldpublishasa response
a short letter, but that she would have to check into it first. Needless to

say, the newspaper published my letter the following Sunday.75 In con
trast, unfortunately, Ms. Ivins never returned my telephone calls or re
sponded to my E-mail messages and never corrected her claims.76

Undoubtedly, some of the claims constitutesimplemistakes, but more
than a few reflect columnists andothers being too quick to accept what
evergun-controlgroups tell them. I will spare the reader the long list of
other false claims reported in the press.77 Yet, obviously, many people,
particularly thosewithgun-control organizations, continually makestate
ments that theyknow are false—safe in the knowledge that onlya tiny
fraction of readers or listeners ever check the assertions. Unfortunately,
the gun-control organizations risk losing significant credibility onlywith
the few who read the book.78

Other critiques by academics and the media—some old, some new—
require more in-depth discussions. The rest of this section reviews the
critiquesand then provides my responses.

1 How do we know that thesefindings are not aresult ofthe normal ups and downs in
crime rates?

Thecentral problem is that crime moves in waves, yetLott's analysis does
not include variables that can explain these cycles. (David Hemenway,
"Book Review ofMore Guns, Less Crime,n New EnglandJournal ofMedicine, Decem
ber 31, 1998)
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JensLudwig, assistantprofessorofpublicpolicyat GeorgetownUniversity,
argued that Lott's data don't prove "anything about what laws do to
crime." He noted that crime rates, including homicide, are cyclical: They
rise and fall every five to 10years or so in response to forces that are not
well understood. Ludwig suggested that this pattern explainsthe apparent
effectiveness of concealed weapons laws. Imagine, he said, a state where
the murder cycle is on the upswing and approaching its peak and public
concern is correspondingly high. Then a particularly ghastly mass shoot
ing occurs. Panicked legislators respond by passing a law that allows
equally panicked citizens to carry concealed weapons. A year or two later,
the murder rate goes down, as Lott's study found. (Richard Morin, "Guns
and Gun Massacres: A Contrary View," Washington Post, May30, 1999, p. B5)

Lott's variables are not good predictors of crime waves. Nor does he pro
vide for any effect of history in the way he models crime. For example,
the year 1982 could as well follow 1991 as 1981 in his analyses. (David
Hemenway, "More Guns, Less Crime," New EnglandJournal ofMedicine, May
20, 1999)

Even my most determined critics concede one point: violent-crime rates
fell at the point in time that the right-to-carry lawswent into effect. The
real question is:Whydid the crime rates fall? Do these laws simply hap
pen to get passed right when crime rates hit their peaks? Why don't we
observe this coincidence of timing for other gun-control laws?

It is logically possible that such coincidental timing could take place.
But there is more evidencebesides decreases in crime after right-to-carry
lawsare adopted. First, the sizeof the drop is closely related to the num
ber of permits issued (as indicated in the first edition and confirmed by
the additional data shown here). Second, the new evidence presented
here goes even further: it is not just the number ofpermits, but also the
type of people who obtain permits that is important. For example, high
fees discourage the poor, the very people who are most vulnerable to
crime, from getting permits. Third, if it is merely coincidental timing,
whydo violent-crime ratesstart rising in adjacent countiesin stateswith
out right-to-carry laws exactly when stateswhich haveadopted right-to-
carry laws are experiencing a drop in violent crime?

Finally, as the period of time studiedgetsprogressively longer, the re
sults are less likely to be due to crime cycles, since any possible crime
"cycles" involve crimenot onlygoing downbut also "up." If crimehap
pened to hit a peak, say, every ten years, and right-to-carry laws tended
to be passed right at the peak, then the reportedeffect of the lawwould
spuriously show a negative impact right after the enactment. However,
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five years after that an equally large positive spurious effect on crime
would have to show up. Instead, my results revealpermanent reductions
in crime that only become larger with time, as more people acquire
concealed-carry permits.

Furthermore, my study accounted for possible crime cycles in many
ways: individualyear variables accounted for average national changes in
crime rates, and different approaches in chapter 4 controlled for individ
ual state and county time trends and did not take away the effects of
concealed carry.To the contrary, they resulted in similar or even stronger
estimates for the deterrence effect. Other estimates used robbery or
burglary rates to help account for any left-out factors in explaining
other crime rates. Sincecrime rates generallytend to move together, this
method also allows one to detect individual county trends. In updating
the book, I have included estimates that account for the separate average
year-to-year changes in five different regions in the country. Despite all
these additional controls the deterrence effect continues to show up
strongly.

It is simply false to claim, "nor does he provide for any effect of his
tory," as I have variables that account for "changes" in crime rates from
previous years. I have variables that measure exphcitly the number of
years that the law has been in effectas well as the number of years until
it goes into effect. In addition, I have used individual state linear time
trends that exphcitly allow crime rates to change systematically over
time.

Earlierdiscussions in chapter 7 on crime cycles (pp. 130—31) and cau
sality (pp. 152—54) also explain why these concerns are misplaced.

2 Does itmake sense to controlfor nonlinear time trendsfor each state?

The results suggest that the Lott and Mustard model, which includes only
a single national trend, does not adequately capture local time trends in
crime rates. To test for this possibility, we generalized the Lott and Mus
tard model to include state-specific trends in an effort to control for these
unobserved factors we report the results for models with a quadratic
time trend. The only significant impact estimate is for assaults, and its
sign is positive, not negative. (Dan Black and Dan Nagin, "Do Right-to-
Carry Laws Deter ViolentCrime?" Journal ofLegal Studies, January1998, p. 218)

Much more wascontrolled for than "asingle national trend" in my study
(e.g., as just mentioned above, state and county trends as well as other
crime rates). While it is reasonable to include individual linear state
trends or nonlinear trends for regions, including nonlinear trends for in-
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dividual states makes no sense. The approach by Black and Nagin is par
ticularly noteworthy because it is the one case in which an academic
study has claimed that a statistically significant, even if small, increase in
any type of violent crime (aggravated assault) occurs after the law.

Consider a hypothetical case in which the crime rate for each and
every state followsthe pattern that Blackand Nagin found in their earher
paper and that I showed in this book (discussed in chapter 7, pp. 136—37):
crime rates were risingup until the lawwent into effectand fallingthere
after. Allowing a separate quadratic time trend for each state results in
the time trend picking up both the upward path before the law and the
downward path thereafter. If the different state crime patterns all peaked
in the year in which their state law went into effect, the state-specific
quadratic trends would account for all the impact of the law. A variable
measuring the average crime rates before and after the law would then
no longer reflect whether the law raised or lowered the crime rate.79
This is analogous to the "dubious variable" problem discussed earher. If
enough state-specific trends are included, there will be nothing left for
the other variables to explain.

If shall-issue laws deter crime, we would expect crime rates to rise
until the lawwaspassed and then to risemore slowly or to fall. The effect
should increase over time as more permits are issued and more criminals
adjust to the increasedrisks that they face. But the quadratic specification
used by Black and Nagin replicates that pattern, state by state. Their re
sults show not that the effect from the quadratic curve is insignificant,
but that the deviation of the law'seffect from a quadratic curve over time
is generally insignificant.

Tosee this more clearly, take the hypotheticalcase illustrated in figure
9.15, in which a state faced rising crime rates.80 The figure shows imagi
nary data for crime in a state that passed its shall-issue lawin 1991. (The
dots in the figure display what the crimerate was in different years.) The
pattern would clearly support the hypothesis that concealed-handgun
laws deter violent crime, but the pattern can easily be fitted with a qua
dratic curve, as demonstrated with the curved Line. There is no system
atic drop left over for any measure of the right-to-carry law to detect—
in terms of the figure, the difference between the dots and the curved
line shows no particular pattern.

Phrased differently, the deterrence hypothesis implies a state-specific
time pattern in crime rates (because different states did or did not pass
shall-issue laws, or passed them at different dates). All Black and Nagin
have shown is that they can fit such a state-specific pattern with a state-
specific quadratic time trend, and do this well enough that the residuals
no longer show a pattern.
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3 Should one expect an immediate and constant effect from right-to-carry laws with the
same effect everywhere?

While he includes a chapter that contains replies to his critics, unfortu
nately he doesn'tdirectly respond to the keyBlack and Nagin finding that
formal statistical testsrejecthismethods. Theclosest hegetsto addressing
this point is to acknowledge "the more serious possibility is that some
other factor may have caused both the reduction in crime rates and the
passage of the lawto occur at the sametime," but then goeson to saythat
he has "presented over a thousand [statistical model] specifications" that
reveal "an extremely consistent pattern" that right-to-carry laws reduce
crime.Another view wouldbe that a thousandversions ofa demonstrably
invalid analytical approach produceboxes full ofinvalid results. (Jens Lud
wig, "Guns and Numbers," Washington Monthly, June 1998, p. 51)81

We applied a number of specification tests suggested byJames J. Heckman
and V. Joseph Hotz. The results are available from us on request. The
specifics of the findings, however, are less important than the overall con
clusion that isimplied. The resultsshow that commonlythe modeleither
overestimates or underestimates the crime rate of adopting states in the
years prior to adoption. (Dan Black and Dan Nagin, "Do Right-to-Carry
Laws Deter Violent Crime?" Journal ofLegal Studies, January 1998, p. 218)

Black and Nagin actuallyspent only a few briefsentenceson this issueat
the very end of their paper. Nevertheless, I did respond to this general
point in the original book. Their test is based upon the claim that I be
lieve "that [right-to-carry] laws have an impact on crime rates that is
constant over time."82 True, when one looks at the simple before-and-
after average crime rates, as in the first test presented in table 4.1 and
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Crime rate before law

Crime rate after law
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Years before and after implementation of the law

Figure 9.16. Whatwas the crime pattern being assumed in the simple test provided in
table 4.1?

a corresponding table in my original work with Mustard, this was the
assumption that was being made.83 Figure 9.16 illustrates the crime pat
tern assumed by that test. But I emphasized that looking at the before-
and-after averages was not a very good way to test the impact of the
right-to-carry laws (e.g., seep. 90), andI presented better, more compli
cated specifications which showed even larger benefits from these laws.
Black and Nagin's test confirms the very criticisms that I was making of
these initial simplifying assumptions.

Looking at the before-and-after averages merely provides a simplified
starting point. If criminals respond to the riskof meeting a potential vic
tim who is carrying a concealed handgun, the deterrent effect of a
concealed-handgun law should be related to the number of concealed
handguns beingcarried and that should rise gradually over time. It was
precisely because of these concerns that I included a variable for the
number of years sincethe lawhad been in effect. As consistently demon
strated in figure 1in my original paper as well as the figures in this book
(e.g., pp. 77—79), these estimated time trends confirm that crime rates
were risingbeforethe lawwent into effect and falhngafterward, with the
effect increasing as more yearswent by.

Asalready discussed in the book, I did not expect the impact to be the
same across all states, for obviously all states cannot be expected to issue
permits at the same rate (see the response to point 3 on pp. 131—32).
Indeed, this is one of the reasons why I examined whether the drops in
crime rates were greatest in urban, high-population areas.

On this issue David Friedman, a professor at the University of Santa
Clara Law School, wrote that "The simplifyingassumptions used in one
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of the regressions reported in the Lott and Mustard paper (Table 3) are
not true—something that should be obvious to anyone who has read
Lott and Mustard's original article, which included a variety of other re
gressions designed to deal with the complications assumed away in that
one. Black and Nagin simply applied testsof the specification to demon
strate that they were not true."84 Similar points have also been raised in
academic reviews of the book: "Another tactic was to criticize one part of
the research by raising issues that Lott actually raised and addressed in
another part of the study. Those criticisms that were not uninformed or
misleading were generally irrelevant since taking them into account did
not change his empirical results. Nonetheless, they were widely cited by
an unquestioning press."85

4 Can changes in illegal drug use explain the results?

Even though Lott's fixed effects regressions will correct for some of the
unobserved differences between the two groups of states [shall-issue and
non-shall-issue states], we worry in particular that the crack induced
crime jump in the mid-1980s in the statesthat did not pass shallissue laws
may account for the apparent crime-reducing effects of the concealed-
handgun laws. The omission of crack-related explanatory variables may
havespuriouslycorrelated lowercrime with the passage of shallissuelaws
instead of correctly relating higher crime to the introduction of crack.
The adoption of shall issuelawsby six statesin the 1980s may be associated
with an unexpected crime rate increase in states that did not pass the
lawsrather than a concealed-gun-induced decrease in state that did. Two
testableconclusions flow from our crackhypothesis: 1)Lott's results may
not be robust to changes in specification that more fully capture differ
encesin states that adopt or shun shallissuelawsand 2) Lott'sresults may
become weaker as additional years of data are added (because crack-
related crime seems to have been dechningsharply, giving the nonadopt-
ing statesa relatively better crime performance in the last five years). (Ian
Ayres and John J. Donohue III, "Nondiscretionary Concealed Weapons
Laws: A Case Study of Statistics, Standards of Proof, and Public Policy,"
American Law and Economics Review 1,nos. 1—2 [Fall 1999]: 464—65)

Their concern over cocaine- or crack-inducedcrime is surely a legitimate
one, and it must be examined for the research to be convincing. Indeed,
if the accessibility of cocaine or crack were primarily a problem in non-
right-to-carry areas, they might experience a relative increase in crime,
particularly for murder. Usingthe simplest approach—of using variables
to account for national changesin crime between years—would not de
tect the differences in time trends then between shall-issue and non-
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shall-issue states. Still, the original tests in this book did address this
problem in many different ways.

While it isdifficult to directly measure the violence-inducing influence
of cocaine or crack, I do attempt to measuredirectly the relative accessi
bility of cocaine in different markets. For example, the book and the orig
inal paper reported that includingprice data for cocaine (pp. 279—80, n.
8) did not alter the results. Using yearly county-level pricing data also
has the advantage of detecting cost and not demand differences between
counties, thus measuring the differences in availability across counties.86
The simplest regressions did use only national yeardummy variables, but
other attempts were made to account for differences in time trends by
including either individual state or county trends. Ayres and Donohue
argue that the differences in time trends between states with right-to-
carry laws and those without such laws are really due to the crack
cocaine market. If the differences in trends that Ayres and Donohue
describe actually exist, these state or county trends (particularly the
county-level ones) should account for this. However, including these
trends actually strengthens the results, which is the opposite of what
Ayres and Donohue predict.

The spillover effects on neighboring counties strongly undermine
their critique. Earher we examined the crime rates for counties within
either fifty or one hundred miles of each other on either side of a state
border(the reported results are based on countieswhose county centers
arewithin fifty miles ofeachother). Neighboring counties without right-
to-carry laws directly on the other side of the border experienced an in
crease in violent crime precisely when the counties adopting the law
were experiencing a drop. But that is not all. The size of the spillover is
larger if the neighboring counties are closely matched to each other in
population density. In other words, criminals in more urban areas (as
measuredby population density) are more likely to move across the bor
der if the neighboring county is also urban. Ayres and Donohue argue
that different parts of the country may have experienced different im
pacts from the crack epidemic. Yet if you have two urban counties next
to each other, how can the Ayres and Donohue discussion explain why
one urban county would face a crime increase from drugs when the
neighboring urban county is experiencing a drop? Such an isolation
would be particularly surprising given that these counties are known to
be closelytied to eachother in terms of criminals moving between them.

The timing of changes in right-to-carry laws also makes their argu
ment less plausible. Ayres and Donohue do not explain why the local
changes in the cocaine market just happen to coincidewith the passage
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of right-to-carry laws, which have occurred at very different times in
different states.

Other points are relevant to this issue. While the violent-crime rates
fell across the entire state, the biggestdrops occurred in the most crime-
prone, heavily urbanized areas. Even if states that tend to adopt right-to-
carry laws also "tend to be Republican and have high NRA membership
and low crime rates" and thus to be less typical of the states where crack
is a problem, there still exist high-crime counties within the state that
do not fit the overall state profile. Indeed, it is those densely populated,
high-crime counties that experience the biggest drops in violent crime.
Finally, using the data up through 1996 produces similar results. Sinceso
many states adopted right-to-carry laws at different times during the
1990s, it is not clear how cocaine or crack can account for the particular
pattern claimedby Ayres and Donohue. Indeed, if anything, since the use
of cocaine appears to have gradually spread to more rural states over
time and subsided in areas where it had originally been a problem, the
differences in trend that they are concerned about may have even been
the reverse of what they conjecture.

5 Do right-to-carry laws significantly reduce the robbery rate?

Was there substitution from violent crime to property crime? Lott found
that the laws were associatedwith an increase in property crime.... Lott
argues that this change occurred because criminals respond to the threat
of being shot while committing such crimes as robbery by choosing to
commit less risky crimes that involve minimal contact with the victim.
Unfortunately for this argument, the law was not associated with a sig
nificant decrease in robberies. In fact, when data for 1993 and 1994 was

included, it was associated with a small (not statistically significant) in
crease in robberies. The law was associated with a significantreduction in
assaults, but there does not seem to be any reason why criminals might
substitute auto theft for assault. (Tim Lambert, "Do More Guns Cause
Less Crime?" from his posting on his Web site at the School of Computer
Science and Engineering, University of New South Wales [http://
www.cse.unsw.EDU.AU/~lambert/guns/lott/])

Q. What's your take on John Lott'sstudy and subsequent book that con
cludes concealed weapon laws lower the crime rate? (Lott's book is
titled "More Guns, Less Crime," Universityof Chicago Press, 1998.)

A. Hisbasicpremise in his study is that these lawsencourage private citi
zens to carry guns and therefore discouragecriminal attacks, like hom
icides and rapes. Think for a second.Most murders and rapes occur in
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homes.Sowherewouldyou see the greatest impactif hispremise were
true? You would seeit in armedrobbery. But there'sno effect on armed
robbery. His study is flawed, but it's costing us enormous problems.
People are citing it everywhere. (Quote in the St. Paul, Minnesota,
newspaperthe Pioneer Planet, August 3,1998, from an interview with Bob
Walker, presidentof HandgunControl, Inc.)

Both the preceding quotes and many other criticisms are based on not
recognizing that a law can be associated with reduced crime even when
the average crime rate in the period after the law is the same as or higher
than the average crimerate before the law.87 For example,look at the four
diagrams in figure 9.17. The first two diagrams showdramatic changes in
crime rates from the law, but very different before-and-after average
crime rates. In the first diagram (17a), the average crime rate after the
law is lower than the average crime rate before it, while the reverse is
true in the second diagram. The second diagram (17fc) corresponds to an
example in which the simplevariable measuring the average effect from
the lawwould have falsely indicated that the lawactually "increased" the
average crime rate, while in actual fact the crime ratewasrising right up

Crime rate Crime rate

Years before and after the adoption of the law Years before and after the adoption of the law

a b

Crime rate Crime rate

Years before and after the adoptionof the law Years before and after the adoptionof the law

c d

Figure9.17. Why looking at only the before-and-afteraverage crime rates is so mis
leading
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until the law passed and falling thereafter. If I had another figure where
the inverted V shape was perfectly symmetrical, the before-and-after
averages would havebeen the same. (With this in mind, it would be use
ful to reexamine the earlier estimates for robbery shown in figures 4.8
and 7.4.)

The third diagram (17c) illustrates the importance of looking at more
than simple before-and-after averages in another way. A simple variable
measuringthe before-and-after averages would indicate that the average
crime rate "fell" after the law was adopted, yet once one graphs out the
before-and-after trends it is clear that this average effect is quite mis
leading—the crime rate was falling until the law went into effect and
rising thereafter. Finally, the fourth diagram (17d) shows a case in which
the average crime rate is obviously lower after the law than beforehand
but the drop is merely a continuation of an existing trend. Indeed, if any
thing, the rate of decline in crime rates appears to have slowed down
after the law. Looking at the simple before-and-after averages provides a
very misleading picture of the changing trends in crime rates.

6 Is the way criminals learn about victims ability to defend themselves inconsistent
with the results?

Zimring and Hawkins observe that there are two potential transmission
mechanisms by which potential criminals respondto the passage ofashall
issue law. The first, which they term the announcement effect, changes
the conduct of potential criminalsbecausethe publicity attendant to the
enactment of the law makes them fear the prospect of encountering an
armed victim. The second, which they call the crime hazard model, im
pliesthat potential criminalswill respond to the actualincreased risk they
face from the increased arming of the citizenry. Lott adheres to the stan
dard economist's view that the latter mechanism is the more important
of the two—but he doesn't fully probe its implications. Recidivists and
individuals closely tied to criminal enterprises are likely to learn more
quickly than non-repeatcriminals aboutthe actual probability of encoun
tering a concealed weapon in a particular situation.Therefore, we suspect
that shall issue laws are more likely to deter recidivists.... Thus, if Lott's
theory were true, we would also suspect that the proportion of crime
committed by recidivists should be decreasing and that crime categories
with higher proportions of recidivism—and robberyis Ukelyin this cate
gory—should exhibit the highest reductions. Once again, though, the
lack of a strong observed effect for robbery raises tensions between the
theoretical predictions and Lott's evidence. (Ian Ayres and John J. Do-
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nohue HI, "Nondiscretionary Concealed Weapons Laws: A Case Study of
Statistics, Standards of Proof, and Public Policy," American Law and Economics
Review 1,nos. 1-2 [Fall 1999]: 458-59)

I have always viewed both the mentioned mechanisms as plausible. Yet
the question of emphasis is an empirical issue. Was there a once-and-for-
all drop in violent crimes when the law passed? Did the drop in violent
crimes increase over time as more people obtained permits? Or was there
some combination of these two influences? The data strongly suggest
that criminals respond more to the actual increased risk, rather than the
announcement per se. Indeed,all the data support this conclusion: table
4.6, the before- and after-law time trends, the county-level permit data
for Oregon and Pennsylvania, and the new results focusing on the pre
dicted percentage of the population with permits. The deterrence effect
is closely related to the percentage of the population with permits.

I have no problem with Ayres and Donohue's hypothesis that crimi
nals who keep on committing a particular crimewill learn the new risks
faster than will criminals who only commit crimes occasionally.88 How
ever, that hypothesis willbe difficult to evaluate, for data on the number
and types ofcrimes committedbycriminals areknown to be notoriously
suspect, as they comefromsurveys ofcriminals themselves. Someof the
criminals appear to be bragging to surveyors and claim many thousands
of crimes eachyear. But one thing is clear from these surveys: criminals
often commit many different types of crimes, and hence it is generally
incorrect to say that criminals only learn from one type of crime.In any
case, even if Ayres and Donohue believe that robbers are more likely to
learn from their crimes, the estimated deterrent effect on robbery turns
out to be very large when the before-and-after trends are compared.89

It isinteresting that onesetofcritiques attacks meforallegedly assum
ing a once-and-for-all drop in crime from right-to-carry laws (see point
3 above), while at the same time I am attacked for assuming that the
drop can be related only to the number of permits issued.

7 Have prominent "pro-gun" researchers questioned thefindings in my book?

To dispel the notion that Lott is simply being victimized by the "PC
crowd," it maybe helpful to mentionthe reaction ofGary Kleck, a Florida
State criminologist known for his generally "pro-gun" views Kleck
argues in his recent book that it is"more likely [that] the declines in crime
coinciding with relaxation ofcarrylaws were largely attributable to other
factors not controlled in the Lott and Mustard analysis." (Jens Ludwig,
"Guns and Numbers," Washington Monthly, June 1998, p. 51)
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Even Gary Kleck, a researcher long praised by the NRA andidentified as
an authority on gun-violence prevention by Lott himself, has dismissed
the findings. (Sarah Brady, "Q: Would New Requirements for Gun Buyers
Save Lives? Yes: Stop Deadly, Unregulated Sales to Minors, at Gun Shows
and on the Internet," Insight, June 21, 1999, p. 24)

The quote by Kleck has frequently been mentioned by Jim and Sarah
Brady and other members of Handgun Control and the Violence Policy
Center.90 However, it is a ratherselective reading of what he wrote. Their
claim that Kleck"dismissed the findings" is hard to reconcilewith Kleck's
comment in the very same piece that my research "represents the most
authoritative study" on these issues.91

Let me try to explain the meaning of Kleck's quote. I have talked to
Gary on several occasions about what additional variables I should con
trol for, but he has been unable to concretely suggest anything; it rather
seemed to be more a "feeling" of his that there might be other factors
out there. But the issue is more complicated than simply stating that
something else should be accounted for: there must exist some left-out
factor that just happened to be changing in all the twenty states that
had enacted right-to-carrylaws for at leasta year between 1977 and 1996.
Perhaps one can find some left-out nationalchange in some specific year,
yet this would not have much of an effect on the regression results.

Gary Kleck has long felt strongly that guns have no net effect on the
crime rate. Why he has felt that way hasnever been clear to me (though
I have asked), especially considering his own survey results, which indi
cate that citizens use guns to stop violent crime about 2.5milhon times
each year—a large order of magnitude biggerthan the reported number
of crimes committed with guns.92 Thus, the couple of sentences that
gun-control advocates refer to from what Gary has written about my
research did not totally surprise me. Gary told me that he thought it
was "quite amusing" that people from Handgun Control and other gun-
control organizations were now starting to cite him as an expert. He also
said that he thought that the quotes were being misused, and that he
still stood by the blurb for my book—the blurb stating that my research
represented "the most extensive, thorough, and sophisticated study we
have on the effects of loosening gun control laws."

8 Do concealed-handgun permit holders pose a risk to others?

But Susan Glick, a researcher for the Violence PolicyCenter in Washing
ton, a research group that focuses on gun laws found that many people
issued concealed-weapons permits in Texas, a state with comparatively
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loose gun laws, had run afoul of the law. Some 15people in Texas out of
perhaps 200,000 who were issuedpermits to carry concealedweaponssince
1996 havebeen chargedwith murder or attempted murder, Ms.Glicksaid.
(Dirk Johnson, "Divided Missouri to Vote on a Right to Carry Concealed
Guns," New York Times, April2, 1999, p. A16)

In states with lax CCW [concealed carryweapon] laws, hundreds of licens
ees have committed crimes both before and after their licensure. For ex

ample, in Texas, whichweakened its CCW lawin 1996, the Department of
Public Safetyreported that felony and misdemeanorcases involving CCW
permit holders rose 54.4% between 1996 and 1997. (Douglas Weil, "Car
rying Concealed Guns Is Not the Solution," Intellectualcapital.com,
March 26, 1998)

Antigun activists complain that no reliable data exists Unking concealed
weapons to crime because the gun lobby has been successful in hidingit.
(James N. Thurman, "As MoreCarryHiddenGuns, Who's Safer?" Christian
Science Monitor, September 1, 1999, p. 1; Thurman was responding to my
statement that "The kinds of people who go through the criminal back
ground check and undergo the training aren't the kinds of people who
commit the crimes")

The typesofpeoplewho obtainpermits tend to beextremelylawabiding.
That holds true for Texas as well as other states. Texas issued over 192,000

permits during the first three years ofits right-to-carry law, from January
1, 1996, to December 31, 1998. Arrests for crimes "involving a gun" are a
particularly misleading statistic, because someone who uses a gun defen
sively is likely to be arrested except if the pohce officer was completely
sure that the person behaved properly. By March 1999, an Associated
Press report stated that "only 515 of the charges ... resulted in convic
tions, though some were still pending the bulk of the convictions
against hcensed concealed-handgun holders weremisdemeanors, includ
ing 185 for drunken driving and 21 for prostitution. Felonies included 31
convictions for aggravated assault, six for assault causing bodily injury
and five for aggravated sexual assault. No hcensed handgun holder in
Texas has been convicted of murder."93 Tela Goodwin Mange, a Texas
Department of Pubhc Safety spokeswoman, noted that "The fact there
are so fewincidents relative to the number of people who have concealed
handguns is a positive thing."

Doug Weil is indeed correct that Texas experienced a 54 percent in
crease in arrests between 1996 and 1997, but he fails to mention that the
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number of permits also increasedby50percent between those two years,
thus making the rate at which permit holders were arrested virtually
unchanged. Weil's statement also makes it appear that the law changed
between the two years, but the Texas law actually went into effect Janu
ary 1, 1996.

Texas's experienceisprobablybest summarized by Glenn White,presi
dent of the Dallas Police Association: "I lobbied against the law in 1993
and 1995 because I thought it would lead to wholesale armed conflict.
That hasn't happened. All the horror stories I thought would come to
passdidn't happen. No bogeyman. I think it has workedout well, and that
says good things about the citizens who havepermits. I am a convert."94

The experience has been similar in other states. The vast majority of
revocationsinvolvemisdemeanors.Evenwhen gun-related violations oc
cur, the vast majority involve cases like carrying a gun into a restricted
area hke an airport. There is no evidence that any of these violations
amounted to anything more than forgetfulness. The National Journal re
ported recently that permit holders "turn out to be unusually law-
abiding, safer even than off-duty cops."95

Here are the revocation data for other states:

Alaska. Of the permits issued from January 1, 1995, to August 17, 1999,
.3 percent were revoked for any reason. None involved the firing of a
gun.96

Arizona. Of the permits issued between the end of the fall of 1994 and
July 31, 1999, .1 percent were revoked, though up to half of these were
revocations for "administrative reasons" (such as people dying or saying
that they no longer required the permit).97

Florida. Of the permits issued during October 1, 1987, to February 28,
1999, .2percent were revokedfor any reason. Of these, 113, or .02 percent,
were revoked for any type of firearms-related violations, and almost all
of these were nonthreatening.98

Indiana. Of the active permit holders, .16 percent had their permits re
voked or suspended for any reason during 1998."

North Carolina. Of the permits issued between December 1, 1995, and
August 4, 1999, .3percent were revoked for any reason. While no detailed
records exist for what reasons prompted revocations, those who oversaw
the collection of the statistics could not recall hearing of any case of im
properly firing a gun.100

Oklahoma. Of the permits issued from 1996 to August 1999, .1 percent
were revoked for any reason.101 Eventhese small numbers exaggerate the
risksposed by permit holders, for some of these permit holders had their
hcenses "revoked" simply because they died. The Oklahoma Supreme
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Court also recently ruled that the state had improperly revoked some
permits for reasons unrelated to one's fitness to carry a concealed
handgun.

South Carolina. Of the permits issued from July 1996 to August 16, 1999,
.4 percent were revoked for any reason. No violations involved a permit
holder firing a gun. Sometimes the reason for the revocation was rela
tively trivial.For instance, one person lost his permit for not keeping his
gun properly hidden—he was not wearing a shirt so the gun could be
seen extending above his pants' waistband.

Utah. Of the permits issuedbetween the summer of 1994 and July 1999,
.4percent were revoked for any reason. Of these revocations, 80percent
resulted from drunk driving. No violations involved the firing of a gun
by a permit holder in Utah.102

Wyoming. Of the permits issuedduring fall 1994 to July 1999, .2percent
were revoked for any reason. James M. Wilson, the supervisor for the
permitting program, stated that "Revocations did not include any cases
of discharging of a firearm."103

9 Are the CBS and Voter News Service polls accurately reflecting how gun ownership
rates vary across states?

Douglas Weil: But the most important informationis that the Voter News
Service, which conducted the 1996 poll has said the poll cannot be used
in the manner Dr. Lott used it. It cannot be used to say anything about
gun ownership in anystate, and it cannot be usedto comparegun owner
ship to the earlier 1988 voter poll. ("More Guns, Less Crime? A Debate
between John Lott, Author of More Guns, Less Crime, and Douglas Weil, Re
search Director of Handgun Control, Inc.," an on-line debate sponsored
by Time magazine, transcript fromJuly1,1998)

Statistics from the CBS and Voter News Service exit polls (discussed in
chapters 3 and 5) were originally "weighted" by these organizations to
reflect the share of different racial, sex, and age groups in the national
population. For example, white females between thirty and thirty-nine
make up 6 percent of the population but may end up accounting for a
larger percentage of thosesurveyed in a poll. Ifwhite females in that age
group are overrepresented in the calculations made to determine what
voters support, the poll will not accurately reflect howvoters asa whole
will vote in an election. To correct this, polls were adjusted so that
different groups are weighted according to their actual shares of either
the voting or the general population. It is therefore necessary for the
researcher to use a state'sdemographics to adjust that state'spoll results
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himself, because the shares that different groups make of state popula
tions differ from their shares of the national population. That is precisely
what I did.

There were also differences in how the 1988 and 1996 surveys were
phrased, and I already discussed those biases right at the beginning of
chapter 3. In the notes accompanying that discussion, I mentioned that
these biases do not appreciably affect changes in survey results between
these two years. The important point is that the changesin how the ques
tions were worded should not alter the relative ranking of states or what
types of people are more likelyto own guns. Regressions using data from
the two yearsused variables that account for the average differenceacross
years as well as the average differences across states to account for any
biases.

10 Have I ignored the costs ofgun violence?

He ignores the huge cost on medical systems that gun violence causes.
(Steve Young of the Bell Campaign, an anti-gun group, asquoted in Frank
Main, "Economist Says Guns Fight Crime," Chicago Sun-Times, July 8, 1999,
p. 6)

The costs of crime include medical or other costs of crime like lost time

from a job or replacement costs for damage and replacement costs for
items taken or destroyed. I do not ignoresuch costs. But unlike my crit
ics, neither do I ignore the crimes that are stopped because people are
able to defend themselves. The net effect is what is relevant, and that is

directly measured by what happens to the number of crimes. To the ex
tent that peoplecommit crimes with permitted concealed handguns, the
number ofcrimeswillrise. Tothe extent that such handguns deter crim
inals, the number of crimes will dechne. When criminals substitute

different types of crimes, the issue then is how the medical and other
costs of those different crimes compare. As to the costs of different
crimes, I relied on a study produced the National Institute of Justice,
rather than produce my own independent numbers.

An interesting contrast to my work is a recent paper pubhshed in the
Journal ofthe American Medical Association which claimed to show that there
were "$2.3 billion in lifetime medical costs for people shot in 1994." Jens
Ludwig, one of the authors of the study, argues that "cities such as Chi
cago could use the study in their lawsuits against the gun industry."104
But the correct question is not whether guns involve medical costs but
whether total medical costs are greater with or without guns. The logic
is akin to determining whether police should be allowed to carry guns
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only by looking at the number of wrongful shootings, and not the times
that guns are used to protect officers or deter criminals.Ehminatingguns
will not eliminate violence and the costs associated with those attacks.

Indeed, from a historical perspective, murder rates were higher in En
gland before guns were invented. Medical costs also include costs from
suicides and attempted suicides, and the evidence discussed in chapter 5
indicates that suicides will still occur at pretty much the same rate even
if guns are not present. For example, crashing one's car in an attempt to
kill oneself can produce substantial medical costs, but even methods like
overdosing on sleeping pills or slitting one's wrists with a knife involve
medical costs.

11 What happens to the evidence when Florida and counties withfewer than 100,000
people are removedfrom the sample?

Lott does not respond to Blackand Nagin's finding that excluding Florida
and small counties (with population less than 100,000) from his samples
destroys the statistical significance of all of the violent-crime categories
except assault. This suggests that Lott's results are not as robust as he
claims.True, Lott's thesis is not embarrassedby varying degrees of deter
rence across states (especially since he shows that this variance may
be related to the number of permits issued). However, his thesis is shaken
by the considerable number of state specific crime categories where
concealed-handgun laws are associated with an increase in crime and
where the overall significance of his results is undermined by the exclu
sion of Florida and small counties. (Ian Ayres and John J. Donohue HI,
"Nondiscretionary Concealed Weapons Laws: A Case Study of Statistics,
Standards of Proof, and Public Policy," American Law and Economics Review 1,
nos. 1-2 [Fall 1999]: 463)

I thought that I had dealtwith this issue in the book.Droppingall count
ies with fewer than 100,000 people plus Florida reduces the significance
in regressions that examineonly the average crime rates beforeand after
the law is adopted. Making these changesincreasesthe impact of the law
when one examines the before-and-after trends. As the careful reader

might guess, the reason that the before-and-after average is not signifi
cant for some crimes is that dropping all these observations actually
causes the changes to look more hke the inverted V that we have so
frequently discussed. Picking andchoosing whichobservations to include,
which singlespecification to report, and even which crime categories to
report (Black and Nagin do not report the overall violent-crime rates)
allows them to knock down the significance of two of the crime catego
ries. (By any standards that I know, a t-statistic of 1.9 for robberies is still
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statistically significant at better than the 5 percent level, and their co
efficient still implies a drop in before-and-after averages of 4.6 percent.)
Dropping 87 percent of the sample and reporting only the specifications
examining the before-and-after averages may be Black and Nagin's pre
ferred sample and specification, but even these results imply significant
benefits and no cost from passing right-to-carry laws. If they had re
ported the overall violent-crime rate, they would have shown that over
all violent crime fell after the right-to-carry lawswere passed.

Table 9.7 provides uses the updated data to examine the importance
of dropping out countieswith fewer than 100,000 people as well as Flor
ida. The impact of the law is greater for overall violent-crime rates and
aggravated assaults and smaller for the other three violent-crimecatego
ries. Each additional year after the law goesinto effectproduces an addi
tional 3 percent drop in violent-crime rates.

When Black and Naginbreak down the differences byindividualstates,
they claim to find three crime categories in which one of the ten states
had a statistically significant increase in crime rates (West Virginia for
murder, Mississippi for rape, and Pennsylvania for robbery). But their re
sults do not show the variation across states, for they are derived from
only a small subset of observations from those states. The West Virginia
sample included only one of its fifty-five counties, as it was the only one
with more than 100,000 people. The Mississippi data included just three
of its eighty-two counties. The results reported earlier in table4.9provide
the information on how the right-to-carry laws affected the crime rates
across states.

12 Are the results valid only when Maine and Florida are included?

I will try to summarize the argument here. Ian Ayresand John Donohue
are concerned about the inclusion of Maine and Florida for several rea

sons: (1) the results discussed by Black and Nagin, (2) the issueof whether
the crack epidemic might have just happened to cause the relative crime
rates to rise in non-right-to-carry states in the late 1980s, and (3) objec
tions to whether Cramer and Kopelwere correct in classifying Maine as a
right-to-carry state. To satisfy their concerns, Ayres and Donohue use sev
eral different approaches,such as dropping both Maine and Floridaout of
the sample. They also divide the shall-issuedummy variable into two sep
arate variables: a variable to measure the average before-and-after crime
rates for those states that adopted their right-to carry lawsbefore Decem
ber 1987 (Maineand Florida)and a similarvariable to measure the average
before-and-aftercrime rates for those states that adopted their crime rates
after December 1987.



Table 9.7 What is the impact of removing both counties with fewer than 100,000 people and Florida from the
sample?

Percent change in variouscrime rates for changesin explanatory variables

Violent

crime Murder

Change in the crime rate from
the difference in the annual

change in crime rates in the
yearsbefore and after the
adoption of the right-to-
carry law (annual rate of
change after the law —
annual rate of change before
the law)

-3.3%*

*The F-test is significantat the 1 percent level.
**TheF-test is significantat the 5 percent level.
***The F-testis significant at the 10percent level.
****The F-testis significantat the 15percent level.

-0.45%*

Aggravated Property Auto
Rape Robbery assault crime Burglary Larceny theft

-2.6%* -3.0%* -4.7%* -0.S -2.1%** -0.24% -1.8%**
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Ayres and Donohue find that violent-crime rates consistently fall in
statesadoptingright-to-carry laws after 1987, but the effect is often statis
tically insignificant. The drops in violent crime appear much larger and
more significant for the earlier states. Indeed, as reported earlier in this
book, Maine and Florida experiencetwo of the three largest overalldrops
in violent crime (see table4.9). Yet the focus on the before-and-after aver
ages again obscures the benefits from right-to-carry laws.

The results presented in table 9.8 take the two approaches that I have
been using: the estimated number of permits issued in a state and the
differences between the trends in crime rates before and after the adop
tion of the right-to-carry laws. With the exception of rape, Maine and
Florida experience greater drops in all violent-crime categories, but all
the violent-crime rates decline for states adopting right-to-carry laws
during the post-1987 period and all but two of these declines are statisti
cally significant at least at the 10 percent level. The estimates using the
percentageof the population with permits imply that there were no sta
tistically different effects for the two sets of states for murder and rape.

13 Was itproper to assume that more permits were issued in the more populous counties
after right-to-carry laws were adopted?

Since the links between the issuance of permits and the crime reduction
that Lott attributesto the shallissuelaws is so crucial to establishing caus
ality, more research on this issueis needed. Lott'scounty population prox
ies rely on his assumption that population density is a good predictor of
the difficulty in obtaining permits under discretionary laws. However, if
many states went directly from prohibiting concealedweapons to a non
discretionary law (like Arizona),Lott's assumed relationship between per
mits and density would break down. (Ian Ayres and John J. Donohue III,
"Nondiscretionary Concealed weapons Laws: A Case Study of Statistics,
Standards of Proof, and Public Policy," American Law and Economics Review 1,
nos. 1-2 [Fall 1999]: 446)

The original tests shown in figures 4.1 and4.2 werebased upon conversa
tions that I had had with state officials in nondiscretionary states. If the
state officials' claims were correct that high-population counties had
been much more restrictive in issuing permits than low-population
counties, adoption of right-to-carry laws would have seen the biggest is
suance of permits in these counties and thus the biggest drops in crime.
The results confirmed this prediction. Obviously, this claim depends
upon all the statesswitching from discretionary to nondiscretionarylaws,
and indeed all the states examined for the tests shown in these earlier

figures did make that change. None of the states during 1977—1992



Table 9.8 Reexamining the claim that states adopting the law before and after December 1987 were differently
affected by right-to-carry laws

States adopting law prior to
December 1987: one-

percentage-point change in
the share of the state

population with permits to
carry concealed handguns

States adopting law after
December 1987: one-

percentage-point change in
the share of the state

population with permits to
carry concealed handguns

States adopting law prior to
December 1987: change in
the crime rate from the

difference in the annual

change in crime rates in the

Percentchange in various crime rates for changesin explanatory variables

Violent Aggravated Property
crime Murder Rape Robbery assault crime Burglary Larceny

Auto

theft

-15.8%a -5A%b -3.9%d -9.7%* -19.1%a -15.5%a -6.1%a -22.6%a -8.9%a

-4.1%a -2.7%a -5.0* -1.0% -7.8%a 4.8%a -2.0%a 8.7%a 0.34%

-7.2%* -9.2%* -0.9% -7.1%* -5.7%* -2.4%* -1.1% -4.1%* -4.1%*



yearsbefore and after the
adoptionof the right-to-
carrylaw (annual rate of
change after the law —
annual rate of change before
the law)

States adopting law after -1.7%* -0.7%*** -3.3%* -2.9%* -2.4%* -0.7*% -2.4%* 0.5%* -1.4%*
December 1987: change in
the crime rate from the

difference in the annual

change in crime rates in the
yearsbefore and after the
adoption of the right-to-
carry law (annual rate of
change after the law —
annual rate of change before
the law)

aTheresult is significantat the 1 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
bThe result is significant at the 5 percentlevel fora two-tailed t-test.
cThe result is significantat the 10percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
dThe resultis significant at the 12 percentlevel fora two-tailed t-test.
*The F-testis significantat the 1 percent level.
**TheF-testis significantat the 5 percent level.
***The F-testis significantat the 10percent level.
****The F-testis significant at the 15percent level.
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switched from not issuingany permits to nondiscretionary rules. Arizona
made its change in late 1994.

The updated results in the epilogue have continued to remain con
sciousof this issue,and I found that the more populous counties in states
that changed from discretionary to nondiscretionary laws had bigger rel
ative drops in violent-crime rates than states that changed from banning
concealed handguns to nondiscretionary laws.

14 Did the passage ofright-to-carry laws result in more guns being carried in public
places?

Perhaps by "more guns," Lott means more guns carried in public places.
However, surveysindicate that 5-11% ofUSadults admit to carryingguns,
dwarfing the 1% or so of the population that obtained concealed-weapon
permits And if those who got permits were merely legitimatingwhat
they were already doingbefore the new laws, it would mean there wasno
increase at all in carrying or in actual risks to criminals. One can always
speculate that criminals' perceptions of riskoutran reality, but that is all
this is—a speculation. More likely, the dechnes in crime coinciding with
relaxationof carry laws were largely attributable to other factorsnot con
trolled in the Lott and Mustard analysis. (Tim Lambert, "Do More Guns
Cause Less Crime?" from hispostingon hisWeb site at the Schoolof Com
puter Science and Engineering, University of New South Wales [http://
www.cse.unsw.EDU.AU/~lambert/guns/lott/])

The survey results mentioned by Lambert refer to all transportation or
carrying ofgunsbyAmericans. Theyinclude not onlycarrying concealed
handguns (whether legally or illegally) but also people who have guns
with them to go hunting or who may simply be transporting guns be
tween residences.105 On the other hand, any survey that focused solely
on the illegal carrying of concealed handguns prior to the adoption of
the law would find it difficult to get people to admit that they had been
violating the law.

The 1 percent figure Lambert picks for carrying concealed handguns
is also very misleadingly low. As I have shown in this book, permitting
ratesdepend upon manyfactors (suchasthe level offees and the amount
of training required), but they also depend crucially on the number of
years that the permitting rules have been in effect. The longer the
amount of time that the rules are in effect, the more people who obtain
permits. Not everyone whowill eventually obtain a permit will apply for
it immediately. With the large number of states that have only recently
grantedpermits to people it is misleading to think that the current per-
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mit rate tells us the rate at which people in those states will be carrying
concealed handguns even a few years from now.

Given how extremely law abiding these permit holders tend to be, it
seemsdoubtful that most peoplecarrying concealed handguns with per
mits were illegally carrying concealed handguns before the passage of
the right-to-carry law. In many states, illegally carrying a concealed
weapon would be the type of violation that would prevent people from
everevengettinga permit. Thereis no evidence that these permit hold
ers haveviolated this particular law. Yet even if as many as 10 percent of
permit holders had previously been illegally carrying a concealed hand
gun, the coefficients from table 9.3 would still imply that for every 900
additional peoplewith permits there are 0.3 fewer murders and 2.4 fewer
rapes.

Finally, whilethe evidence linking the rate at whichpermits are issued
and the drops in crime rates is important, it is only one portion of the
evidence. For example, if there was no change in the number of people
carrying concealed handguns,whydidviolent-crime rates in neighboring
counties without the law increase at the same time that they were falling
in neighboring counties with the right-to-carry law?

15 Shouldn't permit holders be required to have the same type oftraining as police
officers?

Proponentsof [right-to-carry] legislation contend that citizenswill be ade
quately trained to handle firearms responsibly, but this is rarely true. Po
lice departments require officers to go through a great deal of safety and
proficiency training before issued a gun—followed by regular refresher
courses and qualifications throughout the officer's career. Citizens armed
under the provisions of non-discretionary carry laws are not so highly
trained, and frequently not trained at all, thereby further increasing the
risk of injury and death with a firearm. (From the Web page of Handgun
Control, Inc., entitled "Will the RealJohn Lott Please Stand Up>")

Pohceofficers face a much more difficult job than citizens with concealed
handguns. An officer cannot be satisfied if the criminal runs away after
he brandishes a gun. Instead, police must act offensively, which is much
more dangerous.Citizensare rarelyput in situations that require the skill
of pursuing an attacker.

There are both costs and benefits to training. Yet the question is ulti
mately an empirical one. Training requirements improve the deterrence
effect for concealed-handgun laws, but the effects are small. What I do
find is that longer training periods reduce the number of people ob-
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taining permits, and the net effect of increased training is clearly to re
duce the deterrent effectof adopting right-to-carry laws.

16 Where does the academic debate stand?

In at least six articles published elsewhere, 10 academics found enough
serious flaws in Lott's analysis to discount his findings completely. (David
Hemenway, "BookReview of More Guns, Less Crime" New EnglandJournal ofMed
icine, December 31, 1998)

To date, I have shared my data with academics at forty-two different uni
versities and researchers at two different policy think tanks. Everyone
who tried was able to rephcate my findings, and only three papers using
the data have been critical of my general approach.106 A more recent
fourth piece might be viewed as mildly critical. Yet the vast majority of
researchers concur that concealed handguns deter crime, and perhaps
just as important, not even the critics claim to have found that they cost
hvesor increasecrime. In the abovequote, Hemenwayis referring to only
three studiesthat haveexaminedthe data.The other three pieces(to arrive
at his total of six) basically merely cite these three critical papers.

Some authors—such as William Bartley and Mark Cohen or Carhsle
Moody—use the original data and claim to have "found strong support
for the hypothesis that the right-to-carry laws are associated with a de
crease in the trend in violent crimes" or that their alternative specifica
tions "confirm and reinforce the basic findings."107 David Olson and Mi
chael Maltz check the findings by using newly available county-level data
from the Supplementary Homicide Report data in place of the FBI's Uni
form Crime Report and obtain virtually the same drop in murders after
the passage of the right-to-carry laws.108 Others—including Florenz
Plassmann and Nicolaus Tideman—contend that the reduction in mur

der rates is almost twice as large as I claimed. They conclude that their
results "indicate that more guns generally lead to fewer rather than
more murders, and that it would be wrong to dismiss right-to-carry laws
on the ground that more guns mean more danger, without considering
their discouraging effect on potential murders." m

Another paper by FlorenzPlassman and Nicolaus Tideman examines
the deterrent effects of right-to-carry laws both across states and over
time. They find that all the states that adopted the laws between 1977
and 1992 experienced reductions in murder, rape, and robbery between
the year the law was passed and the first, second and third full years
that the law was in effect.110 Other recent evidence by David Mustard
suggests that right-to-carry laws help reduce the rate at which pohce
are murdered.
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The book reviewsin economic journals have been favorable.111 As one
academic review claimed, "his empirical analysis sets a standard that will
be difficult to match.... this has got to be the most extensive empirical
study of crime deterrence that has been done to date The results
are extremely robust, but they are also consistent with the theoretical
principles."112 Other academics from Northwestern University, the Uni
versity of Texas, George Washington University, George Mason Uni
versity, and Cardozo School of Law have also written supportive re
views.113

Yet, to me, the most remarkable thing about this debate is what goes
unsaid. None of my academic critics has mentioned anything about the
other gun-control laws that I have examined. Not a single academic has
challenged my findings that the Brady law or state waiting periods or
background checks caused some crime rates to increase. In fact, they
have all avoided including these lawsin their own research. Nonetheless,
gun-control organizations, such asHandgun Control, to this day still at
tack me for supposedly not accounting for other gun-control laws in
my research.

Conclusion

The noise came suddenly from behind early Tuesday—
feet rapidlypounding the pavement, voices cursing.
Before Jim Shaver could turn around, he was knocked to
the ground at East 13th Avenue and Mill Street, fighting
off punches from two young men. Police said the assail
ants figured they'd found a drug dealer to rob, someone
who'd have both drugs and money. They couldn't have
been more wrong. Their victim was a 49-year-old nurse
on his way to work—a nurse with a concealed weapons
permit. The fists kept flying, even asShaver told them—
twice, he said—that he had a gun. Fearing for his life,
Shaver pulled a .22-caliber revolver out of his coat
pocket and fired several shots. One of them hit 19-year-
old Damien AlexanderLongin the right hip. Long's
allegedaccomplice, Brandon Heath Durrett, 20,wasn't
injured. The pairran off.,H

A man who police saidkidnapped a 2-year-old child and
robbeda disabled elderlywoman of a medical monitor
wasin jail Friday after he wascaptured and held at gun
point by a man with a license to carry a concealed hand
gun "I have never pulled a gun on anyone before,
and I wouldn't have pulled a gun on this man if he had
not run off with that little girl," [the man who stopped
the crime] said. "That mother wasscreaming for her
child. She was quite upset."115
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Awe-struck Phoenixpohce declared Mr. Vertigan a hero
and gave him $500 and a new pistol for catching a cop
killer after running out of ammunition in a gunfight
with three heavily armed men. Mr. Vertigan ... came
upon three armed Mexican drug-traffickers fatally
ambushing a uniformed Phoenix policeman who was
patrolling alonein Phoenix's tough Maryvale precinct.
Firing 14 shots with his left hand during a slam-and-
bump carchase that left the killers' license number
imprinted on the front of his own car, Mr. Vertigan emp
tied his Glock 31 .357 Sig. He wounded the shooter, who
was firing at him, and forced the getaway carto crash,
slowing the shooter's partners long enough for pursuing
pohce to seize them, aswell asa pound of cocaine"eight
balls" they were dealing from their white Lincoln. "I
always felt that if my life wasin danger or anyone
around me wasin immediate dangerI never would hesi
tate to use that gun. Unfortunately, that day came," Mr.
Vertigan said.116

A man who tried to commit an armed robbery at a Ben-
salem convenience store Friday morning was thwarted by
a customer who pulled out his own gun and fired five
shots at the crook Fearing he would be killed, police
said, the customer began shooting at the suspect....
Police said the clerkswere "a little shaken up" after the
attempted robbery—but they guessed that the would-be
robberwas probably just asshocked. "I'll bet he never ex
pected that to happen," said Fred Harran, Bensalem's
deputy director of public safety.117

All these recent cases involved individuals with per
mitted concealed handguns. During 1999 concealed permit holders have
prevented bank robberies, stopped what couldhave beenabloodyattack
by gang members at a teenage girl's high school graduation party, and
stopped carjackings.118 In the couple of months during whichIwas updat
ing this book, armed citizens have helped capture murderers who had
escaped prison, stopped hostage taking at a business which otherwise
surely would have resulted in multiple deaths, and prevented robberies
and rapes.119 Residential attacks that were stopped by citizens with guns
during 1999 were extremelycommon.120

One of the bigger puzzles to me hasbeen the news coverage on guns.
Admittedly,some of it is easy to explain. Suppose amediaoutlet hastwo
stories to choose from: one in which there is a dead body on the ground
and it is a sympathetic person like a victim, another in which a women
brandishes a gun and the attacker runs away, no shots are fired, no dead
bodies are on the ground, and no crime is actually consummated. It
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seems pretty obvious which story is going to get the news coverage. Yet
if we really want to answer the question of which policieswill save lives,
we must take into considerationnot only the newsworthy bad events but
also the bad events that never happen becausepeople are able to defend
themselves. Unfortunately, the newsworthy bad events give people a
warpedimpression of the costsand benefits from having guns around.

Evenwhen defensive gun usesare mentioned in the press, those men
tions do not focus on typical defensive gun uses. The news stories focus
primarily on the extremely rare cases in which the attacker is killed,
though a few times press stories do mention cases of a gun being used
to seriously wound an attacker. News coverage of defensive gun uses
in which a would-be victim simply brandished a gun are essentially
unheard-of. I don't think one has to rely on a conspiracy explanation to
understand why this type of news coverage occurs, for it is not that sur
prising that dead attackers are considered more newsworthy than pre
vented attacks in which nobody was harmed. Evenso, it is still important
to recognize how this coverage can color people's perspective on how
guns are used defensively. Since most people probably are very reticent
to take a life, if they believe that defensivegun use almost alwaysresults
in the death of an attacker, they will become more uncomfortable with
guns.

While these examples are easily understood, some other news cover
age is not as obvious. Take the case of accidental gun deaths involving
young children, which we discussed in chapter 1.My guess is that people
beheve these events to be much more frequent than they actually are.
When I have given talks, I havesometimes asked the audience how many
children under age five or ten die from accidental gun shots each year;
the answers are frequently in the thousand-plus range. A few answers
might mention only hundreds of deaths per year. No one comes close
to the Centers for Disease Control numbers: seventeen accidental gun
deaths for children under age five and forty-two for children under ten
in 1996. The information that forty children under age five drown each
year in five-gallon water buckets or that eighty drown in bathtubs always
astounds the audience. Peopleremember national news reports of young
children dying from accidental handgun shots in the home. In contrast,
when was the last time that you heard on the national news of a child
drowning in a five-gallon water bucket?121

As a father of four boys, I can't imagine what life would be hke if one
of my sons died for any reason, including guns. But why so much more
attention is given to guns when so many other riskspose a greater threat
to our children is not immediately obvious to me. Indeed, it is difficult to
think of anything other than guns that is as prevalent around American
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homes, andthat isanywhere near as potentially dangerous, yet is respon
sible for as low an accidental death rate. With around 80 milhon people
owning a total of 200—240 milhon guns, the vast majority of gun owners
must be extremely careful or such gun accidents would be much more
frequent.

I have asked some reporters why they think accidental gun deaths
receive so much coverage, and the only answer seems to be that these
events get coverage because they are so rare. Dogbitesman is simply not
newsworthy because it is so common, but man bites dog, well, that is
news. Yet this explanation still troubles me, for there are other equally
rare deaths involvingchildren that get very httle news coverage.

Another puzzle is the lackof coverage given to cases in which citizens
with guns have prevented multiple-victim pubhc shootings from oc
curring.Given the intense concern generated by these attacks, one would
think that people would be interested in knowing how these attacks
were stopped.

For a simple comparison, take the justified news coverage accorded
the heroic actions of Dave Sanders, the Columbine High School teacher
who helped protect some of the students and was killed in the process.
By the Sunday morning five days after the incident, a Lexis-Nexis search
(a type of on-line computer search that includes news media databases)
indicates that over 250 of the shghtly over 1,000 news stories around the
country on this tragedy had mentioned this hero.

Contrast this with other school attacks in which the crimes were

stopped well before the policewere able to arrive. Take, for example, the
October 1997 shooting spree at a high school in Pearl, Mississippi, de
scribed at the beginning of this section, which left two students dead. It
was stopped by Joel Myrick, an assistant principal. He retrieved his per
mitted concealed handgun from his car and physically immobihzed the
shooter for about five minutes before pohce arrived.

A Lexis-Nexis search indicates that 687 articles appeared in the first
month after the attack. Only 19 stories mentioned Myrick in any way.
Only a httle more than half of these mentioned he used a gun to stop
the attack. Some stories simply stated Myrick was "credited by police
with helping capture the boy" or that "Myrick disarmed the shooter." A
later story reported by Dan Rather on CBSnoted that "Myrick eventually
subdued the young gunman." Such stories provide no explanation of
how Myrick accomplished this feat.

The school-related shooting in Edinboro, Pennsylvania, which left one
teacher dead, was stopped only after James Strand, the owner of a nearby
restaurant, pointed a shotgun at the shooter when he was finishing re
loading his gun. The police did not arrive until eleven minutes later. At
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least 596 news stories discussed this crime during the next month, yet
only 35 mentioned Strand. Once again, the media ignored that a gun
was usedto stop the crime. The New York Daily News explained that Strand
"persuaded [the killer] to surrender," while the Atlanta Journal wrote how
he "chased [thekiller] downandheldhim until police came." Saying that
Strand"persuaded" the attacker makes it soundasifStrandweresimply
an effective speaker.

NeitherMyrick nor Strandwas killed duringtheir heroics. That might
explain why they were ignored to a greater degree than Dave Sanders in
the Columbine attack. Yet one suspects a more politically correct expla
nation—especially when the mediagenerally ignore defensive gun use.
Withfive pubhc-school-related shootings occurringduring the 1997—1998
school year, one might have thought that the fact that two of them were
stoppedbyguns would register in the pubhc debate over such shootings.

The press's bias can be amply illustrated by other examples as well.
Take the exampleof the Julyattackin Atlanta that left nine peopledead.
Mark Barton killedpeople working at two stock brokerages.122 It did de
serve the extensive news coverage that it received. Yet within the next
week and a half there were three cases around Atlanta in which citizens

with guns stopped similar attacks from occurring, and these incidents
weregiven virtuallyno news coverage. Theywerean attack at a Lavonia,
Georgia, store by a fired worker, an attack by a mental patient at an At
lanta hospital, and an Atlanta truckjacking.123 The last two incidentswere
stopped by citizens with permitted concealed handguns, while the first
was stopped by someonewho had only been allowed to buy a gun hours
before the attack because of Georgia's instant background check system.
Meanwhile, a week after the Atlanta massacre, another attack, which left
three people dead at a Birmingham, Alabama, business, again generated
national television news coverage on all the networks and was the lead
story on the CBS and NBC evening news.124

Again, I can see that bad events that never occur are not nearly as
newsworthy as actual bad events. Yet multiple-victim attacks using
methods other than guns are frequently ignored. On May 3, 1999, Steve
Abrams drove his Cadillac into a crowded preschool playground because
he "wanted to execute innocent children."125 Two children died horrible

deaths as one was mangled under the wheels and the other pinned to a
tree by the car, and another five were badly injured. One woman's son
was so badly mauled that "teachers and other parents stepped between
[her]and the Cadillacto prevent her from seeingher son's battered body"
even though he was still ahve. Yet only one television network provided
even a passing reference to this attack.126 One very obvious news angle, it
seems to me, would be to link this attack to the various public school
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attacks. Compare thisnewscoverage with the attention generated by Bu-
ford Furrow's August 10, 1999, assault on a Jewish community center,
which left five people wounded, three of them young boys.127 Multiple-
victim knife attacks have been ignored by the national media, and few
people would realize that there were 1,884 bombing incidents in the
United States in 1996, which left a total of 34 people dead and 365
people injured.128

The news coverage is also constantly framed as, Is more gun control
the answer?129 The question is never asked, Have increased regulations
encouraged these attacks by making potential victims more vulnerable?
Do these attacks demonstrate the importance of letting peoplebe able to
defend themselves?

We are constantlybombarded with pro-gun-control claims. While my
research, when it is referred to in the press, is labeled as "controversial"
or worse, the claims from the Clinton administration and HandgunCon
trol, Inc., are reported without reference to any academics who might
object to them. For years the Clinton administration has been placing
public service ads claiming that "thirteen children die every day from
guns," linking this claim with elementary school children's voices or pic
tures. But few of these thirteen deaths fit the image of innocent young
children. Nine of these deaths per dayinvolve "children" between seven
teen and nineteen years old, primarily homicides involving gang mem
bers. Eleven of the deaths per dayinvolved fifteen- to nineteen-year olds.
This does not alleviate the sorrow created by these deathsor the 1.9 chil
dren under age fifteen that die from guns every day, but it strains credu
lity to havethis number mentioned as evidence justifyingthe importance
of trigger locks.

The Clinton administration has also been attempting to help out the
city lawsuits against the gun makers by producing other research that
will back up their claims that guns are being sold recklessly to crimi
nals.130 The administration claimed that around a third of the guns used
in crimes were purchased legally with the intent of reselling them to
criminals—so-called straw purchases. Yet the evidence was very indirect
and purposely excluded most gun crimes from the sample to ensure a
particular answer. The administration did not measure straw purchases,
but simply assumed that guns legally purchased from a dealer and then
used in the commission of a crime within three years must have involved
straw purchases.These guns could have been stolen between the original
sale and their use in a crime, but they would still be classified as straw
purchases. To arrive at the percentages the administration reports, only
guns that were both sold and used in the commission of a crime between
the beginning of 1990 and the end of 1996 are examined.
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Yet using this method the administration could haveproduced virtu
allyany percentage it wanted.Forexample, acceptits definitionof a straw
purchase as guns that are both purchased and used within a three-year
period of time. If the administration had simply limited the sample to
guns that were purchased and used in the commission of a crime in a
three-year period from 1994 through 1996, it could have claimed that 100
percent of guns used in crimes were obtained through straw purchases.
In this case, all the guns they would have studied would fit their defini
tion of a straw purchase.

Much of the debate today is framed so as to blame the greater accessi
bility of guns in America for the recent school violence. Gun-control
groups claim that today "guns are less regulated than toasters or teddy
bears."131 The solutions range from banning gun possession for those un
der twenty-one to imprisoningadults whoseguns are misused by minors
under eighteen.

Yet, to the contrary,gun availability has never beforebeen as restricted
as it is now.Aslate as 1967, it waspossible for a thirteen-year-old virtually
anywhere in the United States to walk into a hardware store and buy a
rifle. Relatively few states even had age restrictions for buying handguns
from a store. Buying a rifle through the mail was easy. Private transfers
of guns to juveniles were also unrestricted.

It was common for schools to have shooting clubs. Even in New York
City,virtually every pubhc high school had a shooting club up until 1969.
It was common for high school students to take their guns with them
to school on the subways in the morning and turn them over to their
homeroom teacher or the gym coach so the heavy guns would simply
be out of the way. After school, students would pick up their guns when
it was time for practice. The federal government would even give stu
dents rifles and pay for their ammunition. Students regularly competed
in citywide shooting contests, with the winners being awarded univer
sity scholarships.

Contrast those dayswith regulations today. Collegeor elementary stu
dents are now expelled from schoolfor even accidentally bringinga water
pistol. Schools prohibit images of guns, knives, or other weapons on
shirts, on hats, or in pictures. Elementary school students have been sus
pended for carrying around a mere picture of a gun. High schools have
refused to publish yearbook pictures of students sitting on howitzers,
even when the picture shows graduating students who are joining the
military. School superintendents have lost their jobs for even raising the
question of whether someone at a school should have a gun for pro
tection.132

Since the 1960s, the growth of federal gun control has been dramatic.
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Before the Brady law in 1994, background checks and waiting periods
were not required in most states. It was not a federal crime for those
under eighteen to possess a handgun until 1994. The 1990s saw dramati
cally higher fees for registered dealers aswell asmany added paperwork
requirements. Federal gun laws in 1930 amounted to only 3,571 words.
They expanded to 19,907 words in 1960 and then more than quadrupled
to 88,413 words today.133

The growth in state laws has kept pace. By 1997, California's gun-
control statutes contained an incredible 158,643 words, nearly the length
of the King James Version of the New Testament. And in 1999, at least
four new gun laws have already been signed into law by the governor.
Even a "gun-friendly" state government such as Texas has gun-control
provisions containing over 41,000 words. None of this even begins to in
clude the burgeoning local regulations on everything from hcensing to
mandatory gun locks.

But whose access has reallybeen restrictedby these laws? There is no
academic study showing that waiting periods and background checks
have reduced criminal access or resulted in less crime or youth violence.
Indeed, for the Brady law, I have found that rape rates have increased.
While the object is obviously to disarm criminals, the laws are primarily
obeyedby good people. If the research in this book convinces me of any
thing, it is that disarming potential victims relative to criminals makes
crime more attractive and more likely.

To restrict firearm access further and promote "safe zones" for our
children, a 1995 federal law now bans guns within 1,000 feet of a school.
Unfortunately, again, it is the law-abiding citizens who obey the law—
not the criminalswho areintent on harming our children. With the re
cent school attacks, even the most die-hard proponents of this law will
be hard pressed to claim that this law has worked out the way that it
was intended.

In Virginia, where rural areas havealongtradition of high schoolstu
dents going hunting in the morning, before school, the governor tried
but failed to get the state legislature in 1999 to enact an exemption to the
federal law allowing high school students to store their guns in their
cars in the schoolparking lot. Indeed, one reason few students havebeen
prosecuted for possessing a gun on school grounds is that many viola
tions involve these very types of cases. Prosecutors find it crazy to send
good kids to jail simply because they had a rifle locked in the trunk of
their carwhile the carwas parked in the school parking lot. The recent
attempts in Congress to "put teeth" into the current laws through man
dating prosecutions will take away this prosecutorial discretion and pro
duce unintended results.
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The horror with which people react to guns is inverselyrelated to how
accessible they are. It would appear that, at the very least, gun-control
advocates facesomething of a dilemma. Ifguns are the problem, why was
it that when guns were really accessible, even inside schools by students,
we didn't have the problems that plague us now including the mass
school shootings?

Rules that are passed to solve a problem can make the problem worse,
which in turn generates calls for yet more regulations. The biggest prob
lem with gun-control laws is that those who are intent on harming oth
ers, and especially those who plan to commit suicide, are the least likely
to obey them. The issue is often disparagingly phrased as whether hunt
ers are wilhng to be "inconvenienced," but this misses the real question:
Will well-intended laws disarm potential victims and thus make it easier
for criminals?

The experiences of other countries with gun control should also raise
real concerns. For example, Australia banned a wide range of guns after
Tasmania's horrible multiple-victim public shooting in 1996. But neither
total crime nor total crime with guns has declined. In the first two years
after the law,armed robberies had risen by73percent, unarmed robberies
by 28 percent, assaults by 17 percent, and kidnappings by 38 percent.134
Murders dechned by9 percent, but manslaughter rose by 32percent. An
other country that has recently banned guns is England,yet it now leads
the United States by a wide margin in robberies and aggravated assaults,
and although murder and rape is still higher in the United States, that
difference has been shrinking.135 It is seldom mentioned that other coun
tries, hke Brazil and Russia, with some of the toughest gun bans and
restrictions in the world, have murder rates four times higher than what
we have in the United States.

Another important sourceof regulation is the constant threat of legal
action now faced by gun makers and those in anyway involved in han
dling guns. Colt has terminated a thousand field representatives and vir
tually stoppedsellinghandguns to the civilian market.136 Other gun mak
ers have filed for bankruptcy protection.137 Other businesses have also
been affected. The Wall StreetJournal notes that "In part to avoid becoming
a target of new lawsuits," United Parcel Service is "tightening its rules for
shipping handguns" and effectively tripling its prices.138

What seemsmissing from so much of the publicdebateis that regula
tions have both costs and benefits. Consider, then, the costs and benefits
of some other recent gun-control proposals that have not already been
addressed directly in this book:

Prison sentences for adults whose guns are misused by someone under 18. Parents are
already civilly liable for any wrongful actions committed by their chil-
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dren, but these recent federalproposalswould institute a three-year min
imum prison term for anyone whose gun is used improperly by any mi
nor (not necessarily their own child), regardless of whether the gun
owner consented to or knew of the use. The rules are being created for
just one product when we would never think of applying them to other
products. This is draconian, to say the least—the equivalent of sending
Mom and Dad to prison becausean auto thief killssomeone while driving
the family car. What about other household products like the propane
tanks from barbecues or trailer homes used to make bombs? If the moti

vation is to prevent accidental deaths, why not apply this rule to items
that posea much greater riskto childrenin the home? Criminalpenalties
would surely motivate parents to store everything from medicines to
knives to water buckets more carefully. Most would consider such an
idea extreme, and it would only add to the griefor agonyalreadysuffered
by parents when their children are killed or hurt.

Age limits. Mr. Chnton proposes a federal ban on the possession of
handguns by anyone under twenty-one. Under a 1968 federal law,
twenty-one is already the minimum age to purchase a handgun, but set
ting the age to possess a handgun has been a state matter. While some
people between eighteen and twenty-one use guns improperly, others
face the risk of crime and would benefit from defending themselves. As
discussed earlier in this book (p. 86), laws allowing eighteen- to twenty-
one-year-olds to carry a concealed handgun reduce violentcrime, just as
they do for citizens over twenty-one.

New rulesfor gun shows. The Chnton administration has provided no evi
dence that such shows are important in supplying criminals with guns.
Furthermore, it issimplyfalse to claim that the rules for purchasingguns
at a gun show are any different from purchases elsewhere. Dealers at a
show must perform the same background checks and obey all the other
rules that they follow when they makesales at their stores. Private sales
are always unregulated whether they occur at a gun show or not.

If, as Mr. Clinton proposes, the governmentenacts new laws regulat
ing private sales at gun shows, all someone would have to do is walk
outside the show and sell the gun there. To regulate private sales, the
government would have to register allguns. This iswherethe discussion
will soon be headed, as it is certain that gun-control advocates will
quickly pointto the unenforceability ofthese newlaws. Advocates of the
new rules must know that the proposedrules are doomed to failure and
should acknowledge openlywhether they would advocate registration to
close the new "loopholes" they are creating. The other goal here is set
up fees and bureaucracy that will drive most gun shows out of business.
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Background checksfor buyers ofbomb-making material. Thiswill havehttle effect,
simply because few items are hkely to be covered. No one seriously dis
cusses including fertilizer, used to make the bomb that killed 168 people
in Oklahoma City in 1995, or propane tanks hke the ones found after the
Littleton massacre. There are simply too many common household
items that can be used to make bombs.

Yet without academic evidence that existing regulations such as the
Brady law and gun locks produce desirable results, it is surprising that
we are now debating what new gun-control laws to pass. With that in
mind, 294 academics from institutions as diverse as Harvard, Stanford,

Northwestern, the University of Pennsylvania, and UCLA released an
open letter to Congress during 1999 stating that the proposed new gun
laws are "ill advised." They wrote that "With the 20,000 gun laws already
on the books, we advise Congress, before enacting yet more new laws, to
investigate whether many of the existing laws may have contributed to
the problems we currently face."139

An effective as well as moving piece I recently read was written by
DaleAnema, a father whoseson wastrapped for hours inside the Colum
bine High School building during the April 1999 attack. His agony while
waiting to hear what happened to his son touches any parent's worst
fears. Because he had witnessed this tragedy, he described his disbehef
over the pohcy debate:

Two pending gun bills are immediately dropped by the Colorado legisla
ture. One is a proposal to make it easier for law-abiding citizens to carry
concealedweapons;the other isa measure to prohibit municipalitiesfrom
suing gun manufacturers. I wonder: If two crazy hoodlums can walk into
a "gun-free" zone full of our kids, and police are totally incapable of de
fending the children, why would anyone want to make it harder for law-
abiding adults to defend themselves and others? ... Of course, nobody
on TV mentions that perhaps gun-free zones are potential magnets to
crazed killers.140





Appendix One

How to Account for the Different

Factors That Affect Crime and

How to Evaluate the Importance

of the Results

The research in this book rehes on what is known as

regression analysis, a statistical technique that essentially lets us "fit a hne"
to a data set. Take a two-variable case involving arrest rates and crime
rates. One could simply plot the data and draw the line somewhere in
the middle, so that the deviations from the hne would be small, but each

person would probably draw the line a little differently. Regression anal
ysis is largely a set of conventions for determining exactly how the hne
should be drawn. In the simplest and most common approach—ordi
nary least squares (OLS)—the line chosen minimizes the sum of the
squared differences between the observations and the regression line.
Where the relationship between only two variables is being examined,
regression analysis is not much more sophisticated than determining
the correlation.

The regression coefficients tell us the relationshipbetween the two vari
ables. The diagram in figure A1.1 indicates that increasing arrest rates
decreases crime rates, and the slopeof the line tells us how much crime
rates will fall ifwe increase arrest ratesbya certain amount. For example,
in terms of figure Al, if the regression coefficient were equal to —1,low
ering the arrest rate by one percentage point would produce a similar
percentage-point increase in the crime rate. Obviously, many factors ac
count for how crime changes over time. To deal with these, we use what
is called multiple regression analysis. In such an analysis, as the name suggests,
many explanatory (or exogenous) variables are used to explain how the
endogenous (or dependent) variable moves. This allows us to determine
whether a relationship exitsbetween differentvariables after other effects
have already been taken into consideration. Instead of merely drawing
a line that best fits a two-dimensional plot of data points, as shown in
figure Al.l, multiple regression analysis fits the best line through an
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Figure Al.l. Fitting a regression line to a scatter diagram

n-dimensional data plot, where n is the number of variables being ex
amined.

A more comphcated regression technique is called two-stage least squares.
We use this technique when two variables are both dependent on each
other and we want to try to separate the influence of one variable from
the influence of the other. In our case, this arises because crime rates

influence whether the nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws are
adopted at the same time as the laws affect crime rates. Similar issues
arisewith arrest rates. Not only are crime rates influenced by arrest rates,
but since an arrest rate is the number of arrests divided by the number
of crimes, the reverse also holds true. As is evident from its name, the

method of two-stage least squares is similar to the method of ordinary
least squaresin how it determines the hne of best fit—by minimizing the
sum of the squared differences from that line. Mathematically, however,
the calculations are more comphcated, and the computer has to go
through the estimation in two stages.

The following is an awkward phrase used for presenting regression
results: "a one-standard-deviation change in an explanatory variable ex
plains a certain percentage of a one-standard-deviation change in the var
ious crime rates." This is a typical way of evaluating the importance of
statistical results. In the text I have adopted a less stilted, though less
precise formulation: for example, "variations in the probability of arrest
account for 3 to 11 percent of the variation in the various crime rates."
AsI will explain below, standard deviations are a measure of how much
variation a given variable displays. While it is possible to say that a one-
percentage-point changein an explanatory variable will affect the crime
rate by a certain amount (and, for simplicity, many tablesuse such phras
ing whenever possible), this approach has its limitations. The reason is
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that a 1 percent change in the explanatory variable may sometimes be
very unlikely: some variables may typically change by only a fraction of
a percent, so assuming a one-percentage-point change would imply a
much larger impact than could possibly be accounted for by that factor.
Likewise, if the typical change in an explanatory variable is much greater
than 1percent, assuming a one-percentage-point change would make its
impact appear too small.

The convention described above—that is, measuring the percent of a
one-standard-deviation change in the endogenous variable explained by
a one-standard-deviation change in the explanatory variable—solves the
problem by essentially normalizingboth variables so that they are in the
same units. Standard deviations are a way of measuring the typical
change that occurs in a variable. For example, for symmetric distribu
tions, 68 percent of the data is within one standard deviation of either
side of the mean, and 95percent of the data is within two standard devia
tions of the mean. Thus, by comparing a one-standard-deviation change
in both variables, we are comparing equal percentages of the typical
changes in both variables.1

The regressions in this book are also "weighted by the population" in
the counties or states being studied. This is necessitated by the very high
level of "noise" in a particular year's measure of crime rates for low-
population areas. A county with only one thousand people may go
through many years with no murders, but when even one murder oc
curs, the murder rate (the number of murders divided by the county's
population) is extremely high. Presumably, no one would beheve that
this small county has suddenly become as dangerous as New York City.
More populous areasexperience much more stable crime rates over time.
Because of this difficulty in consistently measuring the risk of murder in
low-population counties, we do not want to put as much emphasis on
any one year's observed murder rate, and this is exactly what weighting
the regressions by county population does.

Several other general concerns may be anticipated in setting up the
regression specification. What happens if concealed-handgun laws just
happen to be adopted at the same time that there is a downward national
trend in crime rates? The solution is to use separate variables for the
different years in the sample: one variable equals 1 for all observations
during 1978 and zero for all other times, another equals 1 for all observa
tions during 1979 and zero otherwise, and so on. These "year-dummy"
variables thus capture the change in crimefrom one year to another that
can only be attributed to time itself. Thus if the murder rate declines
nationally from 1991 to 1992, the year-dummyvariables will measure the
average dechne in murder rates between those two years and allow us to
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askif there was anadditional drop, even after accounting for this national
decline, in states that adopted nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws.

A similar set of "dummy" variables is used for each county in the
United States, and they measure deviations in the average crime rate
across counties. Thus we avoid the possibility that our findings may show
that nondiscretionary concealed-handgun laws appear to reduce crime
rates simply because the counties with these laws happened to have low
crime rates to begin with. Instead, our findings should show whether
there is an additional dropin crime rates afterthe adoptionofthese laws.

The only way to properly account for these year and county effects,
as well as the influences on crime from factors like arrest rates, poverty,
anddemographic changes, is to use amultiple-regression framework that
allows us to directly control for these influences.

Unless we specifically state otherwise, the regressions reportedin the
tables attempt to explain the natural logarithms of the crime rates for
the different categories of crime. Converting into "logs" is aconventional
method of rescahng avariable so that a given absolute numerical change
represents a given percentage change. (The familiar Richter scale for
measuring earthquakes is an example of a base-10 logarithmic scale,
where a tremor that registers 8 on the scale is ten times as powerful as
one that registers 7, and one that registers 7 is ten times as powerful as
one that registers 6.)The reason for usinglogarithms of the endogenous
variable rather than their simple values is twofold. First, using logsavoids
giving undue importance to a few, very large, "outlying" observations.
Second, the regression coefficient can easily be interpreted asthe percent
changein the endogenousvariable forevery one-point changein the par
ticular explanatory variable examined.

Finally, there is the issue of statistical significance. When we estimate co
efficients in a regression, they take on some value, positive or negative.
Even if we were to take two completely unrelated variables—say, sun-
spot activityand the number of gun permits—a regression would almost
certainly yield acoefficientestimate other than zero. However, we cannot
conclude that any positive or negative regressioncoefficient really implies
a true relationship between the variables. We must have some measure
of how certain the coefficient estimate is. The size of the coefficient does

not reallyhelp here—even a large coefficientcould have been generated
by chance.

This is where statistical significance enters in. The measure of statisti
cal significance is the conventional way of reporting how certain we can
be that the impact is different from zero. If we say that the reported num
ber is "positive and statistically significantat the 5 percent level," we mean
that there is only a 5 percent chance that the coefficient happened to
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take on a positive value when the true relationship in fact was zero or
negative.2 To say that a number is statisticallysignificantat the 1 percent
level represents even greater certainty. The convention among many so
cial scientists is usually not to affirm conclusions unless the level of sig
nificance reaches 10 percent or lower; thus, someone who says that a
result is "not significant" most likelymeans that the level of significance
failed to be as low as 10 percent.

These simple conventions are, however, fairly arbitrary, and it would
be wrong to think that we learn nothing from a value that is significant
at "only" the 11 percent level, while attaching a great deal of weight to
one that is significant at the 10 percent level. The true connection be
tween the significance level and what we learn involves a much more
continuous relationship. We are more certain of a result when it is sig
nificant at the 10 percent level rather than at the 15 percent level, and
we are more certain of a result at the 1 percent level than at the 5 per
cent level.
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Explanations of Frequently Used

Terms

Arrest rate: The number of arrests per crime.
Crime rate: The number of crimes per 100,000 people.
Cross-sectional data: Data that provide information across geographic

areas(cities, counties, or states)within a single period of time.
Discretionary concealed-handgun law: Also known as a "may-issue"

law; the term discretionary means that whether a person is ultimately
allowed to obtain a concealed-handgun permit is up to the discretion
of either the sheriff or judge who has the authority to grant the per
mit. The person applying for the permit must frequently show a
"need" to carry the gun, though many rural jurisdictions automati
cally grant these requests.

Endogenous: Avariable isendogenous when changes in the variable are
assumed to caused by changes in other variables.

Exogenous: A variable isexogenous when its values are asgiven, and no
attempt is made to explain how that variable's values change over
time.

Externality: The costs of or benefits from one's actions may accrue to
other people. External benefits occurwhenpeoplecannot capture the
beneficial effects that their actionsproduce. External costs arisewhen
people are not made to bear the costs that their actions impose on
others.

Nondiscretionary concealed-handgun law: Also known as a "shall-
issue" or "do-issue" law; the term nondiscretionary means that once a per
son meets certain well-specified criteria for obtaining a concealed-
handgun permit, no discretion is involved in granting the permit—it
must be issued.

Pooled, cross-sectional, time-series data: Data that allow the re
searchernot only to compare differences across geographic areas, but
also to see how these differences change across geographic areas over
time.
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Regression: A statistical technique that essentially lets us fit a line to a
data set to determine the relationship between variables.

Statistical significance: A measure used to indicate how certain we can
be that the impact of a variable is different from some value (usually
whether it is different from zero).

Time-series data: Data that provide information about a particular
place over time. For example, time-series data might examine the
change in the crime rate for a city over many years.
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Description of the Data

This appendix provides a detailed discussion of the
variables used in this study and their sources. The number of arrests and
offenses for each crimein everycounty from 1977 to 1992 were provided
by the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports (UCR). The UCR program is a nation
wide, cooperative statistical effort by over 16,000 city, county, and state
law-enforcement agencies to compile data on crimes that are reported to
them. During 1993, law-enforcement agencies active in the UCRprogram
represented over 245 milhon U.S. inhabitants, or 95 percent of the total
population. The coverage amountedto 97 percent of the U.S. population
hvingin Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and86 percent of the pop
ulationin non-MSA cities andin rural counties.1 The Supplementary Homicide
Reports ofthe UCR supplied the dataon the sex and raceofvictims and on
whatever relationship might have existed between victim and offender.2

The regressions report results from a subset of the UCR data set,
though we also ran the regressions with the entire data set. The main
differences were that the effect of concealed-handgun laws on murder
was greater than what is reported in this study, and the effects on rape
and aggravated assault were smaller. Observations were ehminated be
causeof changes in reporting practices or definitions of crimes; see Crime
in the United States for the years 1977 to 1992. For example, from 1985 to
1994, Illinois operated under a unique, "gender-neutral" definition ofsex
offenses. Another example involves Cook County, Illinois, from 1981 to
1984, which experienced a large jump in reported crime because of a
changein the way officers were trained to report crime.

The additional observations that were either never provided or were
dropped from the data set include those from Arizona (1980), Florida
(1988), Georgia (1980), Kentucky(1988), andIowa (1991). Data for counties
containing the following cities were also eliminated for the crime rates
listed: violent crime and aggravated assault for Steubenville, Ohio (1977—
89); violent crime and aggravated assault for Youngstown, Ohio (1977—
87); violent crime, aggravated assault, and burglary for Mobile, Alabama
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(1977-85); violent crime and aggravated assault for Oakland, California
(1977-90); violent crime and aggravated assault for Milwaukee, Wiscon
sin (1977-85); all crime categories for Glendale, Arizona (1977-84); vio
lent crimeand aggravated assault for Jackson, Mississippi (1977 and 1982);
violent crime and aggravated assault for Aurora, Colorado (1977 and
1982); violent crime and aggravated assault for Beaumont, Texas (1977
and 1982); violent crime and aggravated assault for Corpus Christi, Texas
(1977 and 1982); violent crime and rape for Macon, Georgia (1977—81);
violent crime, property crime, robbery, and larceny for Cleveland, Ohio
(1977—81); violent crime and aggravated assault for Omaha, Nebraska
(1977—81); all crime categories for Eau Claire, Wisconsin (1977—78); all
crime categories for Green Bay, Wisconsin (1977); and all crime categories
for Little Rock, Arkansas (1977-79).

The original Uniform Crime Report data set did not have arrest data for
Hawaii in 1982. These missing observations were supplied to us by the
Hawaii UCR program. In the original data set several observations in
cluded two observations for the same county and year identifiers. The
incorrect observations were deleted from the data.

For all of the different crime rates, if the true rate was zero, we added

0.1 before we took the natural log of those values. It is not possible to
take the natural log of zero, because any change from zero is an infinite
percentage change. For the accident rates and the supplementary homi
cide data, if the true rate was zero, we added 0.01 before we took the

natural logs of those values.3
The number of police in a state, the number of officerswho have the

power to make arrests, and police payrolls for each state by type of officer
are availablefor 1982 to 1992 from the U.S. Department of Justice'sExpendi
ture and Employment Datafor the CriminalJustice System.

The data on age, sex, and racial distributions estimate the population
in each county on July 1of the respectiveyears.The population is divided
into five-year age segments, and race is categorized as white, black, and
neither white nor black.The population data, with the exception of 1990
and 1992, were obtained from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.4 The esti

mates use modified census data as anchor points and then employ an
iterative proportional-fitting technique to estimate intercensal popula
tions. The process ensures that the county-level estimates are consistent
with estimates of July 1 national and state populations by age, sex, and
race. The age distributions of large military installations, colleges, and
institutions were estimated by a separate procedure. The counties for
which special adjustments were made are listed in the report.5The 1990
and 1992 estimates have not yet been completed by the Bureau of the
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Census and made available for distribution. We estimated the 1990 data

by taking an average of the 1989 and 1991 data. We estimated the 1992
data by multiplying the 1991 populations by the 1990—91 growth rate of
each county's population.

Data on income, unemployment, income maintenance, and retire
ment were obtained by the Regional Economic Information System
(REIS). Income maintenance includes Supplemental Security Insurance
(SSI), Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), and food
stamps. Unemployment benefits include state unemployment insurance
compensation, Unemployment for federal employees, unemployment
for railroad employees, and unemployment for veterans. Retirement
payments include old-age survivor and disability payments, federal civil
employee retirement payments, military retirement payments, state and
local government employee retirement payments, and workers compen
sation payments (both federal and state).Nominalvalues were converted
to real values by using the consumer price index.6 The index uses the
average consumer price index for July 1983 as the base period. County
codes for twenty-five observations did not match any of the county codes
listed in the ICPSR codebook. Those observations were deleted from

the sample.
Data concerning the number of concealed-weapons permits for each

county were obtained from a variety of sources. Mike Woodward, of the
Oregon Law Enforcement and Data System, provided the Oregon data
for 1991 and after.The number of permits available for Oregon by county
in 1989 wasprovided by the sheriff'sdepartments of the individual count
ies.Cari Gerchick,Deputy County Attorney for MaricopaCounty in Ari
zona, provided us with the Arizonacounty-level conviction rates, prison-
sentence lengths, and concealed-handgunpermits from 1990 to 1995. The
Pennsylvania data were obtainedfrom Alan Krug. The National Rifle As
sociation provided data on NRAmembership by state from 1977 to 1992.
The dates on which states enacted enhanced-sentencing provisions for
crimes committed with deadly weapons were obtained from a study by
Marvell and Moody.7 The first year for which the enhanced-sentencing
variableequals 1isweighted by the portion of that first year during which
the law was in effect.

For the Arizona regressions, the Brady-law variable is weighted for
1994 by the percentage of the yearfor whichit was in effect (83 percent).

The Bureau of the Census provided data on the area in square miles
of each county. Both the total number of unintentional-injury deaths
and the number of those involving firearms were obtained from annual
issues of Accident Facts and The Vital Statistics ofthe United States. The classifica
tion of types of weapons is from International Statistical Classification ofDiseases
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and Related Health Problems, vol. 1, 10th ed. The handgun category includes
guns for single-hand use, pistols, and revolvers. The total includes all
other types of firearms.

The means and standard deviations of the variables are reported in
appendix 4.



Appendix Four

National Sample Means and

Standard Deviations

Table A4.1 National Sample Neons and Standard Deviations

Variable Observations Mean

Standard

deviation

0.16 0.368

Gun ownership information:
Nondiscretionary law dummy 50,056

Arrestsrates (ratio of arrests to offenses)
Index crimes" 45,108 27.43 126.73

Violent crimes 43,479 71.31 327.25

Property crimes 45,978 24.03 120.87

Murder 26,472 98.05 109.78

Rape 33,887 57.83 132.80

Aggravatedassault 43,472 71.37 187.35

Robbery 34,966 61.62 189.50

Burglary 45,801 21.51 47.299

Larceny 45,776 25.57 263.71

Auto theft 43,616 44.82 307.54

Crime rates (per 100,000 people)
Index crimes 46,999 2,984.99 3,368.85
Violent crimes 47,001 249.08 388.72

Property crimes 46,999 2,736.59 3,178.41

Murder 47,001 5.65 10.63

Murder rate with guns
(from 1982 to 1991 in
counties with more than

100,000 people) 12,759 3.92 6.48

Rape 47,001 18.78 32.39

Robbery 47,001 44.69 149.21

Aggravatedassault 47,001 180.05 243.26

Burglary 47,001 811.8642 1,190.23

Larceny 47,000 1,764.37 2,036.03

Auto theft 47,000 160.42 284.60

Causes of accidental deaths and murders

(per 100,000 people)
Rate of accidental deaths from

guns 23,278 0.151 1.2161
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Variable
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Observations Mean

Standard

deviation

Rate of accidental deaths from

causesother than guns
Rate of total accidental deaths

Rate of murders (handguns)
Rate of murders (other guns)

Income data (all valuesin real 1983
Real per-capitapersonal

income

Real per-capitaunemployment
insurance

Real per-capitaincome
maintenance

Real per-capitaretirement
(over age65)

Population characteristics
County population
County population per square

mile

State population
State NRA membership

(per 100,000 people)
Percentvoting Republican in

presidential election

23,278 1.165152 4.342401

23,278 51.95 32.13482

23,278 0.44 1.930975

23,278 3.478 6.115275

dollars)

50,011 10,554.21 2,498.07

50,011 67.58 53.10

50,011 157.23 97.61

49,998 12,328.5 4,397.49

50,023 75,772.78 250,350.4

50,023 214.33 1421.25

50,056 6,199,949 5,342,068

50,056 1098.11 516.0701

50,056 52.89 8.41

'Index crimes represent the total of all violent and propertycrimes.

Table A4.2 Average percent of the total population in U.S. counties
in each age, sex, and race cohort from 1977 to 1992 (50,023
observations)

10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-64 Over 65

years years years years years years of
of age of age of age of age of age age

Black male 0.9% 0.8% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%

Black female 0.9% 0.8% 0.6% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6%

White male 1.3% 6.8% 6.4% 4.9% 6.5% 5.4%

White female 6.8% 6.6% 6.3% 5.0% 6.9% 7.5%

Other male 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%

Other female 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%
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Table A5.1 The effect of demographic characteristics on crime

The following assume a
1 percent change in the
portion of the
population in each Violent- Murder Rape Aggravated Robbery Property- Burlgary Larceny Auto

category crime rate rate rate assault rate rate crime rate rate rate theft rate

Percent of population that
is black, male, and in the

following ageranges:
10-19 6% 11% 4% 9%*** 11%*** 13%* 7%** 17%* 5%

20-29

(5%)
0%

(8%)
7%

(3%)
8%**

(7%)
-5%*

(6%)
-1%

(22%)
-1%

(7%)
-2%

(25%)
-1%

(6%)
1%

30-39

(0%)
4%

(4%)
11%**

(4%)
-8%*

(3%)
20%*

(0%)
1%

(2%)
4%

(2%)
-1%

(1%)
0%

(1%)
15%*

40-49

(2%)
-2%

(4%)
-34%*

(3%)
90%*

(9%)
-37%*

(0%)
-1%

(4%)
-2%

(0%)
-3%

(0%)
19%*

(11%)
-68%*

50-64

(1%)
18%**

(9%)
-35%*

(22%)
-15%

(11%)
29%*

(0%)
-1%

(1%)
-5%

(1%)
9%

(10%)
-13%***

(32%)
6%

65 and over

(7%)
12%

(11%)
-14%

(4%)
44%*

(10%)
11%

(0%)
17%

(4%)
-4%

(4%)
6%

(9%)
-10%

(3%)
-34%*

Percent of population that
is black, female, and in the

(5%) (4%) (12%) (4%) (4%) (3%) (3%) (6%) (18%)

following ageranges:
10-19 0% 4% 4% -7% -18%* 8%* 2% 16%* -18%*

20-29

(0%)
-10%*

(3%)
-22%*

(2%)
18%*

(6%)
-19%*

(11%)
-22%*

(14%)
-10%*

(2%)
-17%*

(23%)
-1%

(22%)
-25%*

(7%) (13%) (9%) (13%) (11%) (14%) (13%) (1%) (26%)



Table A5.1 Continued

The following assume a
1 percent change in the

portion of the
population in each Violent- Murder Rape Aggravated Robbery Property- Burlgary Larceny Auto

category crime rate rate rate assault rate rate crime rate rate rate theft rate

30-39 12%* -8% 15%* 9%* 38%* 13%* 27%* 9%* 17%*

(7%) (4%) (6%) (5%) (14%) (14%) (16%) (9%) (14%)
40-49 1% 59%* -74%* 27%* -7% 6% -5% -3% 48%*

(0%) (19%) (21%) (10%) (2%) (4%) (2%) (2%) (27%)
50-64 -21%* 20%*** 10% -5% 7% -2% -22%* 1% 12%

(11%) (9%) (4%) (3%) (2%) (2%) (12%) (1%) (9%)
65 and older -20%* 31%* -52%* -16%** -37%* -20%* -39%* -12%** 24%*

(11%) (14%) (21%) (8%) (14%) (22%) (23%) (12%) (19%)
Percentof population that

is white, male, and in the

following age ranges:
10-19 -1% -3% 1% 4%** 0% -1% 1% 0% -6%*

(1%) (2%) (0%) (4%) (0%) (1%) (1%) (0%) (8%)
20-29 1% 6%* 4%* 2% 4%* 0% 2%** 0% -2%

(1%) (5%) (3%) (2%) (3%) (1%) (2%) (1%) (3%)
30-39 -1% -1% -4% 7%* -7%* -5%* -3%*** -6%* -6%*

(0%) (1%) (2%) (6%) (4%) (8%) (2%) (8%) (7%)
40-49 -1% -2% 9%* -4% -11%* -15%* -10%* -13%* -10%*

(1%) (1%) (4%) (2%) (5%) (17%) (7%) (13%) (8%)
50-64 -1% -5% 4% -9%* -14%* -13%* 7%* -11%* -27%*

(0%) (3%) (2%) (7%) (8%) (20%) (6%) (14%) (31%)
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Table A5.1 Continued

The following assume a
1 percent changein the
portion of the
population in each Violent- Murder Rape Aggravated Robbery Property- Burlgary Larceny Auto

category crime rate rate rate assault rate rate crime rate rate rate theft rate

65 and over 35%** -26% 87%* 102%* -27% -8% 19% -23%*** -18%

(6%) (3%) (10%) (15%) (3%) (2%) (3%) (6%) (4%)
Percentof population that
is other females in the

following age ranges:
10-19 -3% -73%* -11% 12% -35%** -18%** -29%* -23%** -27%**

(1%) (25%) (3%) (5%) (10%) (14%) (13%) (16%) (17%)
20-29 -13% -33%** 21%* 9% -30% -15%** -32%** -33%** -56%*

(4%) (8%) (5%) (3%) (6%) (9%) (11%) (18%) (26%)
30-39 -22%* -11% 16% -17% -22% -9% 27%* -28%* -75%*

(6%) (2%) (3%) (4%) (4%) (4%) (8%) (12%) (28%)
40-49 -14% 57%** 8% 18% -48%** 25%** 28%* 70%* -15%

(2%) (8%) (1%) (3%) (6%) (8%) (5%) (20%) (4%)
50-64 -10% 44% -66%* -27% 37% -5% -49%* 16% 31%***

(2%) (7%) (10%) (5%) (5%) (2%) (11%) (6%) (9%)
65 and over 44%* 6% -37%** -44%* -36%** -11% -14% -5% -59%*

(7%) (1%) (4%) (6%) (4%) (3%) (2%) (1%) (13%)

*The result is statistically significant at the 1percent level for a two-tailed t-test.
**Theresult is statistically significant at the 5 percentlevel for a two-tailedt-test.
***The result is statistically significant at the 10percentlevel for a two-tailedt-test.
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Newswire, Feb. 12, 1997, dateline Mexico City.

8. For many examples of how guns have prevented rapes from occurring, see Paxton
Quigley, Armed and Female (New York: St. Martin's, 1989).

9. Newspaper stories abound. Examples of pizza deliverymen defending themselves
can be found in the Chicago Tribune, May 22,1997, p. 1; Baltimore Sun, Aug. 9, 1996, p. Bl; Tampa
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Tribune, Dec. 27, 1996, p. Al; and Los Angeles Times, Jan. 28, 1997, p. Bl. Another recent ex
ample involved a pizza deliveryman in New Paltz, NY (Middletown (New York) Times Herald
Record, Jan. 25, 1997). Examples of thwarted carjackings (Little Rock Democrat-Gazette, Aug. 3,
1996) and robberies at automatic teller machines (York (Pennsylvania) Daily Record, April 25,
19%) arealsocommon.

For a casein which a gun wasmerely brandished to stop an armed street robbery, see
the Annapolis Capitol, Aug. 7, 1996. Other examples of street robberies that were foiled by
law-abiding citizens using concealed handguns include the caseof Francisco Castellano,
who was shot in the chest during an attempted street robbery by two perpetrators but
was able to draw his own handgun and fire back. Castellano's actions caused the robbers
to flee the scene(CoreyDadaandIvonne Perez, "Armed RobberyBotched asRestaurateur
Shoots Back," Miami Herald, Aug. 3, 1996, p. B6.) The following story gives another ex
ample: "Curtis Smalls was standing outside the USF&G building when he was attacked
by two thugs. They knocked him down, robbed, and stabbed him. Mr. Smalls pulled a
.38-caliber revolverand shot both attackers, who were later charged with this attack and
two other robberies and are suspects in at least 15 more robberies." This story was de
scribed in "Gun Laws Render Us Self-Defenseless," Baltimore Sun, Sept. 27, 1996. See also
CharlesStrouse, "AttackerKilled by HisVictim," Fort Lauderdale (Florida) Sun-Sentinel, Sept. 16,
1997, p. 4B; Henry Pierson Curtis, "Bicyclist Kills Man Who Tried to Rob Him," Orlando
Sentinel, Sept. 19, 1997, p. D3; and Florence (Alabama) Times Daily, Dec. 27, 1996, for other
examples. Examples of foiled carjackings can be found in "Guns and Carjacking: This Is
My Car," Economist, Sept. 20,1997. Manyother types of robberies havebeen foiled by people
carrying concealed handguns. In at leastone case, citizenscarrying concealed handguns
in Jacksonville, Florida may have saved a restaurant waitress from being shot ("Pistol-
Packing Seniors in Florida Wound Robber," Reuter Information Service, Sept. 24, 1997,
6:15 p.m. EDT). For anotherexample,seeClea Benson, "Wounded Barmaid Kills Gunman
in Holdup," Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan. 23, 1997, p. Rl.
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H. Kagel, Raymond C. Battaho, Howard Rachlin, and Leonard Green, "Experimental
Studies of Consumer Demand Behavior Using Laboratory Animals," Economic Inquiry 13
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(Jan. 1975): 22^-38; Raymond C. Battaho, John H. Kagel, and Owen R. Phillips, "Optimal
Prices and Animal Consumers in Congested Markets," Economic Inquiry 24 (Apr. 1986):
181-93; Todd Sandler, "Optimal Prices andAnimalConsumers in Congested Markets: A
Comment," Economic Inquiry 25 (Oct. 1987): 715-20; Raymond C. Battaho, John H. Kagel,
and Owen R. Phillips, "OptimalPrices and Animal Consumersin Congested Markets: A
Reply," Economic Inquiry 25 (Oct. 1987): 721-22; and Raymond C. Battaho, John H. Kagel,
Howard Rachhn,and Leonard Green,"Commodity ChoiceBehavior with Pigeons asSub
jects," Journal ofPolitical Economy 84(Feb. 1981): 116-51.

94. William M. Landes, "An Economic Study of U.S. Aircraft Hijacking, 1961-1976,"
Journal ofLaw and Economics 21 (Apr. 1978): 1—29.

95. Alfred Blumstein and Daniel Nagin, "The Deterrent Effectof Legal Sanctionson
DraftEvasion," Stanford University Law Review 28(1977): 241—76.

96. For a particularly well-done piecethat uses data from another country, see Ken
neth Wolpin, "An Economic Analysis of Crime and Punishment in England and Wales,
1894-1967"Journal ofPolitical Economy 86(1978): 815-40. For a recentsurvey of papers in this
area, see Isaac Ehrlich, "Crime, Punishment, and the Market for Offenses," Journal ofEco
nomic Perspectives 10(Winter 1996): 43-67.

97. Alfred Blumstein, Jacquehne Cohen, and DanielNagin,eds.,Deterrence and Incapacita
tion: Estimating the Effects ofCriminal Sanctions on Crime Rates (Washington, DC: National Academy
of Sciences, 1978), pp. 4, 7. Economists have responded to this report; see Isaac Ehrlich
and RandallMark, "Fear of Deterrence: A Critical Evaluation of the 'Report of the Panel
on Research on Deterrentand Incapacitation Effects,'" Journal ofLegal Studies 6 (June 1977):
293-316.

98. Wallace P. Mulhn, "Will Gun Buyback Programs Increase the Quantity of Guns?"
Michigan State University working paper (Mar. 1997), and Martha R. Plotkin, ed., Under
Fire: Gun Buy-Backs, Exchanges, and Amnesty Programs (Washington, DC: Pohce ExecutiveResearch
Forum, 1996).

CHAPTER TWO

1. The Supreme Court Justices would not uphold broad protections for gun owner
ship "if they thought bloodwould flow in the streets." This point wasmade by Professor
Daniel Polsby in a talk givenat the University of Chicago, February 20,1997. As he points
out, the Supreme Court would not haveallowed the publication of the Pentagon Papers,
despite the arguments about the freedom of the press, if it had posed a severe military
risk to the United States. It is not the role of this book to debate the purpose of the
SecondAmendment. However, the argument that the SecondAmendment imphes broad
protection of gun ownership seems quite strong. William Van Alstyne argues that the
reference to a "well-regulated Militia" refers to the "ordinary citizen" and that it was
emphatically not an allusion to "regular armed soldiers." It was ordinary citizens who
were to bring their own arms to form an army when the Repubhc was in danger. The
amendment wasviewed asthe ultimate limit on a government's turning against the will
of the people. See WilliamVan Alstyne, "The Second Amendment Right to Arms," Duke
Law Review 43(Apr. 1994): 1236-55.

2. The opposite of endogenous is exogenous. An exogenous change in something is
an independent change, not a response to something else. In reality, almost everything
is to some extent related to something else, so the distinction between exogenous and
endogenous is a matter of degree. Since models and statistical methods must put a hmit
on how much to include, some variables will always be treated as "exogenously given"
rather than dependent on other variables. Forthe socialsciences, this is a constant head
ache.Virtually any study is open to the criticismthat "if variable X depends upon variable
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Y, your resultsarenot necessarily valid." In general, larger studiesthat relyon more data
have better chances of reliably incorporating more relationships. Part of the process of
doing research is determining which relationships may raise important concerns for read
ers and then attempting to test for those concerns.

3. With purely cross-sectional data, if one recognizes that differences may exist in
crime rates even after all the demographic and criminal-punishment variables are ac
counted for, there are simply not enough observationsto take these regionaldifferences
into account. One cannot control formore variables than one has observations to explain.

The problem with time-series data is the same. Time-series studies typically assume
that crime followsa particular type of time trend (for example, they may simply assume
that crime rises at a constant rate over time, or they may assume more comphcated
growth ratesinvolving squared or cubic relationships). Yet almost any crime pattern over
time is possible, and, aswith cross-sectional data, unexplained differences over time will
persist even after all the demographic and criminal-punishment variables are accounted
for. Ideally, one could allow each yearto have a different effect, but with time-seriesdata
we would again find that we had more variables with which to explain changesthan we
had observations to explain.

4. Gary Kleck and E. Britt Patterson, "The Impact of Gun Control and Gun-
Ownership Levels on Violence Rates," Journal ofQuantitative Criminology 9 (1993): 249—87.

5. David McDowall, Colin Loftin, and Brian Wiersema, "Easing Concealed Firearm
Laws: Effects on Homicide in Three States," Journal ofCriminal Law and Criminology 86 (Fall
1995): 193-206.

6. Arthur L.Kellermann,et al.,"Gun Ownershipasa Risk Factor for Homicidein the
Home," New EnglandJournal ofMedicine (Oct. 7, 1993): 1084-91.

7. Ibid., p. 1084.
8. The interesting letter that provoked this response from Kellermann et al.waswrit

ten by students in a graduate statistics class at St. Louis University. See the New England
Journal ofMedicine (Feb. 3, 1994): 366, 368.

9. Recent attempts to relate the crime rate to the prison population concern me.
Besides difficulties in relating the total prison population to any particular type of crime,
I think it is problematic to compare a stock (the prison population) with a flow (the
crime rate). See, for example, Steven Levitt, "The Effect of Prison Population Size on
Crime Rates: Evidence from Prison Overcrowding Litigation," Quarterly Journal ofEconomics
111 (1996): 144-67.

10. Gary S.Becker, "Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach,"Journal ofPolitical
Economy 76(Mar./Apr. 1968): 169-217. See also, for example, Isaac Ehrlich, "Participation in
Illegitimate Activities: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation," Journal ofPolitical Economy
81 (1973): 521-65; Michael K. Block and John Heineke, "A Labor Theoretical Analysis of
Criminal Choice," American Economic Review 65(June 1975): 314-25; William M. Landes, "An
Economic Study of U.S. Aircraft Hijacking, 1961-1976," Journal ofLaw and Economics 21 (Apr.
1978): 1-29.; John R. Lott, Jr., "Juvenile Delinquency and Education: A Comparison of
Pubhc and Private Provision," International Review ofLaw and Economics 1 (Dec. 1987): 163—75;
James Andreoni,"Criminal Deterrence in the ReduceForm: A New Perspective on Ehr-
hch'sSeminalStudy," Economic Inquiry 33(July 1995): 476-83; Morgan O. Reynolds,"Crime
and Punishment in America," (Dallas: National Center for Policy Analysis, June 1995);
and Levitt, "Effect of Prison Population Size on Crime Rates."

11. John R. Lott, Jr., "Do We Punish High-Income Criminals Too Heavily?" Economic
Inquiry 30(Oct. 1992): 583-608.

12. John R. Lott, Jr., "The Effectof Conviction on the Legitimate Income of Crimi
nals," Economics Letters 34 (Dec. 1990): 381-85 ; John R. Lott, Jr., "An Attempt at Measuring
the Total Monetary Penalty from Drug Convictions: The Importance of an Individual's
Reputation," Journal ofLegal Studies 21 (Jan. 1992): 159-87.
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13. This approach is also known as controlling for "fixed effects," where a separate
dummy variable is used to account for eachcounty.

14. James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling, "Making Neighborhoods Safe," Atlantic
Monthly, Feb. 1989, and "Broken Windows," Atlantic Monthly, Mar. 1982.

15. Arson wasexcludedbecause of a large number of inconsistencies in the dataand
the small number of counties reporting this measure.

16. Robbery includes streetrobbery, commercial robbery, service station robbery, con
venience store robbery, residence robbery, andbank robbery. (See also the discussion of
burglary regarding why the inclusion of residence robbery creates difficulty with this
broad measure.) After I wrote the original paper, two different commentators attempted
to argue that "If 'shall-issue' [a synonymfor "nondiscretionary"] concealed-carrying laws
reallydeter criminalsfrom undertakingstreetcrimes,then it is only reasonable to expect
the laws to have an impact on robberies. Robberytakes place between strangers on the
street. A high percentage of homicide and rape, on the other hand, occurs inside a
home—where concealed-weapons lawsshould have no impact. These findings strongly
suggestthat something else—not new concealed-carry laws—is responsible for the re
duction in crime observedby the authors." See, for example, Doug Weil, "Response to
John Lott'sStudy on the Impact of'Carry-Concealed' Laws on Crime Rates," U.S. Newswire,
Aug.8,1996. The curiousaspect of the emphasis on robbery overother crimeslikemurder
and rapeis that if robbery is the most obviouscrime to be affected by gun-control laws,
why have virtually no gun-control studiesexamined robberies? In fact, Kleck's literature
survey only notes one previous gun-control study that examined the issue of robberies
("Guns and Violence: An Interpretive Reviewof the Field," Social Pathology 1 [Jan. 1995]:
12—47). More important, given that the FBI includesmany categories of robberies besides
those that "take placebetween strangers on the street,"it is not obviouswhy this category
should exhibit the greatest sensitivity to concealed-handgun laws.

17. "NRA poll:Salespeople No. 1 forPermitApplications," Dallas Morning News, Apr. 19,
1996, p. 32A.

18. Forexample, see Arnold S. Linsky, Murray A. Strauss, and Ronet Bachman-Prehn,
"Social Stress, Legitimate Violence, and Gun Availability," Paper presented at the annual
meetings of the Society for the Study of Social Problems, 1988; and Clayton E. Cramer
and DavidB. Kopel, "'Shall Issue': The New Wave of Concealed-Handgun Permit Laws,"
Tennessee Law Review 62(Spring 1995): 680—91.

19. Among those who made this comment to David Mustard and me were Bob Bar-
nhart, Manager of the Intelligence/Concealed Handgun United of Multnomah County,
Oregon; Mike Woodward, of the Oregon LawEnforcement Data System; JoeVincent of
the Washington Department of Licensing Firearms Unit; Alan Krug, who provided us
with the Pennsylvania Permitdata; and SusanHarrell of the Florida Department of State
Concealed Weapons Division. Evidence forthis point with respectto Virginia wasobtained
from Eric Lipton,"Virginians Get Readyto Conceal Arms:State's NewWeaponLawBrings
a Flood of Inquiries," Washington Post, June 28, 1995, p. Al, who notes that "analysts say the
new law, which drops the requirement that prospective gun carriers show a 'demon
strated need' to be armed, hkely won't make much of a difference in rural areas, where
judges have long issued permits to most people who applied for them. But in urban areas
such as Northern Virginia—where judges granted few permits because few residents
could justify a need for them—the number of concealed weapon permits issued is ex
pected to soar. In Fairfax, for example, a county of more than 850,000 people, only 10
now have permits." See also Cramer and Kopel, "New Wave of Concealed-Handgun Per
mit Laws," pp. 679—758.

20. For example, see Kleck and Patterson, "Impact of Gun Control and Gun-
Ownership Levels on Violence Rates."

21. The sex ratios in Alaska are quite large. For example, white males outnumber
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white females in the 20-29 age range by 19 percent, while the difference for the United
States as a whole is 3 percent. The same ratio for the 30—39 age range is 12 percent in
Alaska and 1 percent nationally. Yet the greatest differences occur for blacks. In Alaska
black malesoutnumber black females in the 20-29 age range by 40 percent, while in the
restof the UnitedStates the reverse is true,with blackfemales outnumbering(nonincar-
cerated) black males by 7 percent.

22. Whileno reliable data are available on this question, acoupleof pollsindicate that
the number of otherwise law-abiding citizens who carry concealed handguns may be
substantial. The resultsof a recentOklahoma poll showedthat up to 6 percentof Okla
homa residents already carry concealed handguns eitheron their persons or in their cars;
seeMichael Smith, "ManyPermits to Go to Lawbreakers," Tulsa World, May5, 1996, p. A15.
The marginof errorin the pollwas3.5 percent, which issubstantial, giventhe smallvalue
with which this error is compared.

23. Sam Peltzman, "The Effects of Automobile Safety Regulation," Journal ofPolitical
Economy 83(Aug. 1975): 677-725.

24. Steven Peterson, George Hoffer, and Edward Millner, "Are Drivers of Air-Bag-
Equipped Cars More Aggressive? A Test of the Offsetting-Behavior Hypothesis," Journal of
Law and Economics 38(Oct. 1995): 251-64.

25. Kieran Murray,"NRA Tapsinto Anger of Mid-American Gunlovers," Reuters Newsw
ire, datehne Dallas, Apr. 21, 1996.

26. At least since the work of Isaac Ehrlich, economists have also realizedthat poten
tial biases exist from using the offense rate as both the variable that one is seeking to
explain and as the denominator in determining the arrest rate.To see this, suppose that
mistakes aremade in measuringthe crime rate(and mistakes arecertainlymade) because
of recordinginaccuracies or simply becausecitizens may change the rates at which they
report crime over time. Accidentallyrecording a crime rate that is too high will result in
our recording an arrest rate that is too low, since the arrest rate is the total number of
arrestsdivided by the total number of crimes. The converseis also true: When too low a
crime rate is recorded, the arrest rate that we observe will be too high. Obviously, this
problem will make it appear that a negative relationship exists between arrest rates and
crime even if no relationship exists. There is also the concern that increasing crime rates
may lower arrest rates if the same resources arebeing asked to do more work. See Isaac
Ehrhch, "Participation in Illegitimate Activities: A Theoretical and Empirical Investiga
tion,"Journal ofPolitical Economy 81 (1973): 548-53.

CHAPTER THREE

1. The 1988 poll's margin of error was 1.1 percent, while that of the 1996 poll was
2.2 percent.

2. In order to obtain the rate at which people in the generalpopulation owned guns,
I weighted the respondents' answers to give less weight to groups that were overrepre-
sented among voters compared to their share in the overall population, and to give
greater weight to those groups that were underrepresented. Twenty-four categories of
personalcharacteristics were used to compute these weightings: white males and females,
and black males and females, aged 18—29; neither black nor white males and females
18—29; white males and females, and black males and females 30—44; neither black nor

white males and females 30—44; white males and females, and black males and females

45—59; neither black nor white males and females 45—59; white males and females, and
black males and females over 59; neither black nor white males and females over 59.

3. This argument has been made explicitly in the pressmany times. See, for example,
Scott Baldauf,"AsCrime Shrinks, Security IsStill Growth Industry," Christian Science Monitor,
Oct. 2, 1996, p. 1.
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4. Alix M. Freedman, "Tinier, Deadher PocketPistols Are in Vogue," Wall StreetJournal,
Sept. 12, 1996, P. Bl.

5. The primary concern here is that letting people check those parts of a list that
apply will result in fewer positive responses than asking people toanswer individual ques
tions about each item.Asoneway ofchecking theimportance of thisconcern, Iexamined
whether other questions thatchanged in asimilar way between thetwopolls experienced
a change in the same direction as that shown for gun ownership. The two questions
that I looked at—regarding marriage and whether children less than 18 lived with the
respondent—moved in the opposite direction. Relatively more people indicated these
responses in the 1988 poll when the questions were presented in alist than didsowhen
they were presented with separate questions about these characteristics. I have also done
extensive research using otherquestions involving marriage andchildren under 18 living
with the respondent thatwere part ofa"check as manyas apply" question. Thatresearch
provides extremely strong evidence that these questions were answered consistently be-'
tween 1988 and 1996. See John R. Lott, Jr. and Larry W Kenny, "How Dramatically Did
Women's Suffrage Change the Size and Scope of Government?" University of Chicago
School of Law working paper (1997). The relative differences in gun ownership across
groups isalso consistent with recent workusing otherpolls byEdward Glaeser andSpen
cer Glendon, "Who Owns Guns?" American Economic Review 88(May 1998).

The empirical work that will be done laterwill allow us to adjust for the changes in
the reportedlevel of gun ownership that might result from the change in this question.

6. I appreciate Tom Smith's takingthe time to talk to me about these issues on May
30, 1997.

7. Gun ownerswithin eachof the twenty-four categories hsted in note 2 above may
haveparticular characteristics that cause them to vote at rates that differ from the rates
at which other people vote. One would hope that some of that difference would be ac
counted for in the detailed demographic characteristics, but there is a good chancethat
this may not occur. Several attemptsweremade to seehow large this effectmight be by
asking, for example, whether gun owners weremore or less likely not to havevoted in
previous elections. This question has also been broken down to account for those who
are old enough to have voted previously. For 1988, the difference in gun ownership be
tween those who were voting for the first time and those who had voted previouslywas
3 percent (23.2 percent of those voting for the first time and 26.2 percent of those who
werenot owned guns).Limiting this questionto peoplewho were30years of age or older
produced an even smaller difference: 28.9 percent of first-time votersowned guns versus
27.5 percent of those who had voted previously. Similarly, for the question of whether
votersin 1988 had also voted in 1984, the difference wasalso 3 percent(23 percentof those
who did not vote in 1984 and 26.4 percent of those who did owned guns).

Because most people voted, a 13 percent increase in the proportion of the general
population owning guns would require an even greater drop in gun ownership among
those who didn't vote in order for gun ownership to have remained constant. For some
groups, such as women, for whom gun ownership among voters increased by over 70
percent, the increase is so large and the percent of women voting so high that an 80
percent dropin gun ownership amongnonvoting women would havebeen required for
gun ownership among women to have remainedconstant.

8. Indeed, making this adjustment produces a number that is much closer to that
found in other polls of the general population, such as the National Opinion Research
Center's 1996 National Gun-Pohcy Survey, which finds that 42percentof the general adult
population owns guns.

9. The previous peakin murder rates occurred at the end of Prohibition in the early
1930s, with the peak of 9.7 murders per 100,000 people being reached in 1933. The 1996
murder rate of 7.3murders per 100,000 peopleseems tame by comparison. Indeed many
people, such asMilton Friedman, haveargued that much of the change in murder rates
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over time hasbeen driven by the country's waron drugs andits earlier waron alcohol.
Even the gradual increase in murder rates leading up to the Nineteenth Amendment's
adoption in 1991 corresponds with passage of individual state laws. Kansas, Maine, and
NorthDakota enacted prohibition laws between 1880 and 1890. Five states enacted prohi
bition in 1907-1909, followed by twelve more between 1912 and 1915 and another twelve
between 1916 and 1918. Obviously, all this points to the importance of other factors in
the murder rate, and that is partof the reason why I includeameasure of drug prices in
my estimates to explainwhy crimerates change overtime. SeeErnest H.Cherrington, The
Evolution ofProhibition in the United States ofAmerica (Westerville, OH: Tern-Press, 1920); Edward B.
Dunford, The History ofthe Temperance Movement (Washington, DC: Tem-Press, 1943); D. Leigh
Colvin, Prohibition in the United States, (New York: George H. Doran, 1926); as well as state
statutes (as a check).

10. While I will follow Cramer and Kopel's definition of what constitutes a "shall-
issue" or a "do-issue" state(see"'Shall Issue': The NewWave of Concealed-Handgun Per
mit Laws," Tennessee Law Review 62[Spring 1995]), one commentator has suggestedthat it is
not appropriate to include Maine in these categories (Stephen P. Teret, "Critical Com
ments on a Paper by Lott and Mustard," School of Hygiene and Public Health, Johns
Hopkins University, mimeo, Aug. 7, 1996). Neither defining Maine so that the "shall-
issue" dummy equals zero nor removing Maine from the data set alters the findings
shown in this book.

11. While the intent of the 1988 legislation in Virginia was clearlyto institute a "shall-
issue" law,the law was not equally implemented in all counties in the state. To deal with
this problem, I reran the regressions reportedin this paperwith the "shall-issue" dummy
equal to both 1 and 0 forVirginia.

12. I rely on Cramer and Kopel for this list of states.Some states,known as"do-issue"
states, are also included in Cramer and Kopel's list of "shall-issue" states, though these
authors argue that for all practical purposesthese two groups of states areidentical.See
Cramer and Kopel, "New Wave of Concealed-Handgun Permit Laws," pp. 679—91.

13. The Oregon counties providing permit datawere Benton, Clackamas, Columbia,
Coos,Curry,Deschutes, Douglas, Gilliam, Hood River, Jackson, Jefferson, Josephine, Kla
math, Lane, Lincoln, Linn, Malheur, Marion, Morrow, Multnomah, Polk, Tillamook,

Umatilla,Washington and Yamhill.
14. In economics jargon I would say that I am interacting the sentence length with

year-dummy variables.
15. These variables are referred to as county fixed-effects, where a separate dummy

variable is set equal to 1 for each individual county.
16. See appendix 4 for the list and summary statistics.
17. Forexample, see James Q Wilson and RichardJ. Herrnstein, Crime and Human Nature

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1985), pp. 126-47.
18. However, the effect of an unusually large percentage of young males in the popu

lation may be mitigated because those most vulnerable to crime may be more hkely to
take actionsto protect themselves. Depending upon how responsive victims areto these
threats, the coefficient for a variable like the percent of young males in the population
could be zero even when the group in question poses a large criminal threat.

19. Edward L. Glaeser and Bruce Sacerdote, "Why Is There More Crime in Cities?"
Harvard University working paper, Nov. 14, 1995.

20. For a discussion of the relationship between income and crime, see John R. Lott,
Jr., "A Transaction-Costs Explanation for Why the Poor Are More Likely to Commit
Crime,"Journal ofLegal Studies 19 (Jan. 1990): 243-45.

21. A brief survey of the laws, excluding the changes in the rules regardingpermits,
reveals the following: Alabama made no significant changes in these laws during the
period. Connecticut law graduallychangedits wording from "criminal use" to "criminal
possession" from 1986 to 1994. Florida has the most extensive descriptionofpenalties; the
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same basic law (790.161) persists throughout the years. An additional law (790.07) ap
peared onlyin 1986. InGeorgia, alaw (16-11-106) thatdoes not appear in the 1986 edition
appears in the 1989 and 1994 editions. The law involves possession of a firearm during
commission of a crimeand specifies the associated penalties. Because this legal change
mighthave occurred at the same timeas the 1989 changes in the rules regarding permits,
I used a Lexis search to check the legislative historyof 16-11-106 and found that the laws
were last changed in 1987, two years before the permit rules were changed (Official Code of
Georgia, Annotated, at 16-11-106 [1996]). Idaho has madeno significant changes overtime. In
Indiana and Maine no significant changes occurred in these laws during the period. In
Mississippi, Law 97-37-1 talks exphcitly about penalties. It appears in the 1986 version but
not in the 1989 or the 1994 versions. Montana enacted some changes in punishments
related to unauthorized carrying of concealed weapons, but no changes in the punish
ment for usingaweapon in acrime. NewHampshire, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylva
nia,and Washington made no significant changes in these laws during period. In South
Dakota, Law22-14-13, which specifies penalties for commission of a felony while armed,
appears in 1986 but not 1989. In Vermont, Section 4005, which outlines the penalties for
carrying agun when committing a felony, appears in 1986 but not in 1989 or 1994. Virginia
and Washington made no significant changes in these lawsduring the period. West Vir
ginia had Law 67-7-12 on the books in 1994, but not in the earher versions. It involves
punishment for endangerment with firearms. RemovingGeorgia fromthe sample, which
was the only state that enacted changes in its gun laws near the year that the "shall-
issue" law went into affect, eliminates the chance that the other changes in gun laws
might affectmy results and does not appreciably alter those results.

22. Thomas B. Marvelland Carlisle E.Moody, "The Impact ofEnhanced Prison Terms
for Felonies Committed with Guns," Criminology 33(May 1995): 247, 258—61.

23. Marvell and Moody's findings (see note 22 above) show that the shortest time
period between these sentencing enhancements and changesin concealed-weapon laws
is seven years (Pennsylvania). Twenty-six states passed their enhancement laws prior to
the beginning of my sample period, and only four states passed such laws after 1981.
Maine, which implemented its concealed-handgun law in 1985, passed its sentencing-
enhancement laws in 1971.

24. The states that had waitingperiods prior to the beginning of the sample are Ala
bama, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Caro
lina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota,Washington, and Wisconsin.The District
of Columbia also had a waiting period prior to the beginning of my sample. The states
that adopted this rule during the sample period are Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri,Ore
gon, and Virginia.

CHAPTER FOUR

1. More precisely,it is the percentageofa one-standard-deviation change in the crime
rate that can be explainedby aone-standard-deviation changein the endogenous variable.

2. All the results are reported for the higher threshold required with a two-tailed
t-test.

3. One possible concern with these initial results arises from my use of an aggregate
pubhc-pohcy variable (state right-to-carry laws) on county-level data. See Bruce C.
Greenwald, "A General Analysis of the Bias in the Estimated Standard Errors of Least
Squares Coefficients," Journal ofEconometrics 22 (Aug. 1983): 323—38; and Brent R. Moulton,
"An Illustration of a Pitfall in Estimating the Effects of Aggregate Variables on Micro
Units," Review ofEconomics and Statistics 72 (1990): 334. Moulton writes, "If disturbances are
correlated within the groupings that areused to merge aggregate with micro data,how
ever,then even small levelsof correlationcan causethe standarderrors from the ordinary
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least squares (OLS) to be seriously biased downward." Yet this should not really be a
concernherebecause of my useof dummy variables for allthe counties, which is equiva
lent to using state dummies aswell ascounty dummies for all but one of the counties
within each state. Using these dummy variables thus allows us to control for any distur
bances that arecorrelated within any individual state. The regressions discussed in table
4.2 reestimate the specifications shown in table 4.1 but also include state dummies that
are interacted with a time trend.This shouldthus not only control for any disturbances
that are correlated with the states, but also for anydisturbances that are correlated within
astateover time. Finally, while right-to-carry laws arealmost always statewidelaws, there
is one exception. Pennsylvania partially exempted its largest county (Philadelphia) from
the lawwhen it waspassed in 1989, andit remained exempt from the lawduringthe rest
of the sample period.However, permits granted in the counties surroundingPhiladelphia
were valid for use in the city.

4. However, the increase in the number of propertycrimes is larger than the decrease
in the number of robberies.

5. While I adopt the classifications used by Cramer and Kopel in "'Shall Issue': The
New Wave of Concealed-Handgun PermitLaws," TennesseeLaw Review62(Spring 1995),
some are more convinced by other classifications of states (for example, see Doug Weil,
"Response to John Lott's Study on the Impact of 'Carry-Concealed' Laws on Crime
Rates," U.S. Newswire, Aug. 8, 1996; and Stephen P. Teret, "Critical Comments on a Paper
by Lott and Mustard," School of Hygiene and Public Health, Johns Hopkins University,
mimeo, Aug. 7, 1996). Setting the "shall-issue" dummy for Maine to zero and rerunning
the regressions shown in table4.1 results in the "shall-issue" coefficient equaling —3% for
violent crimes,—8% formurder, —6% for rape, —4.5 foraggravated assault, —1% for robbery,
3% for property crimes, 8.1% for automobile theft, 0.4% for burglary, and 3% for larceny.
Similarly, setting the "shall-issue" dummy forVirginia to zero results in the "shall-issue"
coefficient equaling -4% forviolentcrimes, -9% for murder,-5% for rape, -5% for aggra
vated assault, -0.11% forrobbery, 3% for propertycrimes,9% for automobile theft, 2% for
burglary, and 3% for larceny. As a final test, dropping both Maine and Virginia from the
data set results in the "shall-issue" coefficient equaling —2% for violent crimes, —10% for
murder, —6% for rape, —3% for aggravated assault, 0.6% for robbery, 3.6% for property
crimes, 10% for automobile theft, 2% for burglary, and 4% for larceny.

6. This information is obtained from Mortality Detail Records provided by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services.

7. This assumption is implausible for many reasons. One reason is that accidental
handgun deathsoccur in stateswithout concealed-handgun laws.

8. Given the possible relationship between drug prices and crime, I reran the regres
sions in table 4.1 and included an additional variable for cocaine prices. One argument
linking drug prices and crime is that if the demand for drugs is inelastic and if people
commit crimesin order to finance their habits, higherdrug prices might leadto increased
levelsof crime.Usingthe Drug EnforcementAdministration's STRIDE dataset from 1977
to 1992 (with the exceptions of 1988 and 1989), Michael Grossman, Frank J. Chaloupka,
and Charles C. Brown, ("The Demand for Cocaine by Young Adults: A Rational Addic
tion Approach," NBERworking paper, July 1996), estimate the priceof cocaineasa func
tion of its purity, weight, year dummies, year dummies interacted with eight regional
dummies, and individual city dummies. There are two problems with this measure of
predicted prices: (1) it removes observations during a couple of important years during
which changes were occurring in concealed-handgun laws, and (2) the predicted values
that I obtained ignored the city-level observations. The reduced number of observations
providesan important reasonwhy I do not include this variable in the regressions shown
in table 4. 1. However, the primary impact of including this new variable is to make the
"shall-issue" coefficients in the violent-crime regressions even more negative and more
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significant (for example, the coefficient for the violent-crime regression becomes-7.5%,
-10%for the murder regression, -7.7% for rape, and-11% for aggravated assault, with all
of them significant at more than the 0.01 level). Only for the burglary regression does
the "shall-issue" coefficient change appreciably: it becomes negative andinsignificant. The
variable for drug prices itselfisnegatively related to murdersandrapes andpositively and
significantly related, at leastat the 0.01 level foraone-tailed t-test, to allthe other catego
riesof crime. I would like to thank Michael Grossmanfor providingme with the original
regressions on drug prices from his paper.

9. In contrast,if we had insteadinquiredwhat difference it would make in crime rates
if either all states or no states adopted right-to-carry concealed-handgun laws, the case
of all statesadoptingconcealed-handgun lawswould haveproduced2,000 fewer murders;
5,700 fewerrapes; 79,000 fewer aggravated assaults; and 14,900 fewerrobberies. In contrast,
property crimes would have risen by 336,410.

10. Ted R. Miller, Mark A. Cohen, and BrianWiersema, Victim Costs and Consequences: A
New Look (Washington, DC: National Institute of Justice, Feb. 1996).

11. SeeSam Peltzman,"The Effects of Automobile SafetyRegulation," Journal ofPolitical
Economy 83(Aug. 1975): 677-725.

12. To be more precise, a one-standard-deviation changein the probability of arrest
accountsfor3 to 11 percentof aone-standard-deviation changein the variouscrime rates.

13. Translating this into statistical terms, a one-standard-deviation changein the per
centage of the populationthat isblack, male,andbetween 10 and 19 years of age explains
22 percent of the ups and downs in the crime rate.

14. This is particularly observed when therearemore blackfemales between the ages
of 20and 39, more white females between the ages of 10 and 39and over 65, and females
of other races between 20 and 29.

15. In other words, the second number shows how a one-standard-deviation change
in an explanatory variable explains a certain percent of a one-standard-deviation change
in the various crime rates.

16. While I beheve that such variables as the arrest rate should be included in any
regressions on crime, one concern with the results reported in the various tables is over
whether the relationship between the "shall-issue" variable and the crime rates occurs
evenwhen allthe other variables are not controlled for. Using weighted least squares and
reporting only the "shall-issue" coefficients, I estimated the following regression coeffi
cients.

How do average crime rates differ among states with and
without nondiscretionary laws?

Crime rates in states with

Crime rates in states with

nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws

nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws

compared to those
without the law after

compared to those
without the law

(regressing the crime rate

adjusting for national
trends (regressing the
crime rate on the variable

only on the variable for for the law and year-
Crime rates the law) dummy variables)

Violent crimes -40% -57%

Murder -48 -52

Rape
Aggravated assault

-16

-38

-28

-57
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Crime rates in states with

Crime rates in states with

nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws
compared to those

nondiscretionary
concealed-handgun laws
compared to those
without the law

without the law after

adjusting for national
trends (regressing the
crime rate on the variable

Crime rates

(regressing the crime rate
the law)

for the law and year-
dummy variables)

Robbery
Property crime
Auto theft

-62

-17

-31

-75

-20

-43

Burglary
Larceny

-28

-11

-24

-15

Note:The only factors included arethe presence of the law and/oryear-specific effects.All these
differences arestatistically significant at leastat the 1percentlevel for a two-tailedt-test. To calcu
late these percentages, I used the approximation 100 [exp(coefficient) — 1).

17. The time-trend variable ranges from 1 to 16: for the first year in the sample, it
equals 1; for the last year, it is 16.

18. Other differences arise in the other control variables, such asthose relatingto the
portion of the population of a certain race, sex, and age. For example, the percent of
blackmales in the population between 10 and 19 is no longerstatistically significant.

19. If the task instead had been to determine the difference in crime rates when either

allstatesor no statesadopt the right-to-carry handgun laws, the caseof allstatesadopting
concealed-handgun laws would have produced 2,048 fewer murders, 6,618 fewer rapes,
129,114 fewer aggravated assaults, and 86,459 fewer robberies. Non-arson property crimes
alsowould have fallen by 511,940.

20. Generally, aggregation is frowned on in statistics anyway, asit reduces the amount
of informationyielded by the data set. Lumping data togetherinto a groupcannot yield
anynew information that didnot existbefore; it only reduces the richness of the data.

21. Eric Rasmusen, "Stigma andSelf-Fulfilling Expectations of Criminality," Journal of
Law and Economics 39(Oct. 1996): 519-44.

22. In January 1996, women held 118,728 permitsin Washington and 17,930 permits in
Oregon. The time-series data available for Oregon during the sample period even indicate
that 17.6 percent of all permit holders werewomen in 1991. The Washington state data
were obtained from Joe Vincent of the Departmentof Licensing Firearms Unit in Olym-
pia, Washington. The Oregon statedata wereobtained from MikeWoodward of the Law
Enforcement Data System, Department of State Pohce, Salem, Oregon. Recent evidence
from Texas indicates that about28percentof applicants werewomen ("NRA poll: Sales
peopleNo. 1 for Permit Applications," Dallas Morning News, Apr. 19, 1996, p. 32A).

23. For an interestingdiscussion of the benefitsto women of owning guns, see Paxton
Quigley, Armed and Female (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1989).

24. Unpubhshedinformationobtained by Kleck andGertz in their 1995 National Self-
Defense Surveyimphes that women wereaslikelyasmen to use handgunsin self-defense
in or near their homes (defined asin the yard, carport, apartment hall, street adjacentto
home, detached garage, etc.), but that women were less than half ashkely to use a gun
in self-defense away from home. See Gary Kleckand Marc Gertz, "Armed Resistance to
Crime: The Prevalence and Nature of Self-Defensewith a Gun," Journal ofCriminal Law and
Criminology 86(Fall 1995): 249-87.
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25. Counties with real personal income of about $15,000 in real 1983 dollars experi
enced 8 percent drops in murder, while mean-income counties experienced a 5.5 per
cent drop.

26. Lori Montgomery, "More Blacks Say GunsAreAnswerto Urban Violence," Houston
Chronicle, July 9, 1995, p. Al. This article argues that while the opposition to guns in the
black community is strong, more peoplearecoming to understand the benefits of self-
protection.

27. For an excellent overviewof the role of race in gun control, see Robert J. Cottrol
and RaymondT. Diamond, "The Second Amendment:Toward an Afro-Americanist Re
consideration," Georgetown Law Review 80(Dec. 1991): 309.

28. SeeWilliamVan Alstyne, "The SecondAmendment Right to Arms," Duke Law Re
view 43(Apr. 1994): 1236-55. In slave states prior to the CivilWar, the freedoms guaranteed
under the Bill of Rights were regularly restricted by statesbecause of the fear that free
reign might lead to an insurrection. As Akhil Reed Amar writes, "In a society that saw
itself under siege after Nat Turner's rebelhon, access to firearms had to be strictly re
stricted, especially to free blacks." See Akhil Reed Amar, "The Bill of Rights and the
Fourteenth Amendment," Yale LawJournal 101 (Apr. 1992): 1193.

29. Associated Press Newswire, May 9, 1997, 4:37 p.m. EDT. As the Washington Times recently
noted, this story "comes at an awkwardtime for the administration, sincePresident Chn
ton has spent the last week or two berating Repubhcans for failing to include in anti-
crime legislation a provision requiring that child safety locks be sold with guns to keep
children from hurting themselves" (Editorial, "The Story of a Gun and a Kid," Washington
Times, May 22, 1997, p. A18).

30. The conversation took place on March 18, 1997, though regrettably I have mis
placed the note containing the representative's name.

31. JohnCarpenter, "SixOther StatesHave Same Law," Chicago Sun-Times, Mar. 11,1997,
p. 8.

32. John J. Dilulio,Jr., "The Question of BlackCrime," The Public Interest 117 (Fall 1994):
3—24. Similar concerns about the inability of minorities to rely on the pohce was also
expressed to me by Assemblyman RodWright (D—Los Angeles) during testimony before
the California Assembly's Pubhc Safety Committee on November 18, 1997.

33. One additional minor changeis made in two of the earher specifications. In order
to avoidany artificial collinearity either between violent crime and robberyor between
property crimes and burglary, violent crimes net of robbery and property crimes net of
burglaryare used as the endogenousvariables when robbery or burglaryare controlled
for.

34. The Pearson correlation coefficient between robbery and the other crime catego
riesranges between .49and .80, andallareso statistically significant that a negativecorre
lation would only appear randomlyonce out of every ten thousand times. For burglary,
the correlations range from 0.45 to 0.68, and they arealsoequally statistically significant.

35. All the results in tables4.1and 4.4aswell as the regressions related to both parts
of figure 4.1 were reestimated to deal with the concerns raised in chapter 3 over the
"noise" in arrestrates arising from the timing of offenses and arrests and the possibility
of multiple offenders. I reran all the regressions in this section by limiting the sample to
those counties with populations over 10,000, over 100,000, and then over 200,000 people.
The more the sample was restrictedto larger-population counties, the strongerand more
statistically significant wasthe relationship between concealed-handgun lawsand the pre
viously reported effects on crime. This is consistent with the evidence reported in figure
4. 1. The arrest-rate results also tended to be stronger and more significant. I further
reestimated all the regressions by redefiningthe arrest rate as the number of arrestsover
the last three years divided by the total number of offenses over the last three years.
Despite the reduced sample size, the results remained similar to those alreadyreported.

36. More formally, by using restricted leastsquares, we can test whether constraining
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the coefficients for the period before the lawproduces results that yieldthe samepattern
afterthe passage of the law. Using both the time-trend and the time-trend-squared rela
tionships, the F-tests reject the hypothesisthat the beforeand afterrelationships arethe
same,at leastat the 10 percentlevel, forallthe crime categories except aggravated assault
and larceny, for which the F-tests areonly significant at the 20percent level. Using only
the time-trend relationship, the F-tests reject the hypothesis in all the cases.

37. The main exception wasWest Virginia, which showed large drops in murder but
not in other crime categories.

38. See Thomas B. Marvell and Carlisle E. Moody, "The Impact of Enhanced Prison
Terms for Felonies Committed with Guns," Criminology 33(May 1995): 259—60.

39. I should note, however, that the "nondiscretionary" coefficients for robbery in
the county-level regressions and for property crimes using the state levels are no longer
statistically significant.

40. Toni Heinzl, "PohceGroups Oppose Concealed-Weapons Bill," Omaha World-Herald,
Mar. 18, 1997, p. 9SF.

41. A simple dummy variable is used for whether the limit was 18or 21 yearsof age.
42. Hereis one example: "Mrs. Elmasri, aWisconsin woman whose estranged husband

had threatened her and her children, called a firearms instructor for advice on how to

buy a gun for self-defense. She was advised that, under Wisconsin's progressive handgun
law,she would have to wait 48hours so that the pohce could perform the required back
ground check.

"Twenty-four hours later,... Mrs. Elmasri's husband murdered the defenseless
woman and her two children" (William P. Cheshire, "Gun Laws No Answer for Crime,"
Arizona Republic, Jan. 10, 1993, p. CI.) Other examples can be found in David B. Kopel,
"Background Checks andWaiting Periods," in Guns: Who Should Have Them, ed. David B. Kopel
(Amherst, NY:Prometheus Books, 1995.) Other examples tell of women who successfully
evaded these restrictions to obtain guns.

In September 1990, mail carrier Catherine Latta of Charlotte, N. C, went to the
police to obtain permission to buy a handgun. Her ex-boyfriend had previously
robbed her, assaulted her several times, and raped her. The clerk at the sheriffs
officeinformed her that processing a gun permit would take two to four weeks.
"I told her I'd be dead by then," Lattarecalled.

That afternoon, Lattabought an illegal $20 semiautomaticpistol on the street.
Five hours later, her ex-boyfriend attacked her outside her house. She shot him
dead. The county prosecutor decided not to prosecute Latta for either the self-
defense homicide or the illegal gun. (Quoted from David B. Kopel, "Guns and
Crime: Does RestrictingFirearms Really ReduceViolence?" San Diego Union-Tribune,
May9, 1993, p. G4.)

For another example where awoman's abihtyto defend herselfwould havebeen impaired
by a waiting period, see "Waiting Period Law Might Have Cost Mother's Life," USA Today,
May 27, 1994, p. 10A.

43. Quoted in David Armstrong, "Cities' Crime Moves to Suburbs," Boston Globe, May
19, 1997, pp. 1 and B6.

CHAPTER FIVE

1. While county-level datawere providedin the Supplementary Homicide Reports, matching
these county observations with those used in the Uniform Crime Reports proved unusually
difficult. A unique county identifierwas used in the Supplementary Homicide Reports that was
not consistent across years.In addition, some caution is necessaryin using both the Mor
tality Detail Records and the Supplementary Homicide Reports, since the murder rates reported
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in both sources have relatively low correlations of less than .7 with the murder rates
reported in the Uniform Crime Reports. This is especially surprising for the supplementary
reports, which arederived from the Uniform Crime Reports. SeeU.S. Departmentof Justice,
FBI staff, Uniform Crime Reports (Washington, DC: U.S. Govt. Printing Office) for the years
1977 to 1992.

2. Indeed, the average age of permit holders is frequently in the mid- to late forties
(see, for example, "NRA poll: Salespeople No. 1 for Permit Apphcations," Dallas Morning
News, Apr. 19, 1996, p. 32A.)In Kentucky the average ageof permit holders is about fifty
(see Terry Flynn, "Gun-Toting Kentuckians Hold Their Fire," Cincinnati Enquirer, June 16,
1997, p. Al).

3. This is the significance for a two-tailed t-test.
4. Similar breakdowns for deaths and injuries areexplored in much more depth in a

paper that I have written with William Landes; see William Landes and John R. Lott,
Jr., "Mass Public Shootings, Bombings, and Right-to-Carry Concealed-Handgun Laws,"
University of Chicago working paper, 1997.

5. A second changewasalsomade. Because of the large number of observations not
ing no deaths or injuries from mass pubhc shootings in a given year, I used a statistical
technique known asTobit that is particularlywell suited to this situation.

6. The results shown below provide the estimates for the simple linear time trends
beforeand afterthe adoptionof the law. They demonstrate that foreachyearleading up
to the passage of the law, total deaths or injuries from masspubhc shootings roseby 1.5
more per 10 milhon people and that afterthe passage of the law, total deaths or injuries
fell by 4 more per 10 million people. The difference in these two trends is statistically
significant at the 1percent levelfor atwo-tailed t-test. It isinteresting to note that higher
murder arrest rates, although they deter murderers, do not seem to deter perpetrators
of mass pubhc shootings.

Linear time trends for deaths and injuries from mass public
shootings before and after adoption of concealed-handgun
law

Total deaths and injuries
per 100,000 population

Average annual change for years after adoption
of the law -0.04*

Averageannual change for years before adoption
of the law 0.015*

Arrest rate for Murder -0.0003

*Statistically significantat least at the 10percent levelfor a two-tailed t-test
Note: numbers are negative;years furthest beyond adoption are the largest

7. See appendix 4 for the means and standard deviations of the variables used in
these regressions.

8. Again, this is stating that a one-standard-deviation change in arrest rates explains
more than 15 percent of a one-standard-deviation changein crime rates.

9. Running the regressions for all Pennsylvania counties (not just those with more
than 200,000 people) produced similar signs for the coefficient for the change in
concealed-handgun permits, though the coefficients were no longer statistically signifi
cant for violent crimes, rape, and aggravated assault. Alan Krug, who provided us with
the Pennsylvania handgun-permit data, told us that one reason for the largeincreasein
concealed-handgun permits in some rural counties was that people used the guns for
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hunting. He told us that the number of permits issued in these low-population, rural
counties tended to increase most sharply in the fall around hunting season. If people
were in factgetting large numbers of permits in low-population counties (which already
have extremely low crime rates) for some reason other than crime, it would be more
difficult to pick up the deterrent effect of concealed handguns on crime that was oc
curring in the largercounties.

10. A one-standard-deviation change in conviction rates explains 4 to 20 percent of a
one-standard-deviationchange in the correspondingcrime rates.

11. I reran these regressions using the natural logs of the arrest and conviction rates,
and I consistently found statisticallylarger and even economically more important effects
for the arrest rates than for the conviction rates.

12. Forexample, see Dan M. Kahan, "What Do Alternative Sanctions Mean?" University
ofChicago Law Review 63(1996): 591-653.

13. See John R. Lott, Jr., "The Effectof Conviction on the LegitimateIncome ofCrimi
nals," Economics Letters 34 (Dec. 1990): 381-85; John R. Lott, Jr., "An Attempt at Measuring
the Total Monetary Penalty from Drug Convictions: The Importance of an Individual's
Reputation," Journal ofLegal Studies 21 (Jan. 1992): 159-87; John R. Lott, Jr., "Do We Punish
High-Income Criminals Too Heavily?" Economic Inquiry 30(Oct. 1992): 583—608.

14. Putdifferently, sixof the specifications imply that aone-standard-deviation change
in the number of concealed-handgun permits explains at least 8 percent of a one-
standard-deviation change in the correspondingcrime rates.

15. Philip Heymann, a formerdeputy attorneygeneral in the Clinton administration
and currently a law professor at Harvard University, wrote, "None of this [the drop in
crimerates] is the resultof... the Brady Act (for most gunswereneverbought by youth
from hcensed gun dealers)." See "The Limits of Federal Crime-Fighting," Washington Post,
Jan. 5, 1997, p. C7.

16. For a discussion of externalities (both benefits and costs) from crime, see Kermit
Daniel and John R. Lott, Jr., "Should Criminal Penalties IncludeThird-Party Avoidance
Costs?" Journal ofLegal Studies 24(June 1995): 523-34.

17. Alix M. Freedman, "Tinier, Deadlier Pocket Pistols Are in Vogue," Wall StreetJournal,
Sept. 12, 1996, pp. Bl, B16.

18. One hundred and eighty-twomillion people livedin states without these laws in
1991, so the regressions would havealso implied nine more accidental deaths from hand
guns in that year.

19. Given the very small number of accidental deaths from handgunsin the United
States, the rate of such deaths in the vast majority of counties is zero, and the last two
columns of table5.6again useTobit regressions to deal with this problem.Limitations in
statistical packages, however, prevented me from beingable to control for all the county
dummies, and I opted to rerun these regressions with only statedummy variables.

20. For example, see Nicholas D. Kristof, "Guns: One Nation Bars, the Other Re
quires," New York Times, Mar. 10, 1996, sec. 4, p. 3.For someevidence on international gun
ownership rates seeMundayandStevenson, Guns and Violence (1996): 30.

21. SeeIanAyresandSteven Levitt, "Measuring Positive Externalities from Unobserv-
able Victim Precaution: An Empirical Analysis of Lojack," NBER working paper 5928
(1997); andJohnDonohue andPeter Siegelman, "Isthe United Statesat the Optimal Rate
of Crime?" Journal ofLegal Studies 27(Jan. 1998).

22. See notes 12 and 13 above.

CHAPTER SIX

1. Isaac Ehrlich, "Participation in Illegitimate Activities: A Theoretical and Empirical
Investigation," Journal ofPolitical Economy 81 (1973): 548-51. Except for the political variables,
my specification accords fairly closely with at least the spirit of Ehrlich's specification,
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though some of my variables, hke the demographic breakdowns,aremuch more detailed,
and I have a few other measures that were not available to him.

2. See also Robert E. McCormick and Robert Tolhson, "Crime on the Court,"Journal
ofPolitical Economy 92(Apr. 1984): 223—35, for a novel article testing the endogeneity of the
"arrest rate" in the context of basketball penalties.

3. These last two variables are measured at the state level.

4. PhilCook suggestedthis additionto me. In asense,this is similarto Ehrhch's speci
fication, except that the current crime rate is broken down into its lagged value and the
change between the current and previousperiods. See Ehrhch, "Participation in Illegiti
mate Activities," p. 557.

5. The natural logsof the rates forviolent crime and property crime were used.
6. These estimates areknown astwo-stage leastsquares.
7. Ehrhch raises the concern that the types of two-stage, least-squares estimatesdis

cussedabovemight still be affected by spurious correlation if the measurement errors for
the crime rate were serially correlated over time. To account for this, I reestimated the
first-stage regressions predicting the arrest rate without the lagged crime rate, which
made the estimated results for the nondiscretionary law dummy even more negative
and more statistically significant than those already shown.SeeEhrhch, "Participation in
Illegitimate Activities," p. 552 n. 46.

8. Still anotherapproach wouldbe to estimate what are known as Tobit regressions,
but unfortunately no statistical package is available that allows me both to control forall
the differentcounty dummy variables and to use the Tobit procedure.

CHAPTER SEVEN

1. The Violence Policy Center grew out of the National Coalition to Ban Handguns.
2. Douglas Weil, the research director for Handgun Control, Inc., has publicly dis

agreed with the claimthat most gun-control advocates initially refused to comment on
my study. In a letter to the Washington Times, Weilwrote,

The Washington Times editorial ("Armed andSafer," Aug. 14) ismisinformedandmis
guided. The Times falsely claims that gun-control proponents "initially refused to
read" John Lott's and David Mustard's study of the impactof laws regarding the
right to carry concealed guns, and that I attacked the researchers' motivations
ratherthan challenge the study "on the merits." This charge is untrue.

One look at the study would provethe Times wrong. On the title page of the
study, several pro-gun-control researchers are credited for their comments "on
the merits" of the study. Included in thishstare David McDowall, acriminologist
at the University of Maryland; Philip Cook, aneconomist atDukeUniversity; and
myself, research director for the Centerto Prevent Handgun Violence.

Upon reviewing the study, I found Mr. Lott's methodology to be seriously
flawed. I told Mr. Lott that his study did not adequately control for the whole
range of ways that stateandlocal governmentsattempt to lowerthe crimerate. In
Oregon, for example, the samelegislation that madeit easier to carry a concealed
handgun includedone of the toughest new handgun-purchase laws in the coun
try—a 15-day waiting period and fingerprint-background check on all pur
chases. ...

I gladly shared my critique of this study with Mr. Lott and will now reiterate
it here; as someone fully credentialed to evaluate Mr. Lott's and Mr. Mustard's
work, I would have recommended that the paperbe rejected. (See Douglas Weil,
"AFew Thoughts on the Study of Handgun Violence andGun Control," Washington
Times, Aug. 22, 1996, p. A16.)
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While it is true that I thanked Mr.Weilin my paper for a comment that he made, his
single comment was nothing hke what his letter to the Times claimed. Before he explained
his concerns to the press, he and I had no discussions about whether I had controlled for
"waysthat state and localgovernments attempt to lower the crime rate," possiblybecause
my study not only controls forarrestand convictionrates, prisonsentences, the number
of pohce officers and pohce payroll, but also waiting periods and criminal penalties for
using a gun in the commission of a crime.

Mr.Weil's sole comment to me came after two previoustelephone callsover a month
and a half in which Mr. Weil had said that he was too busy to give me any comments.
Hissole comment on August 1wasthat he wasupset that I had cited a study by a profes
sor, Gary Kleck, with whom Weildisagreed. I attempted to meet this unusual but minor
criticism by rewriting the relevant sentence on the first page in a further attempt to
dispassionately state the alternativehypotheses.

Mr. Weil's claims are particularly difficult to understand in hght of a conversation
that I had with him on August 5. After hearing him discuss my paper on the news, I
called him to say how surprised I was to hearabout his telhng the press that the paper
was "fundamentally flawed" when the only comment that he had given me was on the
reference to Kleck. Mr. Weil then immediately demanded to know whether it was true
that I had thanked him for giving comments on the paper. He had heard from peoplein
the news media who had seen a draft with his name listed among those thanked. (On
August 1,1hadadded hisname to the hst of people who hadgiven comments, andwhen
the news of the paper suddenly broke on August 2 with the story in USA Today, it was
this new version that had been faxed to the news media.) He wanted to know if I was
trying to "embarrass" him with others in the gun-control community, and he insisted
that had not given me any comments. I said that I had only done it to be nice, and I
mentioned the concern that he raised about the reference to Kleck. Weil then demanded

that I "immediately remove [his] name" from the paper.
3. Thiswas not my only experience with Ms. Ghck. On August8, 1996, sixdays after

the eventsof August2 described above, I appeared with her on MSNBC. After I triedto
make anintroductory statement setting out my findings, Ms. Ghckattacked me for hav
ing my study funded by "gun manufacturers." She claimed that I was a "shill" for the
gun manufactures andthat it was important that Ibe properly identified as not being an
objective academic. She also claimed that there were many serious problems with the
paper. Referring to the study, she asserted that it was a fraud.

I responded by saying that thesewerevery serious charges and that if she had some
evidence, she should say what it was. I told her that I didn't think she had any such
evidence, and that if she didn't, we should talk about the issues involved in the study.

At this point the moderator broke in and said to Ms. Ghckthat he agreed that these
werevery serious charges, and he asked her what evidence she had for her statements.
Ghck responded by saying that she had lots of evidence and that it wasquite obvious to
her that this study hadbeen done to benefitgun manufacturers.

The moderator then asked her to comment further on her claim that there were

serious problems with the study,andshe statedthat one only had to go to page 2 before
finding a problem. Herconcernwasthat I had used data for Florida that wasa year and
a half old. The moderator then asked her why this was a problem, since I couldn't be
expected to use data that was, say, asrecentas lastweek. Ms. Ghck responded by saying
that a lot of thingscould havechanged sincethe most recentdatawere available. I then
mentioned that I had obtained more recent datasince the study had been written and
that the pattern of people not using permitted guns improperly had held true from
October 1987 to December 31, 1995.

A more recent exchange that I had with the Violence Policy Center's President, Josh
Sugarmann, on MSNBC on February 24, 1997, involved the same accusations.
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4. Douglas Weil, from the Center to Prevent Handgun Violence, a division of Hand
gun Control, wrote the following to the Washington Times: "Given that Mr. Lott has pub
lished 70papers in peer-reviewed journals, it is curious that he haschosena law review
for his research on concealed-gun-carrying laws" (Washington Times, Aug. 22, 1996, p. A16).

5. Scott Harris, "To Build a Better America, Pack Heat," Los Angeles Times, Jan. 9, 1997,
p. Bl. In many ways, my study was indeed fortunate for the coverage that it received. It
appears that no other study documenting the abihty of guns to detercrimehasreceived
the same level of coverage. MediaWatch, a conservative organization trackingthe content
of television news programs, reviewed every gun-control story on four evening shows
(ABC's World News Tonight, CBS's Evening News, CNN's 77ie World Today, and NBC's Nightly News)
and three morning broadcasts (ABC's Good Morning America, CBS's This Morning, and NBC's
Today) from July 1,1995 through June30,1997. MediaWatch categorized news storiesin the
following way: "Analysts counted the number of pro-andanti-gun-controlstatements by
reporters in each story.Pieces with a disparity of greater than 1.5 to 1were categorized as
either for or against gun control. Stories closer than the ratio were deemed neutral.
Among statements recorded as pro-gun control: violent crime occurs because of guns,
not criminals, and gun control prevents crime. Categorized as arguments against gun
control:gun control would not reduce crime;that criminals, not guns are the problem;
Americans have a constitutional right to keep and bear arms; right-to-carry concealed
weapons laws caused a drop in crime." MediaWatch concluded that "in 244 gun policy
stories, those favoring gun control outnumbered storiesopposing gun control by 157 to
10, or a ratio of almost 16to 1 (77were neutral). Talking heads were shghtly more bal
anced: gun-control advocates outnumbered gun-rights spokesmen 165 to 110 (40 were
neutral)." The news coverage of my study apparently accounted for4 of the 10 "anti-gun
control" news reports. (Networks Use First Amendment Rights to Promote Opponents ofSecond Amend
ment Rights: Gun Rights Forces Outgunned on TV, MediaWatch, July 1997.)

6. One of the unfortunate consequences of such attacks is the anger that they gener
ate among the audience. For example, after Congressman Schumer's letter to the Wall
StreetJournal, I received dozens of angrytelephone calls denouncing me for pubhshing my
Wall StreetJournal op-ed pieceon concealed-handgun laws without first publiclystatingthat
the research had been paid for by gun manufacturers. Other letters from the Violence
Policy Center making these funding claims produced similar results.

Understandably, given the seriousness of the charges, this matter has been brought
up by legislators in every statein which I have testifiedbeforethe state legislature. Other
politicians have alsotaken up these charges. Minnesota State Rep. Wes Skoglund (DFL—
Minneapolis) provided one of the milder statements of these charges in the Minneapolis
Star Tribune (Mar. 29, 1997, p. A13): "Betterman [a Minnesota state representative] uses a
much-publicized study by John Lott Jr., of the University of Chicago, to back up her
claimsabout the benefitsof her radical gun-carry law.... But what no one has told you
about Lott's study is that it has been found to be inaccurateand flawed. And Betterman
didn't tell you that the study was funded by the Ohn Foundation, which was created by
the founder ofWinchester Arms."

7. I telephoned Ms. Rand to ask her what evidence she had for her claim that the
study was "the product of gun-industry funding" and reminded her that the pubhc rela
tions office at the University of Chicago had alreadyexplained the funding issue to her
boss, Josh Sugarmann, but Ms. Rand hung up on me within about a minute.

8. Alex Rodriquez, "Gun Debate Flares; Study: Concealed Weapons Deter Crime,"
Chicago Sun-Times, Aug. 9, 1996, p. 2. Kotowski made his remark at a pressconference orga
nized by the Violence Policy Center,whose president,Josh Sugarmann, had been clearly
told by the pressoffice at the University of Chicago on August 6 that these chargeswere
not true (as the letter by William E.Simon shown later will explain). Catherine Behan in
the pressoffice spent an hour trying to explain to him how funding works at Universities.
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9. Chicago Tribune, Aug. 15, 1996.
10. "Study: Concealed Guns Deterring Violent Crime," Austin American Statesman, Aug.

9, 1996, p. All
11. The briefcorrectionran in the Austin American Statesman, Aug. 10, 1996.
12. As Mr. Simon mentions, one journalist who looked into these charges was Ste

phen Chapman of the Chicago Tribune. One part of his article that is particularly relevant
follows:

Another problem is that the [Ohn] foundation didn't (1) choose Lott as a fellow,
(2) give him money, or (3) approve his topic. It made a grant to the law school's
law and economics program (one of many grants it makes to top universities
around the country). A committee at the law school then awardedthe fellowship
to Lott, one of many applicants in a highly competitive process.

Even the committee had nothing to do with his choice of topics. The fellow
ship was to allow Lott—a prolific scholar who has pubhshed some 75 academic
articles—to do researchon whatever subject he chose....

To accept their conspiracy theory, you have to believe the following: A com
pany that derives a small share of its earnings from sporting ammunition some
how prevailedon an independent family foundation to funnel money to a scholar
who waswilling to risk his academic reputation (and, since he does not yet have
tenure, his future employment) by fudging data to serve the interests of the fire
arms lobby—and one of the premierresearch universitiesin the world cooperated
in the fraud. (See Stephen Chapman, "A Gun Study and a Conspiracy Theory,"
Chicago Tribune, Aug. 15, 1996, p. 31.)

13. A Gannett Newswire story quoted a spokeswoman for the Coalition to Stop Gun
Violence who made similar statements: "But Katcher said the study ... was funded by
the Olin Foundation, which has strong ties to the gun industry. The study has 'been
provenby a series of well-known,well-respected researchers to be inaccurate, false, junk
science,' she said." (Dennis Camire, "Legislation beforeCongress Would Allow Concealed
Weapons Nationwide," Gannett News Service, June 6, 1997.)

14. John R. Lott, Jr., "Should the Wealthy Be Able to 'Buy Justice'?" Journal ofPolitical
Economy 95(Dec. 1987): 1307.

15. "Notebook," The New Republic, Apr. 14, 1997, p. 10.
16. After much effort, Randy was eventually able to get Cynthia Henry Thielen, a

Hawaiian State Representative, to participate in the radio program.
17. Richard Morin, "Unconventional Wisdom: New Facts and Hot Stats from the So

cialSciences," Washington Post, Mar. 23, 1997, p. C5.
18. It is surely not uncommon for academics to write letters to their local newspapers

or to national or international publications, and indeed such letters were also written
(see, forexample, The Economist, Dec.7,1996, p.8).But to trackdown the letters of everyday
citizens to local newspapers and send rephesis unusual.

19. The Springfield StateJournal-Register, Nov. 26,1996. Steven Teret, directorof the Center
for Gun Policy and Research wrote dozens of letters to newspapers across the country.
They usuallybeganwith statements hke the following: "Recently in a letter to the editor
dated October 19, Kurt Amebury cited the work of two University of Chicagoprofessors"
(Orlando Sentinel, Nov. 16, 1996, p. A18); "Recently the Dispatch pubhshed a letter to the
editor citing the work of two researchers" (Columbus Dispatch, Nov. 16, 1996, p. All); "The
StateJournal-Register Oct. 28pubhshedtwo letterscitingresearch by the Universityof Chica
go's John Lott" (Springfield StateJournal-Register, Nov. 13, 1996, p. 6); or "A recent letter to the
editor ..." (Buffalo News, Nov. 17, 1996, p. H3). In late November, I asked Stephen Teret
how many newspapers he had sent letters to. He would not give me an exact count, but
he said"dozens" and then hsted the names of some major newspapers to which they had
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written. It is curious that none of the effort put into responding to my paper by the
Center has gone intowriting acomment for submission to theJournal of Legal Studies, where
my original paper was pubhshed. Nor has the Center prepared aresponse for any other
scholarly journal.

20. My opinion piece appeared in the Omaha World-Herald, Mar. 9, 1997, p. B9.
21. Virginia Code Annotated, § 18.2-3088 (1988).
22. This discussion rehes on conversationswith Clayton Cramer.
23. This pointis similar to the "broken-window" argument made byWilson and Kel-

ling; see James Q.Wilson and George L. Kelling, "Making Neighborhoods Safe," Atlantic
Monthly, Feb. 1989.

24. Some robberies also involve rape. While I am not takinga standon whether rape
or robbery is the primary motivation for the attack, there mightbe cases where robbery
was the primary motive.

25. Information obtained from Kathy O'Connell at the Illinois Criminal Justice Infor
mation Authority.

26. For example, seeDouglas Weil, "AFew Thoughts on the Study of Handgun Vio
lence and Gun Control," Washington Times, Aug. 22, 1996, p. A16.

27. The durability of these initial false claims aboutFlorida's crime rates can be seen
in more recentpopular pubhcations. For example, William Tucker, writingin the Weekly
Standard, claims that "Florida crime ratesremained level from 1988 to 1990, then took a big
dive. As with allsocial phenomena, though, it is difficult to isolate cause and effect." See
WilliamTucker,"Maybe You Should CarryaHandgun," Weekly Standard, Dec.16,1996, p.30.

28. In an attempt to facilitate Black's andNagin's research, I provided them not only
with all the data that they used but also computer files containing the regressions, in
orderto facihtate the rephcation of each of my regressions. It wasthus very easy for them
to try all possible permutations of my regressions, doing such things as excluding one
state at a time or excluding databasedon other criteria.

29. Dan Black and Dan Nagin, "Do 'Right-to-Carry' Laws Deter Violent Crime?"
Carnegie-Mellon University working paper, Dec. 18, 1996, p. 5.

30. In addition, because the regressions use individual county dummy variables, so
that they are really measuring changes in crimerates relative to eachcounty'smean, one
need not be concerned with the possibility that the average crimerates for the years that
are farthest beyond the adoption of the concealed-handgun laws are being pulleddown
by relatively low crime ratesin some states.

31. Ian Ayres andSteven Levitt, "Measuring Positive Externalities fromUnobservable
Victim Precaution: An Empirical Analysis of Lojack," NBER working paper 5928 (1997).
The main issuewith their empirical estimates, however, iswhether they might be overes
timatingthe impact from Lojack because they do not control for any other responses to
higher auto-theft rates. For example, while higher autotheft rates might trigger imple
mentation of Lojack, they might also increase purchases of other antitheft devices hke
The Club. In addition, the political support for altering the distribution of police re
sources amongdifferent typesof crimes might also change. Unfortunately, neither Ayres
andLevittnor Lojack hasmadethe information on the numberof Lojacks installed avail
able to other researchers. My attempts to rephcate their results with dummy variables
have found insignificant effects.

32. Ultimately, however, the levels of significance that I have tested for are the final
arbiters in deciding whether one has enough data, and the results presented here are
quite statisticallysignificant.

33. DanielW.Webster, "The ClaimsThat Right-to-CarryLaws Reduce Violent Crime
Are Unsubstantiated," The Johns HopkinsCenter forGun Pohcy and Research, copy ob
tained March 6, 1997, p. 5.

34. Jens Ludwig, "Do Permissive Concealed-Carry Laws Reduce Violent Crime?"
Georgetown University workingpaper (Oct.8, 1996), p. 12.
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35. "Battered Woman Found Not Guilty for Shooting Her Husband Five Times," San
Francisco Examiner, Apr. 9, 1997.

36. In Chicago from 1990 to 1995, 383 murders (or 7.2 percent of all murders) were
committed by a spouse.

37. For adetailed discussion of howBlack's and Nagin's arguments have changed over
time, seemy paper entitled "Ifat First YouDon't Succeed ..." :The Perils of Data Mining
When There Is aPaper (and Video) Trail: TheConcealed-Handgun Debate," Journal ofLegal
Studies 27 (January 1998), forthcoming.

38. Black and Nagin, "Do 'Right-to-Carry' Laws Deter Violent Crime?" Carnegie-
Mellon working paper, version of December 18, p. 5, n. 4.

39. The December 18, 1996, version of their paper included a footnote admitting this
point:

Lott andMustard weight their regression by the county's population, andsmaller
counties are much more likely to have missing data than larger counties. When
we weight the data by population, the frequencies of missing data are 11.7% for
homicides,5.6% for rapes, 2.8% for assaults, and 5% for robberies.

In discussing the sample comprising only counties with more than 100,000 people,
theywrite in the same paper that"the (weighted) frequencies of missing arrest ratios are
1.9% for homicides, 0.9% for rapes, 1.5% for assaults, and 0.9% for robberies."

40. For rape, 82 percent of the counties are deleted to reduce the weighted frequencies
of missing data from 5.6 to 0.9 percent. Finally, for robbery (the onlyothercategory that
theyexamine), 82 percent of the observations are removed to reduce the weighted miss
ing data from 5 to 0.9percent.

41. The reluctance of gun-control advocates to share their data is quitewidespread.
In May 1997 I tried to obtain data from the Pohce Foundation about a study that they
had recently released by Phihp Cook and Jens Ludwig, but aftermany telephone calls I
was told by Earl Hamilton on May 27, "Well, lots of other researchers like Arthur Kel
lermanndo not release their data." I responded by saying that was true, but that it was
not somethingother researchers approved of, nor didit give people much confidence in
his results.

42. SeeWilliam Alan Bartley, MarkCohen, and Luke Froeb, "The Effectof Concealed-
Weapon Laws: Estimating Misspecification Uncertainty," Vanderbilt University working
paper(1997).

CHAPTER EIGHT

1. AlhsonThompson,"Robber GetsOutgunnedonWestside," Jacksonville (Florida) Times-
Union, Sept. 24, 1997, p. Bl.

2. Craig Jarvis, "Pizza Worker's Husband Shoots Masked Bandit," Raleigh News and Ob
server, Dec. 11, 1996, p. B3.

3. Other work that I have done indicates that while hiring certain types of pohce
officers can be quite effective in reducing crime rates, the net benefit from hiring an
additional pohce officer is about a quarter of the benefit from spending an equivalent
amount on concealed handguns. SeeJohn R. Lott, Jr., "Does a Helping Hand Put Others
At Risk? Affirmative Action, Pohce Departments, and Crime," University of Chicago
working paper (July 1997).

4. The cost of pubhc prisons runs about twice this rate; see Mike Flaherty, "Prisons
for Profit; Can Texas System Work for Wisconsin's Overflowing System," Wisconsin StateJour
nal, Feb. 16, 1997, p. Al.

5. Fox Butterfield, "Serious Crime Decreased for Fifth Year in a Row," New York Times,
Jan. 5, 1997, p. 10.
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6. MichaelFumento, "AreWeWinning the FightAgainstCrime?" Investor's Business Daily,
Feb. 5, 1997, p. A34.

7. Yet there never wasmuch controversy over this issue: when Congress debatedthe
law, no one, not even the National Rifle Association, opposed background checks. The
dispute was over a five-day waitingperiodversus an "instant check."

8. Fumento, "Fight Against Crime," p. A34.
9. After the Supreme Court decision, Arkansas completely stopped the background

checks,while Ohio hasessentially gutted the rulesby making backgroundchecksvolun
tary.In addition,as"Ohio Deputy Attorney General MarkWeaver said, the responsibility
for conducting background checks rests with counties and cities in most states—rather
than with statewideagencies—and ... 'hundreds of counties' stopped doing checks after
the Supreme Court ruling." (Joe Stumpe, "Arkansas Won't Touch Gun Checks 'Unwar
ranted,' Chief Cop Says," Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, July 29, 1997, p. 1A.

10. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, A Progress Report: Gun-Dealer Licensing and
Illegal Gun Trafficking, Washington, D.C.: Department of the Treasury, Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms (Jan. 1997).

11. Many other restrictions on gun use have prevailed during the last couple of years,
even some that appear fairly trivial. For example, in 1996 alone thirteen states voted on
initiativesto restrict hunting. The initiativeswere successfulin eleven of the states.Con
gressmanSteve Largent from Tulsa, Oklahoma, claimsthat the new rules are "part of a
national effort to erode our abihty to hunt It wasn't a local effort. It was a national
effort." Not only were the initiatives strongly supported by animal rights activists, but
they also received strong support from gun-control advocates. It is probablynot lost on
gun-control advocates that support for gun control seems to be strongest among those
who grew up in households without guns and that making hunting less attractiveis one
long-term way to alter support for these initiatives. See Janet Pearson, "A 'Fair Chase':
Keepthe Sport in Hunting," Tulsa World, Nov. 17, 1996, p. Gl.

12. For most government agencies that try to obtainhigher funding,exaggerating the
problems helps justify such higher funding.MichaelFitzgerald, aspokesman for the BATF
in Chicago, is quoted assaying that 1 percent of federal license holders are estimated to
be illegally running guns. "If that figure is accurate, the reduction of... dealers should
ehminate a substantial number of traffickers." See Jim Adams, "Number of Licenses Falls
Dramatically: Crime Law Puts Squeeze on Gun Dealers; Zoning Can Be Used to Keep
Gun Sales Out of Private Homes," Louisville Courier-Journal, Mar. 20, 1997, p. Al.

13. During the last few years, the BATF hasbeen much more aggressive in harassing
law-abiding gun owners and retailers. A recent study using 1995 data, by Jim Couch and
William Shughart, claimsnot only that the BATF refersdramatically more criminal fire
arm violations to prosecutors in states that have more National Rifle Association mem
bers, but that Clinton's own U.S. attorneys have declined to prosecute a much greater
percentage of the cases referred to them in these states.They estimate that 54 percent of
the variationacross states in the BATF's criminal referrals is explained simply by the num
ber of NRA members in a state, and that about a quarter of these higher requests for
prosecutionsaredechned by U.S. attorneys.See Jim F. Couch and William F. Shughart I,
"Crime, Gun Control, and the BATF: The Political Economy of LawEnforcement," Uni
versity of Mississippi working paperpresentedat the March, 1997, PubhcChoiceMeetings
in San Francisco.

14. Alix M. Freedman,"Tinier, Deadlier PocketPistols Are in Vogue," Wall StreetJournal,
Sept. 12, 1996, p. Bl.

15. Three different types of devices are under development: X-rays, ultrasound, and
radar. The first devices capable of functioning on the street are expected in 2001. See Fox
Butterfield, "New Devices May Let Police Spot People on the Street Hiding Guns," New
York Times, Apr. 7, 1997, p. Al.

16. James Q. Wilson sees these devices as an effective means of disarming criminals
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while allowing law-abiding citizens to keep their guns. In his view, they will provide us
with the best of both worlds, allowing us to retain the benefits of private protection and
to disarm criminals. See James Q. Wilson, "Just Take Away Their Guns," New York Times,
Mar. 20, 1994, sec. 6, p. 47.

17. In airports or courts, for example, such searches would probably be allowed.
Whether these devices will be deemed constitutional if used on the street is less clear.

18. I cannot end, however, without at least mentioning several excellent law-review
articles on the issue of what was intended in the Second Amendment: see Nelson Lund,

"The Second Amendment, Political Liberty, and the Right to Self-Preservation," Alabama
Law Review 33(1988): 103-47; Robert J. Cottrol and Raymond T. Diamond, "The Fifth Aux
iliary Right," Yale LawJournal 104 (1995): 309-42; Don B. Kates, "Handgun Prohibition and
the Original Meaning of the Second Amendment," University ofMichigan Law Review 82(1983):
204—68; Wilham Van Alstyne, "The Second Amendment Right to Arms," Duke Law Review
43(Apr. 1994): 1236—55; and Sanford Levinson, "The Embarrassing Second Amendment,"
Yale LawJournal 99(Dec. 1989): 637-89. Legal scholars seem to be in general agreement on
the way the Second Amendment's use of the word militia is so completely misinterpreted
in current discussions of what the amendment means. The only twentieth-century case
in which the Supreme Court directlyinterpreted the Second Amendment was United States
v. Miller, 307 US 174 (1939). The court was quite clear that historical sources "showed
plainlyenough that the Militia comprised allmalesphysically capable of actingin concert
for the common defense." The court accepted"the common view ... that adequate de
fense of the country and laws could be secured through the Militia—citizens primarily,
soldiers on occasion."

The framers of the Constitution were also very clear on this issue. James Madison
wrote in the Federahst papers that if a standing army threatened citizens' hberties, it
would be opposed by "a militia amounting to near a half-million citizens with arms in
their hands" ;seeChnton Rossiter, ed., The Federalist no. 46(1961): 299. An excellent discus
sion of this and relatedissuesis presentedby David L.Franklin and Heather L.O'Farrell in
their Universityof Chicago Moot Court briefon Printz and Mack v United States, Apr. 18, 1997.

CHAPTER NINE

1. Editorial, "Why Sharon Laid Down Her Arms," New York Post, Aug. 19, 1999, p. 8.
2. Ruth Teichroeb, "Hearing Today for Boy Expelled over Squirt Gun," Seattle Post-

Intelligencer, Sept. 22, 1998, p. Bl. To show how extreme these cases have gotten, young
students havebeen suspended even for takingtoenail chppers to school(Carolyn Bower,
"Huffman School Suspends Student for Possessing Toenail Chppers," St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
Sept. 28, 1999).

3. This statement was in response to the following question: "Now there does not
seem to be that much that this kind of program works to reduce crime, in fact, no evi
dence, as far as I can tell, at all. How do you respond to that?" (Thalia Assuras, "Andrew
Cuomo, Secretary of HUC, Explains President Chnton's Gun Buyback Program," CBS's
This Morning, Sept. 9, 1999.

4. "Special Report: America under the Gun: What Must Be Done," Newsweek, Aug.
23, 1999.

5. Brian Rooney and Ted Koppel, "Guns—an American Way of Life and/or Death,"
ABC's Nightline, Aug. 10, 1999.

6. These reactions are hardly limited to the United States. United Nations Secretary-
General Kofi Annan proposes that nations "adopt gun control laws including a prohibi
tion of unrestricted trade and private ownership of small arms" ("UN Targets Small
Arms," BBC News, Sept. 25, 1999, 0723 GMT).

7. Dates were estabhshed by doing a Nexis search. During 1996, Kentucky, Louisiana,
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and South Carolina enacted "shall-issue" laws. However, these did not go into effect until
extremely late in the year. Louisiana didnot evenstart issuing applications until the end
of September (Lisa Roland, "Apphcations for Concealed Handgun Permits to Be Issued
This Week," Gannett News Service, Sept.20, 1999). In Kentucky, permitswere also not issued
until the very end of the year (Michael Quinlan, "Concealed Guns: Permits Will Take
Time, LawWill Go into EffectTomorrow," Louisville Courier-Journal, Sept. 30, 1996, p. Al).
South Carohna's lawwent into effectAugust22,1996, but its permittingprocess also took
a couple of months to start actually issuing permits (Kathy Steele, "Women with Guns
on Rise," Augusta (GA) Chronicle, Apr. 11, 1997, p. B2).

8. While I beheve the much more interesting question is how crime rates change
before and after the adoption of right-to-carry laws, the stateswith right-to-carry laws
in effect forat leastone year in 1996 hadan average violentcrime rateof 446.6 per 100,000
people, whilethe states with more restrictive "may-issue" rules hadaviolentcrimerate
of 592.6, andstates banningconcealed handguns a rateof 789.7. The main reason fornot
focusing on these numbersissimply that it ignores whether thesestates tended to be the
lowest-crime-rate stateseven before they adopted right-to-carry laws. One method that
partially accounts for this concern is to examine the cross-sectional data usingthe demo
graphic, poverty, income, and other variables that havebeen employed throughout the
book. After controlling for these other factors, the presence of a right-to-carry law im
plies a violent crime rate 15 percent lower than the absence of a law imphes, and the
effect is quite statistically significant, with a t-statistic that is significant at better than the
.01 percent level for a two-tailed t-test.

9. David Hemenway, "Book Review of More Guns, Less Crime" New EnglandJournal ofMedi
cine, Dec. 31, 1998, pp. 2029-30.

10. Jens Ludwig, "Concealed-Gun-Carrying Law and Violent Crime: Evidence from
State Panel Data," International Review ofLaw and Economics 18 (Sept. 1998): 239—54.

11. The Northeast includes Connecticut, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Maine,

Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, and Vermont; the South includes Alabama, Arkansas,Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Missouri, North Carohna, Oklahoma,South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and
Virginia; the MidwestincludesIllinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minne
sota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, West Virginia, and Wisconsin; the
Rocky Mountains include Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah, and Wyoming; and the Pacific states include Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon,
and Washington.

12. Because of the criticism that it is unrealistic to use a simple dummy variable, I
have decided to focus from the beginningon the more realistic approach that examines
the before- and after-law trends in crime rates.

13. The results usingthe old specifications also continue to be very similar.
14. As another test of the sensitivity of the results, I alsoreestimated the before-and-

after trends by limiting them to ten yearsbefore and after the adoption of the right-to-
carry laws. The results equivalent to table 9.1 are -3.1 percent for violent crime, -0.8
percent for murder, -2.0 percent for rape, -2.6 percent for robbery, -3.3 percent for aggra
vated assault, and-0.4 percent for propertycrime. All the violent-crime category results
aresignificant at least at the .01 percent levelexcept for murder,which is significant at
the 4 percent level.

15. See also figures 7.7—7.9.
16. Glenn Puit,"Survey: Gun Sales Increasing sinceGroceryStore Shooting," Las Vegas

Review-Journal, June 24, 1999, p. 4A;and "Gun Sales up 30Percent This Year," Associated Press
Newswire, datelineSan Francisco, Aug. 28, 1999. The Las Vegas Review-Journal articlementions
that "Firearms instructors alsosaid they haveseen a jump in the number of peoplewant
ing to know the requirements to carry a concealed weapon. And, Las Vegas pohce have
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seenan increase in requests for concealed weapons permitsin recentweeks." The Associ
ated Press story mentions that "Others sayrecent crime stories in the news, from the
shooting rampage at a Los Angeles Jewish day camp to the tourist killings in Yosemite
National Park, havemotivated gun buyers."

17. The average murder rate for states over this period is7.57 per 100,000; for rapes,
33.8; for aggravated assaults, 282.4; andfor robberies, 161.8. A 4percent change in murders
is 0.3 per 100,000, a 7 percent change in rape is 2.4 per 100,000, a 5 percent change in
aggravated assaults is 14.1 per 100,000, and a 13 percent change in robberies is 21 per
100,000. By contrast, a one-percentage-point increase in the population with permits is
1,000 per 100,000.

18. While small, lightweight guns are available and new materials have also made it
possible to make lighter guns, most handguns weigh about the same as a laptop com
puter. Carrying them aroundrequires some significant inconvenience.

19. More precisely, I replaced the predicted percentage of the population with permits
with the predicted percentage of the population with permits divided by the permit fee.
This is the same as the interactions done earher looking at the percentage with permits
multiplied by county demographics.

20. Ideally, one would also want to use the expected variation in permit rates across
counties (though those data were not available at the time that I put these results to
gether), but since I am examining all counties in the state, the state permitting rates at
least allow us to rank the relative impactof right-to-carry laws across states.

21. The different drafts of their paper also went through different specifications.
22. Edward E. Learner, "Let's Take the Con Out of Econometrics," American Economic

Review 173 (Mar. 1983): 31-43; and Walter S. McManus, "Estimates of the Deterrent Effect
of Capital Punishment: The Importance of the Researcher's Prior Beliefs," Journal ofPolitical
Economy 93(Feb. 1985): 417-25.

23. I also includeda tenth variable that examined the percentage of the adult popula
tion that was in prison, but there weresufficient theoretical objections to including this
that I havedecided not to reporttheseresults in the text. The majortheoretical problem
is that this variable is a"stock" while the crimerateis a"flow." In other words, the prison
population is created by the number of people who are convicted and sentenced over
many years andnot justhow harsh the current sentences are. In fact, if tough sentencing
in the pastmakes it more hkely that currentcriminals will not be sentenced to prison
terms aslong asthose of pastcriminals (e.g., because of a takeoverof the prisonsystem
by the courts), it is possible that there might even bea negative relationship between the
prisonpopulationand the current toughnessof the system.The bottom hne is that past
punishment is only roughly related to current punishment, particularly when average
state differences are already being taken into account through fixed effects and when
regional yearly fixed effects have alsobeen added.

24. In a powerful piece, Isaac Ehrlich and Zhiqiang Liu show that classic economics
papers concerning the lawof demand, production theory, andinvestment theory would
fail this test (Isaac Ehrlich and Zhiqiang Liu, "Sensitivity Analyses of the Deterrence Hy
pothesis: Let's Keep the Econ in Econometrics," Journal ofLaw and Economics 42 [Apr. 1999]:
455—88). Because of this strong bias toward not finding "true" relationships, Learner and
McManus have dropped off the 10 percent most extreme values on both ends of their
estimates when they have reported their results. Yet even this does not protect most
studies from havingtheir resultsdetermined to be "fragile" by this test.

25. One problem from excluding the arrest rate was never clearly made in the first
editionof this book.The reason usingthe arrest rate forces some county observations to
be dropped is that when the number of crimes is zero, the arrest rate is "undefined."
Including counties with zero crime rates biases the results toward not finding an effect
because crimerates cannot fall belowzero. Since thesecounties already haveazerocrime
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rate, the passage of the right-to-carry law can produce no benefit.The more counties
with zero crime rates that are included, the more the estimated benefit from the law will
move toward zero.

My work with Steve Bronars also examined whether replacing the crime-specific ar
rest rateswith the overallviolent-crimeor property-crime arrestratesalteredthe results,
and we found that it had no impact on the results. There are few counties which have
no violent crimes of any type, so there are few missingobservations for the violent-crime
arrest rate(Stephen G. Bronars andJohn R. Lott, Jr., " Criminal Deterrence, Geographic
Spillovers, and Right-to-Carry Laws," American Economic Review 88(May 1998): 475—79).

26. While I find it difficult to believe that anyonewould arguethat demographic fac
tors are not important in explaining crime rates, I did try a couple of specification tests.
Paring the demographic variables down to the percentage of the population that is black,
the percentageof the population that is white, the percentage of the population that is
male, and the percentage of the population in the six different ageclassifications leaves
the results essentially unchanged.Eliminating the demographic variables entirely reduces
the estimated drop in violent-crime rates from right-to-carry laws by at most one per
centage point.

27. The way that the county-level data were compiled was changed in 1994. Prior to
that time those jurisdictions within a county which provided data for fewer than six
months were estimated to have the same offense rates as the rest of the county. From
1994 onward, the imputation method was applied only to counties with less than three
months ofdata.For jurisdictions with at leastsix months ofdata prior to 1994 and at least
three months of dataafterthat time, the jurisdiction wascalculated to have 12/Noffenses,
where N is the number of months reported.

Becauseof concerns that this might affect estimates using data after 1993,1 reran the
regressions reported in table9.1 by includingavariable for the changein a county's crime
rate between 1993 and 1994. This changevariable wasincluded for the 1994—1996 observa
tions to account for the relativedifferences that this changein measurement might have
had across different counties. The results aresimilar to those already reported. The an
nual differencein the trends in violent-crime ratesbeforeand after the passage of a right-
to-carry law are—1.4 percent for murder, —2.94 percent for rape,—2.8 percent for robbery,
and —3.12 percent for aggravated assault. All the results are significantat better than the
.01 percent level with F-testsof 17.36, 83.33, 87.38, and 87.31, respectively.

28. These data draw on research that I am currently conducting with Kevin Cremin.
Kevin collected all the data used here on pohcing pohcies.

29. "[The] problem-solving effort beganessentially as directed patrol operations de
signed to identify patterns of offending or known offenders and to deploy pohce to catch
the offenders. All gradually evolved into quite different efforts that involved activities
other than arrest and agencies other than the pohce. The attack on burglaries in the
housing projectsinvolved surveyingtenants, cleaningthe projects,creatingamultiagency
task force to deal with particular problems in the housing projects, and organizing the
tenants not only to undertake block watches but also to make demands on city agencies.
The attack on thefts from carseventually involved the inclusion of pohce officers in the
design ofnew parkinglots to make them lessvulnerable to theft. The attack on prostitu
tion and robbery involved enhanced code enforcement against hotels and bars that pro
vided the meeting places for prostitutes and their customers aswell asdecoy operations"
(ChristopherSlobogin, "Why Liberals Should Chuck the Exclusionary Rule," University of
Illinois Law Review 99(1999): 363.

30. The data on community-oriented pohcing, problem-oriented pohcing, and the
broken-windowsstrategywere primarilyobtainedby using the Westlaw"News" database.
For community pohcing, the search took the form [name of city] &"community pohc
ing" & DA(BEF 1/1/1997) & DA(AFT 1/1/1975). For problem-orientedpohcing, the search
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took the form ("Problem Solving Policing" or "Problem-Solving Policing" or "Problem
Oriented Policing" or "Problem-Oriented Policing") & DA(AFT 1/1/1975) & DA(BEF 1/1/
1997). Finally, for the broken-windows strategy, the search consisted of "Broken Win
dow" & Crime & DA(AFT 1/1/1975) & DA(BEF 1/1/1997) AND NOT "Broken Windows."
Other sources were alsoinvestigated. For community pohcing, the sources included Rob
ert C. Trojanowiczand HazelA. Harden, "The Status of Contemporary Community Po
hcing Programs," National Center for Community Pohcing, 1985; Washington State Uni
versity, Division of Governmental Studies and Services (DGSS), surveys of pohce
administrators conducted at three-year intervalsbetween 1978 and 1994; Anna Sampson,
"National Survey of Community Pohcing Strategies, 1992—93"; and Robert C.Trojanowicz
et al.,"Community Pohcing: A Survey of Pohce Departmentsin the United States," 1994.
However, the only one of these studieswhich identifies the citiesis the 1985 Trojanowicz
and Harden study. The authors of the other studieswere unwilling to identify the cities
in their samples. For the broken-windows strategy, George Kelhng's book was also used
to identify additional cities(George L.Kelling, Fixing Broken Windows: Restoring Order and Reduc
ing Crime in Our Communities [New York: Free Press, 1998]).

31. John R. Lott, Jr., "Does a Helping Hand Put Others at Risk? Affirmative Action,
Pohce Departments, andCrime," Economic Inquiry (forthcoming).

32. For example, policing policies may havechanged because of concerns about future
crime rates. Not adopting the changemight have resulted in even more crime.

33. Bartholomew Sullivan, "Students Recall 'Unreal' Rampage," Commercial Appeal,
June 11, 1998, p. Al.

34. Lance Gay, "New Gun Measure Wouldn't Have Halted School Tragedies," Cleveland
Plain Dealer, May 30, 1999, p. 19A.

35. Pam Belluck and Jodi Wilgoren, "Shattered Lives—a Special Report: Caring Par
ents, No Answers, in Columbine Killers' Pasts," New York Times, June 29, 1999, p. Al; and
Virginia Culver, "Pastor Comforts Gunman's Family," Arizona Republic, May 1, 1999, p. D7.

36. Evelyn Larrubia, Ted Rohrlich, andAndrewBlankstein, "Suspect Scouted3Promi
nent L.A. JewishSites asTargets," Los Angeles Times, Aug. 13, 1999, p. 1.

37. An earher attempt by Congress to pass this lawwas never really enforced andwas
struck down by the Supreme Court in 1995. The 1995 law put in simple "boiler plate"
language requiring that prosecutors make a finding that the gun or parts of the gun had
been involved in interstate commerce.

38. To illustrate, let the probability that a single individual is carrying a concealed
handgunequal .10. Assume further that there are 10 individuals in a public place. Then
the probability that at least one of them is armedis 1—.910, or about .65.

39. Baltimore Sun, Apr. 30, 1999.
40. GregPierce, "Professional Viewpoint," Washington Times, Sept. 3, 1999, p. A5.
41. Evenso-called smart locks,which areactivated by one's fingerprint or by a special

ringwith a computer, pose several typesof risks. With locks activated by fingerprints, a
spouse would be unableto use the gun to come to the other person's rescueif the gun
were coded for the other person.The person must alsocorrectly position the finger on
the fingerprint reader. Small differences in the angle of the finger may leave the gun
inoperable even for the designated user.

42. This discussion is based upon research that I am currently doing with John
Whitley.

43. Peter Cummings, David C. Grossman, Frederick P. Rivara, and Thomas D. Koep-
sell, "State Gun Safe Storage Laws and Child Mortahty Due to Firearms," Journal ofthe
American Medical Association 278 (Oct. 1, 1997): 1084-86.

44. U.S. General Accounting Office,"Accidental Shootings: Many Deaths and Injuries
Caused by Firearms Could Be Prevented" (Washington, DC: U.S. General Accounting
Office, Mar. 1991).
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45. An article in the Journal ofthe American Medical Association does not control for any
other factors but claimsthat 23percentof the accidental gun deaths for children under
fifteen would have been prevented by these storage rules. In 1996, this would have
amounted to thirty-two hves if the laws had been in effect for the entire country. One
obvious mistake that this article made was that it made no attempt to account for the
normal downward trend in accidental gun deaths that would have continued to at least
some extent even without these safe-storage laws. Since no other variables were being
controlled for, all of the drop was being attributed to the new law (Cummings et al.,
"State Gun SafeStorage Laws").

46. As of this writing, the Violence Pohcy Center still has a section of its Web site
entitled "Funder of the Lott CCW Study Has Links to the Gun Industry" at http://
www.vpc.org/fact_sht/lottlink.htm.

47. M.W. Guzy,"Soft Logic on Hard Facts on Guns," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 22, 1998,
p. B7.

48. Shelley Kiel [state senator in Nebraska], "Some Gun Restrictions Needed," Omaha
World-Herald, July 11, 1998, p. 11.

49. Kevin Beck, "Conceal Carry," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Aug. 12, 1998.
50. Minnesota Representative Wesley Skoglund on PBS's Almanac, Sept. 26, 1998.
51. Take for example a June 21, 1999, discussion between two people on talk,

pohtics.guns:

"Dutch Courage": hey,didyou know Lott's study wasfundedby agun manufacturer?
I did. That's a httle suspicious, don't you think?

"Shawn Wilson": You're right, it wasa foundation founded by the owner of a gun
company,which is now an ammunition company, and further the foundation
has large holdingsin this company, and several of the directors of this founda
tion are men with standingwithin the company which shares the name. So
much for his reputation asan honest scholar and academic reputation, eh?

52. Linnet Myers, " Go Ahead ... MakeHerDay," Chicago Tribune, May2, 1999, p. C12.
See also Diane Carman, "Gun-Bill Premise Is Bogus," Denver Post, Mar. 23, 1999, p. Bl:
"While gun-control activists have criticized Lott's work because it is funded in part
through a grant from the Ohn Foundation, which was founded by the largest manufac
turer of ammunition in the U.S., [Jens] Ludwig argues that the debate about the grant
money 'only distracts people.The study fails on its merits.'"

53. This quote is from the Web siteof Handgun Control, Inc. (http://www.handgun-
control.org/lott.htm). The Violence Policy Center's claim that I beheve that "increases
in the percent of minority pohce officers increase crime rates" can be found at http://
www.vpc.org/fact_sht/wholott.htm. Of course, the Violence Pohcy Center fails to men
tion the rest of the abstract in question,which pointsout that the paper (Lott, "Does a
Helping HandPutOthers at Risk?") will investigate "whether these increases in crime are
due to changes in the qualityof all new pohceofficers or just minority officers."

54. The previous footnote provides references forthis claimon gun-control Websites.
Similar statementsweremadeby Luis Tolley, the westernregional director for Handgun
Control, Inc., at a debate that I participated in at ClaremontCollege, and Tom Diaz, an
analyst for the Violence Pohcy Center, hasmade this claim a couple of times when we
appeared on radioshows together.

55. Lott, "Does a Helping Hand Put Others at Risk?"
56. The selective quoting was obviously a well-orchestrated campaign, with news

paper editorials also getting involved in repeating the statements by Handgun Control.
Consider the following editorial attack on me: "In May 1998, for instance, he published
the following in a pohce research journal: 'Increasing black officers' share of the pohce
force by one percentage point increases murdersby four percent, the violent crimes by
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seven percent, and property crimes by eight percent More blackand female officers
are also associated with dechnes in both the arrest and conviction rates'" (Editorial, "A
Lott More Guns," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Mar. 23, 1999, p. B6). They failed to quote some
other sentences in this same piece, such as "Not all black officers nor all white officers
nor allofficers of anyother race are of the samequality. Some black officers areundoubt
edlybetter at reducing crime than most potential white officers, and some white officers
are probably betterthan most potential black officers. The questionis how to selectthose
officers who willdo the best job. There is the possibility that choosing apphcants by race
or sex could work against hiring the best officers available One must be very clear
about what is happening, however. The large impact of more blackofficers indicates that
more than just the quality of new minority recruits or new minority promotions are
affected. Indeed, changing teststo employagreater percentage of blacks appears to make
it more difficult to screen out lower-quality candidates generally, including whites and
otherracial groups" (John R.Lott, Jr., "Who Is Really Hurt byAffirmative Action?" Subject
to Debate, May 1998, pp. 1,3).

57. Wilham F. Shughart n, "More Guns, Less Crime: Understanding Crime andGun
Control Laws: Review," Southern EconomicJournal 65, no. 4 (Apr. 1, 1999): 978.

58. BruceL.Benson,"Reviewof More Guns, Less Crime," Public Choice 100 (Sept. 1999), nos.
3-4: 309.

59. Stan Liebowitz, "Handgun Argument Is Loaded," Dallas Morning News, June 21,
1998.

60. Nelson Lund, "Gunning Down Crime: The Statistics of Concealed Weapons,"
Weekly Standard, June 1, 1998.

61. Joanne Eisen and Paul Gallant, "Scientific Proof That Gun Control Increases the
Cost of Crime," Shield, Summer 1998, p. 42.

62. I really don't take most threats very seriously, and I believe that it is just people
blowing off steam. The worst threats usually comeoverthe telephone, though I did have
some regular writers fromCanada who would express the hope that someonewould get
a gun and kill either me or my family members. The one E-mail threat that was for
warded to me by one of the editors at the University of Chicago Press gives some ideaof
the types of comments I received:

Pass along the word, to that soulless weasel and absolutely irresponsible
chickenshit John M. Lott that he better change his name and get some plastic
surgery because his days of [obscenities deleted] of the NRA's [obscenities deleted]
will be quicklycoming to a crashing close if he keepstrying to pass off unethical,
and second ratestatistics with his pseudoscience rhetorical sylogisms.

My point—someone isgoingto become very angered by the view of this imbe
cile, andis going to get a concealed hand-gunpermit and find where he livesand
make a point. I won't lose sleepknowing that one more moron is dead, but I feel
that he should be warned none-the-less. Also,if John Lott had any integrityhe'd
make it possible to reach him. Since the httle scatmuncher is playing hide and
seek by havingno-available e-mail adress, whoever reads this please forward this
too him. This is not a threat, just a warning.

Sometimes when views of cretins hke this are expressed I think "love it or
leave it," and man, if our scholars get any stupider and any more immoral than
Mr. Lott I'm out of this shit house. I nearlypackedmy bags.

63. Matt Bai, "Is He the Smoking Gun?" Newsweek, Jan. 25, 1999, Business section.
64. "According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Uniform Crime Report, from

1992 to 1997, states which made it easier for citizens to carry concealed handguns had a
significantlysmaller drop in their crime ratesthan stateswhich chose not to loosen their
conealedweapons laws" (Brian Morton [associate directorof communications for Hand-
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gun Control and the Center to Prevent Handgun Violence], "John Lott's Gun Research
Doesn't Hold Up to Review," Fort WayneJournal Gazette, Aug. 15, 1999, p. 3C).

Even when others would state that the FBI indeed did not produce these claims,
Handgun Control's press release was put on the same footing as my research. Consider
the following: "The Center to Prevent Handgun Violence did a 1999 analysis of crime
statistics that came to a conclusion opposite of Mr. Lott's, and their study (like his) is
open to reviewby expertsin many fields" (MollyIvins, "More Guns, Less Crime? AreYou
Sure?" Fort Worth Star-Telegram, Aug. 15,1999). For clarification, the Centerto Prevent Hand
gun Violence is part of Handgun Control, andSarah Brady serves as the head of both
organizations. Many similar statements were madeby the media in Missouri during the
debate over the concealed-handgun law.

65. For example, a December 1998 press release on children and gun violence had
South Carolina and Colorado ranking similarly in terms of how liberal their right-to-
carry laws were, but by January 1999, in a press release examining the change between
1992 and 1997, Colorado waslistedas havinga more restrictive law than South Carolina.
The only motivation that I can conjecture for the change was that it helped get them
the different results that they wanted.

66. "In stark contrast, a review of the national Uniformed Crime Reporting data,
which is compiled by the FBI eachyear from state and local law enforcement agencies,
indicates that the violent crime rate has fallen in all states by an average of 19 percent
from 1992-97" (Richard Cook, "Don'tBuy the Pro-Gun Arguments," Kansas City Star, Mar.
11, 1999, p. B7).

67. Peter Squires, "Review of More Guns, Less Crime," BritishJournal ofCriminology 39, no.
2 (Spring 1999): 318-20.

68. My book does not even cite this quotation, though I mentioned it in an earher
research paper because it was"quite relevant" to the debate over concealed handguns: it
illustrates both the possibility of deterrence and the fears about the possible disasters that
such laws could lead to.

Still other recent discussions in medical journals continue claiming that the nondis
cretionary concealed-handgun laws for "several counties... weremisclassified" and that
the National Academy of Sciences deemed it inappropriate to account for arrest rates
when researchers tried to explain changes in crime (see Arthur Kellermann and Sheryl
Heron, "Firearms andFamily Violence," Emergency Medicine Clinics ofNorth America, Aug. 1999,
pp.699-708). Of course, responses 4and9 on pages 132-33 and 142 in thisbook addressed
the firstconcern and page 18 discussed the secondone.

69. http://www.handguncontrol.org/gunowner/statflaw.htm.
70. DougWeil, Handgun Control's research director, provided the only response that

I know of to my research on the Brady lawby claiming that "Since John's datadoes not
cover the years following implementation of the Brady Act,it'shard to know how he can
claim to have studied the impact of the Brady law on crime rates or criminal access to
guns" ("More Guns, Less Crime?: A Debate betweenJohn Lott, Author of More Guns, Less
Crime, and Douglas Weil, Research Director of Handgun Control, Inc.," an onhne debate
sponsored by Time magazine, transcript from July 1, 1998.) In fact, my book examined
data up through 1994, the first year that the Brady lawwas in effect.

71. Romesh Ratnesar, "Should You CarryA Gun?A New Study Argues forConcealed
Waspons," Time, July 6, 1998, p. 48.

72. I responded by saying that he wasdoing more than simply reporting these state
ments as claims when he used phrases like "Lott dropped" or "the book does not ac
count." Moreimportantly, readers werehkely to beheve that he had looked at the mate
rial and that he would not print something,even if the critics claimed it wastrue, unless
it was true. Again, he emphasized that his rolewas that of a reporter and not to take
sides in the debate.
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I had called Romesh in part to tell him that I planned to send in a letter clarifying
these points, and Time magazine did printa letter. Undoubtedly he played some rolein
guaranteeing that the letter was pubhshed, but it seems doubtful that the letter carried
the same weight as a statement by the reporter about whether he could verify if the
claims made against me were true. The letter in Time magazine was printed in the Aug.
3, 1998, issue under the heading "More aboutConcealed Weapons." It read:

While your piece "Should You Carry a Gun?" [July 6] was generally favorable to
ward my new book, More Guns, Less Crime, it contained seriously misleading state
ments. Despite accusations by some critics, my study on the effect that carrying
concealed weapons hason crimeabsolutely did not ignore"counties that had no
reported murders or assaults for a givenyear." In contrast to the tiny samples in
previous work by others, I used data on all the counties in the U.S. that were
available when I did the study on the years from 1977 to 1994. It is likewise false
that I did "not account for fluctuating factors hke poverty levels and pohce tech
niques." Among the factors Iincludedin the analysis werepoverty,income, unem
ployment, arrest and conviction rates, the number of pohce officers and pohce
expenditures per capita, as well as the impact that the prevention of less serious
crimes has on more serious ones.

73. Ivins, "More Guns, Less Crime? Are You Sure?"

74. Tom Teepen, "AModest Proposal: Let's Arm the Teachers," AtlantaJournal and Consti
tution, Sunday, May 17, 1998, p. 2G.

75. The following letter of mine appeared in the AtlantaJournal and Constitution, May 24,
1998, p. 6B:

Tom Teepen's column "Amodest proposal: Let's arm the teachers," Perspective,
May 17), an attackon my new book "More Guns, Less Crime" (University of Chi
cago Press), contained misleading information. He claimed that "Lott can't fairly
compare 1988 and 1996 exit pollson gun ownership, ashe does, because the ques
tions were askeddifferently." Yet on pages 36-37in my book, I point out this fact
anddiscuss in detail what impact this hason estimates of changing gun ownership.

Citinga paper in theJournal ofLegal Studies, Teepenclaimed that I make a"funda
mental gaffe" by failing to consider other anti-crime variables. My book provides
the first systematic national evidence and examines the crime, accidental gun
death, and suicide rates for all 3,054 counties in the United States by year from
1977 to 1994. No other study on crime hasattempted to account foranywherenear
asmany different factors that could have affectedcrime ratesover time. Unlike the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's claim that homes with guns were
"more hkely to experience suicide," or have "a member of the family killed by
another member or by an acquaintance," I did not focus on data from only one
or a fewcitiesforonly one year. Thereisno evidence that these claims arecorrect.

Obviously, bad things canhappen with guns, but gunsalso prevent bad things
from happening to people. The evidencein my book indicates that many more
hves are saved than lost from gun ownership.

76. An editor at the Fort Worth Star-Telegraph, BobDavis, was very helpful, and he took
the time to read my book to evaluate whether a mistake had been made. He printed a
response by me in his newspaper, and he askedCreators Syndicate, which distributesMs.
Ivins's commentary, to make the response available to other newspapers around the
country that carried Ms. Ivins's column. Unfortunately, despite repeated promises by Cre
ators to do so, they never followed through on this.

77. Let me just give a couple of other examples.
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EvenJohn Lott admitsthat 58percent of homicides arecommitted either by fam
ilymembers or friends andacquaintances, not criminals. (Richard Scribner, [direc
tor of the Injury Control Research Center], "MoreGuns Don'tMeana Safer Soci
ety," New Orleans Times-Picayune, Apr.28, 1999, p. B6)

Dr.Lott's own analysis accounts foronly about10 percentof why some crime rates
have fallen. We need to explain the other 90percentbeforeconcluding that the
"best" social pohcyis to carry more handguns. (Shela VanNess, "MoreGuns, Less
Crime? This Isn't Just a'GoodGuy' vs.'Bad Guy' Issue," Chattanooga Times j Chattanooga
Free Press, May 9, 1999, p. HI)

For the first point, not only do I not "admit" this, but my book points out that this claim
is extremely misleadingbecause the term "acquaintances" primarily includes rival gang
members killing each other or drug buyersand drug sellers killing each other. As to the
secondpoint, the estimatesshown in this book explainabout80-95 percentof the varia
tion in crime rates.

78. The Chronicle ofHigher Education noted that the opposition to my book alsoshowed
up in the University of Chicago Press, this book's publisher. The Chronicle reported that
"The book also caused a mini-revoltat Chicago, where salespeople initiallyblanched at
the prospectof pitching it to bookstores. Some cited personal views about guns; others
thought that the book would alienate booksellers" (Christopher Shea, "'MoreGuns, Less
Crime':A Scholar's ThesisInflamesDebate overWeapons Control," Chronicle ofHigher Educa
tion, June 5, 1998, p. A14).

79. In this case, the dummy must be interpretedaswhether the law raised or lowered
the crime rate as quickly as the quadratic time trend would predict.

80. This example is taken from David D. Friedman's Website, www.best.com/~ddfr/
Lott_v_Teret/Lott_Mustard_Controversy.html.

81. Virtually identical complaints have been posted on the Handgun Control, Inc.,
Web site, where Handgun Control writes: "To this day, John Lott has failed to provide
any statistical evidence of his own that counters Black and Nagin's finding that Lott's
conclusionsareinappropriately attributed to changes in concealed-carry laws. Until Lott
can do this, it is inappropriate for him to continue to claim that allowingmore people
to carryconcealed handguns causes a drop in crime."

82. Dan A. BlackandDanielS. Nagin, "Do Right-to-CarryLaws DeterViolent Crime?"
Journal ofLegal Studies 27(Jan. 1998): p. 213.

83. What is mystifying to me is how others have alsocontinued to make this claim.
Hashem Dezbakhsh and Paul H. Rubin claim that "We beheve that Lott and Mustard's

findings aresuspect, mainlybecause of the waythey parameterize andmeasurethe effect
of permissive handgun laws on crime.They model the effect asa shift in the interceptof
the linearcrime equation they estimateat the county level. This approach is predicated
on two assumptions: (i) allbehavioral (response) parameters of this equation (slope co
efficients) are fixed (unaffected by the law), and (ii) the effect of the law on crime is
identical across counties" (Hashem Dezbakhsh and PaulH. Rubin, "Lives Saved or Lives
Lost? The Effectsof Concealed-Handgun Laws on Crime,"American Economic Review Papers and
Proceedings, May 1998, p. 468).

84. http://www.best.com/~ddfr/Lott_v_Teret/Friedman_on_B_and_N.html. A great
deal of debate about my research and other gun-related research takes placeon the In
ternet in discussion groupssuch astalk.politics.guns or on Websitessuch asDavid Fried
man's, which allows for a very detailed discussion of the issues. The give and take also
allows peopleto ferret out the weaknesses andstrengthsof different arguments.

85. Benson, "Review of More Guns, Less Crime," p. 312.
86. Ayres and Donohue mention in a footnote that "Lott was not unaware of the

possibility that crack influenced the level of crime and some regressions in the book
control for the price data for cocaine (p. 201, fh. 8), but the quantity of crack sold in
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discrete geographic markets instead ofitsnational price would bemuch moreprobative."
Even though I hadgiventhem the price data, they apparently hadnot hadtime to exam
ine it and realize that it wascounty-leveldata.

While simply using the price does not allow oneto perfectly disentangle local differ
ences in demand and supply, arbitrage basically assures that, except for shortperiods of
time,the differences in prices between these local markets willequal differences in selhng
costs. If the total costof selhng cocaine were the same in two different cities, any price
differentials resulting from sudden shifts in demand would cause distributors to send
cocaine to the citywith the higher price until the price hadfallen enoughthat the prices
between the two citieswereequal. Distributors could even remove cocainefrom the low-
price city andmove it to whereit couldobtain a higherprice. Sellers in a city could also
hold inventories andnot sell their cocaine during periods with unusually low demand.
To the extent that it is costlyto move drugs instantlybetweendifferent cities or to store
drugs, any price differentials in the short run can be due to demand shifts, but since we
are dealing with a period of a year, it seems difficult to beheve that any non-cost-based
price differentials will not be arbitraged away.

The bottom hne is that if price differentials exist for long periods of time (and we
wouldpickup precisely thesedifferences byusing average yearly prices), anyprice differ
entials willbecostbased. Nowcostdifferences canarise for manyreasons (e.g., differences
in lawenforcement, wage differentials for workers, differences in rental prices for "busi
ness" spaces, etc.). The concern is not why thesecostdifferentials exist, but simply that
they do and that this will be related to the accessibility of drugs.

Suppose, for example, that it costs $8 to sell an ounce of cocaine in Atlanta and $3in
Washington, DC. If the price of a one-ounce bag of cocaine were$10 in Washington and
$13 in Atlanta, then minus these selhng costs an importer of illegal drugs would make
$7in Washington and$5in Atlanta. Where ishe going to shipmoreof hisdrugs? Clearly
Washington, and he will continue doingso until the relative price net of these costs in
Washington falls until the difference between the two markets is $5.

87. An example of one of the other criticisms is by Ayresand Donohue where they
writethat "the ultimatecriticism of Lottwillbe that the model is too flawed to provide
anyinformation on the effectof the law.... Oneof the strongest results to emerge from
Lott's book is that shallissuelaws, ashe models them, lead to higher propertycrime. If
you don'tbeheve this, then you cannotendorse anyof Lott's findings. But, to beheve that
property crimerose youmust believe that the rate of robbery fell, because the only reason
that more concealed handguns would cause property crimeto go up is that some other
money-generating activitybecame less available or less attractive. One would hardlyex
pect that someone desiring to beat up an individul would instead decide to steal a carif
the assaultive option were foreclosed. But since the robbery resultsare arguably weak,it
is hard to tell a convincing story that would explain the alleged shift from violent crime
to property crime that the Lott model attributes to shall issue laws" (Ian Ayres andJohn
J. Donohue HI, "Nondiscretionary Concealed Weapons Laws: A Case Study of Statistics,
Standards of Proof, and Pubhc Pohcy," American Law and Economics Review 1, nos. 1-2 (Fall
1999): 436-70.

88. The "recidivism" referred to by AyresandDonohueisactually not agoodmeasure
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APPENDIX ONE

1. Although this jargon may appear overwhelming, it is actually fairly simple. Con
sider the following example. Suppose we wish to present findings that height and SAT
scores are correlated among college-bound students. Instead of reporting that an addi
tional inch is related to an increase in test scores of so many points, we can compare
standard-deviation changes, whichwouldbe equivalent to reporting the results as com
parisons of changes in percentile heightwith percentile changes in the SAT-scores.

2. To phrase this in terms of the earher discussion of standard deviations, with asym
metric distribution, there is a 32percent probability that a variable will take on a value
that ismore than one standard deviation different from its mean,andonly a five percent
probability that it willbe more than two standard deviations away from the mean.

APPENDIX THREE

1. U.S. Department of Justice, Crime in the United States, 1994 (Washington, DC: U.S. De
partment of Justice, 1994.) I also wish to thank Tom Bailey of the FBI and JeffMaurer of
the Department of Health andHuman Services for answering questions concerning the
data used in this paper.

2. The Inter-University Consortium for Pohtical and SocialResearchnumber for this
data set was 6387, and the principle investigator was James Alan Fox of Northeastern
University Collegeof Criminal Justice.

3. Droppingthe zero crime values from the samplemade the "shall-issue" coefficients
larger and more significant, but doing the same thing for the accident-rate regressions
did not alter "shall-issue" coefficients. (See also the discussion at the end of the section
headed"Using County and State Datafor the United States" in chapter4.

4. For further descriptions of the procedures for calculating intercensusestimates of
population, see ICPSR (8384): U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, In-
tercensal Estimates ofthe Population ofCounties by Age, Sex, and Race (United States), 1970—1980 (Ann
Arbor, MI: ICPSR, Winter 1985). See also Bureau of the Census, Methodology for Experimental
Estimates ofthe Population ofCounties by Age and Sex: July 1, 1975, Current Population Reports,
series P-23, no. 103, and Census ofPopulation, 1980: County Population by Age, Sex, Race, and Spanish
Origin (Preliminary OMB-Consistent Modified Race).

5. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Methodology for Experimental
Estimates ofthe Population ofCounties by Age and Sex: July 1, 1975, Current Population Reports,
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series P-23, no. 103; seealso Bureau of the Census, Census ofPopulation, 1980: County Population
by Age, Sex, Race, and Spanish Origin (Preliminary OMB-Consistent Modified Race), pp. 19—23.

6. U.S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract ofthe United States, 114thed., table
746, p. 487.

7. Thomas B. Marvell and Carhsle E. Moody, "The Impact of Enhanced Prison Terms
for Felonies Committed with Guns," Criminology 33(May 1995): 259—60.
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